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INTRODUCTION

0

0

It is a commonplace to speak of our culture as

an age of enlightenment, We have attained a control of

nature never equaled previously in the whole range of

recorded history . In many respects , we assume conscious

oommand in domains which formerly were regarded as ex

elusively under the disposal of Providence, Very widely

we have displaced the ancient faith in the ,gods and

replaced it by a rugged confidence in science and the

conscious exereise of the human will* We have dared to

command prodigiously where, in earlier days , men were

wont to supplicate , So, Indeed , It is not without good

reason that we have formed th e habit of viewing our time

as an age of enlightenment,

Yet, notudthstanding all our many achievements,

there is much in our present culture that may well cause

us to pause and +°onder whether the darkness of the present

to not greater than the light , Nations are heavily armed,

or are arming further, caking every conceivable use of

our science in the production of instruments of destruc-

tion until , in this day, it seems most likely that our

command of the forces of nature may prove to be a veritable



'rankenstein monster which threatens to turn upon and

destroy its creator . To it possible that we have implement-

ed the offioe of hate more successfully than we have the

office of love? The scientific eirftctenoy of modern govern-

mentally administered cruelty is hardly less than astonishing.

Then, viewing the effects of our culture from other angles,

grave doubt arises when we see our "enlightenment" fruiting

in many of the signs of growing unhappiness, As never before,

we enjoy the material appurtenances of fuller living, yet the

statistical record reveals a growth in the rate of suicide

and of the various foz'is of psychosis . The growth of the

latter is particularly alarming, These are not the signs of

an increased happiness t but quite the reverse . And what

advantage is it to have attained greater command of oiroum.,

S

stance, to increase material wealth In unprecedented degree,

and to da xpand by decades the average span of life, if the

result of all this is a life of leas happiness? There is,

indeed , much to cause the thoughtful representative of the

present culture to pause and question, Is there not some-

thing wrong with an trenlig text sent Which, in the M al total

increases the ratio of pain?

One need not be an analytic p syohologi st to see that

something is very wrong. But it may well require the best

skill of the psychologist, of the philosopher , and of re-

ligious genius to diagnose the wrongness and discover the



effective cure . Of these two problems the diaf;noais is the

40
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F

ampler and has now become clear in its basic outlines . Ours

is a siok culture because it is one-sided, We are, conourrent»

ly overly developed ahd cruelly starved* In two respeoto this

onewsidodneas is especially notable. In the first place, our

cultlire i s Oriented, alrRost exclusively, to the objective oom .

ponent of conaoiousness, Combined with this to the second

abnormality of a highly developed intellectuality insufficiently

balanced by a corresponding culture of the effective~funetions

of consciousness. oho result is that our unbalanced "enlighten,,

went" has produced , not a true civilization, but an intellectual

barbarism.

w'ar more difficult than the question of di agnosis is

r

the problem of cure . Here we have a problem of pathology that

falls quite outside the range of medical materialism . Indeed,

medical materialism is one of the more serious aggravators of

the disease. It is, rather, a problen for the compound field

of psyoholofy, philosophy, and religion . But, in thi s case,

it must be clearly understood, that it ' is not the objective,

or material isticall y scientific,' psychology-r,ithout-awpsyehe

which has anythinp to offer for the solution of this problem

in pathology. In this respect, the psychology-vitthout•a-
{

psyche stands in the same class as r:edical materialism and has

done its part in intensifying the disease. It is that higher

form of psychology, t,hioh has a psyche an well as givin the



payohp recognition, which has something to offer. ' But thin

uaycholo€y to a rood deal, more then an exclusively objective

.,tape the dorlains thatseience , In comparable degree it over

heretofore . have been exclusively religious car philosophical .
A

Man i, s a subject or self, even more primarily than

he i s an object, Gonsel+tently, a neglect of the needs of the

objootive mtn 3 s loon serio`ss, in its fundamental effects,

than a oorreEponding nerlect *:P ran as subject, Yet, it is

just In the latter respect that our culture has failed most
x

egregiously. So a Slow this failure must be corrected, if the

West is not to sink to greeter depths than any that have been

known to the Orient. If, on the other hand, the West can master

Its disease ,, then there lie before it possibilities of real

cultural achievement p7rcoter than any co for attained by Vast

or test, But it is by no m eans certain that the ''cst vrill :,,uc..

teed, The possibility is there, but only the appropriate con-

scious effort and the' acceptance of the saving bath of humility

will transform this possibility into an tetuality . It means

that western ran must recognize the needs of hf .tself ao subject

and proceed to satisfy those needs, not less fully, than he has

heretofore concerned hiv self 4th objective affairs . He must'

be humble enourh to find himself in this aspect of his compound .

nature, a relative child in contrast with his more mature obK

j ective development . Admittedly, this is not an easy thing to

do, but there is no other way ;o forestall a disaster which

threatens to be only the greater because of hie one-sided

-viii-



"enlirhten heat." S

necaunv of its unbeienee, western krrcwiledre i s a
. t .

dangerous thing, re )mow tt)o much for our our safety, But

once a door of knowledge is opcned it is .rpovelble to cure

tho malevolent effeotn of that knox ledn;c by ceckint to close

the doom The only cure for a defective :rror;lcdre ie a rcoter

knovledge :hich in no direoted In ito development that it serves

are a corrective of the former, Thus, for us, overly developed

knowledge of the object must be corrected by at least a, cor-

reepondinc; unfoldrsent of the Knot ledCc of the : ubjcet, By this

rieans, a one-sided objective "enlightenment" car be traheforned

into the genuine salvin;* Enlighten lent thich, alone, eiffords the

valid orientation to Truth and feclityw T ri e htpher hlithten-

Ment to the supreme achieve cnt ponnible to ran as mon„ It Is

no cure palliative but the final cure of all ills# t ."estern

man, in the forem of his most cultured rcpretertativies, has *one

ao far that he may be no lonr;er served efcco~3vely by riere

pallinttvee. The penalty for havtnr rove ro far as he has is

that he mart cintinuc to the cultr1nnttng Coat, if he vruld avoid

pinking into darkncsse " As, for the rare at nen, the donand i t

not nearly cc riroroas. The mace of men %n any culture tc,'i

its cc ; cnttaal nature, but l.ittlc core than 'primitives 0ho are

cuctuincd on a l'vet above t' .er cclvec by the variouc lcaucra ofI

the race* T'c.r thcm, new bode can be oieater'' tri&t will or-body

the nuutaintnr force n~oesaery, until they have devcloped the

needed r turity for aeoeptin' renuine i nttr'htei went,,

I



The present work is offered an a contribution to the

cure of the great western sickness . Only in a very substdiery

sense is it to be regarded as an addition to 'knowledge of ob .

jective fact It deals, almint exclusively, with concoiousness

in the eety a of the Subject and, in that still rore profound

sense, of Consaiour,n+ sa vihich to neither rubieotive nor ob ject-

ive, Of the three grand donains of Consciousness, only the

objective is veil-developed In the ",est . The subjective has
Y

been riven but a. Plight reeoCnition, while the profound ,ynthetlo

Domain, which is neither subjective nor objective, hardly exists

as an innrinettve dream for western non, As a' consequence, it

io, perhaps, inevitable that the meaning conveyed here v .Ii.l seem

obscure. But whether or not the render finds the r :eanin{ obscure,

he x:511 finl that it carries r. heaiinrr value, if tic but persists

in tryin£- tQ understand . With eontinw tion of such effort, under-

Standing will be brought to birth, in conic degree at least,, nit

this understanding viii' not come fron the ,printed word in the

sense that In valid of writings edai .ing; with strictly objective X

np,tertnl . The underntendirg; vitIl come nut of the "ibjeot of -

the ret der himself , In such a way that It will be his own pri-

vate 17nowledgc . In this t the printed word will serve merely as

a catalytic agent w'i'sh serves to bripn, forth the latent under-

standing of the render .

An the : igntfi cvnoe of this boon: to oriented prirtnrily

to the, `"ub,iect It 3 ^, of nec9setty, s"rttten In terns of the

first Per Tonal pronoun, :ror Xnov1.edge of the Subject is Know-



ledge of the "I", To have written otherwise would have effected

as ob j ective trensforrati on of the rnterial which would have

been equivalent to a falsification , In part , this nI" refers to

a personal existence , 3 ..e . , "Myself, t,ho , in npeoe and tike, %,-it.

nessed and pat-ed throuNh a tran forzation of coisoiousn ess, But

the ultirtatc Subject is as iripersono .l and universal as the ob-

jeotive univ erse , yet it still retains ConocioU sncss-as.."I"4

The reference in this second case Is not to any individual or

empiric personality, It is the "I" vhioh underl ies the 'II" in

all men ,. If this distinotio ,a is not understood, much of t .at

is written here will seom quite impossible , Repeatedly, I have

striven to make this distinction Blear and i hope the reader

will not fail to bear this in mi . d .
I

0

r?i.rat of all, the book is a record of a Transf orratioh

in Consciousness, in so far as that record could be observed and

interpreted by the intellect , In this respect , the boot. Is

uTitten in the form of a diary of subjective events . Further,

the whole record is viritten duri.n ;, rather then after, the

process of Trans3form.ation. I have not found any similar contri-

button either In western or oriental literature, Generally,

only the fruits o£ the Trensforr ed Consciousness ate Civen fox iu.

lctiori, ;,'here , on the other herid , autobiographical material is

presented it sec Ts to be wri tten exclusively after the com.

pletion of the process of Tranoforiation, In such a ease, the

basis of the new perspective is definitely established, and

-xi-



the record of the chap nn base is lost, For aiiy oti.i part,,

I 'trould have found such a record of the changing base Invalu-

able had it come into rty po v seasion in the days when I teas

`eeeki.np, more or lcaa blindly , It in' hoped that the presett

rccoxd will fill a pap that is not covered by a consciousness

speaking exclusively Prom the level of a eo_!pleted attainment.

As might be exaeated , the record reveals a process of

maturing, From the perspective of the final stage the earlier

portion would have been written differently*' Already, have

done just this as Vart of a work to be nubliahed later, and

the difference of treatment is very marked . But I haye Bade

it a policy not to change the earlier writing in the light of

the noro mature vier. thich a terr•cd eubaeiuently , as I felt that

such a course would veil an important value of the record, Thus,

the final edititi ; ban involved only minor polishing without'

than(re of `reaniAF, except in the oaee of the Section on "The

High Indifference " ' wherein the difficulties of formu lation were

exceptionally 'meat .

Interspersed between the sections devoted to the reeorA

proper there are sevcral brief discussions of jdcas that de- '

veloped concurrently with the transforming oonsoiousness . These

expositions claim no pretcntions of, bcin ; exhaustive. On the

contrary , they are.. oceroely re than surr-estive. Throughout

the vholc cycle the flow of ideas eras exceptionally rich and I

found it impossible to capture them all within the fro iv.vork of

formulation. . : ab jeetive ideation is, at times , exceedingly

subtle and may flow into and out of the mind ~ ithout leaving ; a

persisteAt impression . Often this naterial does not at all fit



into the established conceptual forms . The result is that

much effort 3r= required to translate the r±ore abstract ideattan

into the language structure.- At best, only rn Imperfect suc-

cess is attained In this. Throughout this procesa two strests

of mentation are discernible, the one iubtie and subjective,

the other objective enouph to be embodied in t :ords, But the

latter prone: a is riuch the slower anti tends to obscure the for-

mer T.1th the consequence that nany values were lost to the ob.

jective consciousness.
I , y

,This book, taken au n' v=hole, in not viritten for any

single class of read. crs . It covers a fairly diverse range of

Interest, The CO:' non denominator of the book is myself . in

this work I have used myself as a sort of laboratory or re-

I

,earoh, flint I found in that laboratory I have rcriorted as

faithfully as I, could . In a research of this kind the material

covered Is not of that objective Tort ordinarily stu4ted by

scientific method . The difference of material necessitates

difference in method. Thus, since sub j ective r'eterial is more

of the nature of value and significance } rather than of exist-

ences, here fact occupies a distinctly subordinate position.

Actually, meaninr; occupies the prior, and fact the derivative,

position. This is a distinction of the utmost importance, and

no one in in a position properly to evaluate the subjective

factor in consciousness if he disre'ards this relationship,

I have employed the upper case initial letters rather

extensively. I am av.rc that this is not considered to be rood



:literary practice, but, since by this rresns I hove been riateri-

d1ly nicled In 'effeatlnr, clurifie4tion •of nesninrr, I have eon.

sidered the practice justified, In ,-,Ay case,' the adaptation of

2^nuatrge, arlcnted to :)bjectlve +atcrial, to the expression of

a non -objectivc 5i'nificanoe affiordc great literary dir ~ iculties .

' hi.s , under uch ,oitet atanec: s, the sacrifice of clarity to

literary oonvention, or even to literary beauty, secns to rile an

utterly false valuation. In this book, lanrua~re 3s sexvant, and

only that .

The ricaninrrul content of this work' is not ,nev:, rust

bccnuae it is ancient or, rather, tir .css, it i therefore

valuable . But the approach is, in many says, co ct .~i~n new.

So el;ro are irany of the interpretative Intellectual symbols

that have been introduced . This distinction is important . The

ancient Truth becomes hidden through the decay of ^ymbols, So,

fron time to time, new approaches and new symbols become nec'es-r

vary, that the Ever Unehan inC may not be lost in the myriad

phantasms -cria of Becoming,

3crorc, Lri ona

February 20, X939
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THE LICHT BREAKS FORTH

August 17, 1930

The ineffable Transition came , about ten days aco*

Ile had just returned to our Southern California home

0

after a fevwvEeks ' stay in a small tovm in the Mother Lode

country in the northern part of the State , and I was resting

f ron the fatigue induced by the all-night driving of the auto--

mobile. At the time, 1 was engaged in the reading of portions

of "The System of the Vedanta" by Paul Deussen , as I had been

doing; more or less systematically during the preceding three

weeks . 'This work is en interpretation in viestern philosophic

form of the Vedanta as it is developed in the commentaries of

Shankara on the Brahnesutras . I had ' een led to this specific

progran of reading through the realization that Shankara'e

words had peculiar power, at least in my own experience . For

come ti.!*e I had spontaneously looked to him as to a Guru* with

whom I was in complete sympathetic accord, I had found him

elvrays clear and convincing , at least in all matters relative

to the analysis of consciousness , while with the other Sages

I either found obscurities or emphases with which I could not

feel complete sympathy, ?or some months I had resolved to

delve more deeply into the thought of Shankara , in so far as

it was available in translated form,. It was in pursuance of

**Guru' is a Sanskrit term carrying
the meaning of spiritual Teacher .



this purpose that I was slowly reading and meditating upon

"The System of the Vedanta" .

I had been following this course while completing a

oroae•cut, in a Cold-proapeat, near the small town of Michigan

Bluff. Much of this time I was completely alone and was more

than usually successful in penetrating the meaning and follow.

in,g the' logic of what I was reading, One day, after the evening

meal and while still,sitting at the table, I found that, by

gradual, transition, I had passed into a very delightful state

of contemplation* The actual content of the thought of that

period is forgotten, but as I made careful note of the state I'

was in and submitted it to close scrutiny the quality of the

state was well impressed upon my me :riory, by breath had changed,

but not in the sense of stopping or becoming extremely slow or

rapid . It was, perhaps, just a little slower than normal. The

notable change was in a subtle quality associated with the air

breathed, Over and above the physical Cases of the air there

seemed to be an impalpable substance of indescribable sweetness

which, in turn, was associated with a general sense of well-

being, embracing even the physical man . It was like happiness`

or Joy, but these words are inadequate, It was of a very gentle

quality, yet far transcended the value of any of the more

familiar forms of happiness . It was quite independent of the

beauty or comfort of the environment. At that time the latter

was, to say the least, austere and-not in any sense attractive,



This quality$ associated with the air, I had, in a smaller

rteaeure, previously experienced at high altitudes in the

mountains, but in the present instance the altitude was only

1800 feet and the air was far from invigoratingt .due to the

period being exceptionally warm, Fto :zever, introspective

analysis revealed the fact that the elixir-like quality was

riost marked during the exhalation, thus indioatinr, that it was

not derived from the surrounding air. Further, the exhaled

breath was not simply air expelled Into the outer atmosphere,

but seemed to penetrate down through the whole organic like a
0

gentle caress, leaving throughout a quiet sense of del.irht .

It secred to me like a nectar . Since that time I have learned

that it is the true Ambrosia .

It is, perhaps, pertinent to note in passing that a

few days previously, as a result of tho4ght stimulated by my

readings , I had developed an 1ntcrpretation of the nature of

ponderable ii±atter that seemed to rye to clear away c ertain logs.

cal difficulties t hich always have Seemed to persist in the

effort v to reconcile Transcendent Being with the. physical unit.. -
s

verse. The idea that ponderable matter - mcaninr, by that term
i

all things sensed thetber gross or subtl e - is, in fact, a

relative absence of substance, a sort of partial vacuum., At

the present time I shall not develop the evidence and io ;tc

supporting this idea, though this was outlined in my conscious .

aria durini* the days following; the origin of it. The significant



i

point In connection with the present record is the effect

this idea had upon my own consciousness. It seems to have had

a vital part In clearing the way for the Illumination that

came later. This effect war produced in the following manner :

Habitually vue regard the material filling of sensation as being

substantial. To offset this, we may have been theoretically

convinced that so-called empty space is not only filled but

actually more substantial than the portions of it occupied by

ponderable matter* This idea is not new to netaphysios, and

much in the literature of modern physics is not incompatible

with it . But I have found that ideas received from outer sources,

even though in convincing form, lack the power over conaciousness

possessed by an original ides` The effect of this idea with me

was a far more effective acceptanceptance of substantial reality vhere

the senses reported emptiness , and a greater cap to realize

unreality or merei s, ndent and derivative reality - in the

mat riven through the sensess#

There are further prior pertinent factors which, it reams,

should be noted. About eighteexx months ago there began a series

of conversations with one whom I recognized as a Sa$e .. I checked .

the validity of my recognition of this One in every way that I

could and proved iiic genuineness to my complete satisfaction .

I acted on Ilis word when I could not see clearly and found that

clarity gradually unfolded . Acting upon His suggestions,

Sherifa - my wife .- and I undertook a phase of public ork not

*By 'original' I do not mean an idea that has never been thought
before, but one which for the individual, has been produced
with a creative effort from himself .



hitherto attempted . Both of us found an we proprenned in the

vrork a gradual eroi,.th of understanding that has steadily

brought Light there there had been obscurity, fynong other

things this gage sugtested my correlation pith n previous in-

carnation of special it portanoo . Ale advised me that iie vacs
I

not, and could not be, my personal Curu, an that relationship

urns dependent upon allenments that are not arbitrary .

In the past, two_ important Recognitions have cone to

moo : first, nearly fourteen years ago, in a setting which it

is not necessary to delineate, I suddenly recognized "1 am

Atman" . This effected important ehangea of outlook that per-

listed, second, less than one year a'o, while o ni(~';ar ed in the

publlo work mentioned above, and while deeply interested in a

book giving a report of a living Indian Sage,' I alto suddenly

recognized that Nirvana is not a field , of space , or world

thieh one entered and that contained one an space znihht contain

an external object, but rather that "I am Identical '; th Nirvana,

end alv.ays have, been and always will be sow" This Recognition

likewise had its persistent effects upon the personal coneoiouslu

;less *

we are now ready to return to the Recognition of ten

days ago . I say 'Recognition ' rather than ' experience' for a

very definite reason . Properly it was not a ease of experiential

knowledge, uhich i s knowledge front the scnsts whether gross or

subtle, nor knowledge from deduction , thouch both forms, partiou'.
b

5

larly the latter, have helped in a subsidiary sense. It was en

+500



Awakening to a tnowledge which I can best represent by calling,

0

it 'Knowledge through Identity' and thus' the process ,- in so `

for as we can speak of process in this connection at all - is

best expressed by the word 'Recognition* .

I had been sitting . in a porch swing, reading as pre-

viously stated . Ahead of the 0ecuence in the book, I turned

to the section devoted to "Liberation", as I aeemed to feel an

eapwial hunger for this . I covered the naterial quickly and

it all seemed very clear and a4tisfaotory . , Then, as I sat

afterward dwelling; in thought upon the subject just read , sudden-

ly it dawned upon no that a coaon mistake made in the higher

metii.tntion ~» i .e~, meditation for Liberation - is the seeking

for a subtle object of Recognition, in other wards, something

that could be experi enced . Of course, I had long known the

e

falseness of this position theoretically , yet had failed to

recognize it& {Core ` is a subtle but very important distinction .)
s

At once, I dropped expectation of having ; enything happen* 'then,

with eyes open and no sense stopped in functioning - hence no

trance - I abstracted the subjective rioment'- the-11 AM' or

t Atmanc' ac Tent - from the totality of, the objecti ve conscious-,

ness ranifold. Upon thin I focused . Naturally, I found what,

from the relative point of view, is Darkness and Inptineee .

But I Reams It an Absolute L, kt and Fullness' , and that I

vas . Of course, I cannot tell what IT wan in Its own

nature . The relative forms of consctoueness inevitably distort

I
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non-relative Doneoiousnesr,. Not only can I not tell this to

others,, I cannot even contain it within my own relative con-

soiousness , whether of sensation, feeling;, or thought, Every

metaphysical thinker will see this impossibility at once. I

was even prepared not to have the personal ,consciousness share

in this Recognition in 'any vvay. But in this I was happily dis-

appointed. Presently I felt the ,Ambrosia-quality in the breath

with the purifying' benediction that i t• caste over the whole

personality, even including the physical body, I found myself

above the universe, not in the sense of leaving the physical

body and being taken out In space, but in the sense of being

above space , ttiie, and causality . My karma seemed to drop away

from me as an indi,vidual• responsibility . I felt intangibly,

yet wonderfully, free . I sustained this universe and was not
r

bdctnd by it . Desires and ambitions grew perceptibly more and

more shadowy , All worldly honors were without power to exalt

me. Physical life seemed undesirable , Repeatedly, through

the, days that followed, I ryas in a state of deep brooding,

thinking thoughts that were so abstract that there were no con-

cepte to represent-them, I seemed to comprehend a verttabl$

library or Knowledge, all less concrete than the most abstract

mathematics. The'personality "rested in a gentle glow of happi-

tees , but while it was very gentle, yet it was so potent as to

dull tie keenest sensuous delight . Likewise the sense of world"

pain wa s absorbed . ' I looked, as it were , over the world, asking,



"What is there of interest here? What s there worth floinL?"

.I found but one interests the desire that other souk should

r

also realize this that I had realized , for in it lay the one

effective key for the solving of their problems . The little

tragedies ,of men left rye indifferent . I saw one great Tragedy,

the cause of all the rest, the failure of man to realtz+e his

own Divinity . I saw but one solution , the Realizations of this

Since that day I have been repeatedly in the Current

of Ambrosia. Often I turn to It with the ease of a subtle

movement of thought . Sometimes It breaks out spontaneously.

Thought and bodily action can be continued in It, provided a

subtle kind of inner concentration is not broken . But don-

Divinity.

sotousriess focused in action , :hether intellectual or physical,

stops the Currents, The presence of some people affects It

adversely , while that of others does not, The effect on the

body is interesting. The after-effect of this surprisingly

gentle Current , with all Its exquisite delight , is a feeling

of intangible tiredness in the body , somewhat like that which

would be experienced after a period of protracted pain .

Physical, effort is diffi cult . The reason for this see'u to be

evident . One effect of the Current is clearly purifying, and

this action upon the matter of the body is something of an

ordeal . There is no emotional nor intellectual discomfort,

save that without the Current the world seems barren .



I am, studying the effect of the Current upon others .

Sherifa is immediately responsive to It and recognizes Its

presence, at times even before I do . It will trip an audience,

but,those who have heretofore given recognition to a`conscious-

ness of substantially lower quality do not seem to be aware of

the .,brosia .* Perhhps It is too subtle .

August 20
i

On the evening of,'the 17th we attended a musical

concert at the Hollywood Bowl, The audience vas extremely large .

During the early part of the program I had a sense of the crowd,

as an enormous weight upon consciousness, It was so heavy I

could not' pierce through it . Later, during the performance of

certain Bach selectionstthere was a distinct easing up of the

weight ahd a mild tingling along the spine. Consciousness did

rise in some measure, but "not to the level of the Current .

On the 19th we returned hope, I felt deeply tired

and was unable to rise in consciousness . It seems that the

inward penetration does make sore demand upon the body. Life

without the Elixir has become more empty than it %ms before

. the Current was first experienced, mere e xternal affairs

utterly fail to hold my interest,

The conditions of toten life seem definitely adverse

to holding consciousness within the Current of Bliss . Driving

*At -the present date, almost two and one-half years after writing'
the above, this statement must be strongly modified . After two
intervening seasons on the lecture platform combined with several
personal contacts it has been clearly determined that a surpris-'
ing number of individuals are susceptible to the Current, in
some natures it is quite readily induced .

-9,.



en automobile in traffio is particularly inimical. The reason

seems quite clearly to be that under 'these conditions it is

much more difficult to hol4 the inner concentration unbroken .

To steer a way through the outer confusion requires objective

concentration ,* I, at least , cannot yet move through these

conditions with safety by giving only a peripheral attention

to then, Perhaps it rtay be,possible to establish the correlaf»

tion co that it wi ll hold under thesg adverse conditions, but

the demand upon the vital strength is severe*

k
Au ;ut t 22

Late yesterday afternoon I awakened again to the deeper

i

Concciousnes :~, thnugh not to profoundly as upon the first

occasion, The irtmeniate ind.uoinO cause was the readin (; of a

pot'tion of r:nkara ' s "Direct Rei ,i%atton" . The inciting

-occasion each tine scents 'to be a new turfs in i ecornition, com-

binec with a certain creative act of the relative oonscioueness .

stimulated , or, perhaps more correctly, fed .

The ronent of oreati .ve discovery is the crucial one . There Is

then a c1eepening of eonroiousnesP , a Port of retrcat of the relir

eat1 re w:orld,a in a rubtle sense , and then the quality of Bliss

flown over the Personality. From a profound level thrnipht to

Throucbout this whole perie)d V en en reped in thoutht of

a decree of profundity unprecedented in my previous experience.

ti:'hile, in one sense, the rt AM is the uttermost of si apllait7,,



yet there is invoked along with the direct presence of It

a new view of the universe that requires to be thought through,
,

and the elabarations in this thought are greater then those

that I have known heretofore . There is so much to be made

I

clear in thought that there is hardly time to !ive it expression .

There is also a dif ference in the thought'-level . In the past,

I seemed, in general, to reach deeper when putting forth the

'effort to gxpresa myself, particularly in writing . N',w expres-

sion seers more a reaching downward into forms that are inadequate .

My inward thought seems clearer in Its relative formlessness than

when I give it formulation, yet fox ^erly it seemed to rc that I

could express myself almost beyond my genuine understanding. I

have to resist a certain boredom in the effort to give expression .I
I can understand why the mans of learned men to compose systems

co^tctirics fail-to materialize vrhen they break through to Libera-

tion. The objective effort seems toopoor in its results, How-

ever, the expression is needed and it i ; . necessary that the work

be done. ,

I find that there is a decided intelleotuol enrichment,

but the outer aensuou$ life, in poorer, at the present tine .

Does this latter fact ;constitute 'a danger to the body? The tide

of physical life dues run perceptibly lower. How is ohysioal

interest, never strong with ne,,to be cult voted rc that the

body will take on more virility? Disgust with the a xternal

world does help toward Liberation, but it ip a barrier to the

«W11-



assertion of the continued a .ll-to-live, Yet this is neces-

0

sary if one is to carry on eraone non, X foresee the possibility

that will without desire may prove to be an overly severe

asceticism.
f r ,+. M - M

.e have been praoticin ; meditation each evening . I

have aimed at the sepre¢ation of the cubjeotive factor in con-

sciousncea. I have allowed meditation With the eyes closed .

S . reported heavy sleepinecc and L . nodded in her chair* I

think y e will have to work with the eyes open. The reason for

this is becoming clear . ~ The sensory field of the eye is stronger

than that of any of the other senses,, With the eyes open, wakes

In" consciousness continues stronger than at°terwice .. Perri1tting

the objective concciouanesn to continue through its ovn automa..

ticra, the point grill be to concentrate o t the subjective moment*,

It vould seen that this should correlate Realization more

effectively A;ith the personal consciousness . It to not enou'h

to reach the Self in sleep,

I seem to be dreaming more than I have in a long time..

Much of this dreammin ; secns to be a reviewing of events con-

nested with the pact, although the scenes and the events are

transforr?ed so that they are not photographic reproductions of

the physical originals. There also cecros to be a continuation
r

of the trains of thought that were started durinZ the ticking

-12W



state . The dreams nre' quite laekin' in rertcuai intrig ;ucry,

but are more the nature of a dispassionate rcviewin ; of events,
Seenos, and ideas .

PJicrht before last the outline of a plan for another

•book or two developed in try eonso ,ouenese . The principal one*

of these could be on the subject of 'RecoSnition', the pltin to

be a development' of the process of kno-jcwledpe, tied in with the,

pxecc1 t philosophic thought.-and then to have the enphianis
l

placed upon the extraction of the subjective morient in oonsoioue..
pees . 'the 'theoretical part r.ouLd not be new, but along txith

this there would be a new value ai'fordbd by reason of It n being

written from the perspective of an actual Recognition, It rould

aim to shovvi that 'fecoenition' is the practical end tt plictt in

our ow i best philosophy. It could be shown that to e a the

'pure apperception' of Knnt to to attain,Reooanition and Liber-

ati.on,

August 26

The force of physical life is running higher today,
but it is far from b ein,; really virorous .

I cm explbring n nevr ,,orld* There le so much rhich
R

requires to be then ; ,ht into clarity that there scenic not to

I

bE time enough for the trjtinr,, cctting aside all riore external

activities. Lut'it i s necessary that a record should be kept
a* far as the inncq events and Ideas can be captured .

*:feveral ic1ea that are properly a part of rush a proposed
work subsequently became incorporated in this volume, They
are introduced here in the sequence in rhiah they v-ero actually
born into formulation .



thour*ht to extraordinarily clear, do inereagtn eriount 'f it

in now irithin the ranr,,c of f orriul. atton, but ray actual tholzht

i

is in the form of,a sort of short-hand which takes much lees

time than the completed expression on paper or the spoken
A

rroxa mhc writin ; process seers so slow$ I shall place down

what I can in this record an the material comen to the fore-

Cround, leaving systenatte formulation to the future
A

A

i

I

I

t

r
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CONG ?NING MEDITATIVE TROHNIVE

0

I

t

The fovea of, meditation that I have found effective

differs substantially from that generally given in the manuals

on meditation .* Repeatedly I have tried stopping thought and,

olosing out the senses, but the artificial state thus effectedt
was barren of results. Heretofore, the rich values have come

to me throuph or while thinking . I finally took this tact an

a key and abandoned all effort to stop thought or to interfere

with the reports of sensation, In any case, the distraction

enueed by the latter I have found to be too weak to be of real

importance, Through the larger part of my life the thought-

world has naturally dominated the sensation-world so that

sensation had come to mean little more than do small waves to

an ocean liner. The issue thus lay between thought-consoioueness

,and TrenscendenteConsoiousness while the rest, I found, could

be negleote4 . Now, within a process or manifold, a riven phase

or aspect may be'isolated for special attention without stopping

the process or eliminatinge the balance of the manifold, This

is a familiar, technique in scientific and philosophic thinking,

when I recalled this feet and applied it, I found at once a

really effective method of medbation . In fact, I realize, I

have done this for many years without reperding it as a medi-•

tative technique. It was by applying this method of isolation

I *Subsequent to the completion of these writings I came Into
possession of "Tibetan Yoga and Secret Doctrine ", edited by
Evens-Wentz . In the discussion of meditative practice given
in one of the Yoga manuals contained therein, I was surprised
end gratified to find that r y seemingly independent discovery
of a meditative method was actually a re-discove ry of a well-
established and ancient principle of true meditation,

-15-



of the essential element in the midst of a complex, without

i

0

trying to restrain-the other components, that the Transition

visa effected during the early part of this month .

X think that there is an important principle involved

in this method that may be of fundamental importance, espeoi-

ally as it accords with certain experiences that have developed

An western psychological research . Following the methods that

proved so successful in physics , i. .e#, the Isolation in high

degree of a single causal - factor In a given phenomenon for the

purposes of special study, the psychologists sought to achieve

something of the same research-efficiency In the psychical

domain, Thus, for studying the effects of particular atituli

dark and silent rooms were 1Avented . In this respect come of,

tee rooms were so well designed that perfection was very

nearly achieved . Subjects 'were placed in them and then studies

were made in a, supposedly, undistraoted field, It was found,

-however, that c subjective distraction was introduced that

interfered more than ordinary external diversion, The unusual,,

darkness and silence placed the subject under abnormal stress

and the result was an aggravated psychical complex instead of

the psychical simplicity that way sought . This corresponds

exactly with my experience in trying to close out sensation and,

particularly, thought in meditative penetration .

But by ignoring the thought it foes tend to weaken

in-force and there is an Increasing degree of inner calmness .

,01,60.



As the invand Life takes holds the' thought becomes ` something

0

like_a subdued harmonic accompaniment to a strongly accentuated

inner melody. 'urtier, this accompaniment has a positive

value. It is possible that an individual could penetrate the

transcendental or subJeotive world and make no correlation with

relative consciousness, But it the thought-current remains
t

active it can reflect, in some measure, the inner Reality, and

thus the personal man has a share in the Awakening,* In add .tion,

this correlation is necessary if any•of the' value *of the Ill umin*'-

tion to to be conveyed to the intelligence of other individuals .

F
z
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COSMIC AND TRANSCENDENT QQ?.SCIOUQNES
{

0 Yesterday I ^tarted delving into "Comic, Consciousness"'

by Dr . P . M . Bucke„ Thts is a very valuable work . It is an

analysis of the: states and experiences of certain men and

women who have realized, in greater pr leaver decree, a kind

of mystical consciousness which places then at once on a dif-

ferent level from other men . The coon Qharaoteristios of

these individuals and of their inward exoeriencee - in so far

an the ward 'experience' can be correctly eaeplored in, this

connection - have been isolated by Dr . Bucke . At the sane
t

.-

time, the hardly less important differences have been noted .

This study, constitutes a real clarification of the protxea of

the relationship between ordinary conediousneas and the kindt
of consciousness `oo ±only called mystical .

Buckets t self-conselousness' is really equivalent to

'egoism' as this term is employed by Buddha and a number of

other writers an mystical subjects. It must be carefully

distinguished from ' Self'aonsotouanees' as when used to desig-*

nate consoiousnese of the $ELF . As a number of writers have

employed Uis term in the latter sense , it has secured to me

less confusing to avoid Dr, Bupke's usage bat to substitute

such %ords as fegoism*, tegoistie cousoiousnees', 'subject-

object consciousness' , eto ., and accordingly I will follow

4
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such a course . The tselfwaonsciousnesat of Dr. Buoke is an

advance beyond the ,simple consetousnesst of the typicall

anima l but, in its turn, something of a barrier to tCoemio

Consciousness* . The latter term I find only partly satis-

factory* This is a point that requires some elucidation .

fecoenition of the 83L In its purity is realization'

of Identity with absolute Emptiness , Darkness , and Silence,

when viewed from the standpoint of relati ve consciousness, In

point of fact this Emptiness to Absolute Fullness buts a$ such,

never can be comprehended from the perspective of egoistic con-*

saiousness. In one sense it is the "thing-in-itself" of Rant,

Relative oonsoiousness deals with phenomena alone and can never

reach beyond phenomena . But the phenomenal world rests upon

the Real or troumenal World . Thus it is that the Consciousness

of the SUP or 'pure apperceptive oonsciousnesst sustains the

whole universe or cosmo s . But the latter is an outward pro-

jection. Behind the cosmos is the tormlesc or Transcendental
4

'World . Within the cosmos is the domain of relative conscious-

ness, From the latter standpoint the SELF appears as formless,

Hence the approach - for from the relative point of view it

seems like an approach - to the SELF from consciousness posited

within the cosmos takes oh the term of progressive negation

of all identity with form until finally Identity in the Form-

less breaks forth as Recognition , At this stage Recognition

may well take the form of tI am 'ormlesanesat . But this is

really an incomplete Recognition as Shankara has shown by his



acute logic . The final Recognition is "I am not form and I

am not formless :." This standpoint is neutral with respect to

the cosmos and the truly Transcendental or Formless. What

this really means is that beyond Nirvana there is a Paranirvana

which is a position of metaphysical indifference with respect

to the states of manifestation or non-mnnifc, tation, At the

same time , the individual soul may have a tendency or natural
A

gravitation either toward the manifest ed or the non-manifested*

Thus Buddha , being draw, toward the non-manifested, was teripted

not to put forth . the effort to establish His iress are among nen .

On the other hand, Jesus, being dravm toward the nanifected,

faced the temptation in the form of worldly power. Both men

conquered the temptation. But the form of the temptation marks

what really is the individual bent or tendency of thes e supremely

Croat Men. Thus we may say that the sublimated Consciousness

of Tesus was predominantly ' Cosmic Consciousness', orhile that

of Buddha rac 'Transeendental. f or tNounenal Consciousness' .

The comon basis of both i s Identity in the SW.

Dr. Make does show a considerable understanding of

#Cosmic Consciousness ' but seems to miss completely 'Transcendental'

or 'Noumenal Consciousness ' . Hence , he very, largely fails to

understand the significance of Buddha and gives to :alt Whitman

a rather too exalted place . But loubti,css Dr . Bucks speaks with

the natural bent in valuation characteristic of the West,and

very likely the form of Recognition proper to the West is more

I

i
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in accord With that of '( itmen then that of Paddhe .- The very

genus of the West seers to be foreign to 'Nirvikalpa Samadht' ;

'or my own Daact, 1 cannot conceive of anyone who has

glimpsed the beauty of the Transcendent Foi lessneos ever

_

preferring cosmic bee:uty. Hc ' may Choose to move in the vorid

of formm from n consideration of Compacsion„ but not because of

the intriguery of the b+ auty of form as oompared to that other

Beauty.

Today, I find that i> a deep sense X undcr ta nd Walt

Whitman , for t, too, have t kened . tut heretofore Whitman was
}

not at all clear to me, and his t :ords have not hclpcd x c to the

. wakening. In oontrast , the v-ritings of S'luenkara lave proved

of the hipi1 st potencyt while F=monC Westernn uTitera it is

It anuei Kant who did most to prepare the ;'1a7 roar Yae. This is

clearly a natter related to individual, temperament .' Whitman's

Rccoenition Is unquestionably genuine , but for me his Toords did

not clarify but served, rather, to obscure the Way,, Of Moha=edts

expression this u:ould have been even truer had I tried to make

serious use of It . Yet Mohati^aed did attain aoie degree of

mystical insit•,ht, it seems clear that no man can effectively,

illumine the Vbyr for all men. There is more then one stain Road
5

I

anti a great nurber of sut -roads, at, all these, men Who can serge

as -beacone are needed .

I
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IV

THE RECORD CONTINUED

Sunday and Monday were spent in Los Angeles, The

fatigue induced by the city was considerable and made sleep

imperative .

I am practicing the holding of cons ciousness on the

objective or relative side deliberately so as not to . drive the

physical organist too hard ." I find that turning the one way

or the other is considerably within my control, but to ruin

on the objective 'side requires rattler the Freater effort.

Inclination draws toward the Inward . Without the Current the

objective world is like a desert ' in the invidious sense of the

term. How is it possible for humanity to be so attached to this

outer life?

Yesterday I deliberately turned-Inward and invoked the
Y

Current with the adoompgnying deepening of Consciousness, but

in this case in a modified form.' Always there is the gentle

Toy.

Saturday evening we had the usual meditation , I sug-

gested the technique of not trying to stop thought or the reports

of the senses , but to focus upon the Xmptiness with the Intel*.

leotual, recognition ; "I am this Emptiness." So entered into

a level of peace end joy wherein she found herself one with the

stare and all things . There was none of the effect of drowsi-

ness previously experienced . Afterwards I called attention to



the point that one should aim at the Emptiness as the highest, .

but that the consequeno'e .in relative consciousness is a new

richness developing along the lines of the natural bent of the

individual consciousness. On the other hand, if one aimed at

a conceivable goad: he sets that goal .ac an arbitrar3t limit.

The advantage of aiming beyond all possible limits lies in render.

Ing more nearly realizalLe the fullest possibilities of the in-

dividual. The Emptiness is thus the real Philosopher's Stone

which transforms all things to new richnesses; It is the Alkahest

that transmutes the base metal of inferior consciousness into the

Goad of Higher Consciousness .

There is a growing compulsion to'write . At first I did

not care to bother with writing or with any other form of exp .

pression , Even the world Of thought* hitherto always a°rich one

with me, became interior to the Consciousness induced by the

Recognition' wherein I found Myself sustaining the universe, But

-I have accepted duty in the relative world and that duty has be ..

come, first, thought, and then as complete en exposition of it

as its racing current wildf permit. At first I made myself write

but now there is a grow1ng compulsion that sends me to the type-

wr

&herifa tells me that I should write *of a little incident

that I would have let pass as many, Many others have already

pawed, We were at the table partaking of the noonday meal

I had just left my writing and was still active in the current of

22»



thought. I happened to glance out of the door vihere a small

yellow kitten was playing on a broad oerrent platform . It ran

across the platform and I felt a thrill of delight . It was as

though a tiny melody fro* out the Cosmic Symphony had trilled

joyously into my mind - a little sketch born forth trom`the

Grand Harmony, And from this a wave of Toy was distilled and

pulsated through me.

It is not that the physical or photographic fact became

different , but surrounding the incident was an enveloping matrixt
of meaning , It was this matrix that sublimated the ordinary so

that it became joyous .

In glancing over what I have written heretofore I find

that I have failed to note the sense of Power that permeates

Consciousness When in the Transcendental State. When I was en-

veloped with the sense ' that I sustained the universe , there also

came a feeling of unlimited Power. It seemed that I oould.comm

mend in whatever direction I Might choose and that that which

stood below me must ' obey in accordance with the causal sequences

which are My oxen Self-Imposed forms*, At the same tine there

was no wish to will things to be different from what they are .



EVOLUTION AIM C05MIC CONSCIOUSNESS

,"I am indeed Brahman, s'ithout difference, without

change , and of the nature of Reality, lcnow.ledge and Bliss ."

Dr. Bucks in his discussion of Cosmic Consciousness

speaks of an evolution of that kind of Consciousness, just

as there .s a development of f self-consoiousness .,' Hence,

after the Awakening to the former, while this sat involves

definite transcendence of faelf-aonsoiousnesst in every case,

yet there are degrees and levels within the field of Cosmic

Consciousness, Consider.this statement ,in connection with the

above quotation from Shankara . Clearly there can be no evolu-

tion where there can be no'difterenee or change . Yet Dr, Buoke

is right, provided we give to ''Cosmic Consciousnesst the inter

• iretation given above .** Shankara isspeaking of that which is

neither formed nor formless and, therefore, that which tran-

r

scends Cosmic Consciousness . But the Realization of the Brahman"

partial or complete,- is the basis of Awakening to Cosmic Con-

soiousness. The latter does not, therefore, transcend the

relative in the strict sense of the word, though i .t does tran-

scend consciousness grounded in the sub jest-object relationship .

Thus, in Cosmic Consciousness we are dealing with an intermediate

.World . In this domain Ignorrnoe (avidya) has been destroyed,

yet the Cosmos in a fundamental sense has not been annihilated .

*Shankara$ "Direct Realization" ; Sloka 24.
**See Section No, III, page 18



Thus unfoldment or evolution remains possible,

in this connection it is interesting to note the

statement of a certain Sage who, speaking of unfolded Conscious-

ness above the level of the highest human Adepts, caidt "We

attain glimpses or Consciousness so Transcendent, rising level,

upon level, that the senses fairly reel before the awe-inspiring

Grandeur .."

Here, certainly, i s space for evolution tar beyond the

highest possibility of ".an as than, '

I



What greater thing is there than this Mystery that

is Myself?

All things else I am able to comprehend , if not at

this moment, then in time I can do so, and that is' why I am

able to give them names, And that which I have named is in

thralldom to Me . So all creatures serve Me from the most

elemental up to the highest Gods„ But the SELF that I AM has

no nave, for no word that points toward Me Comprehends Me .

Names mean forms, whether gross orsubtie,' but I AEI tithout

fore and, therefore, eternally ntuneleso .

I comprehend all, but an comprehended by none .

I sustain all, yet need no support,

Alll creatures are but revelations of Me ; for in Me

abides their very existence, yet though they were not, I .IM.

This space I produce that My Glory may be revealed ;

yet I alone Realize that Revelation.

Upon this space I east My Shadow in numberless vari-

ations, yet ever remain Ohs • apart .

I AM the theme of all melodies and reveal portions

of far endless Riohness in symphonic elaborations,

I lead all scientists to Me an they seek for the

Truth, rhich in none other then MyEclf,



The devotee seeks Me through the raiment of My

Being, yet t, abide in that devotee .

He who does violence but seeks Me in Ignorance .

I AM the Love of all lovers, and l also am the

Lover and the Beloved#

Beside Me there is none other,

stet In the foregoing a new form of expression broke forth
spontaneously*- Heretofore , I have never trritten In a poetic
form In fact , I have been unusually lacking In poetic
interest and only regarded expository writing seriously . At
the time of beginning this composition I had in mind another
exposition but in the midst of the writing a new impulse in
expression was born. The shift between the two forms is
manifest in a comparison of the first and latter parts. I
have left the writing unaltered so that it fonts part of the
record of the poyohologioel transforration as well an being
a vehicle of Meaning in its own right.



vII

3BSUS AND TIM WAY

"No man cometh unto the Father but by M e ." 'thus

spake `esus* But many heard, though few understood, and so

they sought the Father through belief in a man vho dwelt for

a short time upon this earth* But no ran is *I,, since 'men'

Is an object while I AM always the *subject . Hence, to trans-.
late the above quotation as meaning, 'no man cometh unto the

Father but by J'esus' , is completely to change its meaning .

The Father Is Divinity, God, Brabian, the ultimate Transcendent

Reality . Now this Reality Is Consciousness wherein subject and

object are no longer divided but together form an . united Sea

of Consciou sness . The general tendency of mankind is to seek

God an an object , that is, God is worshiped as an ob j ect Ohiah

stands as other then the worshiper. What 3eeus meant is that

success cannot be attained by this road* It is only through

the 'I' that the Father can be reached,

While both the sub j ective and objective factors are

blended in Absolute Consciousness, yet the unitary quality is

carried in the subjective moment . There Is but one 'If or

subject . Again, this is the most immediate and intimate of

all facts . Hence , only through the fit is Identity realized .

Approached in any other way, God is ever something other than

*028w



the seeker and, therefore , is at a distance . To core to

the rather is to be one with the Father, and this can be

achieved only through the pure Subject or the SELF,

With the more current interpretation of .the above

quotation there in a distinct clash between the teaching of
r

Teeus and that of the other leading spiritual Lights of the

world, But with the interpretation here offered nearly, if

not quite , complete reconciliation is afforded, not alone with

the teachings ofthe other great Founders of religions, but

also with the spontaneous sayinCe of nearly all spiritually

illumi ned souls, It fits perfectly with the "I Ail that I AM"

of the old Testament , It is identical in meaning with the

central doctrine of Buddhi sm and Brahminisn , there + e find the

clearest and most complete formulation of all, The ,Christ''

of G t* Paul is a myztic Christ and not a distinct person . It

is a level of Conco tousness of whi ch ceus Christ was the

symbol for him, This level of Consciousness is identical r ith

that from v~hioh Jesus spoke , This agreement can further be

noted by reading the works of a number of Ood.»Reatized Men,

such as d'aeob Bochme , Spinoza, Whitman, IIegel, Rama Tirtha,

InayEat Khan , etc, It is unnecessary to elaborate further here,



T INEFFABLE CU1;NT OF BLISS

August 27

At this very moment I am afaln within the Current

which, also, is Myself. Speaking from the standpoint of the
7

individual consciousness I shall write of It, as much as I

can convey in ,cords .

I had been doing a little manual :work and, at the

moment,was utwping and looking at some gravel that hid been

carried from a distant valley. While doing so I sank into a

brooding state and seemed to retreat to a distance where there

was a profound, palpable, and pregnant Silence . I attended

to This as to a Voice and received the flue of a Communion .

There were no words, no ideas, nor,any other form, yet, one

might say, It was the very essence of Sound or Meaning . It was

utterly satisfactory and filling. It was the very power that

makes all things to become clear . Again there flowed the

Current of gentle Joy that penetrates through and through .

I shall attempt an analysis of this Current of Joy as

it affects the outer consciousness including the physiological

man. To the sensuous consciousness it appears'as of the nature

of a fluid, for there is a sense of 'flowing through' , It
it

penetrates all tensions with the effectt 'of physical release .

Spots that are not so well feel both rested and stronger. All

over and through .and through there is a quality that may well



be described as physiological happiness. The organism feels

no craving for sensuous distraction in order to find enjoyment,

The externall life of the individual could appear highly ascetic

and austere to others, but all the v.Ohile it .,;ould be profoundly

happy. The fact is, that the real Sage is anything but ascetic,

however much He ray appear to be so to the sensual man . For

example, from the standpoint of a young animal, a man rho sibs

quietly for two hours listening to a concert given by a virtu-

oco mi(tht well seem to be submitting himself to a rigorous

discipline of ascetic self-control . ,But the man himself, pro-

vided he was a real lover of music, would flatly deny that

such eras the case . He would claim that he was keenly enjoying

himself and doing just what he would prefer to do. Likewise,

the Sage in his withdrawn life is not imposing hardship upon

himself, Actually He faces more hardship moving In public

places, administering large affairs, attending the ordinary

amusements of men, etc, , for in all this there is a distraction

that makes the deeper enjoyment difficult and, for many, prac-

tically impossible. It is entirely natural for men to prefer

Fold to base metal, and lie who has 'ealized the Spiritual Gold

enjoys riore, not less .

I wish, by every means possible, to make the point

clear that in the Current lies the highest possible value which,

from the relative standpoint, we call enjoyment** In principle

*I an not forgetting what the East Indians have said about the
transcendence of enjoyment. They are correct in the sense in
which they use the term* But at the present moment I am not
speaking to the metaphysi cian . I am addressing myself to con-
sciousness polarized to the objective .



there Is no need of denying any phase of external action,

save as a°temporsry discipline , so that the necessary inward

concentration may be effected . The Man who ha e made the

Inef 'able Transition in tree . Outwardly no lives the life

that He chooses, but it is utterly foreign to His innellnost

Nature .to choose evil. Tust as the man vto is naturally

cleanly has to impose no-restraint upon himself to prevent

b from 3umpizig into a _ mud puddle to wallow with the hogs,

ko the Realized Man is not tempted by evil , Evil is foreign

to His real Nature and there is no question of an effort to

make Himself good . This places Him in a position there He can,

if necessary, work with the instruments of evil and c do no evil .

Life in the Current or Toy is not the special prerog

ative of a small handful of men'and women in the world, There

are many living who now could Reali74e themselves as one with

this Current, and ultimately all can do so in some Day of Time .

.Actually the Transition is not oo difficult . Yet a lot of

hard vrorlk has been put forth in the wrong direction through

definins the Search in .terms of complexity, It is as simple

as turning from the object of, to the subject too all relative

consciousness , Rlust spontaneity bf t... e SELF,

Probably the ravst important difficulty r•hioh has made

Recognition a rare event is a characteristic in our type of

consciousness . The focus Is placed upon the objective content

of knowledge . Development in this sense involves an ever



greater and greater growth in complexity . Hence , when man

learns of a Transcendental Consciousness and h e seeks to

I

Realize This, his first effort , rathcr naturally, is in the

direction of a more complex ideology . The greater the intel-

lectual evolution of an individual the more likely is thin to

be the case . And tbio explains why it is so often just the

able men trho have most difficulty in effccting the Transition .

flow, the effective focusing of consciousness 3e precisely in

the diametrically opposite direction .' It in toward the sub'

f eotive moment in the subject.objeat manifold , and this

possesses the simplicity of a point , It is easily overlooked

Just because of its extreme simplicity. Yet it remains true,

.that if the able man can succeed in finding this he can reap

a richer harvest , both for himself, individually, and for

others , than is true in the case of those of inferior ability.

I
5
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CONCER:UYNG THE t'ONTANKITY OF TtM 81W

As the lower cannot eomand • the Higher, the Individual

ego is not lord over the ttnivercel M JP. Hence , from the in.

e ividual standpoint the 1 ealitation is spontaneous and thus i s
i

often called an tat of Crac e. The SLF, rhich it xiuct be re-

membered in Identical With Divinity, does not stand within the

causal cequence . Conscqu :ntly, strictly considered , Realization

of the SELF is never an effect of oaunes set up by the indtvi4ual

MA acting in opaoe and time . The latter through his effort

prepares the dandle, as it were, but the Flame is 1irhted through

a spontaneous act of Spirit, But here i o rbere Love cnter n inr
the hig}1est senec , end Love is' not constrained by the causal.

law which governs within space and tirze. Yet Love never fails

the beloved . This Love excludes none , for ` •

I, Spirit, deny none of My children,

crush In not My Nature,

Ever wetting, above forg iveness,

I pour ?iyself in thronrh the opened doors .

Practically , the spontaneity `of the F vi r a through

Man to man, though it cannot be said that It nanifeste in no

other ' ay, In the,"Oita", Krishna says ; "I am in all menj

but not all men are in ME." The Implied meaning is, 'sane

men ere in tilt* i, e . , Those who have attained the Realization .

Such Men are the Divine Presence Itself . Thus the Guru, if



He is in fact a Guru In the true spiritual sense , is Divinity .
t

Such a Man can 1iLo;ht the Fame. The aspirant should seek his

Guru in his inner consoiousnees and turn to Him an to Divinity

Itself,.



SEM ME FIRST

The Toy is not the end-in-itself to be sought .

Seek Me first, and then My Xnowledge and My" Toy

will also be thine .

Seek Me for My own sake and not for any ulterior

motive,

I and I alone am the-worthy end of-all endeavor,

So Jay down all for Me and My Wealth will be th y

wealth, My Power thy power, My Joy thy joy, My ` Wisdom ,

thy risdom.

This universe is but a part of My Treasure and it,

with vastly {neater Riches, shall be the portion of

'the Inheritance of all those who come to me .

Long hove ye lingered in the desert of Ignorance .

I desire not thy continued suffering .

Come unto Me . The Way t s not so hard .

0
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XI

EXPRESSION PROM DIFFER IT LEVELS

What is written here is riven variously from the

standpoint of the ,"elf and from that of the ego t - the t eeif-

consoiousnear3' of ,Dr . Buoke . It in most important to establish--

a cross-understanding, in so far as may be possible , Language

in the creation and vehicle of epoistio consciousness, it is

imbedded in the subWeot-object relationship . Speech or writ-

' ing as from the perspective of the SELF Involves unavoidable

obscurity, anal.agous t7 that which v uld be found in attempt-

ing to express abstract thought in the very concrete language

of a primitive people, but in the former case the difficulty

is very ouch greater, Only In the Silence can the SELF ,be

40

Known as It Is, and this is not tknowingi in the•subJect.»objeot

sense, Now, fro* the egoistic or 'self-conscious, standpoint

language can be used correctly. But in thin case the ex-

pression is about the event or reality as seen from the

outside} it is not the event or reality itself . Expression

an from the SELF, which is expression in the Current, IS the

Reality . Necessarily there is a mystical quality in the

.latter, but not implying irrationality in the sense of anti-

rationality. In fact the SELF is REASON, while all external

reasoning is but a reflection of that REASON and, in most

cases, a very poor reflection indeed,

"37-



What the SIL? , together with Transcendent and Cosmic

it

Consciousness ,`actually are can be know, only through

Recognition or 'Knowledge through Identity'* He r:ho Knows

can speak and be Understood try another who Knovs, but others,

a t best , will feel something or sense a Light which attracts

them. They may find induced in them comething of the great

'oy and Peace . All of this becomes strong evidence that the

Kingly Knowledge 3s, and thus builds a presumption of the

reality of the Goal to be sought ,, Then one here and one

there and, We hope', many may be stirred to a desire to Know `

in the Inner sense . And that desire mutt be planted in the

rout before the Awakening can take place .

Strongly developed egoistic consciousness is a barrier,

but at the same time it is a ~ox:er. The barrier can be master-

ed and the power retained, Highly developed capacity in

relative knowledge is not to be scorned . 'zany genuinely

Themselves , They have left poor bridges for others . It is

this bridge -building that is the really important work . The

Illumined Men have not seen clearly rith respect to this point .

The result is, that while such Men have made the Crossing for

Realized Man qua Realized has no need to write either for

Himself or for other Realized Men . But he nay need notes for

himself as egoistic man, and others do require the land-marks

such a One can leave. There is also another Important point .

If ,the Recognition of the SW is not to entail { permanent

immersion in the Silence , but is to be combined with active



manifestation , relative powers are necessary. Egoistic

consciousness and even the lsimplh consciousness' Is, in high`

degree, an eclipse of Real Consciousness * But, this eclipse

sprv'es a useful purpose for the invoking of relative powers .

Otherwise the long journey in the Cycle of Necessity vo~ild be
f

a vain travail . Egoistic consciousness does, therefore, forge

instruments of value} which the truly. Wise Man will not discard,

although He nay very largely transform theL The mire perfectly'

forged instruments of egoistic consciousness have greeter

potentiality than the leso perfect ., But the men v.-ho have built

such instruments naturally have a stronger eeoistio force than

others , with correspondingly greater barriers to overcome . But

having mastered these barriers and having Realized the Sam',

They also transcend others in the capacity to make manifest

from out the endless yullness of the Silence*, Vie do not scorn

bUt, on the contrary, desire such men, and will do all that

can-and may be done to demonstrate the fact o f, the Inner Reality

and clarify the rationale of the Way s-hereby that Reality may

be Realized. '

There is • a shifting of standpoint in the use of III

the SUP-, 110 - the egoistic or individual man -, and the

e' , employed at times, Metaphysically , T am the floe ~ tithout

a second or, more strictly , ' I stn not-'one and not not-one, and

there is no seeond*' Yet while this remains eternally true,

l amen, in a reflected sense- the egoistic ", one among-others .



Strictly the egoistic rI' Is $I am I and none other" . (It

is the 'none other' that makes the barrier noted above .) Now,

there is between this and the highest metaphysical level

another level or state, in one sense intermediate and yet also

beyond, pince it involves real Mastery, where I realize Myself

as 'I am 'I and yet also otherst . It is in this sense the rt1e'

i s employed, spelled v'ith a capital + r .

The rules of literary form will have to be sacrificed

when they interfere s' ith the main -purpose . At times I write

in the midst of the Current, yet at other tines more or lees

out of It. The Current carries Authority, and in the face of

this literary rules must be discarded when they act as barriers

to Meaning .

-40-



xx .
THB RECORD CONTITMED

I

August 28

As already stated, I can dietingu1ah three distinct

Reco ;nitions that produced lestirt effects . As I look back

I ban discern a progressive quality in the three wrhiob, it

seems, should be noted . About fourteen years ago an old

college friend called upon Sherilh'and rae and the time was de-

voted to the discussion of Theosophical subjects . (My friend

vas' an earnest student of the Theosophia.) At one ntage in

the conversation he outlined the various steps of a very old

diecrin1,native technique In rMoh it to shown, progressively,

that the Self is not the body nor the various other principles

of man, but that it can be only` that final prihoipi,e - which,

strictly, in not one principle emonp, others - i .e ., the Atman

or pure subjectivity. I was feniliar with the method, was

already e onvinced of the soundness of the logic and had pre*

viously employed it myself . But in this once I suddenly s eemed

to Realize , rith certainty , that , In fact , "I aln identical i,Ith

the At :an{ . There was a sense of a new Lirht which made clear

much that had been obscure, but this was not a light seen in

the form of a subtle sensuous perception . The effect upon the

relative consciousness persisted . There was a definite enrioh+-,

rient , but I wao not aware of the Current of `oy.

The most a 4nificant cohsequence , within the individual

consciousness , was a certain change in the base of thought .



F

As en example , it nay be noted that, r.horeas , prior to that

date I had read the "Bhagavadaita" because it was one of the

important Theosophic books , I did not like it, and it seated,

to inculcate a veritable repression of the life-intcfest I,

then , cared for ; on the other hand, immediately after the Recog-

nition of ny Identity with the Atman , I found myself spontaneously

thinking, an my own thought, Many of the ideas contained in the

"Gita" , I Realized them as obviously true and, instead of

their carrying a repressive value , they were a couroe of Light

and expansion, I have never forgotten this Recognition and

have never felt disposed to question the fact I , then, saw so

clearly. In the intellectual sense that Recognition was , and is,

persistent . But other aspects of the personal nature were not

included or were not :ufficiently included , So, in the inter-

veninn years I have often feltelt and acted_ contrary to that

Recognition,

The second occasion occurred sonevitet less than a year

ago . I had been reading with deep interest a book by Paul

Brunton in which , avrong other a cpericnoes, he told of his con-

tacttact with a certain Sage in Southern India . I felt a sympathetic

rapport with this Cage and repeatedly read Rio v:ordc with pro-

foundfound attention ,, once, while thus engaged , it suddenly dawned

upon me that Nirvana i s not a field or place where man enters

and is enclosed , as in a space which envelops bodies, but I

Recognized that "I em Nirvana " . In other words, the Real Self



Is not other than Nirvana, never has been other, and never

nil be other.. . All that the individual man achieves is

Recognition of this eternal fact. With this Transition in

consciousness toy was realized . Even at that time I sensed

It as a Current , though in modified form as compared with the

more recent Recognition . I once spent a whole day immersed

nithin It and, for a period, r•ithin certain limits, I could

stork concerned with metaphysical tub3eots, A greater Light
1 ~

,
Invoke It, At the time, I wag engaLp;td in leoturinr; and class-

come into this r•ork . '`,'bile p reviously I had employed a con-

siderable, decree of ;rot, orZanization' in lecturing and class-

'ork$ I beCan, then, to telex the formal napeot iso that it

stood more in the background as aornething automati c in Its

action . I dared to leave a larger room for spontaneity on the

platform* end found by repeated experimenting that I could

trust that snontoncity, provided I could secure a certain atti-

tude in the audience . Lr.c'king that attitude , I could rebound

to the c ore formal preparation, Since then I have continued

I to be able to operate between these t sio rsodes. I found that

a conceptual coordination, produced Nihile one stood or sat

before an oudicnce, vcleascd, concomitantly, a current--like

quality that hail, a ong other fcatureo,e the effect of holding

the auaicnce in a kind of stillness i hioh , I mould describe,

an po :• eessec'i of depth . The attention of the individual member

of the audience was held even thour*h he did not understand the



ideas developed , a s was often found to be the case in sub .

sequent conversation . A simple repetition of the scne

conceptual co-ordination did not have the same Dover in the

some degree . I thus found a definite correlation between the

Current and creativeness . From the relative standpoint the

Current requires a progressive disintegration and reintegration

_

-of forms . Once a }fori becomes relatively fixed, the Current

subsides .' And yet , in a very curious way, this disintegration

and reintegration leaves a cert ain subtle master-form unaltered .

The result is essential c onsisteney between all formal integra-

tiona produced in the Current , provided the individual under-

stands the use of language . And , even if he does not understand

the art of languar e, that consistency still remains , though in

a decper sense which is not so easily recognized .



XIII

NIRV RIC BLISS

7

In the Current , to stand In the presence of the

Ceaseless Motion which, at the same time, man be characterized

as Changelessness . In one sense, we may say that the Key to

Ir!tortality is to be ceaselessly creative , while remaining

eternally ,Identical . Nirvana is` pure , creativeness and, conse-

quently, cannot be captured within fixed definition . On the

other hand , genuine objects of consciousness can be defined,

ninve they are forms . Nirvana is inconceivable but It is cease-

less Conceiving . Herein to a partial explanation of the firvanic

Bliss that car fall t^ithin the understanding of the more common

consciousness . Creative activity , even on the lower levels,

such as begetting , does awaken d degree of blise , tho"trh of

pro^resstvely inferior and grosser quality as we approach the

physiological . Usually such minor blisses last but for a

moment , or, at best , for brief periods with subsequent de-

pression and exhaustion . Conceive of the intensity of the

bliso raised beyond all relative imagination , and far beyond

the power of any physiological organism to endure , and then

regard it as, not lasting merely for a moment or a brief period,

but extending tirith unbroken continuity , indefinitely ; then

something of the Bliss-aspect of Nirvana may be apprehended .

Is it so surprising that many'become *God-intoxicated' end fail

to Co on to the winning of real Mastery?



xxv

THE RECORD CONTINUED

is

1

Returning to the record,, it is now to be noted that
I

the second Recognition had produced a change that is persistent#

yet, at the came time , certain aspects of my relative nature,

principally below the intellectual , were not taken up, There

were outer desires that still had strength , although they had

become perceptibly veakened . After the period of lectures and

class-work there was' a, sort of partial Eolouding of the sky' .

At the time, I could not invoke the Current , though the force

of the Knowledge remained unbroken , as far as attained . Sub-

sequently, lectures and class -work were continued in the Middle

'est . For the first three weeks of this work in Chicago I hadt
what, for me, was a most unusual experien ce . I felt the cones

dciousneas of the city as an almost insupportable weight which

enveloped my mind with a sort of lethargy so ° that I could not

really think, Prior to this experience nothing had ever been

able so to suffocate the power of thought that I could not,

fairly readily, %41.1 my way to thought-action . I was on the
platform nearly every day throughout this period, although

Burin' the greater part of the 'enty-four hours of each day

my consciousness was so gripped rith heaviness that I desired
I J

to sleep all the time. I spoke, an it were, with the momentum

of past thought, but it seems my state was not realized, at
least not generally, by,othera, After three weeks I broke



through with a deep Sense of elation and victory, once again,

I found myself moving; in a stream of genuine thought and,,

finally , gave a lecture on the "Crest ?ewes" of Shankara which

represented the highest point I had attained on the platform

up to that time . In subsequent work in the smaller cities I

had no further experience of the obscuration.

By the time the work vms drawing to a close I had a

feeling as of being emptied , and the desire grew strong to

return to the We8t and live for a time under conditions where

I could have complete solitude . This condition mss met in Tuly

on one of the tributaries of the American 'River near Michigan

Blurt , Two purposes conjoined at thi s time , It was desirable

that some cross-out mark should be done on a gold-prospeot for

further sampling and, in addition , I found a curious value in

under-ground activity in association with inward penetration

toward depth, So . during the latter half of 'uly, I had some

days of solitude combined with underground physical v'ork, plus

meditative readings in th e "System of the Vedanta", as noted

previously, Much clarification was achieved in my consciousness

during this period, but two facts*, one a correlating idea. and
the other an experience , stand out above the rest , The ex-

perience ras a spontaneous development in the Current , but this

time in a form that ryas more sensuously evident than on any

prior occasion . Here, for the first time, I submitted It to

*Both of these have been recorded in the opening section of
this book , The idea will be developed more fully later,



analysis, in so far as It was reflected in the organiartt,

The Current is clearly a subtle, fluid-like substance

which brinpa the sense of well .beine already described, Along

with It, a more than earthly Toy suffuses the whole nature,

To iayselD, I called It a Nectar, Now, I recognize It under

several names, It is also the 'Soma', the 'Ambrosia of the

Gods', the ,Elixir of Lifer, the ,Water of Life' of Tesus, and

the ,Baptism of the spirit' of St,, Paul, It is more than

related to Immortality ; in fact, It Is IdenticQl 1Jith Immortality .

During the first week of August we returned to San

Fernando and, on or about the 7th of the month, the Glorious

Transition came . This third Recognition was much profounder

than the others . The Recognitions as expressed in the forms,

ti am Atman' and. 'I am Nirvana,, were not devoid of an objective

element . Each of these forms is a coiiplete judr ment or propost"

Lion' involving, therefore, a subject and a predicate . In the

use of relative language such a Porn is unavoidable, if the

statement is to be correct according to the lavm of language,

But in my own consciousness, in addition to this fact, I also

actually retained a degree of the objective element . Hence,

the Recognition, in each case , fell short of genuine identifica-

tion . In the third inrtance, I isolated the subjective moment

from the relative manifold of consoiousneec, as already stated,

and the result wan Emptiness, Darkness, and Silence, i .e .,

Consciousness with no object ., It should be borne in mind,

however, that relative conxciousness by its ov.n momentum con-

-»4B-
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tinned to runotien all this time, so that I- never for one

intent lost sight of my environment or the ceaseless train

of thoughts . It was ,imply a discriminative abstraction of

the pure subjective moment and Reco6nizing myself an That .

At this moment, I found Myself above space , time , and causality,

and actually sustaining the whole universe by the Light of

Consciousness which I AM. Almost at once, there followed the

Nc star-like Current and the gentle j yet so powerful, r'oy . Now,

always heretofore with me, as a practical working principle,

thought was life, even-though theoretically I had for some time

recognized that thought itself, no matter how abstract, required

a matrix. But rrith the third Recognition I found myself mare

than content in a World above thought, since It comprehended

thought with all else, I eras tempted to abandon thought and

draw inward . All the outer effort and work seemed so useless .

But on this point I had been already warned by literature, such

as the 'Voice of the Silence" and, further, it did not seem

like good sportsmanship to have received an Inward aid making

possible the Attainment of the most precious Value of all and

fail to carry It on to others, So I looked over the tnrld,

as it were, to find what value there remained to hold my in-

terast. It seemed to me that I had garnered, at least in

seed-form, enoughh relative knowledge* I had no real interest

in the grosser constructions, such as the tangible forms,

institutions, societies, govermnents, and arts . But there was



one thing r that did rcmaint a humanity, also part of Myself,

0

that was almost famished for that saving Knowledge and the

Divine Nectar that I had found so precious So, for me, there

was a commission to be fulfilled, 1 .c .,'to Icarry on' in the

objective effort so that these others might be brought nearer

to the Coal . But then the question arose : How •,,.-as this to be

done? I placed this question before One who has riven me riuoh

excellent advice and asked for a formula of action . He said$

in effeet : "None of tie knows nuch a formula . All other com-"

partnents of nature under the sun V e can, and have, pcnetreted

and know the laws and, knowing, them, ., tale can act with and mold,

nature according to Our villa* But the human soul is a mystery,

and its inner depths lie beyond Our penetrations . We try many

ways to reach these liuman souls, often dtsapgointed there tle

vipect much, and yet surprised at tutee beyond Our expectations!

Find your own way and try ." Well, this book is such an

attempt .
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XV

THE GRAM ADVENTURE

is I have a sense of a Grand Adventure, the most

glorious or an .

A veritable World looms before my inn er gaze unfold-

ing hour by hour, and day by day, so that I cannot berin to

record on paper what is being unfolded within the mind by

the shorthand of thought .

Such Joy and Freedom shed their luster about that

even this remaining bondage of action is losing, progressively,

the sense of restriction .

Within the Grand Abstraction, which is the one Concrete

Reality, there is a silent Cirmunion, rordlese, thoughtless,

utterly formless, yet within it I barely discern, like the

dim paling that heralds a new dawn, the silent Voices of

Others, separated here by both space and time - even distant

time .

There are other Communities beyond this .

There are far more satisfying Companionships then are

possible within the veil of gross matter .

The Silence in Full and Pregnant, and out of It flows

the Stream of all formations in endless varietys Symphonien,

philosophies, governments, sciences, arts, cocieties, and so,

on and on and of



ALTERNATIVE ROADS TO RECOGNITION -

0
'Mhile the book "Cosmic Consciousness " I s a valuable

compilation and analysis of the objectively discernible

charaoteri etics which mark Those who have Awakened to the

'Cosmic Sense', as the author calls it, yet Dr .'Ducke has

covered only a part of the subject and misses entirely a

phase of Recognition that does not possess certain of the,

signs he has noted flot all Recognition carries in Its train

the profound and, sometimes, intense d'oy. There are Recognitions

in which the element of Joy is not conspicuous and, though

present, may be too hidden to be revealed to the gaze of the

observer ,, unless the latter in unusually acute in his percep-

tions .

'There is a science of Recognition , though in large part

it remains esoteric . But some of the science may be uncovered

by the uninitiated student , if he seeks in the right place .

Among the various Vaces the East Indiana for : the chief repost-
y

tory of thi,;s• science ,'and the language etnployed, I .e ., the

Sanskrit , involves terns corresponding to o oncepta for which

there are no real equivalents in our current western languages,

It will be necessary to turn to a s'mall + portipri of tAs science

to show how Recognition may be of more than one type,

The ultimate Reality is Nameless , though vord-signs

have been devised that point toward , but do not define, It*



Among these is the word SAT, .designatina, but not defining,

THAT which is neither Being nor non-Being . This Is the One

Reality or, rather, THAT which is neither One nor riot-One .

I, the Atman, am identical with THAT; hence, the statement,

'The Atman is identical with the Brahmans . This One Reality

is Absolute Consciousness and Absolute Motion . Its highest

representation is, therefore, a triad and this has been called

in Sanskrit 'SAT-CHIT-ANANDA', CHIT is Consciousness or Know-

ledge in the highest sense . ANAtDA in Bliss or Love, main in

the highest sense . )But, as already shown, pure Bliss is pure

Creativeness and, as creativeness is motion in the ultimate {,

sense of disinteCratin ; and reintegrating form ceaselessly, we

can see how Ananda becorzee identical with Ceaseless Motion . Be-

low this highest Triad there is a lower reflection, though still

on a metaphysical level . This reflection abides in man as his

highest aspect, It is known as Atma-Buddhi-Manias ; 'Atma' cor-

responding to 'SAT', 'Buddhit to 'AMANDA', and 'Mantis' to 'CHIT' .

Each of these sets of three is often represented as an equi-

lateral triangle with the Atman or SA T

at the higher apex, the base being

parallel to the surface of the earth

or, rather, tangent - with Duddhi and

Manas or ANANDA and CHIT at the other

vertices, as followst

The equilateral form of the tri-

y .,

1

ang lea indicates a symmetrical relationship

while the position at the upper vertex of SAT or
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two contrasting routes , and a third which is a combination of

the two . If a man reaches first to Buddhi and then to Atman -

--the I AM but has attained little unfoidment of Manse

Intellectual Principle - the Recognition will manifest predom-

inantly through Jay and Love. All such tend to see the Supreme

Atma signifies that here, u4th respect to each triangle, is

the ultimate. As a consequence it follows that Atman is as

accessible through Manas as through Buddhi and, likewise,

SAT through CHIT as well as through ANANDA* . All of this is

well above the personal man. Now, below the triad, Atma-

Buddld-Manas , there are Innumerable roads leading toward

Recognition ; but at the level of Buddhi and Manse there are

an Love and this, apparently, is the more frequent development .

But, on the other hand, he who reaches to Atman through Manas,

and iith but minor development of the Love principle, will be

Illumined in terms of Knowledge, but will know relatively little

of the Toy, For such a one the Supreme Is seen as Knowledge or

ifisdori. The third, or combined Road, is through Manas, thence

through Buddhi to full Recognition in the Atmen . The Supreme

then stands forth equally as Wisdom-Knowledge and Love-Bliss .

The latter in, of course, the most completely balanced Road .

But if the Atman is reached thronnph Menas, then Buddht can be

Awakened quite readily, or vice versa, if the appropriate

effort is put forth . Thus, finally, the culminating complete

ness is also attained . Buddha is the outstanding a :ersple of

*This fact has been strangely neglected by many students,,
yet the very figures reveal it .
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the balanced Recognition within historic times, and thus

He Is One equally great in Knowledge and Compassion .

Immanuel Kant is a great example , among western peoples,

of a man who attained something of Recognition througghManes.

As a result, his philosophy clears the "my in the West in a

sense analagous to that achieved by the thought of Shankara in

the Orient but, unlike the latter, is incomplete on the rmeta-

physical side . Hegel partially completed this structure, but

the whole of this falls short of the completeness of the pure

Adwaita Vedanta,. Still, ithin this idealistic structure is to

be found the best of genuinely spiritual Knowledge-Wisdom in-

digenous to the test . Kant's Light is very clarifying but there

is lacking in it the Substance which is Toy, This fact in re-

veslcd 3n his features end his writings. Yet there to a very

great end clear besuty in Kant . I, for one, en profoundly in-

debted to him and realize that debt more clearly than ever at

the present time . t,itbout him I might have cxnerienced , but I

could not have understood nearly eo vell the Meaning unfolded

through the Transition, bcirg born, as I en , in a western body

and nurtured in a western current of thought. I take this

opportunity to make qty acknorledgrncnt to this treat philosopher

who could recognize, and so well name, the pure subjective

moment of Gonsoiousness j ,i,e,, Pure Apperception . Ie there any

greater phrase in all philosophy than this: "The synthetic,

transcendental unity of pure ttppercetation ?" He who penetrates



this phrase and extracts from it its ultimate Meaning will

have attained the Recognition .

Among the earmarks of Illumination that Dr. Buoke

0
has noted, 1ant does not reveal, at least not conspicuously,

the Toy and the 'subjective light', but on the other hand the

moral elevation is marked . In fact, Xant has made one of the

most, if not the most, important contributions to the theory

of ethics of any thinker in our present culture, And his

primary ethical principle is one of the most lofty ever formu-

lated by man, 't'he intellectual illumination is stupendous,

Few rien, if any, in history have ever surpassed the Intellectual

altitude attained by Immanuel Kant .

I



AYJ J.

BEING BORN AGAIN
August 29

No doubt a price in exacted from the personal man .

An extraordinary demand is made upon the nervous organism,

and so a counter activity is helpful, perhaps necessary, But,

as even the personal man is much more than the physical body,

the price goes deeper than the body. There is here a kind of

dying, proceeding in the midst of continued bodily existence,

Doubtless it Is but natural that the personal nature should

dread all this and, in a measure, grieve, For here we have

the real meaning of the crucifixion . The personal life i s

centered upon the ',orld-field ; though it is a doomed life in

any case, since, inevitably, Death reaps all here, Still, the

personality never quite bell eves this and strives in its feeble-

ness to will its continuance in the outer world, until in ripe

old age it craves rest, even though it be at the price of ex-

tinotion. But rlien this hour or tiredness has come it is

already too late to achieve the Awakening in that body, for

this Awakening calls for a profound, though possibly subtle,

virility, To die in the midst of virility ,- the mystic thirty-

three years of eee - is not easy . Jesus , note in the sense of

the personal man, sweat the drops of blood c1rav,m forth by the

agony of Gethsemane, lie shrank from the ercin , of the crown

of thorns and the nails of the cross . But all this is only



one side of the shield, Beyond 'the seemingly forsaken man of

this c•orld is the Glory of Fxaltation, He T.ho realizes the

obverse of the Crucifixion of 3ecus forgetsw the latter in the

presence of that Ma jestio Glory tfiicb sheds a Light so potent

as to consume all darkness within Its range . The "El.i, Eli,

lana sabsohthani", seen from one side as "My God, Miy God, 'by,

halt Thou forsaken re?" becor :es, "My Gad ~ My God, how greatly

halt Thou exalted met"

A Fire descends and consumes the personal ran. 'or

a time, short or long, this Fire continues . The personal man

is the fuel, and the fuel, in Croster or less meanure, .does

suffer . But fire does not destroy ; it simply tranaformo . This

faot can, be realized by an analysis of that takes plane through

the notion of ordinary fire . If ,a loC is burning, the fuel to

principally, it not wholly, in the form of carbohydrates, and

the fire transf orr!s these Into carbon dioxide and vaster vapor, .

There reiains a shall mount of acres , the pernirtently earthy

portion of the log. The carbohydrate In the lor, was a fixed

form, partaking, for a time, of the earthy solidity of the

mineral aasoolates in the lo(;, But as the carbohydrates become

carbon dioxide and water vapor they take on next form in the

freer ; orld of the air . So too, does the Fire i hieh descends

and consumcs the personal ran but Trsnsforn him, Only the ash

of the perronol nature is left behind, ¶ hile the rest, the



best of the personality , is taken up to be conscious in airy

spaces . The ultimate state is one of a far, far greater Toy .,

It is possible for the man passing through the ordeal

0 so to shift his center of nelt-identity that the pain, Instead

of being strong , becomes but 4 shadowy undertone of a melody

that ' is all Toy, He , the identifies ham:elf with the fuel

predominantly, suffers ouch end keenly , but if, on the other

hand, he unites himself with the Fire all is changed, The

Plane of the Fire is a dance of Toy . There is no pain on this

lepej of Consciousness . The transsforning man does not then

wait until after , the BurninF to Know the Toy, but feels It

through and through vhilo iri the nidot of the ordeal, v,,hich now

has almost completely ceased to be an ordeal at all,

In the days imn ediately follo .-lint the Transition I

clearly felt the Fire and, because I did Identify myselt rao stly

11th this Fire , those were grand days, despite the fact that

there were brief periods of reaction when life leered low in

the physical body and it vas difficult to assert the Y411,-

to-live. But now, thece periods of reaction are growing less,

both in that they are shorter in duration and are less intense .

Also I do employ more judgement in Invoking

is Bliss . There exists a throttle , comr .and off` which gives to

nan the power to o ontrol this Current. It to but a due exercise

of wisdom so too adjust the flow of the Current that Its action

is b,.laneed to facet the strength of the personal man .



In the old days when I read of this Fire I supposed

that It had but a figurative nneanine, But ''hilt the Fire is

figurative, in a sense, yet It is also a quite reni and even

a sensuously felt and nnifeisted faet', Not' only have I felt

this Fire but It has been induced In those who live near me,

They report feeling It an genuinely_an the heat of the sun

and manifest Cone of the effects of the suns s heat as it acts
r

upon the human body, The Inner Fire does reaeh' darmn' tee the

outermost or the man. This does inply that, looked, at arightt

the retaphy: ical is not utterly divorced froi the physical,

ti

I



XVIII

AN ;PERIEriCE t'ITH THE ?IRE .

A few years ego I experienced the Fire in another

forte On that occasion I had been collecting the r!aterial

for a lecture on the Akasha and the Astral Light, such, know-

ledge, as is externally available on this subject , is largely

descended from the ancients and is expressed in archaic and

often deliberately veiled form , I found it peculiarly diffi-

cult to 'rasp the meaning within the medium of our present

concepts . I drove into the subject with an especially heavy

effort of the will, with the result that some of the facts

were forced into organization, but very soon I became aware

that Mystery surrounded what we could, at present, comprehend

intellectually. But one effect of the intense concentration

was a kind of breaking-throuph the personal mental shell and,

briefly, I seemed to possess a veritable universe of Knowledge,

It seemed that then I knew all things that were to be known

in this world , I simply coupd not contain this Knowledge within

my Dersonal mind , Presently , that Knowledge would have burned

up and destroyed this brain and nervous system , had I remained

in rapport ith It for any appreciable period of time, $o,

before I could assimilate any of this Knowledge concretely,

I had to withdraw the concentration . Still, I retained enough

to know that I Knew b ehind , the Veil . Now, from that experience

there were aftep-effeotd , to overcome r'hioh required some years,
I

k
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One day, soon after this event, I was,wniking along a street

in Los Angeles, and had stopped for a moment at a corner, when

a streetcar close by started from a standing'position . I was

evidently ithin the range of the electro-agnetio field* con-

nected with the action of the motor. Suddenly something seamed

to shift, either in the consciousness, or in the brain or both .

For's moment I lost orientation4"ith the body .- I cannot de-

scribe the feeling quite correctly for I know of no other ex-

periences that are analagous. But it seemed to me to be an

incipient leaving of the body. I gripped myself and the physical

organism intensely v'ith the rill and walked slowly up a side

street . But I had a bad time of it, The intense effort of will

to hold myself tended further to induce the very condition I

was trying to master, I had both . to hold firmly and relax that

hold. It was a kind of tight-rope walking, for either too much

relaxation or too much concentration bad the same effect of

tending to dislodge me from the rope, which in this case repre-

sented walking in the body in this world, After a time I

succeeded in re-establishing the balance sufficiently to that

the crisis was past. But It was as though the rope had,merely

widened to a narrow path which only slowly ' became a broad plane

wherein I was free to move without careful circumspection as

fornerly. The completion of this correction required years*, ,

For 'a long time I had to be careful in the vicinity of street-

cars and also had to abandon reading metaphysical literature .

*This field must have been the inoitine cause" as there were
later similar, though less intense, experiences of the same
sort then electric ears passed near me .

I
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For I found that the reading of the "Secret Doctrine" or the

"Crest-Jewel" of Shankara had the same effect,

Now, from the foregoing en important lesson was learned,

It is not safe to direct the willl rAth full Intensity- into the

intellect , for here we are dealing with a sort of dynamite #

it can be done t7tth safety only when the proper guarding controls

are employed , but this is a problem of technique not easily

learned -. When one concentrates in that way he invokes en Inner

Fire and that Fire can easily be too much for the organism . , The

fact is that the Fire-of Knowledge is too intense a Flame for

the human organism to endure if it is not sheathed in the Water

of Life , the Current t1tioh is Bliss , At present I am approaching

a level comparable with that earlier moment, but I em fundamentally

at ease, The nervous organism is gathering strength . Thought

moves more freely than ever before and, while there is present

and active a genuinely intense will, it dose not manifest as a

strong personal effort. L do invoke the will ;, truly, ,but I am,

not this seen man. There is an enormous, difference in the

action of the will in these ' o senses , A very high order of

will may be exercised while the personal organism remains re-

laxed and, in that case, there is none of the tension which

acts like resistance to an electric current. There is, then,

an effect of flowing; through i ith little or no resistance and,

as a consequence, the organism to not strained to the point of

danger.

' ***



THE DRAMA OF THE TRIUNE MO

The personalityt

This Space is too large . Where are the comforting

bars of my care? I could like to return to the world that

I know so wells I would like to move , inconspicuous, in the

domain where I know my Vey . Release me from the` Fire .

The Intellectual Mane

Be still, thou foolish one . Those pastures and en-

circling walls you crave are barren and small before this

Largeness . Be not like, the canary bird that refuses the

offered freedom , but come on with Me .

THE REAL MANI

V
J

r

Be patient , child , thou shalt be guarded and shalt

find agai n all thou dolt loves For this, mall . travail , thou,

too, shalt drink of the Waters of Immaortality , which I AM,

The limits of thy strength will not be forgotten .

And as for Thee , Mat mediator to the world and all

things that stand below, let not Thy restlessness and preate r

power lead Thee to forget the limited strength of the child .

Once , Thou too wart a child and had to be aided over the

difficult places . Extend, therefore , Thy aid to those who

are weaker than Thou art,



U

THE MNING OF OMNISOIENCE

What is Omniscience? Thosewho have familiarized

themselves to any extent with mystical or quasi-occult

literature will have found it state4 that there are levels

or states where a man becomes Omniscient , and yet, at the

same time it will be emphasized that no man is infallible .

'From the relative standpoint These t!to . statements seem In-

compatible and the result is mystification, to say the least .

But when properly understood both statements can be true . The

fact is, to man is omniscient on the relative level and, though

the knowledge of, such a one may be very erect, transcending

even the relative knowledge of any figure , that has appeared

upon the screen of history , yet beyond his attainment , whatever

it may be, there lie further mysteries awaiting-his resolution .

In other. words, We find no conceivable end to evolution, But

while all this is true, there is another sense in which a man

may Awaken to Omniscience , and may do so instantaneously, In

fact, such an Awakening cannot be a matter of rradual attain-

ment, for the Infinite is never Realized by progressive addi-

tions of finite manifolds . It is all a question of level or

state . The SFIF is All Knowledge and, as It inaloses, but is

not inclosed or restrained by, space, time, and causality,

there is no question of development on this level,-In the



sense of progression by finite steps . He who has Realized

himself as the SELF is at once Omniscient , But It should be

r

remembered that the SELF is absolute ]emptiness , Darkness, and

Silence, from_ the relative standRoint . The SELF is the

Knowledge from whence all proceeds , but this Knowledge In not

of the subject-object type nor anything that could be con .

ceived within the cognitive framer :ork of the latter . The

Silence is, All-Xnowrledge , while knowledge In the-field of the

tiibjective*obj eotive becomes,off, and of this it is impossible to

predicate infallibility.

There is a try in rhich we may secure an adumbration

of what All-Knowledge or the ' Voice of the Silence' is . . Lan-

guage-is composed of words , designating objects in some sense,

and sentences.. Words or terms, we may say, represent simple

apprehensions and are analegous to simple consciousness . 'she
C

sentences are representations of Judgm,en ; which are of the

nature of recognition on the level of polarized consciousness,

or that which Dr, fuoke has called t self -oonseoiousness' . Here

alt, is posited in a world where an S I', considered as distinct

from other selves , in conceivedd as conscious of an object in

same sense . Here , also , we have meaning In a form that Is

definable , i .e ., capable of representation in the form of

other terms and propositions and, in the strictest usage,

meaning; just those terms and propositions . But this is only

formal Weaning and , by itself , it is barren . Now , over and

above this manifold of formal knowledge there is another



Meaning , or Significance which , while It may be arousedused by

words and sentences , It is not contained in words and sentences .

This higher Meaning , when Realized , is a veritable food for

the soul and , from thence , for the whole man. In general,

men, by arousing momentary and partial recognitions, proceed

to this Meaning from below by the use of formal and empirio

.knowledge, employed wit2 the appropriate skill . These momentary

recognitions are adumbrations , though generally in a very minor

degree , of that Higher Knowledge which is identical with

Divinity Itself . This is the process when man bases himself

on the external , the relative world. But for him who has made

the Ineffable Transition there is a radical difference . The

t

man has then found his base in the SELF . The Knowledge from

which He now starts is the Silence , and this is Significance

devoid of any words or ideas . Here . Communion is on the level

of Significance Itself unfettered by any form . This is ex-

haustless Refreshment , and there is no waste . Now, from this

level there can be a proleetion outward through ideas and,

perchance , ultimately reaching the relatively frozen state on

the most objective plane of all , I .e .,• the field of the visible
f

universe . From this higher standpoint Meaning is the base and

not the apex , as It is usually conceived .' The universe is the

final effect , but it is utterly dependent for its existence

upon this base or foundation of Meaning . That is why, from the

standpoint of the SELF, the universe is unreal



Now, on, the level *of Meaning a man may Know with

absolute certainty and yet express himself incorrectly when

trying to fit his ideas within the already existing forms

of expression, In this case, he shows himself to be quite .

fallible and yet Snows what he is talking about, however in-

correct his expression ray be* If careful discrimination is

not employed, it is easy for the outer man, even though he

has Awakened to Realization , to tall into confusion at this

point. Snowing the certainty that applies on the level where

He really IS, then, as outer man he attaches this certainty to

his formal expressions and thus falls into error . Outer

correctness, or approximation to correctness, must be acquired

by efrort, even though the man has attained to a high order of

Realization. in formal knowledge, including all knowledge of

thin;,, whether gross or subtle, end all knowledge of relation

ships, pTocesseno etc ., technique is essential, including all

possible methods of checking and control,. Naturally, some men

have gained more capacity in this than others and so, in

I

matters fallinr in their respective fields, have relative au-

thority not possessed by others . Thus, in a natter of formal

or empiric knowledge, it nay often happen that a man who has

not reached beyond the egoistic or 'self-conscious' level can

very easily correct another who is genuinely emplanted in the

Silence* The latter does have, however, decisive advantages

when seeking mastery in any relative field, He can acquire



I
knowledge in the relative Sense in but a fraction of the

time required by others , for He has the advantage of oommand .-

ing perspective . But in any case, even for Him, some effort

and time are required, Transcendent Knowledge , or owledge

on the level of Meaning , is acquired instantaneously and with

certainty , but the attainment of relative knowledge always

demands some time and effort , and never gives certainty.

I
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XXI

THE RECORD CONTINUED

X fin that the Current is consumed, at least

apparently so, in the expression of .thought. I feel Xt

less after casting; it into form . It seems to have gone

forth in a kind of new birth, Yet, I am happy that this

should be so . The Fount is exhaustless, and there remains

enough .



j

XXIi

THE CELESTIAL VIRGIN

Traditional Woman has been the custodian of pleasure,

and the dispensing of pleasure has been a large part of her

glory and power. Too often, in these later days, woman-kind

has been disposed to discredit her own natural glories and

powers by becoming an imitator of man .. This is really giving

to man-power and man-function a greater tribute then they
I
deserve ., That essence, the outer embodiment of which is woman,

•n a peculiar sense constitutes a need of this world today that

is especially poignant , There is too great an over -balance of

harsh wilfulness abroad in t?"e world . Consequently, there is

a need for the counter-balancing forces, and these, woman, alone,

is really competent to exercise, Among these essentially fem-

inine qualities the following stand out; Beauty, Mercy, Tender-

ness, uharra, restasy, preservation of proven values, etc . It

is a grave mistake to regard these powers as inferior to the

Creative Will, the Will to Power, the Daring of the Unknown,

and the ,Tudgment that peculiarly mark the masculine principle .'

The latter powers are unquestionably indispensable both in the

world-field and for Xn.rd Penetration, but by themselves they
0

are unbalanced and can easily drop from a constructive to a

destructive level . The isolated masculine principle cannot

check this tendency and, so, right here is where the feminine



quality is grievously needed, The feminine pdrrera are just

as strong as the masculine, although they function in a more

subtle way. We greatly need more women who Justly appreciate

the ancient and natural feminine powers and arts .

Man is Siva, the formless Light ; woman is Siaakti, the

s

Current which opposes and embodies the Light„ Ciithout erabodi-

ment, the Light of Consciousness remains void . of self-

ness . Since self-consciousness is the one great achieved value,

it is easy to see how vitally important the Shakti principle is .

In Her highest aspeot, Woman is the Celestial Virgin,,

and this is none other than the Current of Bliss . The Current

is a Virgin , because of the quality of ever-becoming-anew.

Though impregnated by the Fire of Wisdom, yet She wins a

Virgin because She i s ever-changing t; ithin Her own Self-identity,

The Union of Wisdom and the Virgin gives birth to the Christ,t
and this is the real Immaculate Conception . This union is thef
utntellable toy of which all lesser eastacies dre but faint

shadows . So, deep and lasting Joy is the true sign of the

genuine and noble religiosity. Austere gloom in the name of

religion is a sacrilege and sign of failure* Only false re-

lilion is dreary . The Holy is Free and Joyful .

..79-.
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BLAUTT
A

4

August 31

Upon the neutral world of things feast a sheath of

Beauty, which is Myself, and all things, whatsoever, stand

exalted in that Beauty . Plato is right, beyond the beauty

that is predicated of various forms and relationships, there

is a pure Transcendent Beauty, and this is a mode of the very

Being; of the SKY. This Beauty is not something that is

beautiful . It is Self-existent and casts Its luster upon all
R

things for Him who has found Himself identical with that

Beauty . When a man reports that he has found beauty in some

department of nature, in a combination of sounds, a blending

of colors or in the proportions of forms, he has not merely

discovered an external existence . He has had, at least, a

momentary, penumbral glimpse of Himself, but has interpreted

it as something externally apprehended . The failure of many,

while in the full possession and exercise of their senses, to

see the beauty realized by others, shows that beauty is not

something external . A man may gaze upon a drab and somber

landscape and, taking merely the photographic record of that

view, find no beauty ; but let him place over his eyes appro- .

priately chosen light filters and the scene will take on a

new quality that is far more pleasing . The light filter acts

like a sheath which changes the whole quality of the experience .

k



Somewhat similarly, man projects Beauty upon the phenomenal

vend and, in most cases, thinks that he simply, experiences

'it . But He who has made the ineffable Transition may says

"I am Beauty and make all things to become beautiful ." But

the real Beauty is entirely apart from the object, however

subtle. Ecstasy is pure Beauty, as well as pure doy and

Knowledge, Beauty is one of the many facets of THAT vihioh,

is the Fullness appearing as Mmptiness . Another fadet is

Significance, and these two are One,
**a



THE RECORD) CONTINUED

I find it more difficult to write today. Yesterday

we were in the city and, again, I found it acutely painful.

Something of the experience may be Judged by a familiar

phenomenon connected with radio reception and amplification,

Sometimcu,a receiving set is so adjusted by the dial . controls

that the faint impulses from distant sources may become mani-

feat, At the limits of the receptive power of the set one

,may just barely discern the impulces coming from a great
i

distance, Now, if without changing the degree of amplifica-
S

0

tion the station dial is turned to a powerful broadcasting

station nearby, the resultant effect of violent noise is highly

distressing, I find the jazI'like'discordance of the city has'

an analagous effect, intensified to a degree that is positively

destructive, riot only does the maze of lights, sounds, and

motions have this force, but, in even larger measure, the

non-integrated mass of thoughts, feelings, aAd desires produces
R

the same result, It is, in a measure , dangerous. This makes

clear one of the reasons for the call to solitude, character-

istically reported by those who are in the midst of the

Transition. It Is possible to build protecting ahieldn, but

this takes time and can hardly be done during the period that

the inward rooting is being consolidated, since all the re-
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sources that the outer msn has are required for this task,

It is not easy to bridge the gulf between the worlds .

There subtle violence : and injuries that are very

difficult to describe, since their symptoms are of quite

different quality, fore the familiar scnsatiore of the gross

body. There is a place of fine-edged balance in the mind

that once destroyed the whole structure oraches. There are

phases of organization beyond the knowledge of the modern

psychologist end the understanding of tic psychiatrist, The

complete organized being that man is may not be observed by

the use of the cxtern6l senses alone, for,man has a metaphysical

as well as a physical organization. Essentially, it is only

the shell of man that lends itself to observationn by methods

adapted from the physical laboratory, Behind the shell is

another organization where more primary causes operate, As

a consequence, in order to trace the causes Which manifest as

objective effects to their root sources, both subtle seizes

and something of metaphysical understandingz is requisite . As

a general principal this rule applies to-the whole objective

'vorld, but while a fair dep.ree of valid knowledge relative to

so-called inorganic nature may be reached through the external

senses, this ceases to be true in progressive decree as the

field of study advances through the range of life-monifesta-

tions from its lowest forms up to its more exalted developments .

The real roots of consciousness and mind, together with subtler

phases of organization, are beyond the range of external obser-

vation. Unquestionably, many effects and secondary causca may
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be observed by this means, but these do not supply a

sufficient ground for unfolding the laws involved and, can- .

sequently, do not afford an adequate basis for therapeutic

control and correction .

There are domains in the Inner constitution of man

where the intelligent exercise of a strong will is far more

effective than any external agendy whatsoever . There is a

hidden, as well as an obvious, meaning behind the 'lever of

Archimedes', There is both a l ever and a fulcrum, mastery

of whi ch gives power to move the world . But these forces act

solely at a point of very fine balance, which is attained only

with very {?seat, dif~ iculty, and which is also not easily rain.

tamed after having been achieved . The violent wind of world-

consciousness affords a most serious obstacle to the realizai-

tion of such a balance and, right here, lies part of the reason

why humanity enjoys so restricted a portion of the benefits

that might accrue to it from the great Hidden Powers of Man,

0
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BOTH 'BY TIXOUGIIT A,?D Fk ''NQ

0

I heard a man cayt "Not by thought but by feeling

we enter the Kingdom of Heaven." • The evidence is that this
tT t i 1 , C

is true of the majority, but it is not universally true .

It is a • mistake for anyone to attempt to measure the limits

of the possible by his own limitations and capacities, n There
4

are instances of Realization in which thought played a part

not inferior to feeling. Gautama Buddha and Shankara are

examples and, certainly , in the letter case thought predomi-

nated. Further, in the instance of Itumanuel Kant we have a

0

genuine, if not complete , Realization , and, if there ever was

a man who was a veritable incarnatiop of cognition, that ffian

was Kant, For my own part , I have always found that cognition,

when highly purified, could fly higher than feeling. It is

perfectly true that Transcendental Knowledge is beyond thought,

but, at the same time, it in equally beyond feeling and sen.

sation. None of these three can be more than accessory instru',

ntents , and all of them are left behind at the final Transition,

Still, it remains unquestionably true ttat the preponderant

bulgy of the instruction pointing out the Way emphasizes the

silencing of thought while feeling may still continue . But

this is merely a pragmatic rule designed to meet the needs of

the greater number . Doubtless , with most men the greater

power of soaring is in the principle of feeling, and, naturally,



the greater opportunity for success lies along the course of

the most developed power . If, in a given case, the evolu-

tion of thought has not reached beyond the lower levels, then

this thought may well serve to hobble the freer-roving feeling.

In such a case , the shorter road normally will be through an

Emancipated yeeline. But all this is only a general rule and

should not be universalized Into a Saw,.

This leads us to the practical question as to which

sub-path a'riven individual should follow . It is determined .,

by the quality which actually to most potent in the inner life

of the Individual. A roan may be exceptionally skillful. in the

rexercise of the power of thought and yet, in his Inner nature,

be genuinely grounded in feeling . Representatives or this

class are not rare . Intellectually brilliant men, who'genuinely

love to attend symbolic religious services , are very apt to be

instances . I do not mean rien who attend or participate in
i

0

such services as an example to others _ a perfectly valid reason -

but those who attend for their own es . In this they reveal

what they really are, rather than what they seem to be because

of an exercised skill . But in the ease of the man for whom

thought is the really decisive power, it it quite difi'erent .

He may be more or less brilliant than the former example .' The

important differentia in that his life is implanted in his

thought rather then his feelings . For him, the concept, and

not the symbol, Is the topen sesamer that discloses Value .



Thought and feeling constitute the bases of two

distinct sub-paths or disciplines, although these two fuse

and become One at the end. It is difficult, if not quite

impossible, for a man to succeed through a discipline foreign

to his essential nature . It is good practice, therefore, for

an aspirant , at an early stage, to acquire some familiarity

with several disciplines* ,, He will find himself more in

sympathy v.ith one course of self-training than vith others,

and. this will be Indicative of what, for him , is the Way.
***

* These are fotme of Yoga, for which , see _my book on 'Togs,
its Technique and Praotice . .
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XXVI

'Ir 'E SPA O ' C41LSCXOU$UESS

The grand Sea of Consciousness unfolds before me on

five levels. At the top is a Sea of Illimitable Depth acid

utter Calmness. Bclow This, end fu sing into It , is another
.

0

f

Here there flowof mighty sweep , but not so vast in extent.

great weves in sonorous rhythm . Beneath this is a gulf and

then a third sea possessed of boundaries ,, though its range is

ibxpanding. Here - there are many sequences of waves flowing in

numerous direotions . There are harmonies in parts and bl end-

inns, but , also , there are clashings and some upheavals . Now

and then , from out of this sea there arises , v'ith a mighty

whirling , a colmn that penetrates through the gulf and, ,

occasionally , reaches the Sea above , Below the third sea,

and contiguous to it, there is a fourth sea filled with much

epitation. ~'.'aves are flowing without harmony or d efiniteness

of Uireetion . There is turmoil everywhere . Finally, at the

bottom of all, there is a sluggishh sea of no depth with low-

powered waves having little meaning or purpose .

At the top is the Crend Sea of Infinite Consciousness,

inexhaustible and without 'scrods . This is the seeming Empti-

ness that, actually, io the Fullness of the SEL1' .. Pure Divinity,

the Base of all else and the Final Resolution of all things,

The next in the plane of Oosmio and Tranacefident Consaiousne'"s .

Here the One is also' a Brotherhood . Likevwise , permanence stands



united with evolution. Below, there' is a gulf, not easy to

cross] a gulf that mankind, in its folly, has widened while

i

the Few, dedicated through cove to that mankind, strive oeaee-

lesaly to bridge the chasm . The third sea is the level of

egoistio, or aubjeot•objeat, consciousness in its highest state

of development, the genuine upper class of egoistic humanity .

Here io the consciousness of those who nave on the higher levels

of love and intellect, but `still within the limits of subject-

object consciousness . These form the real *Chosen Race' . Without

them the gulf would be impassable for the great human mass, and

then, ultimately, all would sink down and out through the slug-

gish sea of ignorance . Of the human whole only a handful,

relatively, abides in the third sea , yet they nre the imrediate

sustainers of all civilizations, the real burden-bearers of this

outer life . From among them a lso come the recruits that,,now

and then, succeed in crossing the gulf . The fourth sea is of

1

narrow limits, but heavily crowded with a large proportion of

humanity . These are the quasi-intellectual, the rce i-cultured,

the mass that has become conceited vrith a little knowledge and

does not know the saving humility of ,much knowledge . On thisI

level are the senseless disputations fraught with emo"tlon and

passion. This is here the surging s arise that cause the

turmoil of nations and clan^es . Yet there is some Light here,

and the energy generated by Desire, the lattexi, to be sure,

untrained and poorly directed, but still affording a force



that eventually may be harnessed and guided, There still

remains much hope for these despite their great folly . The

fifth sea, shallow and very constricted, is densely crowded

with the greatest mass of all . These are the sodden ones,

drugged from drinking the final dregs of passion, those who

bear little of the burden, but who are themselves the great

burden. This sea is murky with the stirred-tip mud of the

depths, so there is only a dim twilight of the self-conscious

light here, Yet there in a degree of self-consciousness end

6o this lover realm does stand above the animal, even though

sinking, in many respects, deep into the animal consciousness, .

and, by this illicit union, producing ednethint lo"er than the

anirl. Often it seems that the passing of the cycles will

not Five tine enough' for these to gibe again out of the depths

into which they have sunk . Per nothing is more hopeless than

the task of revitalizing the sodden leaf that has stink to the

bottom or the stream. And, s'ithfrespect to these leaves that

have not quite sunk to the bottom, the task is of it ense

difficulty. It is far easier to tranarute active and powerful

evil than to arouse coneoiousnese Out of the dreamlike trance

of soddenness . Yet much may be salvaged, and no long as the

Spark is not completely extinguished, it is always possible

that the flame nay be awakened anew,

Those of the 1ouest sea scarcely know that the third

sea exists and are utterly ignorant of the reams beyond the

gulf. Hence the denizens of this region frequently turn upon



their own leaders and , in their ignorance , oftenn destroy the

very ones who are their hope . It is better to be the slave of

an unkind master , provided the latter is superior , than to be

left helplessly alone in the deeps . For a superior man, even

though not so great as to have transcended selfishness, when

he makes use of an inferior man, however selfish his motive,

does raise the latter by the action of an inviolable law . For,

inasmuch as it is true , that when a bird consumes a butterfly

it raises the latter to its own level , so does the superior man

raise the inferior by making use of him. Thorouphroing end

intelligent selfishness would never exploit inferiors . But as

selfishness nearly always does so exploit , it is, theretdre,

made to serve the Great End de spite itself, but does not share

the Joy of that service . For any attention given by a superior

to an inferior tends to raise the latter toward superiority in

some measure . The law invoked here is as inevitable in its

action as that related one in physics whereby an electric field

tends to electrify objects in its vicinity . It ever the effort

to remove really superior classes in this would should succeed,

then there would soon be left only the lowest or fifth sea,

with inevitable extinction as its ultimate doom . fno, then, are

the real friends of mankind , the levelers or the exalters?

A simile comes to mind that , quite fairly , represents

what the leveling process would really mean if successful .

Suppose the lithosphere of the earth were all leveled to a

common mean . Then there would be no dry land anyrhere , but only



an ocean of watcr, rolling over all, This would mean no rub-

aerial life on dry land anywhere . There would be no plateaus --

and all contents arc plateaus - and no mountain peaks. Now

all cultures that we know have developed with dry land as the

physical basis of life . So, under our supposition, there could

be no development of these . Thus there could be none of the

grand procession or the scaled existences we know, leading up

to the exalted Consciousness symbolized by the Mountain Top .

And, without the ascending ladder of Life, there would be no

help anywhere to lead on and guide the water.bound existences .

0



I WHO SP=

Sometimes as I write, the fIr becomes 'Wet and

S yet remains fl, .

There is a Consciousness which, while It remains

One, is a symphony of harmoniously blended parts,

I write , and I watch myself writing.

I Know, and yet I wonder at the knowing .

I am the student and, at the same time, I am the

Teacher.

As Teacher, I stand in Majesty looking upon the

rorl.d below.

As student, I look up, humbly and amazed .

I speak and, presently, there blends with my voice

the melodious Voices of Others .

One Meaning in many tones is unfolded .

So the tones of the seven-stringed Lyre are all

sounded ; one here, another there, in groups and,, finally,

all together.

And before this Melody I sit entranced, filled to

the brim and more .

I who Speak none ever will know until, on that final

Day he finds Himself, then , will appear in all My Glory .



XXVIII

HOW TO UNDERSTAND MYSTIC WRITINGS

0

As I look back upon these writings, I note the curious

fact that , at times, there is an impulse to write essentially

poetic ideas , In these cases , admittedly , the form is not

poetical in the conventional sense , but the essence is . Now,

heretofore, throughout my life I have not been a lover of

poetry and, much of the time, I had a decided distaste for it .

Much less was I ever a writer of poetry , Yet now there comes

a tho' .ght which requires poetry for its expression!

As I run through the pages of Buoke's "Cosmic Conscious-

ness" I find a notable tendency , in the instances that he gives

of what he calls the ' Cosmic Sense ', to give expression in

poetry, though generally in the free form . The reason is be-

coming clear to me . Consciousness , descending from above the

field , of subjeat-object knowledge , in distorted just as soon

as it is forced into the relative form of expression, In the

latter field , discursive formulation has finished its task

v,hcn it has finally shown what non-relative Knowledge is not .

It clears the ground so that no obstruction remains for enter-

ing the Darkness and Silence . But when the 1Voice of the

Silence '' speaks into the relative v:orld, the Yenning lies be-

tween the vords , as it were , rather than in the direct content

of the yards themselves , The result is, that the external

meaning of the v rds, in a greater or less degree , seems like



"foolishness", as St . Paul said . Such rritings , read in the

0

i

I

ordinary subject-object sense of meaning , are often quite

unintelligible and, in cases where they do convey a connected

meaning, it is not quite this meaning, but something else,

that is the real Meaning intended. We may say that the se-

quence of words is like the obverse side of an embroidered

design . One must turn to the other side of the cloth to see

the real figure , But the threads on the obverse side are con-

tinuous with those that actually display the design and, thus,

there is a correlation . So it i s with the words of the poet

who is Awakened to the Cosmic or Transcendent . They become

threads by rhich the intuitive consciousness may be stirred to

a Recognition of an inexpressible Reality . The obverse may be

quite lacking In pattern and, in that case , the writings are

wholly unintelligible to the ordinary egoistic consciousness .

On the other hand ,, they may be woven into a secondary pattern

that is intelligible which, therefore , more effectively holds

the attention of the subjeot"object consciousness .

The foregoing indicates how to read poetry or other

forms of expression of this type . The reading should be done

without strained effort in the intellectual sense . The reader

should let a sort of tcurrent• flow into and through him, and

not feel troubled as to, whether he has understood anything or

not, at the time . He may feel, or deeply cognize, something,

though he may be unable to say what it is . If he is responsive,



he will, presently, feel filled in a very curious but satisfy-

ink; sense . He will return to thesame Fount again and again

0

and, tresently , from rut of Inner Meaning , understanding will

begin to blossom in h .m . Perhaps he will find a degree of

Recognition Induced . Then , for him, the mystic writers will

become progressively less and less obscure . He will enter into

Communion on the level of a new kind of Language . On the new

Level he will find the Livin ; Presence of Tho ce who have gone

before him by the same Route. There"ia no death There, the
being

possession or non-possession of physical bodies/of no moment .

e**



Xanc
CONCERNING OPPOSITION AROUSED BY SAGES

i Why do the vords of a Mystic or a Sage so often

arouse such severe antagonism? Take, for instance, poems

like the "Leaves of Grass* by Walt Whitman . They have aroused

storms of criticism as well as enthusiastic admiration. Yet,

on the other hand, readers of all sorts generally are not

troubled by the weird meanderings of the written cords of an

insane mind . This reveals the tact that it to not simply the

unconventionality of the form that stirs the antagonism . Now,

these storms of criticism are really tributes . They indicate,

at least, an unconscious recognition of Power in the words of

the Mystic or the Sage, The complacency of the forces of Mara

to employ a Buddhist term .- has been struck a vital blow, and

this arouses resistance . But in all such ene'agements, Mare is

doomed to defeat, for the Power that has burst forth is united

with the inexhaustible Fount, The only effective defense for

Mara would be complete indifference, For if Mare causes any

man to fight the Light, that man, sooner or later, is conquered

by the Light and then becomes One with It . St, Paul affords

us the classic example . He fought earnestly and sincerely so

that quickly the Light conquered him and claimed him for Its

own. From the standpoint of Mara there is nothing more danger-

ous than an effort to slay a Sage or Mystic . The latter, in

Their real Natures are invulnerable and, in the end, win to

Themselves their would-be slayers .
***



THE RECORD CONTINUED
September 1

0
Again , last evening, I was in the state of contem-

plative Toy . In a growing degree, I feel it as something

Sacrel . Spontaneously , I tend to tread gently in Its Presence .

0

I mean this , principally , in the sense of the treading of

thought and feeling , but the physical action must be gentle

also , Given a slow and passionless movement with respect to

all actions , from thought downward, the state persists .

With rapid shifts the state tends to break off . Precisely

that which is required in the driving of an auotmobile in

traffic is peculiarly unfavorable to this kind of consoious-

ness, Traffic driving requires a rapid noting of impressions

and the forming of judgments as to rhether those impressions

are relevant to action and, if so , then the forming of the

'appropriate Judgment of action , Often a new impression, suchh

as another ear entering; into an intersection close in front,

forces a sudden interruption in the execution of a previously

formed Judgment . This tends to produce an effect almost, if

not quite , like a shook . Clearly there in some danger in

this . Steady rhythm in the whole process becomes difficult .

Consciousness is forced violently to the surface, and the

Inner state is broken , also violently.

There is a serious conflict between the requirements

of a mechanical are and the conditions essential to inward



penetration. I do not refer to the state of consciousness

V of the mechanical engineer , but to the kind of life the machine

forces upon men. Keen alertness on the surface is essential in

order to rurvive in this kind of life, The renultant effect is

superficiality, even though an increase of keenness is forced .

ProfuMity is quite compatible with keenness but it in ontagoa

nistie to superficiality, It rues seem that it is -oing to be

difficult for man to achieve real happiness in the midst of this

mechanical age.

This morning I awoke t4th a f ecline, of deflation in the

physical body, but a little later I entered the contemplative

state while tracing out a line of thought, At once there was

happiness and comfort in the body, combined with the sense of

well-being, that penetrates through and through. What a ronderful

power lies in a simple turn of thought!' I recall the old na .terial-

istio outlook wherein we regarded the objects riven through the

senses as being substantial external cxistenoc subsisting by

themselves independently of consciousness, How inexplicable

would be all this which I now experience from that standpoints

However, there is naturally in this inward Life a great mystery,

when It is viewed from the perspective of consciousness (rrounde&

in the physical world . We know the enormous energetic effort

required to move even a relatively small portion of this vorid .

It seems as though, here must be something substantial and

massive that is quite too much for anything, seemingly so deli-

sate as a thought or a state of consciousness, to master and

transform . Yet such is the cases



xI

TUE LEVEL OF REAL EaUALITY

In the Inward Communion there is an Equality not

known out here, However, it is not equality in the geometrical

sense of the agreement of superimposed configurations , Equality

does not exist within the space -time nanifold, But the basis

of the Communion There is not within the complex of space, time,

and causality. Evolved degrees or states exist and, in this

sense , every man , be he God-Realized or not , is different from

and, therefore, not equal to, any other man . Thus the real

Equality is equality with differences, and the range of differ-

ences exceeds the range of relative imagination . In the evolved

sense : greater and less persists , but in the inmost sense there

is Equality .

Within the field of the egoistic consciousness there

is no equality, save in the one respect that all on this level

are grounded on the egoietid base. To attempt to impose equal-

ity upon men in any other sense is to submit them to the torture

of the Procrustean bed . There is no other folly more destructive

than that, Equality, In this lower sense , if successfully im-

posed, would require the absolute destruction of all freedom,

For freedom implies , among other things, the right to grow

differently and to prow rapidly or slowly, Man has a right to

choose to become wise, but the inescapable corollary of this

f s the right to choose the path of folly, but without hope of



escaping the price of folly . Now, it i s not wise to try

to save rien from the price of folly, for it is a necessary

teacher. However, it is alvays true Compassion to seek to

arouse in men a desire for Wisdom.
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TI'HI' GR; AVESS O "~W

There is a grc4tness v,ithin every human soul .

I sense this zre6tness in growing degree .

Something there is in every man to vbich I offer

the gesture of respect .

As men become truly sane they reveal to Me new

facets of Myself . and I feel a kind of wonder before these .

These Brothers enrich Me by revealing Myself to

Myself and myself .

40



xxain
THE MORAL PROALE#d

I

The preponderant portion of the literature outlining

the conditions favorable to the Awakening says heavy stress

upon the cultivation of the moral qualities . The central

emphasis is placed upon the elimination of a selfish point of

view, I ,e,, a base of action, thought, motivation, valuation,

etc ., grounded in a self regarded as distinct from other selves .

Now the Awakened Consciousness tends to manifest on the ethical

level outlined in the above literature . It does this, not as

a matter of forcing upon the individual of as externally formu-

lated and imposed code , but as a spontaneous expression growing

out of the very Consciousness Itself. The egoistic perspective

is completely submerged in fully Awakened Consciousness and, in

progressive degree, this i s so as the Consciousness unfolds

from the Twilight stage to full Glory . For the Awakened Man

the moral problem ceases to exist in the usual sense . There

may remain the technical problem of what in action ie the wisest

course, but there no longer Oxists for Him the task of master-

ing egoistic consciousness . There are higher fields of moral

choice i ithin the Awakened Consciousness, but they lie beyond

the range of apprehension of purely egoistic consciousness .

Now the rationale behind the ethical discipline is

clear. He vho causes himself to act, think, feel, etc., in a

form that is, in fact, the natural expression of the Awakened
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Consciousness , sets up a condition that tends to induce that

consciousness . It in simply another illustration of the

familiar relationship manifested between electricity and mag-

netism. An electric current always produces a magnetic field,

but, likewise through the appropriate employment of a magnetic

field, we can induce an electric current .

In spite of the practical importance of the moral

discipline, however, it remains true that the Awakening can,

and has , taken place in the midst of a life even less moral,

in the obieotiye se,_nse, than the average . To be sure, the

Awakening, in such cases, effects at once a moral revolution

and a radical change of character. This simply shows that the

preliminary moral discipline, while of the highest desirability,

i s not a sine guru, non ' of Recognition of, at least, a minor order .

Some other contributory external circumstance or, perhaps, pure

and unaided spontaneity may effect the Transition .

The moral discipline may be retarded as an approach

toward the Goal through emphasis of the negation of evil . But

that, which from one standpoint appears an evil, in other as-

pects, appears as ignorance , hate, and ugliness . We may call

that which appears in such multiform negative aspects by the

name Mara t . Now, Mara may be destroyed through any of its

facets and the destruction of the other facets follows sooner

or later, There are, thus, disciplines of Beauty, Love, and

Knowledge which effect the sar!e consummation as the moral dis-

oipli.ne . He who becomes identical with Beauty is incapable of



producing ugliness , including moral ugliness, During the

intermediate stages of aesthetic consciousness there may be

a considerable association with immorality, but in the end the

devotion to Beauty must destroy the latter , because of its
0

essential ugliness . The man vhose nature in Beauty cannot help

but be a good roan, once he has become identical with that Beauty,

Love achieves the same end by another road , The negation of

Love is hate , He who identifies himself with Love drowns the

capacity to hate and, therefore , does not act along the lines

that are the normal expression of hate . Thus , spontaneously,

he tends to act , feel, think, etc ., in accordance with the code

of selflessness . Love, too, in its intermediate stages may

violate the code , but if the devotion to Love remains unabated,,

gradually or rapidly it becomes purified . Then unlovely con-

duct beco°+les impossible .

There remains the Path of Knowledge . From the perspective

of the highest Knowledge all evil is ignorance , My own convic-

tion accords with the tesohi ng of Shankara, in holdin <~; that

there is no ouch thing as an essentially cvil will, Definitely

I take exception to Vt . Paul on this point, and challenge all of

that phase of, so-called , Christian orthodoxy that is built upon

the doctrine of the existence of an autonomously evil will . In

fact, Will is neither good nor evil but an entirely neutral

power . The Will directed by ignorance becomes evil in its mani-

festation, but if directed by Knowledge it either becomes good

or manifests on a level vhere the duality of good and evil is



not relevant . Thus , from the standpoint of the Path of Know-

ledge, the only problem is the destruction of Ignorance . With

the destruction of ignorance, Mara is destroyed , automatically,

with all Its works , But this Knowledge is not to be confused

with information, A man may have Realized his identity with

Knovlcdge and yet be poorly informed ; likewise , a well informed

man may be quite blind to this Knowledge . Novi, let us say, that

through Knowledge a given man has attained fecoTnition of his
.f

identity with the SELF . At that moment he has placed himself,

knowingly, outside the reach of all powers inferior to the SELF,

and that means he is beyond all relative powers, including evil .

For him the selfless code - becomes , spontaneously, hip mode of

expression , and then, progressively , the personal nature becomes

freed from old habits . It has been. my personal conviction that

Knowledge is the greatest Povv :er of all and in this I seem to be

in accord v'ith the preponderant juement of the Indian Bares .

But if the Path of Knaxledge is the one of greatest Pov'cr, it

is also one that is least available . Thus, proctically, other

disciplines have the greater pragmatic availability .

We are not, here , concerned with the problem of the

origin of evil , but only -with that practical one of its destruc-

tion. Evil causes suffering ; Knowledge destroys evil ; seek,

therefore, for that Knowledge and, having attained It, all evil

and all suffering will vanish as has the forgotten dream of

long ago .
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SOLAR AND PLANETARY RECOGNITION

The Man who has Awakened to Cosmic Consciousness may

become a Planet, but likewise, He may become a Sun . I do

not mean that, at once, He becomes enrobed in those great

bodies known to astronomers as planets and stars, But I do

mean something that, in the essential sense, is the same thing,

althour'b there is a wide range of difference in degree . The

point is, that whereas the earmark of the common consciousness

of humanity is egoism , the Cosmic Consciousness Is planetary

or stellar in the-primary , , sense. He who becomes a Sun is

grounded directly in the SUURBJIE and, thus, is in high degree

a Self-1uaiinous and independent body . A planet is a body of

minor luminosity 1•ihich moves in an orbit around some sun . Thus

a man ray attain Recognition , but be so drawn by sympathetic

attraction to another Liberated Soul as to revolve in the orbit

of the latter. As one reads through the record of Those who

have awakened Cosmic Consciousness , it is not difficult to recog.

•nize these two tendencies . Many place themselves in very humble

relationship to a transcendent Greatness that has burst out

v'it',1n them and, while they may say, "I am this Greatness", in

practice they identify themselves with the outer man and bow

humbly before a transcendent Otherness, Or, again, there may

be an n ttitude of subservience to another God-Realized Man who

may have been the inspiration that aroused the Awakening . Here

is revealed the planetary tendency . Shankera has rarned that

no r'ian should regard any Reali nation as greater than his own .



Each Realized Man should hold this thought, if he can , "There

can be nothing greater than the Supreme Realization which I

have ." If this attitude is held unshaken, then that Man be ..

comes a Sun . The following point should be borne clearly in

consciousness , i.e ., 'H'owever true it may be that there are

greater Suns and greater evolutionary unfoidments , my own Inner

Realization is the highest.' Any other view involves duality

and, hence , a planetary state in the Cosmic Life . But if a man

cannot become a Sun, let him, by all means , become a Planet and

play his part in the Grand Symphony - the Communion of Free Souls .

0
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RECOGNITION AND THE PHYSICAL BODY

September 2

It is necessary that the Current be attuned to the

resources of the body and, particularly, to the nervous

system. While in the Current , I feel exaltation and asense

of well-being that reaches well down into the outer organism,

yet this does not change the fact that the Current is a power-

ful energy and does tax certain powers of endurance . In the

deflated state there is a feeling of fatigue, not unlike that

which accompanies a conflict with illness . At such times it

is necessary to resist a psycholo gical depression. The

physical body is clearly the weakest link and there is a temp-

tation to retreat from this In the periods of deflation . I

can suggest the feeling , if the body is thought of as something

like a ter(ampere fuse , while from the transformer, just beyond,

there is being delivered a current on the order of one hundred

amperes at a high potential . One is constantly under a pressure

to use more than ten amperes and thus strain the fuse close to

the point of burning out . Yet, if that fuse is burned out,

correlation with this plane is broken and the expression here

would remain unfinished .

Ecstatic states, experienced after placing the body in

complete trance, do not involve thesame problem: But in that

case very little of the Inner Consciousness is likely to be



carried down through the physical brain and the nervous

organism, thus feeultinx in a aorresponding limitation of

outer expree!ion . So from the'standpoint of expression in

this world, the physical brain and nervous system are the

critical links .

From the standpoint of Recognition, the gross body is

valuable only as an instrument, primarily for the reaching of

other embodied eonsaiouanesses, Xt is no longer of vital im-

portance for its own sake or as a means of experience, since,

for him who has once reached the Source of Toy and Knowledge,

all of the delights and information which may be derived from

experience become mere shadow for which he tends to feel a

certain disgust. But the gross body still remains valuable

as an instrument of action and requires the attention which a

good artisan would give a useful tool, but no more. Here we

cone face to face with one of the higher temptations, i .e .,

the nepleoting or letting ro of an instrument R'hioh is a brake

upon the play of the Higher Consciousness, whetl^er in the

sense of Knowledge or Ecstasy. An instance which illustrates

this point is found in the case of a certain Oriental. who, in

the early part of his life, bad become a college professor .

He attained Illumination and then, naturally, his center of

interest shifted to the Higher World . He did not forget this

physical world, however, and did leave it considerable benefit

from his new insight . According to his own, account, he finally

planned a systematic philosophic statement, but the inward



attraction had now become so strong that the desire to give

expression to his Recognition withered . He moved more and

more into the life of meditation and, finally, ''hen bathing

in a stream , was drowned, owing to his having entered an inward

state while in the water . The world lost something this man

could have left, for he had the power of expression in high

degree . From His ownm standpoint, to be sure, He had merely

dropped a fetter, but the present is not a time when, in general,

such men may rightly feel themselves free to disregard the needs

of others while satisfying Their own inner convenience .

It is diffio It for the average individual, caught in

the hypnotic glamour of embodied consciousnessi to understand

the attitude toward physical embodiment which Recognition, at

least above a certain level, induces in the Realized Man . Let

me assure the reader that this position is not artificial, nor

forced, nor due to pessimism. It is just as natural as the

distaste the normal man could feel for life in a front line

trench during a modern war . Cheerfully, he may choose to accept

his tour of duty in the front lines because he feels that his

country needs his service there, but Wholeheartedly he abominates

the life . He will not feel it a hardship when circumstances so

change that he will not be needed at the front . well, let me

assure anyone who doubts, that the Inward Life is so immeasur-

ably richer than outer life that the keenest sensual enjoyment

is, relatively, pain . Hence, a tour of duty in gross physical



embodiment is, relatively, like a period of life at the front

during warfare . In addition to the inrnott end grandest State.
of all, there are other Worlds, more subtle than this outer

field of life, vherc Cinsciousness is also embodied, and the

Life There is immeasurably richer than all life here below .

Therefore, why oltn' to the felse Playnour of life cast in the

dregs? ,

Upon the stagnant water of a swamp , filled with rotting

vegetation and sewage , there is often seen an oily film, re-

flecting irridescent colors . In this there is a small measure

of beauty, but so poor when conpared with other and greater

beauties . This oil-film is a fit symbol of the keener delights

of the uniltumined sensuous life . Is it other than natural

that a man who has found greeter and richer beauties should wish

to turn hi s back upon the oil-film of the swamp?

0
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CONCBRNIIIG OCCULT PO1

In the broad sense , the toeoultl means all that is

hidden to the given level of consciousness which is taken an

the base of reference . Thus, to the simple consciousness of

the animal, the egoistic consciousness which underlies our

familiar culture and civilization is occult . A few of the

higher animals , such as some dogs , do show signs indicating

adumbrations of values characteristic of egoistic conscious-

ness and thus , they are reaching to the morning twilight of

the latter level . But this happens because these few individuals

have come close to man, who plays for them an analagous part to

that of the Guru to the Chela at a still higher level . Relative

to the consciousness of the vast majority of animals, these

few favored individuals occupy a position similar to that of a

partial initiation into an occult domain . In these cases we

have simply instances of devoted aspiration , on the part of the

individuals with the less evolved consciousness , and induction

from him of the superior consciousness .

Within the egoistic field, there is a relatively wide

range from' those individuals who have just sufficiently estab-

lished their base here to be called men - such as the Bushmen

of Australia -, up to the highest evolved consciousness which,

yet, falls short of the higher Awakened Consciousness . In a

secondary sense , we may say that the higher cultures are occult



for primitive man. But, in time, evolution will cross this

range without an act of radic al transcendence , For this is

development within the field of a given type of consciousness,

in this case, egoistic or subject .obJeot consciousness. When
9

the term 'occult ' is applied in this connection it is not em-

ployed in the strict sense , for the latter implies a radical

shift of base .

With reference to the preponderant portion of humanity,

the 'Occult' means that Consciousness which is realized When

the Awakening has come . None of the Knowledge which is the

common possession of this Higher Level can be understood by

the purely egoistic man. Efforts at cross-translation do

enrich the egoistic consciousness and tend to arouse the Awaken-

.ing in those who are still sleeping , but whatever is understood

within the egoistio range is essentially different from the

Awakened Consciousness , as such . There is an irreducible

incommensurabili ty which, forever, makes correct cross ,-trans-

lation impossible . Even though a man is funotiantng on both

levels , he cannot effect the really correct cross -translation

in his own consciousness . He is, in a sense, both the circle

and the square, He has, or is , Xnovledge in both senses

simultaneously, yet the essential nature of the higher type

remains inexpressible in terms of the lower, Still, there is

such a thing as approximation to cross-translation in much the

sense that a mathematician can give an approximate rational

evaluation of an irrational number, such as V But though
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this approximation may be carried to any number of decimal

places - the greater number of decimal places corresponding

to the greater skill in cross-translation - and a value be

attained which serves all the practical requirements of applied

mathematics , yet, from the standpoint of the values absolutely

essential to pure mathematio O, the effort has been a complete

failure . For the Man who has Awakened in the higher sense and

who still continues to function within the egoistic level,

neither domain is any longer occult in the strict sense, how-

ever much remains occult in the sense of not having yet been

mastered, So, to Awake is to Kno.i the Occult or, rather, to

become identical with Occult Knowledge,

In certain respects it is perfectly proper to attempt

a cross-translation of the higher Occultism into the egoistic

level , by as skillful means as may be devised . This applies

to the riore highly spiritual phase of the Occult , and that

phase actually is the most important , for it of t'ords the Key

which, ultimately, renders possible the qnlocktng of the rest.

This is the Occultism of Self-Recognition . He who has become

well rooted in the SELF is superior to all the lesser powers,

and thus stands , in principle , in a position where it is safe

for hip to acquire the technique requisite for their manipulation .

But even in this cross-translation there is such a thing as

`The relationship between the two levels of consciousness is
represented , in the form of analogy , very beautifully by just
the difference which separates pure from applied mathematics .
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'spiritual dynamite' . However, in general , the individual

not qualified for use of this is protected by a lack of interest,

or a deficiency of understanding , so that such literature seems

either uninteresting or meaningless to him,

There are, however , other domains of the Occult where

enough of real power coltld be conveyed in cross translation so

that a dangerous misuse would bec ame possible, There are powers,

sufficiently within the range of egoistic control that, if they

are viciously employed or, through inadequate understanding, or

control, misapplied, vmuld effect far worse results than the

sinple destruction of physical life . It is clear that such

powers must be artificially veiled and guarded, if the human

race is not to suffer incalculable injury . Naturally, only men

of proven character and capacity can be safely admitted into

the knorledge of such aroana .

It by no means follows that because a man has Awakened

and, therefore, o rossed the Gulf, thus becoming cssentialty a

citizen of the Inner World, He, consequently enters into

possession, at once, of all. Powers subject to that level of

Consciousness, Some Powers Tie has, by reason of the simple

fact of Pmmkening, and these are reflected automatically in his

life, his vrritings, rte, He does influence others, in certain

respects, quite beyond the range of other pen who, however

skillful and able they may be, yet rennin centered zrithin the

egoistic consciousness .0 But there are innumerable specific

Powers oftecting all dcpnrtments of nature, both in the sense



of knowledge-penetration and of capacity for active manipulation,

that can be aroused and mastered . Probably few, if any, Proficients

in this field actually have unfolded all possible Powers that fall

tvlithin the range or level of evolution on which They stand . We

have here a natural analogue with a familiar fact that obtains

among men on the egoistic level, Some have capacities in one

direction, others in still other directions, and no one man in

one embodiment is equally proficient in all . Specific powers

are awakened by the appropriate effort and. evolution . The inner

tilorld is not poorer , but richer , in the range of variety It

unfolds and , save in the very highest sense , there is in this

Domain that which corresponds to 'tlnc ' on the objective levels .

It is another kind of 'tine', to be sure, but, at least, there

is that which is analagous to that r%hioh is called 'prog ress',

in this inferior world . So there is much to be done, and vhiie

Proficients move within a totally different base of reference,

still, They are Men, and not strange Beings wholly beyond the

limits of all relativity, The Awa'keninr in one fact, the most

important of all, the list of developed powers quite another,

and the forms of development are distinctly variable from

individual to individual,

The primery principle wt ereby these Hirhher Pov,ers are

possible is simple, once the ersentiel nature of Realty is

apprehended . If the prinary assumptions of the naturalists or

the materialistic realists were correct, these Powers would be

quite unthinkable . But the Teal in Consciousness, sand the



development of the universe is a projection from pure sub.

jeotivity outward, At least it to so, v%hen conceived from the

relative ntandpoint . I produce, thcrefore, this ,orld through

My Power of Ideation, Will, etc . J{enoe, within the limits of

the La:,, which is also Llynelf, I can mold and transform that

world by the same Power which produced it . The Adept Man is

identical with the Divinity, which I AM, hence through Hirz I

act in the manipulation of My universe, This, of Qourse, does

not give the technical details, which can be yearned r;ore or
i

less quickly, but it does give the principle whereby the whole

idea of Occult Powers can be apprchended as rational, end not

involving the supernatural, however much the Powers may be

super-formal so far as the common experience of humanity is

concerned*

The question in often asked : "Why, if there are Men

who have such Power .-, is the rianifer V"tion of them so rare?"

It has, in fact, scencd to many that the denon^tration of

rowers would go far In the convincing; of men of their omn

erroneous ideas in such matters, and t?us serve to stimulate

research in the right direction, In answer, it may be pointed

out first, that there have been a few, ;,el1-attested, depion-

strations and, second, ancient traditions are full of reference

to them. Sign. : are not wanting, though ad'riittedly they are

not numerous and generally have to be searched out . But there

are reasons why care is always exercised in the demonstration
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of Porkers . The most important of these is based upon a con-

sideration of the effect the manifestation of Powers has upon

men whose understanding is not sufficiently prepared . The

average man regards such Powers as supernatural or rliraculoua .

Note , for example, the predominant attitude that has obtained

throughout Christendom curing the last 1900 yeers O th respect

to the works of Tesus. Now , if men regard a Power as super.

natural, the result is grot'th of superstitions , instead of

progress toward the essentially rational outlook, vmich is so

vitally important to real Mastery. In such cases, the demon-

stration of Powers produces Just the reverse effect of that

desired. Superstition is a fatal barrier to God-Realization .

Divinity, for the superstitious, is either an object on which

to place irrational confidence, or one to be feared . The result

is a widening , not a closing , of the Cap between ran and his

God, Few effects could be worse than that ., wo it remains a

rule that before a man nay vitness a acmonstration he rut first

become well familiarized with the philosophy which will enable

him to comprehend it within a rational outlook . He must ime

to see the Power, as in principle, at least, +^ithin the range

of his arm latent capacities, once they are unfolded, ,,hen

this in the case, demonstrations may be holpful,

We do hot tamper with the grov:th of men in such a way

that they cease to be self-deterriined, No man is endowed v'ith

Powers as a free-rift . They must all be acquired, and v-hile

'e may exercise a directing, hand, the impulse to effort rust



spring up spontaneously from within the consciousness of each

individual . A Po :;•er, once achieved, is a possession of the man

t ho leas mastered It and can be lost only through his own unwise

action, although temporarily lie may suppress It when its pre-

mature exercise would do injury to larger issues, either within

the individual himself, or to the larger whole .
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THE UNDERLYING FORCE IN RELIGION

In a fundamental sense, sometimes in a highly exalted

form, but often not so exalted, the underlying force in religion

is the same one that draws men and women together . When there

is genuine religious ecstasy , some phase of the creative prin-

ciple is manifesting , occasionally on an exceedingly lofty level,

but more often on levels of progressive inferiority until, in

the depths , we find the Voodoo and similar practices . A study

of religious history shows a recurring tendency for religious

practice to assume a phallic form, sometimes quite gross, at

other times more or less hidden.

In the higher sense, the Creative Principle is sacred

and is properly a part of pure religiosity . In the Christian

religion it is veiled under the word #Holy Ghost', This should

make clear why the sin against the Holy Ghost is regarded as so

serious . Now,,the sin consists in dragging the Creative Principle

into a gross and impure consciousness . Here is a realm where

only the Pure in Heart may enter with safety. Let others bewared

The physiological aspect of this Principle is only one

of its more inferior modes . Real creativeness is conscious .

Now, while there is no sin in the normal manifestation of the

physiological aspect , as such , the quality of consciousness

associated therewith does determine whether the effects shall

be good or evil . Impure human consciousness has its most serious



effect when it is brought into correlation with the action of

the Creative Principle on any level , but the higher the level

the worse the effect . This is one vey in which evil can be

inoculated into Life. This is a very serious matter, for right

here is where humanity has produced its own worst curse,

The higher aspects of the Creative Principle, of xktich

there are several levels, become progressively more potent and

more sacred until , at the top, we come into Recognition of the

Celestial, Virgin . He who fuses his consciousness with this

Virgin no longer simply believes in or seeks Immortality, but

Knows himself to be Immortal , nay more , He is Immortality . This

should help to make clear what Supreme Value is veiled in the

words 'Holy Ghost} .

But, however great the benediction of the Current of

Bliss may be, he who would be Master must not abandon himself

t' even this Glory . There is such a thing as Divine Intoxication

and, while many look upon the implied abandonment as a kind of

virtue , they are only partly right . The true Priest must never

permit himself to lees command, even in the presence of the

highest exaltation , else for him the Supreme a Enlightenment v'ill

remain unknown,



KNOWLEDGE THROUGH IDENTITY
September 3

It is becoming clear that there is a radical` difference

0

between formal and empirical knowledge on the one hand and Know-

ledge from the standpoint of the Awakened Consciousness . Unless

this difference is understood, the speech and writings of the

Sages and Mystics will remain, fundar_ientally incomprehensible

for all those who remain confined within the egoistic conscious-

ness. Formal and empirical knowledge - and here I mean all know-

ledge for which language is an adequate vehicle ,- is a knowledge

of relationships . Thus, a vord stands for an object which is,

in some sense, other than the word . The objects, in this case,

are not simply those represented by substantives, but also ob-

jests in the sense of actions , relations , qualities, etc . These

objects may be gross or subtle, but, in any case , an otherness

is implied . 'Truths becomes defined as some sort of relation

between the verbal ideas and the objects for which they stand .

All of this knowledge is, thus, essentially external and stands

out as something other than, or counter to, the egoistic self,*

But knowledge In this sense is of instrumental value only . Hence,

through this knowledge, the 'Thing-.in-itself' is never realized,

for it imposes upon consciousness the seeming of distance . The

result is that intellectuality, if not consciously or unc us-

#I* is the external quality of this knowledge that makes the
development of materialism possible .



IX united to Real Knowl , has the effect of emptiness or

'thinnes s ' which so impressed William James . Here we have the

reason for the failure of the attempts to prove , formally, the

existence of God, . Formal demonstration cannot rise above its

fount, but can make explicit all that is contained in the latter .

Thus, a demonstration which starts from a found that is. less than

Divinity can never prove the existence of Divinity. Coil is

either Kn~ direr thr~, ouph Identity or He is not known at # 1 .

In contrast to formal and empirical knowledge , Real Snow-

0

ledge is essentially v rdless , for It does not deal with objects .

This is Knowledge through Identity . Hence, It does not represent

Substance , but in Substance Itself . So, it is true that 'If ,-

the Self or Atman . - am not different from that Knowledge . The

speech and writings of the God -Realized Men are not representa-

tions of external existences , but are the actual enbodirents of

the SELF , The Sage and the Mystic live in the words that They

utter as truly as in Their fleshly encasements , and sometimes

even more fully, Hence , to the reader or hearer these Words

carry the very Presence Itself ,, Such Words, therefore, have

riapionl power to transform the roan who attends to Them . Real

Knowledge is not instrumental but is an End-in- .Itself. It may

be clothed in highly organized intel lectual form end, in that

case , we have true Philosophy , which also in an end-in-itself.,

The way to reconcile William Tames and Hegel now be-

comes clear. Both men had a high degree of insight and, if for

them the Sun had not risen to shine with the clearest brilliance,

then It was either near the horizon and about to rise, or had



done so already and eras merely obscured . If it had been shin-,
ing clearly for Tames he could hardly have failed to recognize

Hegel, Novi with Hegel, the individual man, the principal de-

velopment was in the intellect, while in the case of A'ames it was

10

in sensation and feeling, and this remains true in spite of the

high development of intellectual skipl which he possessed,

With him intellect wan foreign to the essential man, but not so

with Hegel . Now, Real Knowledge is most successfully expressed

through and to a man in the phases most highly developed in his

personal and individual nature . Not all Embodiments of the Word

are equally accessible to all men . Even a God-Realized Man,

who lacked a given faculty, could not Realize a manifestation

of Real Knowledge through that faculty in an effective sense .

On the levels of only partial Realization a greater or less

degree of Recognition may be given throu>?h the most highly de-

veloped doors, and yet fail through oth er avenues which are

less developed . Hegel's philosophy is genuine and is grounded

in Real Knorledge, however much, as a matter of logic, he may

have failed to prove his Knowledge so that all rational men

must egree,* Hegel's intellectuality does incarnate Substanti-

ality and carries the Light, although Tames ms unable to see

It in that embodiment ,, Yet J"armes did see the Light, else he

*The logically perfect formulation of Real Knowledge has not
yet been written. Not even Shankara was wholly successful, for
in the light of our, at present, greater understanding of logic,
it is possible to show inadequacy in Shankara, so far as formal
demonstration is concerned,

J



could not have had so much sympathy r ith the essence of re-

ligion and responded so enthusiastically as he did to mystical

writings, such as those of Gustav Theodor Fechner . But he vas

so constituted that he could not see that Light through the

Door that Hegel opened .

It follows , that from the standpoint of lamest vision,

he was quite correct in regarding the intellect as only instru-

mental . He was wrong in universalizing his own standpoint .

Intellectuality may be an embodiment of Substantiality, no less

completely than may be the sensations and the affections and,

in that case , it enrobes Ends, and not merely Means . As will

be shown more fully later, all three modes of relative conscious-

ness, cognition, affection and sensation , taken by themselves,

equally fail to rive substantial actuality. It is only s:hen

they are united to Knowledge through Identity that they actually

embody Substantiality,

In the case we have just discussed, vie come face to

face with an example of a very co=on error among men who have,

at least , a degree of genuine insight and may, in fact, have

had their Suns rise to a considerable height . Such an individual

often sees his way as the only Way and says , in effect, "by

this road alone nay you enter" . It is not so. Any route which

egoistic man may devise, in principle , can become a Way, It in

a mistake to take onets own individual limitations and predicate

them of Spirit. Always He %to has Arrived may sayt "This Way

that I have traveled is a possible Way, for I have proven It ;



come and try It, for It may be a Way for you also .." But for

a given human soul that particular Route may be impractical,

while some other Route may be the 'Open Sesames .

The understanding' of the place of logic is also be-

coming clear . There is no doubt but that logic wields the

final authority within the kind of knowledge that belongs to

the sub ject•ob jest manifold, in so far as logic has apolica-

bility, The law of contradiction is absolute in this domain .

Every logical dichotomy divides the whole of the relative

universe into two parts, so that of that universe we may always

says "It is either X or cot-K",, (tgt in this cane standing

for any concept whatsoever, ) But from the standpoint of Real

Knowledge such a dichotomy is neither true nor false, but simply

irrelevant . It involves even more fundamental irrelevance than

that 'contained in questions such as the followingt "Is a lion

organized according to the principles of a fugue or a symphony?"

Likewise, from the perspective of Knowledge through Identity,

there is no meaning in applying; the logical criterion of contra-

diction, Here, within this subject object, time-space manifold,

there is no principle pore fundamental than that, to cannot be

both A and noti-A at the same time and in the same sense . But

what bearing could that possibly have upon a Consciousness

which transcends both space and time, as well as the sub ject-

object field? For all possible spaces and all possible times

and every sense in which an idea may be employed are, at once,

comprehended in the pure apperception of the SELF .



Still, it remains true, viat every expression within

the subject - object manifold may be tried, very properly, by

the canons of logic and, if found v ;anting , that expression

must be judred incorrect. And this ruins true of expres sions

,cross-' translated from Real Knowledge as well as others4 But,

despite all this and however incorrect the expression may be,

if it is a cross,-translation from Real Knowledge, it is True

in the fundamental sense,for it carries Leaning, It 1U iierely

the vehicle that is inadequate, None the less, I am co,vinoed

that the Say is made clearer as the vehicle of expression io

made more hi€hly perfect, and that IIe who speaks from out the

Fount should try to make himself as clear as possible .

I
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X

THE ML"NG OF SUBSTANCE

For the first time , the word ' substance ' has become

really intelligible to me, I turn again to Spinoza ' s "Ethics"

and read the third definition of the first parts "I understand

SUBSTANCE to be that which is in itself and is conceived through

itself ," Many times I have struggled to give this definition

an intelligible meaning , but never quite successfully, But now

it stands out clearly and I know just exactly what it means .

Heretofore , I tried to relate the notion of 'substance' to ob-

jects, even though in a subtle sense . But this is an error .

No object , whatsoever , is 'in itself and conceived through itself'

I em that SELF and Recognize that I am that SELF, and now I

Realize that Substance is . Substance is not other than Myself .*

But this Substance is just precisely that which cannot be predi-

cated of ponderable matter , or of objects of the senses or of

thought .

Spinoza's thought takes on a new clarity. There is

difficulty in his mode of expression , for he uses words in a

different way from that current now, but the real thought be-

comes clear without much effort, And why is this? It is simply

that I now cognize his thought from the same standpoint from

which he wrote, Take, for example, a chance sentence to which

*It is a very interesting fact, that in the experiencing of the
Current which is Bliss on the 7th of last month, spontaneously
I thought of It as Substance,



I turn in his "Short Treatise", It happens to be a sentence

from Albert Schweglerts introductory summary of Spinoza's

philosophy, but it very clearly carries Spinoza's meaning .

"Felicity, then, is not the reward of virtue - it is virtue

Itself ." In other words,, real Happiness is virtue, and not

merely an efrect of virtuous living . This is quite clear .

Happiness is the only praise or glorification of God . Happiness

is the only worthy prayer . Happiness is virtue and Cloom is sin .

Now, I, arbitrarily , shift myself back into the old egoistic

consciousness, and all this sounds like nonsense . This is all

due to the difference In the kind of knowledge, the Real Know-

ledge standing in incommensurable relationship to egoistic

knowledge, But the Real Knowledge saves man, while the egoistic

kind, by itself , cannot,

Which of these two kinds of knowledge is rational and

-which irrational ? I should certainly say that the Real Knowledge

is rational and commensurable - the latter term being interpreted

in the sense of tintelligiblet rather than of measurable . But

the subjeet-object standpoint would reverse this view. It is

all a question of level or standpoint . But in the profounder

sense my view is right.
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COMMON IN THE COMPAY' OF THE REALIZED

The vista ahead grows more interesting .

There is coming a new and more intimate companionship

rith the new and old philosophic masters, Spinoza, Kant, Hegel,

Plato, among others,

What names of real charm are theses

What artificers of great Beauty are these MenS

With rare skill do They reflect the Glory of My Eternal

'Thought .

How greatly do They reveal to Me how much I Kno .l

S

I Recognize, in ever increasing numbers, signs of the

Supreme Light, While there are Few for Whom the Sun has risen

in Its full Glory, the number who have knovm the T ilight be-

fore the Sun appears above the horizon, or have perhaps just

glimpsed the Sun as Its rays barely surmount the barrier, is

much greater than I had thought . There is also another, and

more mysterious, class of which the members were born with the

Sun above the horizon, but the Rays were obscured by a cloud-

filled sky. For These, the Sun first rose in other lives, but

for one reason or another They have taken incarnation under

obscuration . The clouds may or may not break for Them during

the current life-time . It depends primarily upon the original

purpose. It is sorletimes necessary to drive through from below



in order to force new Doors and, in such eases, the Pioneer

is very apt to be one who first broke through in some other

life . Sometimes the obseuration may serve the purpose of rest,

for the Inner Life, if the Final Rest is refused , is consider-

ably more intense than life within the egoistic consciousness.

Emerson is one of the known examples of such an obscuration .

Dr . Bucke was not able definitely to class him as an instance

of the Awakened Consciousness because certain familiar earmarks

were lacking. The trace of the Ancient and Eternal Wisdom is to

be found strongly marked in several of Emerson's works, and the

obscuration easily accounts for the atypical features in his

ease,

S
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XLI

RECOGNITION AND EGOISA

0
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I note a form in some of these writings that certainly

has much of the appearance of egotism . I have also noted that

form in the writings of others who have written from theseme

point of view , In the past I have even resented this as being

a kind of pretension without due perspective . The fact is,

however, that from the standpoint of Awakened Consciousness the

egoistic element is really lacking, or only remains an a resi.

due in the, as yet, incompletely transformed eeoistio conscious-

ness of the individual who has Awakened. Egotiem to one of the

effects of the subject-ob4eot consciousness, for here the indi-

vidual ego seems to be distinct from other egos and to have

interests that are in conflict. Furthermore, egotism does not

manifest solely in the form of conceit, It can also be traced

in Host humility, for the inferiority complex is as much a phase

of egotism as is the superiority complex . But the Fire of REAL

Knowledge burns all this away sooner or later .

In the record of personal and decidedly interior events

the use of the first personal pronoun is difficult to avoid,

end its avoidance would hardly give a scientifically accurate

record, Such events are always the "my experience" of some

individual . But it is not in the 'record' that the seeming

egotism appears. Over and over again I do speak from the stand-

point of certainty, and not hypothetically or tentatively . I do
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not hide assurance under a form that merely suggests a possibil--

ity or probability.

Now assurance is categorical and not hypothetical .

But, if I say at times, in effect, "thus I Know", this Knowledge

should not be confused with knowledge in the field of the hypo-

thetical, this latter being concerned with the possible rather

than the actual, In the domain of the hypothetical , discussion

can be silenced only by complete logical demonstration . Without

fiuch demonstration, hypothetical knowledge is only opinion .

Further, I do not assert categorical assurance with respect to

objective empiric knowledge, such as that which constitutes the

field of physical science . Here, trained skill in observation

is the best authority, and the results in any case are only

relatively accurate, Higher development in skill may change

then, Writing in such fields is sound only when there is, ex-

pressly or implied, a tentative presentation . Genuine scientists,

for the greater part, are really quite careful in this respect,

particularly rten offerinf, working hypotheses, Finally, I do

not predicate Supreme Power, such as is implied in the state-

ment, tI sustain this universe', as an attribute of the personal

or relative man. All powers in their objective manifestation

in space and time are relative to the capacity of the Instrument,

and this capacity may be great or small, but in any case it is

o matter of relative degree,

I Know with categorical assurance with respect to Mean-

int alone, I do not know that my formal expression is the most



correct possible, nay more, I can find faults in that formal

expression myself, but fail to see how it may be substantially

improved, In most that I write here I start from the standpoint

0
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of Meaning, where I Know and have now Recognized that I Know*

I find, in progressive decree, this same Meaning expressed,

often In quite diverse form, by'Others who, also, have Recognized

Their own Identity. I am One and, at the same time, all others,

but, in an especial sense , those Others who have Recognized Them-

selves . This higher 'I 't is spelt the same as the egoistic 'I t,

but it means something essentially different, And further, it

is only from the egoistic point of vievi that the Transcendent

Consciousness appears as an 'It Consciousness . On the highest

level, both the 'It and the tthou' disappear . The egoistic 'It

is a bare point, having what might be called social position,

but no riagnitude. Xt is like the zero in analytics . But the

Transcendent *It is as much all Space as the Point . Its mathe

l rnatical symbol would be both 0 (zero) and ao (infinity) .

Theoretically, it is conceivable that the Transcendent Con-

seiousneas may be approached through a diffusion, spread every-

where, as well as through conoentretion in the point or the *It,

but the practicability of this is doubtful It should be clear

from all this that the Transcendent ' :fit is anything but egotistical .

Propriety might suggest a more modest form of expression .

But to follow such a course would be to fall into the essence

of the dental of St . Peter . For, fearing hie public, Peter said*



Lord but refused to identify himself with Him at the time in

question. This was not honoring the Lord, but quite the

reverse I have recognized My Lord, which is Myself and, at

the same time , the REAL SELF of all creature s , and I have

chosen to acknowledge that SELF before men, for I am not eshamed

of THAT. Perhaps this Recognition may help to arouse the Light

of the SELF in others . At any rate, the hope that it may do

so is the only reason for composing this expression at all .

0



XLIX

BY I.M1Y PATHS

By many Paths they come to ode,

I care not what the Path may be , just so they come ..

I am in all, but not yet are all within ire .

I desire that none Phall linger in the outer darkness,

I desire that no man should suffer this travail, he,

himself , has produced,

There are rays to Me that are short and direct ; others

long and painful,

Is It not well to choose the shorter Route, rather

than the Way that Is long and weary?

Yet, until the last is gathered in, I shall visit .
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THE RECORD CONTINUED

0
September 4

Now I perceive the progress of effects upon the

physiological level . There is a perceptible increase of vigor

in the groac body. Alco there is a changing preference with

respect to food. The desire and taste for meat is declining .

Meat is not yet distasteful, but with continuation along this

line, it will soon become so . I am becoming rather indifferent

to concentrated sweets and, in general, I care less for the

prepared foods . There is a mild increase of desire for fruits .

But the predominant attitude toward food is one that is rather

well filled with indifference and come distaste . However, on

the other hand, I feel rather less need for gross nourishment .

Some years ago I had become completely disgusted with

the doctrinaire dietetion, and have since taken a purely prag-

matic view toward this subject . The latter course I have found,

practically, the most satisfactory, and am continuing It at the

present time. The changes of inclination , noted above, are

quite free from pressure due to thejretical considerations .

10



XLIV

THE RELATION OF KAi A TO RECOGNITION
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The great authoritative sources on Recognition, such

as the Teaohinps of Buddha , the Writings of Shankara, the

"Bhagavadgita ; and the "Voice of the Silence" all state that

the Realized Man is freed from the karma of past actions, save

the karma that has already ' sprouted ' and is the causal power

which maintains the continuance of the current gross body . I

have already testified to the sense of feeling free from the

action of karma at the time of the Transition . Further, it is

a very antm^on testimony found in the records of those who have

attained Recognition , only, in many instances , the report is in

the form of a statement affirming a feeling of freedom from sin .

There is a very important principle involved here that should

be made clear .

In its broadest sense , 'karma' means the conoatination

of cause and effect that produces and sustains the existence of

the universe , as a whole , as well as every unit within it .

Everything in the universe exists in its present state or formm

as the result of past enuscs and, in its turn , is the cause of

future states of the universe . Because of the interdependence

of parts , it is impossible to know completely the karma of any

part without knowing all that is to be known of the universe .

But within the whole there are inteprations about centers which
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have become individualized and thus are transformed into micro-

comms within the macrocosm , Vhcnever such a microcosm is in-

teprated , it comes within a karmic stream that is its own in

,a peculiar sense, in addition to the general karma that involves

all. Most generally the term 'karma ' is employed as restricted

to the narrower meaning , but there is no sharp demarcation be-

tween the two kinds of karma, and the lesser aspect can never

be satisfactorily understood if it is taken in complete abstrac-

tion from the larder.

Necesrarily , karma is limited to the field of space,

time, and causality . Accordingly , the Man who has Recognized

His Identity with the Supreme SELF, which abides beyond space,

time, and casuality , and then completely 'ithdraws within that

SELF , will have destroyed all karma related to him as an indi-

vidual . The objective elements , gross or subtle , that have been

associated with his various embodiments , continue in the karmic

stream in the Cosmic sense , but the microcosmic field of that

individual is dissolved .

Since the dissolution of the microcosm is the negative

equivalent of Liberation , the idea has been augpested by some

that by the complete balancing of karma, thus effecting micro-

cosmic dissolution, Liberation could be won without prior

Recognition of the SELF .. Shankara has pointed out the fallacy

of this view and answered it at length', While such a course

may not be strictly a theoretical impossibility, it is quite

impractical for several reasons . We,may regard the microcosm

as something like a vortex in the universal plenum, It is



produced by an impulse that tends to disturb the universal

balance. But as the most primary law is Equilibrium - the

noumenon of all other laws - karma is at once invoked as a

counter action. Further self-induced reactions to this counter-

action complicate the sequence until finally the microcosm is

involved in a very elaborate bondage, Every action brims its

fruits, and the experiencing of these fruits i n what is tech-

nically called 'enjoyment#, whether pleasant, painful, or in-

different, A cause mu-;t be exhausted as effect or balanced b,,,~t

10

punt the right amount of appropriate counter-action , Thus,

an evil action can be exhausted by the experiencing of the cor-

responding suffering or by good action which would balance it .

But a surplus of good actions brings its effects which must

likewise be exhausted, and so on . It would require a superhuman

wisdom to'aohieve Just the perfect balance requisite, and all

the while the individual would have to live a life so perfect

that no shade of additional action was initiated that, in its

turn, would require further balancing . Further, it would be

rare indeed that all the seeds of past karma could sprout in

any one life, since other conditions than those afforded by that

Liven life may be required for their termination, . So not one,

but a series of perfect lives, without one flaw in the balancing

of counter causes, would be required . All this must be done by

a man who, by hypothesis, is not Illumined and therefore is

bound within the subject-object manifold - a condition which



rakes superhuman wisdom imnorsible. So, it seems the unavoid-

able conclusion that there is no hope of 'breaking-through'

this way.

But by Recognition man destroys his identification Svith

the microcosm and Realizes himself as identic al, with the SELF

0

of all . This destroys the microcosm so far as he , himself, is

concerned . This microcosm continues, for a time , as an appear -

ante in the space-time .orld , because of the karma that has

already sprouted , but the Real Van is no longer incarnated

there, in the usual tense, and , sooner or later , dissolution

will finally liquidate the apparent embodiment . This temporary

continuation is like the continued revolving of the flywheel

of an engine from which the power has been shut off . The engine

i s stopped in the essential sense , and will become fully rtopped

'shortly .

One of the consequences of the nature of the law is

that good-works bind men as much as evil-works . Thus, un-

finished 'rood' karma is an truly a source of bondage as un-

finished ' bad' karma. Also, in principle , Recognition frees

a man , whose residual karma is predominantly *bad' $ as truly

a s i n the case of the ran vthere the residue is mostly 'rood' .

But the former conditi •>n is the more unfavorable one, and ro

the practice of positive virtue is of distinct importance .

The really vital point to note is that It is not action,

whether 'good' or 'bad ', that frees , but an attitude of detach-
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meat with respect to all action , Thus, a self-righteous man,

by which is meant one r:ho is attached to his rood-a,-rorks and

is overly self-conscious of them , is further from the Recognition

than the man who , while doing much evil, has really freed himself

from interest in and attachment to his evil works .

In the case of the Man for whom the Sun of Recognition

has risen sufficiently , co that during life in the body He has

entered the fringe of Nirvana , it is possible , after the dis-

solution of the physical organism , to enter Nirvana, or the

Kinprdom of Heaven , completely . He has nor fully severed himself

from his former microcosmic karma . In choosin- such a course,

in'general , He invokes a higher haw V h1oh has Its effects upon

another level, but that may be ages hence so far as relative

time is concerned . The question now arises; What becones of

his former karmic seeds that had not yet sprouted when He be-

cane fully one with Nirvana? The answer to this question

introduces a principle of the Higher Knowledge which is consider-

ably at variance with an important workinp hypothesis of physi -

cal science . Accordingly , this point will require same

discussion.

The term ' universe ', as employed in this discussion,

is restricted to manifested existences , whether in a gross or

subtle sense, Behind the universe is the unmfnnifested actuality,

called here ' Transcendental Consciousness ' or 'Absolute Con-

sciousness ' . To enter the 1Nirvanic state is to leave the



universe in this respect, that is, the whole field of space,

tune, and causality , in the usual sense . But this Higher

World is to the lower as the Infinite is to a finite manifold,

and the whole universe depends upon the former as its rustain

ing principle . What becones enemy and, ultimately, ratter

here, is derived from the Substance of that hither level. The

interplay between these two domains, speaking now from the

relative standpoint, is not an event which took place, once

for all, in the historic past, but one which continues, either

intermittently or continuously, throughout the present . Thus

there is such a thing as the total supply of enemy and matter

5
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in the universe increasing , at times , and, at others , decreasing .

This does imply the ultimate falseness of the hypothesis of

physical science to the effect that the total supply of ratter-

enerpy in the univcrce remains constant. It is true that cuch

matter and energy do not come from nothing and do not, in turn,

bcoone nothing , but these modes do come into and leave the

universe . This fact, among other things, affords a totally new

stater!ent of the problem of perpetual motion . Another inn- ortent

consequence is that we will have to forego the hope of setting;

up an energetic equation between the universe as it is at any

given time and that universe at cone other time . In fact, the

recognition of this principle t•ould, in tine, utterly change

the form of science, including even sociology and economics,

For, if an infinite resource , covering all departments of life,





as may be, the general load of the human whole, The latter,
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having squared His accounts , is free to choose future Bliss,

but He reveals a Heart of Compassion in refusing to do so

r°hile other creatures are still suffering, There Men really

occupy a station in the Gulf between the Higher and lower

worlds, and are in a position to employ the resources of Wisdom

and Power of that Higher World to lead on the weaker and more

ignorant human beings .

Those who have made the choice of the Compassionate

heart are often pictured as making the Great Renunciation, but

this is only one side of the picture . They have entered an

evolution toward a superior Greatness and come Day will stand

on a Cosmic or Transcendental Level far beyond Those who accepted

Bliss at the earliest opportunity, Essentially, They dwell in

a Aovnain Intermediate between 1dirvanio and egoistic conscious-

ness . Thus, within Themselves They unite the two worlds .

Furthermore, the primary reason for making this choice is a

great Love or Compassion, and sacrifice made for Love cennes

to mean sacrifice to the individual raking it . For, in large

measure, such an One lives in and for the Beloved . In this

case, however, the Beloved, instead of being the Transcendent

Divinity, is that Divinity an manifested in the Child, Euranity .

The Man vtho has made this higher choice does have a

subtle kind of embodiment which, since the La"" acts without
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exception on all levels , does imply a kind of karma . But

this is karma under quite a different aspect from that which

operates upon the oryrtalized , egoistic level . He nay chase

to take objective embodiment in the subject -objeot domain for

a definite purpose, but, in this case, the incarnation is

distinctly different from the ordinary type, In the first

place, it is voluntary, rherean the ordinary individual is re-

born whether he will or no, because of the causes he, himself,

has invoked, usually quite blindly. In the second place,

inasmuch as His former microcosmic vortex has been dissipated,

and as lie has riantcred the glamor of matter , He incarnates in

quite a different way . In fact, it is not properly ari inerrna-

t,ion at all, if we are to understand the term in the strict

sense . It in simply a node of correlation with this plane so

that soriethinr of His Consciousness may be united with this

lower level . In all this there is considerable mystery for

those T.-ho have not yet understood the fundamental unity under-

lying the apparently multiple and diverse forms of outer life .

- I cannot too :; tron(ly emphasize the fact that Liberation

is no more the end of life than is a college commencement the

end of the younr, man or wor'an who graduates, It is simply the

end of one atape and the bepinnin ; of another . The really

worthwhile Life begins after Liberation, 'then this new Freedom

is attained , a Man may return Home , as it were, and spend a
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long period enjoying the warmth and comfort of that Hone .

On the other hand, He may return and continue zith his

chosen profession in a larger field . Some , who have been

highly exhausted by their labors at college , may need a long

rest, but obviously Those who are strong should occupy Them-

selves with the activities of Real Life .

0



XLV

THE 'AWAEENIIG' , THE END OF ALT, RELIGION

The real end of all the higher religion and philosophy

t

is the attainment of the Awakened Consciousness, Call It

what you will, Cosmic Consciousness, Specialism, Liberation,

Nirvana, Enlightenment, the Kinrdom of Heaven, Moksha, Tran-

scendentalism, Christ Consciousness, Seraphita, Beatrice, or

by any other name, these all point to one and the same fact,

be it well or poorly understood From one point of view It

may be regarded as the Awakening of a new Sense but, if so,

the difference is at least as radical as the shift from sensa-

tion to conceptual thought . The change is so great as to form

an entirely new Man vithin the frame of the old . He may,

apparently, still live here, yet in the essential sense He is

not here . For Him the great and baffling questions of reflect-

ive consciousness are solved ; the problems that underlie the

great antinomies are resolved . His deep soul-yearning is satis-

fied and the tragedy which dogs the steps of this life here

below is gone forever . With the Awakening the end of religion

is attained . The man, at last, is born again, and a new

'Twice-born' steps into a New World .

The Awakening Is a Death and a Birth . Then Real Life

for the tired nian begins . And what is that Life like? No

words can really convey It as It Is* Art in language, or in

other forms, conveys adumbrations, but these are easily mis-



understood and have often been Crossly misinterpreted . There

is but one way to Know and that is by A wakening . We report

the Glory , the Toy, the Freedom and some of the -wonderful

possibilities , We demonstrate , from time to time, the Powers

beyond the command of the merely egoistic consciousness . All

These are signs of the Beyond . We give testimony as to what

tle have found and move for seasons among men , awakening fore-

tastes here and there , both when the latter are in ordinary

waking consciousness and then asleep . But Cue cannot carry to

the egoistic consciousness this other Reality . Mran must Awake

to Know and thus to solve his really great problems . Without

Awakening there is no solution of these problems . Brother

4
fights brother for the crumbs that have fallen from the Feast,

seeing not enough for all, Yet, if but for a single moment

man would look up, he would see on the Table an endless supply,

a limitless abundance for all . So We are not much concerned

with vain social plans and programs , with the changes of govern-

ments and economic reforms , for We Know that all organizations,

all institutions , all systems are sterile if they do not in-

carnate the Light. We use all possible means to bring that

Light nearer and to arouse in nen the desire for It . But We

cannot do that part which each individual man must do . We urge

him to turn hie back upon the trivial pleasures , conbined with

real bondage , :-o that he may Know a real and enduring Toy and

may live a Life that is full . The Crossing to the Promised Land



has its difficulties but these are small beside the new Values

that There will be Realized . Arise , men, end come into your

ancient Inheritance . All old pleasures and activities have

their higher correspondences in that Beyond , but with an in-

conceivably greater richness of Values

6
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THE CONDITIO"TS THAT FAVOR RECOGNITION

September 5

What are the conditions , both essential and favorable,

for a ran to Realize the Glorious Transition ? Now we are face

to face with the practical question, it being r*rented that the

Illumined Consciousness carries the Supreme Value . In spite

of the fact that the record of the western cases of Illumination

shows a preponderance of apparently spontaneous Awakening, there

are conditions, both essential and contributory, which prepare

the way for the Awakening . These we will now consider .

First of all, the individual must desire the Liberation .

This desire nay not be intelligently forruulatea, it may not be

v.-oil understood, and it may take any one of a number of forms,

but it must exist. If the desires are centered in the external

orld and there is a strong resistance to the inward devclonment,

a definite, if not insurmountable, barrier exists so long as

that attitude persists . Yet it must be noted that superficially

a man rrtay seem , even to himself, to care most for external

things while deep r.ithin him he has the inward desire, and this

latter iiuy ultimately prove to bb the triumphant one . This

may be the case where the Illumination breaks forth suddenly

and spontaneously , without the personal consciousness being

prepared for It . The moment of Transition, in that case,

effects a radical revolution in the visible outer life. The



man may be utterly tflcoredt and personally have no idea of

what has happened to him , perhaps even ima'ining that he has

become mentally unbalanced, no same have testified . But if

the outer personal desire cooperate s with the deeper Inner

desire , a much more favorable condition is produced and the

Illumination will tend to come Y ;ith less of a shock end will

be more quickly recognized for that It is . Ct„ Paul i s the

classical example of Illumination involving great shock, ¶1e

personal man, in this case, me even actively persecuting the

followers of a great God-Realized !.an and trying to destroy

His Influence , and it vas while in the very midst of this ac-

tivity , he suddenly received the Light in the most dramatically

intense form of which ve have record . It is raid he vas even

physically blinded . But he wss transforTMed, at once, fron Saul

of Tarsus to rt . Paul, a Cod-Realized Man in His own right,

end became from that ti_mo on the r*reatest single power in the

Christian Current since Jesus .

The desire for Illumination, even thour*h ;Weak, does

produce favorable effects, but these are much slover in their

action and less for-reaching than *.,.,hen the desire is strong,

When the desire becomes the dominant force in the man, and,

finally, consumes his whole being, other factors being equal,

the Illumination is not far avray. There is an East Indian

story that is illustrative of thin point . One day, so the

story goes, a Guru v'ith his Chela or disciple was in a boat



on a body of water, r hen the Chela asked t "How greatly must

a man desire God to Realize Him? " The Guru then threw the

Chela out of the boat into the water and held him, head and

all, beneath the surface until the latter was close to the0

point of inhaling water. Then, drawing the Chela into the

boat, the Guru asked hint "What was it that you desired while

under the water?" The Chels answeredt "Air, air, air," Then

said the Guru : "When you desire God as intensely as you just

now desired air, then you will find Him." This simply illus-

trates the importance that attaches to desire , the other con-

ditions being satisfied .

Now, before a thing or goal can be desired it must be

knov.•n, felt, or Tensed as desirable , either clearly or dimly .

The example of Those Who already have attained the Recognition,

together rith Their testimony as to what They have found, sup-

plie, the basis v'hereby the ran who still is engulfed in the

subject-object consciousness - Vangsara = may see or feel that

there is something Beyond , the Realizing of which will risan for

hin̂ the porsession of the Value beyond all other values . So

We raise visibly before pen, rot one, but many Witne s ses of

the Truth that rakes man Free , that they rrey know that Others,

who once were men like themselves , have found the Vay end Know

that the Value attained is beyond price , and also may know that

the lival erring is a latent possibility in every man .

The recond requirement is a spiritual Guru, The Guru

performs the part which is beyond the power of the, as yet,



unawakened individual man . The highest authority has always

promised that then the pupil is ready the Teacher will appear .

So it is not a question of the student's seekin, ; far and wide

in distant lands for sane one to take bin under direction .

The Guru con, and does, appear in an inward sense , often with-

out the personal consciousness of the pupil being ar.are of the

fact, Sometimes He appears outwardly and, again, *ray rrrmay not

be recognized . But let all aspirants remember that effort put

forth in the right direction will draw the attention of Those

rrho watch, and, -hen the time is ripe, They will do Their part .

Thus, 'htle the student,cannot comrand the Guru, yet all nay

trust Hire, for ile is a service of Love, So, in' effect, the

student, by doing his part, does invoke the aid he needs .

The importance of the Guru lies in the fact that the

Pecognition is not the effect of any causes set up in the space-

tine or rubject-object ranifold, This must be so, for THAT

vFhich transcends causality cannot be, Itself, an effect of come-

thtng ctrc', Recognition actually is a spontaneous induction

out o: Spirit Itself. ).ants personal effort nerely removes

barriers in hid nature that inhibit this spontaneous induction,

So, there is a real , though greatly misunderstood , truth in the

statement that man is saved through the Love of God . But this

Love ranifests to men through the Sons of God, i .e ., through

Those who have attained God--Realization . The Guru is the em-

bodiment of Divinity to the disciple and, through Him in general,



the spontaneous 'act' of Spirit manifesto in the individual

disciple .

So long as the pupil has not established a personal

relationship rith his Guru, such that direct outer instruction

is possible, then the Guru-current may be entered by the per-

sonal man through attending the yards and works of the God-

Realized Men who either are now living in physical bodies or

have lived in the past and have left Their visible signs . Re-

member that the Illumined Man is actually present in His works,

in His speech and His writings, Walt Whitran truly said, when

speaking of his "Leaves of Gress", "'Who touches this book touches

a man . " Such writings are not merely symbols o r concepts, They

ore the embodiments of a living Presence which is actually God

a s manifested through the particular God-Realized Man who rote

them . Teeus is the best known instance in Christendom, but lie

is not the only one, It is well to become familiar with the

writings and sayings of as many Such as possible . For not all

Aspects of the Divine Manifestation are equally accessible to

all men. The $Open Sesame' for one is not necessarily the 'Open

Sesame' for another, then the student has found One with Whose

Words snd Consciousness he stands In particularly clnse rapport,

he should then delve deeply into that One's writings and sayings .

In such cases there is a magnetic harmony that is not favorable

to success,. Further, Realization manifests in a vast range of

forms, some seemingly the opposite of others, and so for all

men there is somewhere the easiest and most direct Way.



In connection v•ith the foregoing, it ray be well to

remark that the v,riter does not lay especial ntress upon the

Illumined lien who are best known tin ithin the Christian world,

for a definite reason . These Men are best known to the West

and do not, therefore, need to be introduced . Further, the

realmeaninp of these Men is obscured by the over-gro :Ah of

theological teaching, produced by men who have not understood

the Higher Consciousness . In addition, these Illumined Men

tend to be so largely taken-far-granted end placed in grooves,

even in the consciousness of childhood, that They have beco*ne

practically hidden and inaccessible for vast nurxbers of human

being: . The result is, that the nan rho in trained within the

Christian complex from childhood is actually more apt to find

his genuine guiding Light in other God-Realized Men whom he finds

free from theological preconception . The unintelligent and,

more or less, automatic repetitin of phrases, even though they

nay be correct formulations of the Truth, often serves to hide

Meaning instead of making it clear . For it is the active co-

operation of intelligence, rather than the mere sound of words,

that is the vital power for awakening Recognition of Sipnifi-

cence in the Consciousness of the Individual . Thus the fresh

discovery of the cane Truth, in another form where the Intel-

ligence of the individual is active, is far more likely to be

effective in orousinr' this Recognition,

An illustration of this point is afforded in the case

of Mahatma Ghandi . Jesus, according to Ghandi's testimony,



r

played a very vital part in bringing the Light to him, Yet

Ghandi came from India, the very Fount of Spiritual Wisdom,

so far as It is embodied more in one race than another . But

Jesus could come to him as a fresh discovery, for there was

no background of merely taking 4esus -for-granted , nor in this

discovery was there any need of clearing away theological

rubbish or overlying superstition .

The present writer can also testify that, although he

eras born in the very sphere of one of the evangelical branches

of the Christian Church and in his early youth was trained in

that current of thought and imagined that he had accepted it,

yet he actually found and appreciated the real Jesus only after

passing through a period of atheism and, later , discovering

Buddha . Only then , and in the Light of the Wisdom of the

Tathagata , did he realize that Jesus carried the same Light .

It was only by reaching beneath the imposed crust of Christian

Theology , and then, by taking tesua out of the peculiar Hebraic

stream end seeing Him as more truly one with the Buddhist

spirit, did it become possible for him to see Jesus directly

for what He was and is . Since that time he has had far greater

love for Him than ever before , for now Jesus is, for him, a

symbol of Freedom , vthereas Christian theology had made Him a

symbol of bondage . It is the old, old, story of the followers

of a Great Light mutilating and obscuring that Light through

misunderstanding . It is, indeed , a question whether the great



corporate religious organizations have not been more of a curse

than a blessing with respect to the mission of the very Saviours

in whose Names they are forged . There is no great religion

that has not effected such damage in greater or less degree .

So, there in an ever-recurrent need for new Lights and new

Saviours to arise who reaffirm the ancient and unchanging Truth,

but vho, first, must needs tear down the extraneous and weedy

growth vhioh chokes the real l!essage of earlier Saviours and

Pages. Then the Message must be dressed in a new Garment and

sent forth to leaven the hearts of men until, in tine, It also

suffers the old fate and is obscured in Its turn .

If the student has found a Guru, it is essential that

devoted attention should be given to the sayings of the latter .

If he has not found such a Teacher - and the greater number has

not - then the same devotion should be given to the sayings of

the Incarnations of Spiritual Light that he has found comerhere

in history , It is, not merely the conceptual value of the words

of such Men that is important . The formulations may well not

be the best possible , But surrounding and within the words is

the real Mess age which has the transforming power . It is this,

more or less , veiled Message that should be accepted without

resistance . But Mile such fundamental acceptance is of high

importance , it does not follow that the concepts which clothe

the Message are to be taken blindly . It is the Meaning that is

vital , and it often happens the true Meaning i s clothed in



incorrect concepts . So, the requisite attitude of Mind on the

part of the student is a combination of discrimination :pith a

profound pliability in an inward sense,

Besides the foregoing there are other subsidiary aide

which , however , vary in their form in the different types of

training# Some systems of training are intensely ascetic, while

others are not . All of this, meets the variable needs and poa-

otbilities of differing individualities. For that which helps

to open the Way for one may not be appropriate for another . If

the individual is so fortunate as to have a personal Guru, then

the appropriate help can be given riost effectively in directing

the specific personal practices .

There is one factor that i s always highly helpful that,

has been variously called 'leavening ', 'contagion ', and 'induc-

tion' . To be in the presence of a lean who has become identified

with the Light is to be in a field of Consciousness which tends

to arouse within the individual some degree of the corresponding

kind of Consciousness . It should always be borne in mind that

from a certain standpoint Consciousness may be regarded as an

Energy and that in this domain we have events or tendencies

that are more than analagous to certain properties of electricity .

Thus, the 'induction ' of Consciousness is closely related to

induction in electricity. The meaning of 'induction ', in this

connection , is analagous to that of th e tleavening ' of Yesus,

but has the added advantage of affording greater intelligibility



given our present state of scientific knov:ledge, The induced

Consciousness , in the receiving individual, may be slight or

of any degree up to one of hiph intensity , After the removal

of the presence of the inducing Consciousness, the glow of

the Induced Consciousness may persist for a longer or shorter,

time . But repeated inductions tend , finally, to produce a

condition such that the latent and indigenous Inner Light of

the Individual is aroused sympathetically into pulsation and

4)

thue, ultimately, ' catches on', as it were, for Itself . tlhen

this happens , the individual has, for the first time , become

established in his own Center in the higher sense . He becomes

One grounded in the Higher Knowledge , instead of being merely

a student .

In the principle of induction we have an enormous

instrument for effecting the Awakening of the Higher Conscinus-

ness, in some raeasure at least, in individuals who, for some

reason or other , fail to put forth the requisite degree of

self-directed effort to be effective in their ovm strength .

Those rho aspire toward the Awakening tirould do well to seize

every opportunity available to come within the sphere of Those

who can serve as such Centers of induction. The presence of

these Centers spells opportunity for all men who are near then .

At the same time , to realize the best results it is not suf-

ficient to be nerely passively present, In addition, there

should be thought, , study, and active aspiration in the direction



of the Light . All of this i s analapous to the cultivation

and watering of a seed Vat has been town by a So ,er and

thus produces a condition that prevents the sowing from having

been done In vain.

0
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THE NATURE OF THE HIGHER XNOWLEOGE

September 7

I find a steady progress in the consolidation of my

Inward end outward consciousness . . The Recognition is fruit-
Y

ing for me as a definite purposes which is steadily becoming

clearer, Having chosen not to abandon the world of subject-

object consciousness , there has developed , with growing in-

sistence, an outline of work to be done,

Notwithstanding all that has been accomplished by

others, there still rciains a need for further clarification,

While the subject-object consciousness never can contain

Transcendent or Cosmic Consciousness, yet it is possible, through

a due considerctinn of the nature of the former t with a recog-

nition of its limits, to sugrest the Bcyondness . This i s why,

for the intellectually developed aspirant, there is no snare

practical nor important study than that of epistemology, the

science of the nature and possibilities of knowledge, An im.

portant fruit of such study is the recognition that subject .

object consciousness supplies only a certain kind of knowledge,

end, wile this knowledge may develop in its own direction
CP r'ithout limits, it is, none the less, confined within restrict-

ing bounds . Yet, from out the deeps of human feeling and

yearning, there do arise insistent questionings which have

never been cuccerafully cnswered within the limits of relative



knowledge . These questionings cannot be ignored, for, until

satisfactory answers are found or the problem disappears, the

man cannot find real happiness . At this point two choices

stand before man, either he may accept the outlook of real

pessimism, or he may break through to another kind of Knowledge,

where the effective solutions can be found and real Happiness

attained, Since 1, for my own part, have come along the latter

road, have found a Way to reach the Knowledge that satiafiee

and can, therefore, testify to Its reality and efficacy, I am

enabled to offer real aid to those who naturally travel along

the same course .

The analysis of external relationships, the field in

which men like Bertrand Russell so greatly excel , is invalu-

able for the development of intellectual powers. This kind

of vork is not to be despised, even by the God.-Conscious Man,

unless He proposes to withdraw completely from the sub,jeot-

object world . If He remains to function within that world,

understanding of the science of external relations will simply

serve to make Him more efficient and more intelligible . But

it is useless to pretend that external relations give ulti-

mates . The knowledge of them is powerless to solve the soul-

problems . If Oman has no more than this science, he is doomed

to pessimistic despair, once having finished the work of be-

corning proficient in it . Immanuel Kant must remain the most

profound western philosopher, so far, for he has opened the

door in a way that is intelligible and of great profundity .



Somewhere, if I remember correctly, Bertrand Russell has said,

that in his introspective effort he was never able to find such

a thing as the Self . Doubtless he looked for en object, but,

admittedly, the Self in no object and thus can never be found

as such, However, this failure on Rus sell t s part simply ex-

plains a certain barrenness in his philosophy, despite all its

many real values in several respects, Kant is right in his

main thesis, however . much of error in detail there may be,

for Kant knew the Self, else he could never have conceived of

pure apperceptive Consciousness .

It is quite useless to challenge the certainty of a

Man rho has attained Self-Recognition . The correctness of

His expression may be challenged , but not the Root-Knowledge

that ham become His or,' rather, with which lie is identical,

once He has Awakened to the higher Level . It in not impossible

that Bertrand Russell has attained as high a level as any ran

confined v'ithin the subject-object manifold, and is thus

peculiarly adept in that kind of knowledge . His oritici^m

of correctness cannot be disregarded, but none the less it

remains utterly useless to challenge the basic Knowledge of

a man who has awakened to a new level . A simple illustration

can be taken from v ithin the range of familiar experience .

We may suppose that a man has been born blind, or that there

ryas a race of people who had never developed the sense of

sight, For these, the seen-world simply wo,ild not exist .

Now, let us suppose that such a Man or people had developed,



along with their other senses , a keen intellipenoe, and that

they are brought into contact :•ith equally intelli'ent people

who have the power of sight . Assume, further, that they

attempted to deny to the latter the actuality of the seen-

world . What chance would they have of convincing the latter?

Even the least intelligent man who sees knows beyond alll doubt

that there is, in some sense , a seen-world. He may not eor-

reotly interpret it nor understand it, but he certainly knows

that it is, in acne sense . To this degree, he is definitely

on a aupcrior level, as conpared to those Who have never had

the organ of sight . The non-seeing entity cannot ruooeasfully

challenge the fact of a seen-world for those who see .

suppose that the relationship is changed and that those r°°ho

sae try to convey the actuality of their world of sight to the

non-seeing . Certain interpretations, ruoh as those of the

type employed in physics, r•ould be capable of cross-translation

and could be understood, at least by the intellircnt members

of the non-seeing group. The latter raiCht be convinced that

those with functioning eyes had some peculiar power, because

of capacities to act end to knovi in the domain coon to both,

that the non-seeing did not possess . But the frnediate value

given through sight, such as the direct experience of color,
to could not be erosc! trenalated, For instance, all of the beauty-

values, dependent upon right for their recognition, rould

remain beyond the comprehension of the non -seeing .



The foregoing affords a very good illustration of

the gulf which separates the Awakened from the subject-object

type of consciousness . Some aspects are capable of cross-

translation, but the essential quality of the Higher Conscious-

ness can never be realized within the framework of the lower,

r

Man can Awaken to the Higher, because of latent capaei.

ties within himself . He never can comprehend the Higher within

the narrower and totally different kind of consciousness . Thus

man must rise, or, rather, be born again, if he would Know,

lie now cone to a very important necessity . It is

sometimes called the 'unlearning of that which has been learned' .

I have found this to be the severest of all genuinely necessary

austerities , but not everyone finds i t so . Still, in every

case it is unavoidable, and this is so for reasons that are not

difficult to understand, A mind that is filled with ideas,

based upon an inadequate or false point of view, must first be

emptied of those ideas before it can be fill ed with others

that are more correct, This principle applies, not alone in

the Transition from subject Nob jeot to the Awakened Conscious .

ness, but , as well , frequently within the subjeot-object field

Itself. Thus, part of the training involved in becoming a

competent physical scientist consists of the development of

the capacity to be so detached with respect to pre-conceptions

that they may be readily abandoned when proven to be no longer

adequate* The development in physics Burin ; the last forty



years has required in unusual der'ree the replacement of old

by new conceptions . If physicists, as a class, had been in-

capable of unlearning the older physical notions when the

facts proved the inadequacy of the latter, we never would

have acquired our present knowledge of the radiant and sub-

atomic state of matter, Now, v.-hen we eerie to the Transition

to Transcendent or Cosmic Consciousness, the necessity for

this unlearning is far Creater and the nethod is applied in

a far more creeping sense, A too rigid holding of pre-concep-

tions is a barrier to .Recognition . By such holding, the rind

is bound in a vise that prevents its turninC about to a new

base. So it is necessary that ideas of the subject-object type

should be held in a detached ray .

However, the intelligent use of the process of unlearn--

fa

in• does not imply that the aspirant should bcrin, systematically,

to discard all knoi-ledge that he has, in every sense, It neans,

rather, cntertaininf} that knowledge, in rueh a way that it is

free to fly array just an soon as a greater inright proves its

inadequacy. In other vords, we -may cay that the principle is

to rcnovc x;11 chains from the Bird of Truth and let sympathetic

attraction be the only bond . Truth, naturally, makes Its nest

within the receptive mind and does not have to be held . Fur-

ther, Truth is invulnerable and therefore needs no defense,

It requires only demonstration so that It may become clear .

Thus it is alrays proper to seek the Truth end to be receptive

to It, but not to try to bind It by a fixed pre-conception of



what It is . Earlier conceptions serve a valuable function in

preparing the vey for r.ore adequate understanding , but, having

a

served their function, should, like scaffolding that has

facilitated the construetinn of a building, be torn away .

The Transition to the Awakened Consciousness is a

Copernican change which not only transforms the essential level

of the individual involved, but alters his whole relationship

to the subject-object r,,orld as well . When Copernicus demon-

strated the superior power unfolded by regarding the sun, rather

than the earth, as the center of the solar system, the world

was not destroyed as an mpiric fact, but its relationship and

significance -ithin the whole vsn radically change4 . This

transformation , wile affecting; astronomy nest immediately,

produced secondary effects with ramifications reaching far into

different phases of s :ricial life . Thin chance has brow-ht enor-

rnous clarification with respect to many vitally important prob-

lems that had formerly been quite obscure. The Awakening

involves such a channc, only in a much rrore radical sense .

Uhen It has come, the whole life of the individual f s affected,

and part of the effect is a profound clarification and simplifi-

cation of a vast number of obscurities . So much Is this the

case that, if the Awakened Man chooses to direct His force
r

within the subject-object field, then in whatever conpartnent

lie may focus His attention He has superior capacity as compared

to others who have not the ewantsre of His perspective, lie



now looks dove on things in their relationships, rather than

being involved in those relationships . The highest excellence

in government , business , engineering, science, religion, art,

etc,, are at His command , restricted only by the limitations

of his personal vehicle . But before a man can operate upon

relationships from Above, he must first break his bondage within

those relationships and, in part, this is represented by un-

learning what has been previously learned .

It does not follow that all previously acquired know

ledge will be found false . To a greater or lesser extent, the

Realized Man may still be able to judge it correct . Xts

Significance, however, will be radicelly changed, and fIe will

be enabled to tie together parts. that formerly had seemed ir-

reconcilable . He stands outride end above the 'gene', as it

were, and so is enabled to play with a mnsterts hand,

Even though from the highest standpoint relative or

subject-object knowledge-has been co'npletely Transcended and

no longer affords a field of function, it does not therefore

follow that it has not served a useful purpose in its time .

Tan builds a certain integration '-hile in the subject-object

field F'ithout vbioh Recognition, as n self-conscious achieve-

ment, is impossible . The training in subject-object knowledge

serves something of the function of a scaffold in the conntrue -

tion of a building . When the building is ready, the scaffold-

ing may be and should be abandoned, for it ceases to be, in

general., any longer valuable . The man may now enter the building



which, in this case, represents the Transcendent or Cosmic

Consciousness . However, a scaffolding should not be wrecked

while ?ror}o en rare still . :standing upon it . So, the Compassionate

Man rho has found the Building to be ready and then enters

into It will also leave the coeffold standing until all others

have likewise left it and Entered In .
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THE RECORD CON IPTUED

September 8

A radical change in the vale relationship toward

life is developing within m.e as time goes on . Throughout

the larger portion of my life my focus of consciousness was

centered in invard-penetration, rith the primary emphasis

placed upon understanding, I entered college, having a general
.

idea of preparation for a professional life in the legal field,

but planning to take a cultural course for the first four years,

I chose pure mathematics as my major subject, for in this field

lay my greatest intellectual love . Now prior to and during all

this period the search for the adequate religious value was

continuing neri gss u, I had been through the orthodox church

and found it utterly barren, so far as cognitive values were

concerned, and puny in that it offered for feeling . As I later

realized, I somehow chose a course of study that was very

nearly ideal for my individual purposes . It consisted of

mathematics as a central interest, supplemented by philosophy

and psychology. Here I found the values the church was wholly

incapable of supplying . I discovered in mathematics what

religion usually rives to men. I realized in this the presence

of reality in a form of extraordinary purity, and the point of

inward penetration that I reached in those days, though I

lacked adequate understanding and appreciation of what it vas



at that time, was not surpassed at any time since , prior to
the 7th of last month . I soon lost interest in the legal

40
profession, while the natural sciences held my attention in

only a subsidiary sense, but I drove on, choosing, if need be,

to sacrifice financial and professional interests . Time after

time I abandoned an effort Just as I reached a point where I

was nearly arriving at a position of outer recognition which

would have given me employment, Actually, I abandoned an effort

in a riven direction when I had extracted the essential value

from it and something else was needed to tcarry on t to the Mail

goal . When this happened , there seemed to be no energy or am-

bition left to finish the structure of previous partial accomp-

lishments . By the end of five years of mathematical concentra-

tion the center of interest had shifted to philosophy . What

I bad attained through mathematics in terms of symbols - and

it was a rare level of consciousness - had to be supplemented

by philosophy so that it could become clear to the understanding .

Philosophy added reflecting and focusing power to the pure

light of mathematics* By the end of seven years I found myself

in sipht of the limits to which our present egoistic conscious-

ness has reached , and also had found adumbrations of another

kind of Consciousness where alone, it seemed , solution of the

antinomies of the subjeot-object consciousness could be found,

This made necessary a new kind of search . My focus was with-

drawn fror the acadhmic world and I renounced a profession,



not fully understanding that I was doing so . This new search

required, or seemed to require, descent from a point well up

on a noble mountain range and a long passage through valleys,

including some minor and briefly experienced mountain peaks .

But after many years I reached the foot of a far more majestic

range, the heights of which were ever hidden above enveloping

clouds ., Here I climbed anew, finally mounting close to the

clouds and glimpsing through their rifts now and then something

of the Beyond . Then, no longer painfully climbing, but as
r

0

though lifted instantaneously by a power of inward levitation,

I pierced throu?h the clouds to an unmeasurable height and

found their seeming darkness transformed into a new kind of

Light. THE SEARCH V/A f F21DED,,

But now, from the standpoint of the new perspective,

the clouds again intervened between the World above and the

world below, causing the lower field to take on obscurity, A

new problem presented itself in the form - "How may those

clouds be pierced again, this time from Above?" It is not

enough to be There, and then again here, with a blind spot in

between . Individually, I am quite satisfied to be wholly

There, but a work remains to be done in the clearing away or

making thinner the intervening obsquration between the Above

and the below. For co long; as I am only There individually,

I art not wholly There, since these other parts of He - the

rest of sentient life - still move in consciousness below the

clouds,

-166-



This view is not merely altruism in the usual meaning

of the rord, for in the latter sense altruism involves a

W

difference between one's own self and others . In contrast,

that view Implies that in striving for the Realization of

others I but complete my own Recognition , I attain more in

every man's attainment . I Recognize More in every man's

Recognition . I am delayed by every man's failure , Every new

facet opened by another individual man breaking through is a

new facet awakened in My understanding , Thus, from this stand-

point the duality of selfishness and altruism is destroyed .

In serving others I but serve Myself, and in serving Myself I

nerve others . So . I am beyond all sacrifices and choose only

My greatest pleasure , Personally , I only fail in my duty when

I fall short of choosing perfectly My own supreme delight . If

any one would help Me, let him progress toward his own highest

Glory. That is the only aid from out of the viorld that can

reach Me,

The thing that requires the greatest amount of courage

on the personal level I find is the employing of a form of

expression which seems, superficially, to be a sort of non-

strous egotism, It is not such in fact but simply a positive

reflection within the egoistic or subject-object nenifold of

the genuinely Selfless Consciousness, and this , unavoidably,

takes on a fore that seems egotistical , 'Ihe same expression,

if grounded wholly tithin the subject-object consciousness,

would be thoroughly egotistical and indefensible . But I who



speak am not different from the i1* in every self-conscious

creature* The form in which, and the facet through which,

the v rd8 come are individual and personal, but the Meaning

is universal . Use this facet if it helps your use some other

facet if it opens the Door ; but use, tome facet until you have

found that One which is inuiCemous to yourself,

I have need of the other facets of Myself, both Those

already Awakened and those vto have not yet Av aliened, Ufltil

all have arrived the Cornunion ie incomplete .

Such a wonderful inward deli ;bt do I feel at this

momr,nt1 I appereeive clearly . But 'hat Is It I apperceive?

Part of It, i, the personal man,, know and express i much more,

I ; the intellectual man, apprehend, but beyond thisi T, the

REAL (; LF', Know all end AM a11 : And of this All-Xnowledre

the Glow descends to ne, the personal ran, end even here I

know that I Know and AM beyond all doubt,

'Let the reader repeat-My words riven in the last sentence
a s coning from Himself, and he will find a key to their real
significance .



XLIX

SLEEP' AND DEATH

It is a conmon experience among Those who have at-

tained the Realization to find that the fear of death passes,

In my o'in case for some time death has possee red More the

value of an Interesting adventure than of something to be

feared, save in the sense of dreading physical pain that might

be connected with the process, In fact , heretofore I have had

to put forth on effort to resist a desire for death, in the

physical sense , not because of a great personal pain in this

life, but for the reason that I sensed very clearly that

physical embodiment acts like a broke on Consciousness, so that

death is in come meaeure a kind of liberation for all men, save

in the case of come very low types . But Recognition has brou~ t

to me a reconciliation "ith life in the v orld-field, or, in

other %'ords, It has brought me to a point vfhere I can v-illingly

accept a brake , since I see that it serves a useful purpose .

In addition, I know that release will cone in its own tine
f
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when the particular v'ork here is finished, and thus all that

is required is to be faithful to a duty which will not be of

Unreasonable duration. So, actually , I am more concerned now

with the well -being of the physical personality than at any

time previously . But my concern for it is like the artisan's

care for a useful tool, plus a certain feeling that it is meet

to do justice to the child - the personality. But so far as



death itself in concerned I find it quite devoid of grave

dramatic signific ance . For I realize clearly that -what we

commonly call death is but a shifting in the modes of life or

0
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consciousness , and most emphatically not a terminus, I cannot

say that I feel any personal yearning for irx ortality, as I am

attracted , rather, by the Bliss of pure Impersonal Consciousness .

However , I do accept the responsibilities of indefinitely con-
are

tinued individuality , ar I realize that there/very important

reasons for doing so, Thus, today, I stand in this ponitiont

I know that , in the real sense, there is no death or birth;

that,in the individual rense,I enn raintain continuation In .

definitely; and, finally, that physionl death it merely a pass-

ing incident vhich effects but a trancfornation in the mode

undcr -which Consciousness rantfests, In call this there is no

roam for any real fear.

In a profound sense, I have etready died, though t''e

body still persists and I did not have a hard time in the

essential dying . The or ;anisin very goon acquired more from

the Transition than It lo,it, and It is now clearly bccomtng

stronger, Bit it is a fact thft I ennnot too strongly emphasize

that the essence of dying in rot the disrolution of the physical

body. Fundarcntelly, it in a chance of level of pcrcipienoe

end eppercipience. Now, ' e come to a point of the very highest

practical importance . If a man, While embodied, has not learned

to Integrate, consci'ausly, the embodied r-ith the disembodied

levels of percipience, then co far an the prrronal conscious.
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ness is concerned, death involves entering a state like dream-

less sleep . In the higher sense it is not an unconscious

state, but it is unconscious for the personal man, except

that he may experience a sort of dreaming consciousness ap-

parently constructed along the formal lines of his embodied

experience. Let the reader keep it well in mind that this is

not a matter of an arbitrary or imaginative esoatology but,

rather, of a necessity that must be clear from purely epic,

temological considerations . The point is simply this$ if a

conscious being has integrated self-consciousness in a riven

kind of complex mode, such as the 'five-sense' perceptive con-

sciousness of man, and if it is familiar with no other mode of

consciousness , then if it is suddenly severed from that mode

and thrust into one utterly different, no matter how bright the

Light of the latter may be, it will seem to this being as un-

consciousness. After a time self-consciousness may awaken to

function in the new mode, but there will be no basis for recog-

nizing the new entity as being the ste individual who experi-

enced in terms of the former mode . This is radical interruption

of the continuity of self-consciousness, and , while in the

Higher or Spiritual sense Consciousness , ner Le, has not ceased,

yet the individual, as individual, has proved to b e no more

than a mortal being . Actually, nature guarantees man no more

then this . But he may by his own self-induced effort and by the

aid of Awakened Men achieve continuity of self-conscious or



individualized consciousness , This is acquired or conditional

immortality and constitutes an important part of the sipnifi

cance of Cosmic Consciousness .

The crux of the whole problem, in achieving Individual-i
ized immortality , is the learning to integrate while still

embodied the outer and inner levels of percipience . This is,

in fact, the mystic process symbolized by the squaring of the

circle . The relationship between the square and the circle is

ineo*_miensurable , and this neans that tcirculart relationships

or values are not comprehensible in tsquaret terms . Embodied

man is a square while the Inner Man is a circle . The mass of

human beings shift from level to level through unconsciousness

and thus in these cases the one level is to the other like

dreamless sleep . The two states are discrete instead of con-

tinuous, and, there Pore, we are faced with a condition where we

have, as it were, two distinct men instead of one self-conscious

Being . The circle in birthless and deathless and, consequently,

immortal, but the square is generated in time and in the course

of time subject to dissolution. But by 'squaring' the circle,

or, more correctly , by toircularizin *t the square , the latter

kind of consciousness is taken up and blended with the immortal

Consciousness of the circle , This gives to the individual con-

seiousness immortality. It should be clear that the cross-

transference in sleep or during the trance state is not enough .

Man must win the power to be awake here and There at the same



time, Once he has done this, even though the cross-correlation

were achieved for but one moment in a given lifetime, he has

mastered death and is immortal in the acquired sense . Now,

when a man has succeeded in 'circularizing' the square, he has
0

shifted his center of self-identity to the circle and thus has

really died ztile remaining in the physical body. Consequently,

while moving in the world he has become One who is not f the

world .

There i s a field of tensions, or a #gulf # , between the

domain of the circle and the square, This is somctimes spoken

of as a zone of clouds or an intervening sea . Some in crossing

this field of tensions with a partial holding of self-conscious-

ness report a sense of whirling which may produce an effect like

dizziness . It is possible to hold the correlation steady with-

hit the chirling effect, but for my part I do find a tension

that tends toward something like dizziness, which however may

be controlled . But this does require the effort of a close,

though subtle, concentration . I mould say, that the effort re-

quired of the individual parallels very closely certain demands

made upon the imagination in higher mathematics, In fact, the

man who has been able to comprehend 'rationale, 'irrational',

end ' i^1apinery' numbers as one integrated and real manifold,

and not merely as an arbitrary creation of pragmatic value

alone, has mastered the knack of conscious cross-correlation

between the domain of the circle end that of the square . How-

ever, this is not the only way but simply the one with which



I, personally, am most familiar . As previously noted, the

Transition may be greatly facilitated by the process of in-

duction,

Those men who have not mastered crose-correlation

while still embodied go into a state of essential sleep after

death. Sooner or later they have a kind of experience in a

dream-like consciousness, and these states constitute the ordi .

nary heaven worlds, when they are of the better sort . The

dream is a continuation of consciousness in the subject-object

sense, but in the heavenly -orlds the quality is entirely bliss-

ful. There is practically no opportunity for the exercise of

discrininatinn in such state^ . It is the contrast of pain and

joy, united with their appropriate causes , that tends to shook

the dreaming consciousness into wakefulness . This contrasting

condition is found in ordinary earth-life, and thus constitutes

an important part of the reason why the vital or determinative

steps can only be taken here. Dreaminess is the great barrier .

But most of human consciousness even in this rorld is in a sort

of waking-dreaming or somnambulistic state . However, we have

here the instruments that can shock to vakefulnese, while such

is not the case in the after-death states of the ordinary in-

dividuals Unquestionably, pain is one of the very greatest of

these instruments, rind thus is much leso an evil than a ben-

eficent agent. The more I have studied the problem, the more

I have become convinced that it has been a great mistake to



concentrate so much attention upon evil, The real difficulty

is the almost universal somnambulism in which men pdss the

bulk of their lives, some spending many lives without leaving

that state at all . It is, in effect, an hypnotic sleep, and

the real problem of religion is, tot the serving of human souls

from evil , but a dehypnotising of the mind.

An excellent opportunity for the studying of the funda .

mental nature of ordinary death is afforded in the phenomena of

familiar waking and sleeping states . A man goes to sleep to be

active in dreams, or occasionally to enter the dreamless state,

Ordinarily , while dreaming the man does not know that h e has

gone to sleep . That means that he has not mastered the cross-

correlation self-consciously , end in this case he has a fore-

taste of ;that hqopens in ordinary death . But it is possible to

dream and knot, that one is dreaming at the same time, holding

in the mind a memory of the waking state . In this case self-

consciousness has made the cross -correlation . Now to have done

this once in a lifetime is sufficient to supply a means whereby

the after-death state of dream can be broken by the man who has

departed from his physical body, It is, moat certainly, a

definite step toward Recognition . So the student vould do well

to study carefully all of the phenomena connected rith sleeptng

and weking .

It is even Dossible to po to sleep and later rake up

without there having been a break in the continuity of ;elf-

consciousness . In such an instance the body does go to sleep



and consciousness ceases to function on the physical plane}

but it remains active on other levels with the continuity of

self-consciousness remaining unbroken . It is , in addition,

possible to correlate at least some measure of the inner state

with the brain -mind so that the outer memory will retain some-

thing . But this memory is not the essential mark of the con-

tinuity of the self-consciousness .

The dream-state is so important that sonethin , more

should be said concerning its nature . Just as it is true that

man can be essentially dreaming while active in the physical

body - and most life here is in this state -- it is likewise true

that some of the states entered while the body clasps are far

pore truly waking-states than any which are possible while in

the physical body. The e7peri eneing of these statca i- ith most

men is very rare, but they do occur more or lcssfrequcntly v ith

acne individuals. They have certain rube earmarks . The most

ino~rtant of these is the effect they have on the wcking life .

They may enrich, deepen, or give new direction to the outer

life . They tend toward an increase of genuine ration^lity.

These are adumbrations of the heal Life,

In contrast, the dream-state casts a Clamor, which may

be painful or pleasant, but in any case one viztch tends to

produce a drug-like effect both upon the will nn'' the reason .

In addition to drugs, the light of the moon often nroiuces a

womeyhat similar effect . The hypnotic state is a dream-state



par excellence . This consciousness has the property of possess-

ing a man, instead of the individual possessing and commanding

it, It tends to lead him away from the decisions made in the

light of clear and discriminating judgment . It is very ehar-

aeteristio of the consciousness found in psychological crowds

and affords the reason vhy the control of crowd-consciousness

is effected most successfully by psychological devices rather

than by appeal to rational judg ent .*

Dream.-consciousness, characteristically,, has a quality

which may be called 'blurredt or 'smudged' . It is quite lack-

ing in crystalline sharpness or the quality of precision . The

logical capacity is weak in the dreaming states . There is also

a lack of firmness of will . The dreamer floats along; in his

consciousness, instead of being an achiever in it . He may dream

In toms of ideality and beauty and be highly freed from the

gross and the sensual, but the drearier, as such, lacks character

and strength. On the whole, his equipment is peculiarly poor

for breaking from bondane to subject object consciousness . He

nay be a rood roan cn4 earn long periods of dream-like bliss,

but all this is leas than the Liberated State . So, all in all,

it should be quite obvious that for him vho would attain the

Higher Consciousness one of the first necessities is the naster-

'Incidentally this affords an explanation of the fatal defect
in all pop-olar governments . Democracy can rucoeed in an effective
sense ;hen, and only v'hen, the mass of the electorate have become
awakened in the real sense . Otherwise, folly has the advantage
with respect to wisdom in canting the riarlor that appeals to
mass-consciousness .



ing of dreaming tendencies . To effect this ma-tery there are

several useful disciplines which can be devised, all of v; ich

cultivate the qualities that are the opposite of the -?ream-

99
like consciousness . Thus , all activities that require a strong,

positive, and incisive use of the mind, end all will-directed

efforts, particularly if in directions that are Wore or less

distasteful , are highly helpful .

Strong intellectuality affords one of the best resist -

ances to the dream-like state . Its danger is that it may

develop egoism to such a degree that it becomes a serious barrier .

But my jud lent would be that It is easier to master an overly--

developed egoism - for here we have strength to z :ork with

than it is to build the necessary strength in the too dreamy

consciousness , So I should place somnambulism, rather thin

egoisrs end evil, as the first amonr the problems that must be

mastered in th', s humanity if it is to prog ress toward Liberation .

(a
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THE WELL OF IGNORANCE

I dip into the well of Ipnorance and pull forth

toads , slues , end blind fish.

I offer them Light, and quickly they slither

back into the slimy darkness .

I pour acid into the pool end hold tempting baits

ebove its rim .

Goaded, they come forth end glimpse the bait .

I lead th ri to a cleaner pool and a darkness not

quite so dense ;

And then on to a prenter cleanlinevr and a clearer

Light .

In time, slowly they build the stren!*th to endure

the Lic•ht and a desire for c1rancr waters .

Finally, one here and one there ventures out of the

pool into the Brilliance .

It is a long end slow labor, but to the end

T itl in .

0
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BEYOND GENIUS

The power of genius is a partial Ray descending out of

the grand Sun of Cosmic Wisdom , and It drives the rien It en-

rulfs like passive instruments . But the Man who has penetrated

to the core of Recognition moves consciously and in command,

where mere genius i s moved helplessly. I do not pretend to

measure to what Deeps in the inmost core of the SELF I may have

penetrated . Other witnesses nay measure ; I admit to Myself no

limit, I Permit Myself no bounds There and a cknowledge no in-

feriority. From out the Deeps , which are the feirhts , I descend

immeasurable distances and find the thought of abstraction so

vast that I barely discern Its Presence . I think Thoughts, the

sentences' of which are volumes here , and the Volumes whole

libraries of formation . Yet below This there is a Consciousness

of 'fore distinct, and yet far from distinct , delineation ; and

here , too, is the ineffable Communion , the Orend Love . Still,

I descend and I grasp in half-forms values that are thinkable

but not yet wrriteeble . And, below this, a level :here I form

slowly and painfully, in the cords of this outer consciousness

a small fraction , of a fraction , of a fraction of a Grand Form-

less Thourht . And that Grand Formless Thoughts flow may I

scup est it? Pure Significance packed tight . Stripped protons

and neutrons in close consolidation . ( A thimble -full of neu-

trons is a million tons .) So there ore DEIPS beyond Deeps

beyond deeps, end, on the surface, this little culture of epo-

istic non to w-hieh he clings like a b'gc'ar to a crust .
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THE MOM IUDIF. EREr•CE

v

September 9

How shall I ever describe what transpired last nirht?

It i s utterly baftli nr to lsnrruar a as such . At best, what

I ray ray rurrest something, but can never communicate the

Reality. It vas neither an e pcriencc, in the r>roper sense

of the word, nor a lorricat penetration, ror both cognition

and perception are hopelessly inadequate, either to represent

or contain it . As the Infinite is to the finite, eo was that

Consclousnesr of Inet nirht to the relative consciousness of

the subject .-object manifold . I penetreted a State wholly be-

yond the relative field, and also vrll beyond that Realized by

re heretofore . Truly, rithin the Infinite there are r5yntcrics

ithin My; tcrics, Dccps beyond Deeps, Grandeurs beyond Grandcurs .

Just as in rnathcratico there are infinitudes of higher orders

infinitely tranrcendinr lo : er infinities, so is it in the

Transcendent ' orld . Is there no end to possible Awakening?

Is there no end to the pror*reesion of infinities? It ray be so .

I Know that I have found an Infinite Vorid, and then another

Infinite eonrurinr the first . I can ray these worlds are, but

I con place no linitft upon the Beyond . Mystery of *.'vsteries,

reachinr~ inwarl and out:•nr i , but ever Beyond t And from tt .o fi

Beyond ever there come nevi rhi sncrinr•s of other imponderable

Glories . Ah! Ho r little is this t' orl d at the bepinninr* of

the Trail, berely a point in a Space of unlimited dirensions :
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Let us try and see what may be said . After retiring

last night I lay awake for same tine . My mind, instead of

being calm, as has been its dominant quality during the last

month, was rather agitated . In general, outer calmness of the

mind is one of the prerequisites of inward penetration ; but last

night the mode of Consciousness which was unfolded, or was

superimposed , or burst forth - none of these expressions are

quite right - was so strong that the state of the mind was,

seemingly, quite irrelevant, The agitation of the mind meant

no more than the dance of the atoms in a bar of steel that

quickly align themselves 3n regular and steady form vhen intro-

duced into a strong magnetic field . Last night I was taken up

into such an all-encompassing and potent Field . Enveloped with

this greater Power, the activities of the outer mind were but

puny, insignificant, and irrelevant, They were utterly devoid

of any power to interfere . In fact, it may well be that the

mind needed Its strength in active and positive form to be en-

abled to stand-by throughout the stages of the deepening

Transcendent Consciousness . Otherwise, it is likely that all

I could report would be a sort of inchoate Thatnese . This

Consciousness had no marked quality that I would call Joy in a

differentiated sense , but, rather, It was a Higher Interration

wherein the Toy was but an incidental moment .

I first became aware"of being enveloped in an extra-

ordinary State of Consciousness when I found myself seemingly
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surrounded by, and interpenetrated through and through with,

a quality for which there is no adequate word but it is most

nearly represented by calling it "Satisfaction" . I do not

simply mean that the State was vatisfaotory . It was Satisfao-

tion. The difference in the significance of these two nodes

of expression is of fundamental importance . To say that a

state is satisfactory implies the idea of relationship or

qualification. All this is quite valid in the field of relative

experience, but it radically falsifies the essential nature of

these inward States of Recognition . The mark of these inward

States is 'Identification' and not ;relationship' . Despite the

fact that my personal prejudice , fortified by academic training,

would naturally lead me to employ the relative and qualifying

form of expression, yet I am absolutely forced by the actiality

of the Consciousness invoked by invard Recognition to employ the

language expressing Identity. Further, when I employ the term

'Satisfaction#, I do not mean merely an abstraction , such as a

state of being satisfied, but, rather, a substantial Actuality .

It is not satisfaction, considered as a state derived from a

concrete and external experience or object . It must on the

contrary be regarded as a pure self- existence , a somewhat which

could be bestowed like a blessing upon objective and concrete

experiences but that is not a derivative from the latter . He

who is enveloped in this Satisfaction is in need of nothing

whatsoever to satisfy him . The Satisfaction I realized is a
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real and substantial Existence prior to all experiencing .

I experimented with this Satisfaction and found that I could

even effect the equivalent of swallowing It, and then felt,

specifically as in the stomach, the state of satisfaction

something like a nutritive value without the use of a material

food . I have never experienced any gross or material food

that could even approximate the sense of nutritive well-being

that this pure essence of Satisfaction actually did give me .

But this nutritive phase was only one minor aspect of the full

Satisfaction . It was the essence of aesthetic, emotional, moral,

and intellectual satisfaction at the same time . There was

nothing more required, so far as desire for myself was concerned,

for at that time I had the full value of everything that could

possibly be desir0d, It might be called the culminating point,

the highest to which desire, individually centered, could reach .

Only in one sense did I find a desire that could take me away

from that State, and that was the desire to convey this new

value to others, The memory of the others, as yet left out,

was the one unsatisfactory element . This factor was enough to

awaken the will to cithdraw and to remain, as long as necessary,

outside the immediate Realization of the State . I must confess

that I know of no other consideration adequate to awaken the

Presence of, the High Satisfaction .

will to forego, once an individual has Known the immediate

Throughout this whole experience and the following more

profound state, the egoistic or suh1eot-obJect consciousness



was actively present, It was present, however, as a witness

on the sidelines , while all about and through end through

there was an immeasurably vaster Consciousness . Could I have

asserted the egoistic will and withdrawn from the State? I

cannot give this question any certai n answer . I certainly had

no wish to try to do so, The greater Consciousness was pore

powerful than the egoistic energy , but on the other hand I had

no feeling of a will in It that vould have been asserted against

my individual will to retreat from the State . It was as though,

all the time, the Higher Consciousness dominated the individual

energy, vith my Individual permission, Of course, I was more

than glad to rive that permission, but I believe I could have

withdrawn if I had so chosen. There is one sense in which it

may be said that I, individually, made use of this Higher Con-

sciousness but could have, had I so chosen, abandoned myself to

It completely and forever. To not so abandon myself was an act

of sheer austerity .

Through the continued presence of the egoistic con-

sciousness and its activity In recording in the form of thought

an much as could be comprehended from the State, it has been

possible to carry much of Its value into my ordinary reflective

consciousness . Among other effects, this had made possible the

expression that is now being 'rritten down . Through the presence

of this value in the reflective consciousness I am enabled to

recognize in the expression of some others a reflection of a

} -1835-



comparable form of Recognition . Also , I am enabled to under-

stand the Meaninr behind the expression of such Y'riters .

Further , I retain at all times in my personal consciousness a

memory and understanding relative to the Higher State that is

substantially more than a sense of a mere inchoate Thatnesa#

One who entered the Higher State with the relative oonsoious-

ness completely paralyzed either would be unable to return,

or, if he did so, could carry into his outer consciousness only

a dim adumbration of a something Other .

How long the state of complete Satisfaction continued

I do not know, save that It vas for a protracted interval as

measured in terms of objective consciousness , But as time

went on there was a gradual dimming , or fusing , or being en-

veloped, on the part of the Satisfaction , by. another and con.»

aiderably more profound State. The only expression that reason-

ably till represents this higher State is the term 'High In-

difference' , Along with this was a sense of eimply tremendous

Authority . It was an Authority of such stupendous Majesty as

to reduce the power of all Caesars relatively to the level of

insects . The Caesars may destroy cultures and whole peoples,

but they are utterly powerless with respect to the Inner Springs

of Consciousness , and in the domains beyond the river Styx they

are as impotent as most other men, But the Authority of the

High Indifference has supreme dominion over all this , as well

a s being the Power which permits the Cae sars to play their
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little games for brief seasons . The Caesars , as well as many

who are greater than they, are capable of reaching only to

so.'ie goal yell v4thin the limits of Satisfaction . They cer-

tainly do not know the Powers lying beyond the utmost sweep

of individual desire, But there is such a region of Authority,

supreme over all below It, and this is the High Indifference .

In this State I was not enveloped with satisfaction,

but there was no feeling , in connection with that fact, of

something having been lost . Literally , I now had no need of

Satisfaction. Thin state or quality rested, as it were, below

Me, and I could have invoked it if I had so chosen . But the

important point is that on the level of the High Indifference

there is no need of comfort or of Bliss , in the sense of an

active Soy or Happiness . If one mere to predicate Bliss in

connection with the High Indifference , it would be correct only

in the sense that there was an absence of misery or pain . But

relative to this State even pleasurable enjoyment is misery.

I am tell aware that in this we have a State of Consciousness

which falls quite outside the range of ordinary human imagination .

Heretofore I have for my own part never been able really to

imagine a state of so superior an excellence that it was actually

more than desirable . And here I mean 'mores in the best possible

sense . Within the limits of my old r!otivation there was nothing

that craved anything like this , and I do not find anything in

man as nan that would make such a craving possible . Yet now,



deep r1thin me, I feel that I em centered in a Level train

hioh I look down upon all objects of all possible human desire,

0

even the most lofty. It to a strange , almost a weird, Con-

eoiousness when viewed from the perspective of relative levels .

Yet, on Its own Level, It is the one State that is really coin-

plete or adequate . Mat there may be still Beyond, I do not

Know, but this State I do know consumes all others of which I

have had any tlimpse v'hatsoever.

The word *Indifference# is not altogether satisfactory,

but I know of no other that serves as well . It is not at all

indifference in the negative or tangic sense, The latter is

a dull, passive, and inert quality, close to the soddenness of

real Death, The High Indifference i s to be taken i n the sense

of an utter Fullness that is even more than a bare Infinity .

.To borrow a figure from r!athematios , It is an Infinity of r ome

hither order, that is, en INFINITY which comprehends lesser

Infinitea,

What to it that leads one on into this Level? As al-

ready shown, it is clearly not desire. Further, the State

certainly seems to be beyond the limits of human imagination .

Here we are in the presence of real Mystery . Is it Nirvana?

There are excellent reasons for believing that It is something

more than Nirvana in the simplest sense, Let us consider this .

Nirvana, in the simplest and More customary sense, is

not so far beyond imagination as generally supposed . To be



sure , Nirvani o Consciousness cannot be expressed in subject.

objeot terms and thus must be approached largely through

negative definition . But It does nave some marks that are

partly understandable . It is a State somewhat qualified by

the terms tblown outs, 'Bliss ', snd 'Rest# . Most certainly

It is a desirable Goal for him who is weary frog the burden

of egoism and the misery of world-consoiousness . There is a

stage in spiritual progress such that •the step of entering

Nirvante Consciousness finally appears as a sort of temptation .

I do not say that . every man the has reached the point rhere he

may enter this State in a relatively final sense necessarily

fails of his best in so enterin ' , With so'e the s tate of soul-

fatigue is so rreat that no other course is reasonably possible .

So no blame attaches to those who do so enter . But there are

come Men who reach this point vith such a reserve of strength

that They can choose another course,,and there are alternative

courses of superior dignity ; But even for Them Nix'vanto

Consciousness is naturally highly attractive, But if They do

enter Nirvana , They may no longer aid suffering mankind, whereas

by following a certain rlternntive course They may be of the
4

i
very greatest assistance , and thus it folldvls that for Them

Nirvana appears as a temptation . All of the.a impli es that here

we arc still within the field of conceivable desire . Whatever

course zany be chosen , desire in sore sense is Fetivc, even

though it is that lofty kind of'desire that i s born out of

pure Cor;passiont



Viis choice , induced by consideration of pure Compassion,

is everywhere in literature , so`far as t know , designated as

0

utter Renunciation , and there is nothinC said relative to any

alleviating compensation . I halve for some time suspected a5
blind here , for the Law of Equilibrium is universal in Its

scope , Thus there can be no ' exception in the latter of Compen-

sation even on the higher Levels where still, in come sense,

differentiation rer-afns . And there certainly in differentiation

so long as it is possible to cpenk of Nirnanakeyes* in the plural

number , t.bat, then is this superior dCol1nensation?

The answer to the foregoing question is at last clear .

Nirvana is complete $atisfaotiort end the highest p ostible

object of desire , a cept that purely selfless Desire aroused

by Co ;passion , Because the charaoteristically ^ human thourht

is of each a nature that desire, in a3'ie sense, in absolutely

essential to define an object for it, it is impossible to place

before 1^:ankind any Goal of aspirat5 on higher than that of

selfle :-s Compassion, Furthers it is only the vea y best eli.ong
V

nen, in the Porai or spiritual sense , who are capable of being

aroused to emulation of the Compassionate Ones , Hence, the

few words written on this subject are dedicated to the Few .

Compassion is the absolutely final v!ord of human roodness ; in

fact , It is a sort of God-like goodness . There is nothing

beyond that were roan can itiogine as either desirable or worthy

*The embodiments of Those who have made the Great Renuncia tion .



of emulation . beyond this the Sa ;ea have been silent,

0

-But n We gill speak further,'

He, t',hocan turn his back,upon the utmost limit of

individual desire, eomes ' v.ithin the sweep of a Current of

Cnnsoiousneaa wholly beyond the act ion or lead of Desire.

Hunan vocabularies afford no terns for representing what

governs or leads to movement or transformation Here . But

beyond the Great Renunciation in a Compensation that places

iron t•:here He Is Lord, even over the first Nirvana . It enplants

Rim on a Level that it beyond Rest ns tall as beyond Action ;

beyond Forrales snene cps t:-ell as beyond Form; and this to the

High Indifference , Ile rho ebidec on the Plane of the High

Indifference may enter Rest or Action at will, but Ile rename

essentially superior to both, since frori that Level both these

are derived, There is a Corpleteness, superior to that of

Satisfaction, from which Sati rfaetion may be employed as an

Instrument and not merely stand as' a final Goal . So Rest can

be blended with action and the Balance ruin unbroken . But

the Hiph Indifference unites much riore, for in It are blended,

At once, all qualities, all dualities . It is the End and the
i

BeginnirnC and all between, It is the physical as well as that

*Note these t• ords , They Care with that strange Authority of
which I have spoken , With them there vas the cool, tinplin{;
and electric thrill up the spine . At such moments I dare to
speak far beyond myself, in the personal sense, trith a deep
Xnowinr, that it in authorized , Right here is one of the
Mystericc of the Inner Consciousness,'



beyond the physical ; It is Form as r'ell as the Formless ; It
J

{

spreads over and through all not excluding time and space .

It is the Desire and the desire fulfilled, at this noment

and forever. It transcends all Renunciation, even the high.

eat . Thu8, the balancing Co:ipensatinn is fulfilled, Here,

Knov;inp and Being are at once the arze, Literally, Here is

the utter Fullness, beyond the hir`iest reach of the iriotination .

IIov, long I continued in the state of the High Indiffer.

it

ence I do not know , I vsj lone awake that nipht- well beyond

the riidnipht hour - end the state continued to deepen . Through-

out the ":hole period the relative consoiournesa remained present

as a ritnesc . The personality, -with, the physical form, seemed

to shrink toward a point-itke innit*nificcinoe, The 'It spread

out indefinitely like apace, enveloping and piercing throughh

all form, co far as try personal consciousness took note . So

far as my thought could reach, there vcere no limits . I vas

quite indifferent r:hethcr the body puasgd` into the sthte commonly

call ed death or continued to live . Either outco:te was equally

unimportant. The evils, strifes, tra-e41cs, and problems of

seem to be any need rufficiently important to require the service

this viorid shrank to en insipnifica'ncc that i :as actually ar..using,,

I eav that human catastrophies, even the most terrific, were

relatively all less than +teripests in a4 teapot' . There did not



of Compassion . But, on the other hand, there was absolutely

no reason shy one should not choose to be active onong and for

men, From the standpoint of that State it seemed utterly

impossible to choose any course that vas a mistake, or one

that iis better than another,, There t,ns no reason for choosing

to continue to live in the physical sense, but likewise there

was no good reason for choosing to abandon the body . The State

rTac too completely non-relative end too utterly absolute for

any, kind of particular choice to have any cirnificance . So,

in the cub j eot-ob j eot .sense, I was quite free to choose as I

saw fit. I chose to continue with the job, but ,from the

standpoint of High Indifference there was neither merit nor

dgierit in this . For There, both vronrneno and rightness, as

well as all other dualities, are completely absorbed in the

non-relative,.

I moved about in a ' kind of space that was not other

than ?lyself, and found, Myself surrounded by pure Divinity,

even on the physical level vhen I iioved there . There is a

sense in S:hich *God is physical Presence an well as metaphysical,

But this Presence ie everywhere and everything, and, at the

0,

the negation of all this . Again, neither I norsane time,

God v:ere There ; only BEING remained, I vanished and the object

of consciousness vanished, in the highest, as yell as inferior,

senses. I was no more and Cod 'r-ds no r^ore , but only the

)aTERITAL which sustains all Gods end all Selves .



Is it any wonder that CIL .ICE is the usual anstier to

the question t `Vhat is the High Inrl ifterenee?

11

0
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LIII
THE EVIDENCE FOR TIlE HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS

it
September 10

For many years I have ,worked with the hope that more

than a presumption favoring the actuality of the Higher Con.

r.oiousness could be found, such that every rationally alert

mind within the, subject-object manifold would be satisfied

in the same way that ` mathematical demonstration convinces .

I must admit that so far , at any rate, no such , conciusive

demonstration has been produced , For instance, there is no

question about the breadth of information or the intellectual

keenness of a mind such as that of Bertrand Russell . Russell

is a nester logician , and yet as revealed in his philosophical

writings he is not convinced of the actuality of the Higher

Concofousnee n . The fact that this is true of him and of many

others, who are in this respect similar to him, is'very nearly

conclusive evidence that coercive demonstration of the actuality

of the Higher Consciousness has not been formulated, et least

not within the ranre of available-literature . I must confess

that with all hi s elaborate carefulness and unquestionably

great intellectual no%-er even Shankara failed to produce proof

In this sense . In places he even fall s into what wwre would now '

repard as rather obvious logical errors , such as the undis-

tributed middle. Even more clearly, Plato failed in his effort



at demonstration . In our present culture ve have -witnessed

0*

the greatest "systeme do effort of all,,i . e . , the, development

that commenced vAth Immanuel Kant, attained'its crown in Hegel,

and was riven detailed f ini shim; by the hands of Hepel T s

disciples . Yet again I must say , though I do this regretfully,

this effort has failed in the logical sense no less truly thans
the others . There are two considerations that seem to be con-

elusive evidence of this failure . In the firet piece, the

llepelianc sought to demonstrate the essential unreality of the

subject-object consciousness by horing that it necessarily in-

volved self-contradiction . But since the time of Hegel thcre

has been an enormous pro :rth in the understanding of logic through

an analysis of the foundations of mathematics and the isolation

of the logical principles involved . It was soon found that the

principles of rigorous deduction could not be reduced to

Aristotle's logic of identity, There are other principles em-

ployed in the logic of relatives that are equally conclusive in

their results . So, today, under the general title of symbolic

logic we have a Acre powerful lopicni instrument than ever

before . In the light of this greater power it seems clear thdd

the coparent contradictions, v"hich both Kant and Hegel thought

they had found, can be resolved . This fact, by Itself, destroys

much of the coercive pov' :er of Hegei.t a philosophy, though by no

means challenging the validity of his fundamental insiCht . Tire
s

second consideration i s brought to light in the development

through Karl Marx . Marx took the dialectic logic of llepel and



employed it to develop a philosophy rhich actually contradicts

the central core of the Hegelinn insight. This reveals , a'ain,

that as a natter of pure logic alone, Heeel failed in his funda-

mental, objective. t

But is this failure in all existent efforts to produce

a coercive demonstration merely one due to insufficient skill?

Or does it reveal a fundamental inadequacy in formal logio,

taken by itsrif? Almost up to the prescnt day I have held the

former view, but now I see no •ay out save to Omit that the

task is beynnd the power of loplo, taken in the purely formal

sense. Now, unquestionably, pure r'athematioa does afford a

genuine road to Recognition, but it is not the kind of mathe-

maties that remains after men like Bertrand Russell are throweh
I

defining it . Mathematics in that sense becomes merely a f orrznl

definition of possibility, but it is stripped of all spiritual

actuality. Mathematics is a spiritual power just because of

that elrment in it .that is stripped aray in Russells "Principles

of Mathematics", Thinkers of this type do not see it because,

ho4.ever great their intellectual powers may be , yet in one dimen-

of themselves they are blind . They see the skeleton butsion

do not Rtalize the so»1 of r.athertatias . And right here is the

key to the failure of the coercive method , Without the Recog«

nition of the Soul, in gone sense , such as the soul of nathematioa

or of ° logio or in come other form , formal demonstration proves

merely possibility or the hypothetical imperative but never

t
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arrives at a cateCoriccl imperative . The only Knowledge that

can p,) ssibly Liberate man is categorical, i .e ., certain knowledge

of actuality end not merely of pos.-itltty alone Recognition

transforms the hypothetical into the categorical and i n the only

poser that can do so . Fxperi cnce cannot ccspliah this, for

experience can rive only the r^aterinl filling of subject-object

knowledge, snd never by . itself can it lift the individual out

of that field . Further, It never gives categorical certainty,

for all too obviously growth in`skill in observation changes the

`determination of that in experienced . Recognition in neither

experience nor demonstration in the formal tense, The result

is that the Key to the Higher Knovl edge inheres in a kind of

Knowing that does not fall t'ithin the subject-object field .

Thus demonstration of the Higher K towledpe, in tcrrrs that are

coercive strictly v ithin the knits of the subject-object field,

is iu orsible . Consequently, the final word relative, to these

higher concerns trust remain absolute agnosticism for pure sub-

jcct-~object consciousness, as David Hume showed so clearly long

ago .

The ultimate word of pure subject-object consciousness

to those who yearn or are soul-sick ist "There is no hope, If

a man v-ould ease the deeper pain, let him play backgammon, as

Hume did, and thus through concentration upon the detail of ac-

tivity forget the pain ." And there are many now who are doing;

just this, thour*h the •gane of backpe!m ont takes many forms .



It may be a concentration upon business, upon profession, upon

sports, politics, the army, the various arts and sciences, etc,,

etc . Some comit suicide, and they are probably the moat logic-

ally consistent of all, though frightfully unwt se . For the

fact is that pure rubJeot-object consciousness is absolutely

barren of any real or soul-suetaininaValue, end in the end it

is as useless and purposeless as running a treadmill that does

no cork, It in a life of pure rirery r ithout any real hope what-

soever. The average materialistic physician or psychiatrist

rerardn this kind of life as the measure of sanity . We rer erd

it an the acne of insanity .

It is perfectly true,that Kant did reveal the flay to

escape the agnosticism of Hume and opened the door co that the

soul mirht at least hope and not despair.. But buried deep in

(ant's the itt lies the Recognition, so here, as every That

remains the magic Touchstone .

i or him u ho penetrates deeply Into the roots Cf logic

itself, the Recognition can be arouded, It lies in tl o^e very

lorleel constants upon vhich the solidity of all logic depends

but which can never be themselves demonstrated by logic . There

seems to be but a small number of such constants, perhaps ten

or twelve, yet upon their recognition all the compulsive power

of logic depends, Nearly all ran who have understood what

these constants are find it impossible not to believe them, but
3

no man can prove them rince they fox'n the ground on which all

proof rests . Now thence comes the compelling assurance that



these constants are necessarily true ? Experience dives

probable . knorledge, at best , but never compelling assurance ;

eo the source is not in pure experience. The answer for me

is perfectly clear . _ The pov.er of these constants is due to

the fact that they constitute a veiled Recognition that the

race has never completely lost , and they are probably the

principal aecnt that has kept this humanity from beeo'iing

wholly insane , Let a men unveill this Reooenition end make It

immediately end consciously his ov 'n, and then he will find In

logic a power which, if followed vfith a sintzle eye, will take

him Virough to the Itipher Consciousness . * Once given that

original Recognition , logic does supply unansverable demonstra-

tion, and thus breaks through the closed vortex of subject-

object consciousness ;

So finally I must conclude that the only hope for man,

taken individually or as a whole, rests upon a process of

Av.akenin ; which I, together with some others , have called

'Recognitiont . This is neither pure experience nor cure formal

demonstration but a totally different kind of Knowledge I

have called It tKnoviledpe through Identity! . It is Intuition,

in the highest sense, but the vord 'intuitions covers other

neaninpe ; so the former term in less ambiguous. Genuine, Know-

ledge through Identity is infallible and absolute . It is

substantial and not relative. It does not merely mean romething
I

other than Itself but is absolutely Its . own Meaning, Knowledge



throurh Identity is not porsevsed by any self but IS the

SELF . It is not tknowledre abryut', not even in the sense

'of 'about Cod', but is Ditiinity Itself, Thus we have these

six primary propohiti-nn vhich, when exalted to heeoCnition,

•reclaim i 'n unequivocally :

1 .

2 .

.1 1,

"I am not other than God ."

"God ir, not other then I ."

"I am not other than Kno :-.ledf;e ."

4. "Knowledge is not other than I ."

5. "God is not other ttan Knov'ledge ."

5 . , "Knowledge is not other than Cod+"

Let a Fian repeat these of t'irnations, but not as mere

propositions' Let him add to tho`ac'repetttions sore r ..egsure

of that indefinable quality We call 'Recoc-nittin', and they rill,

at once become mnrical .agents vtth sore tyencure of potency,

ranging fro:' a faint stirring of a bare sense of a Beyondners

up to a Power so rrcat that the whole universe is, es it were,

dtslodccd from its canning po .•ition, I Know this to be true,

but how can I transfer thi 7 c ertainty?

nut if conclusive demonrtration of the Beyond i s in-

poacible save for one rrho has in some measure, horevcr small,

rlimpsed It, yet it remains true that much evidence exists

which builds a presumption that there is an Otherness quite

outside the comorchension of Mere subject-object knovledre .



This presumption can be made stronger, and We ;trill not cease
i

In Our endeavor to rake it so. But %e do ask, nay demand,

in the name of that spirit of open-mindedness and villine.ness

to let evidence outweiph prejudice (vhioh has been the secret
0

of the rreatneso of science) , that the evidence which builds

a presumption that the Beyond in actual should be riven the

fair valuation and consideration it; deserves. to ask no more

then that man should dare, upon the ahoNAnp of a probability

that is certainly rigeh greater than that t°hieh led men to ramble

upon far less vorthy enterprises . Now let us exnnine the case

for the presumption that there is a Beyond .

First of all, there is the evidence {rowing out of the

lives and works of all the genuine Mystics or Cod-Realized

Men. At the core of every erect and enduring r cligion such

Men are to be found . Thus there are Buddha, Xrishna, Shanka`ra,

Lao- tzu, Moses, Christ, St . Paul, oToharr'ied, e' onF others .

fulge these ?Men by Their enormous influence T"ith hundreds of

nitlions of human bein's, extending over keriods of the order

of runs centuries and even niillenia, and bear in rind that

this influence etrikes ht the very enrc of humnn motivation,

• and then the conclusion ocean unavoidable that ' efore these

Men c:e stand in the Pre :;enoe ' of a mysterious and tremendous

Power, Then penetrating surface differences, go to the core

of these Men's Teachings and Their general relationship to

Life, and a fundariental similarity in to be found, In every

dace They place the Source of Their Meceapes and Power in



something that cannot be reached when standing solely within

the subjeot -object manifold . They , vlith Others of Their own

kind, are indubitably the ,greatest moral force in the v;orld .

But They are not solely a moral force . Some of Those noted,

together v'ith some others , stand on the highest ' level of

intellectual influence . There arc , to be sure , men of great

intellectual poser who have not attained Recognition, but the

more powerful and the more lasting any intellectual current,

the greater the probability that at its fount are to be found

Men of Recognition . This is a notable fact in Hindu philosophy,

but it is also an outstanding fact in Creek philosophy and

science . The ear-marks of Recognition are very strong among

the pre- Soore,tics . Of the treat triumvirate of Orer ce,

Socrates , Plato, end Aristotle , two have It . At the fountain--

head of cur own science and philosophy stand men like Francis

flacon , Descartes , end Spinoza . The lives or vritingn of two

of these, fiecon end Spinoza , reveal unmistakable evidences of

Recognition of, if not the h i phest, at least a high, order .

Arid as for Descartest What were the words with which he beran

his constructive reflection and at the same time ushered in

the modern period of thought? They vcre the fano;is "Cogito

ero sun", "I think, therefore I an," These words are but a

new turn upon the essential mystic Recognition . Descartes

did not apparently enter fully, but in him a mystic phrase

starts the current 'of rodern thought , Newton, himself , clearly

had a mystical ride , Much to the dis gust of -nne scientists



rho imarine themselves to be tough . It is raid that his

original inspirn'tion came from hints in the obscure writings

of Jacob Bochme, a genuine Man of Rccornition, And there is

no greater sun in all our science than just this Sir Isaac

it

Newton, I','hat of Peracelsus, who occupies an important place

in the history of chemistry? Clearly, He is a Man whose Fount

is in the Beyond and One who possesses true SVisdom, even thourh

He obscured It under the barbarisms of alehemical expression .

V7hat of Kepler? And what of G ustav Theodor Fechner, a man

great in the science of physics and rcgarded'by many as the

founder of experimental psychology? This man has many of the
less

marks of the real mystic, an revealed in certain of his/well-

known writings, yet at the some time he was simply a tremendous

force in science . But to must go on . :"e cannot pretend to

eonplete the list. Go let us turn to literature .

Consider men like Plato, Dante, the author of "'Shakes-

peare", falzac, Emerson . 'Every one of these Men carry the r+arks

of Recognition in at lcast'sojc decree . And what do They wean

in literature? The best of all are in this list . Fortunately,

in one of them we can trace the difference between the man be-

fore lcecognitio n end the Man nfteiimrd . This one to P.alzao .

Before Realization he produced voluminously a very inferior

literature that has never lived et all, but afterward he rose

to a literary height ,,ow parable to that of the author of

"Shakespear . e ." ruts cane phenomenon can be seen in another

man, this time .in our own country, and while he does sot occupy
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as high a place in literature as the others named, he is none

the less gainin,' recognition as one of the rrset poets of all,

time, and he lived among, us a life of nobility and enduring

influence . I refer to Walt Whitman, Before his fecoinition

he, too, wrote inferior stuff that T;ould not live, yet afterward

he was able to infill with living richness a pcculiarly obscure

prosody .

I wish, finally, to call attention to' en event almost

to

of our present day.' Consider the "}Secret Doctrine" of TI . P .

Blavatsky, simply as a phcnortenon, if not in a profounder sense .

Let the reader ezar?ine - tli is book, disrega rd inr, if he crn, the

force of-the t`ioupht contained therein , and rerrarc nicwply the

Qhenomenon ,of jts erudition . The refercneec alone mirht well

require half n lifetime of rccecrch ,~ yet the life of the niter,

though fairly v:ell know,, reveals nothing like adequate c:cholar-

ly labors . Competent tcstimony : tat'ee that when r he vtrotc her

library resources were 'Very rieager . In addition, she was

practically a sick moron throughout the productive part of her

life. In her work, alone, role have a peculiarly compelling

witness of cor:c Power beyond the field 'of pure subject-object

consciousneca4

I night continue lirting oevercl cancs . A volure could

be written . . But thc- reader, If he de^ arcs, can co-plete this

enfor hinself. The imp ,rtent point to, note is that thero m

all carry a coraev hat which comes fro ! Beyond . I'_nny of T em



have claimed that Beyondness as Their Source ,- but all carry

the familiar earmarks in one forma or another . Further, They

all wield Potere in the r-oral, intellectual, or artistic

fields of the very hiphest order . Education and breeding do

not make Them. 'T'hey can flame forth out of poor educational

backgrounds as well as out of the best that education can offer .

Their cht'ron, if They have any, do not show the Fame type of

capacity, and thus it is clear that Their peculiar capacities

ere not due to special modifications of the genes . In come of

Then, because of zuffieiently complete biographical records,

we can see tp.e radical revolution between the man before and

the Ilan after feeornition . Altogether, vie have a strong case

showing that Here i s something from outside the range of under-

standing and control of the pure subJeot'obJeot consciousness .

consider what a .debt those within the subject-object field

owe these Lien . Juet imagine this iiorld as it v uld be"without

their influence, direct or indirect, Of religion there would

be little, it anything, more than animism left . Philosophy and

science would lose theirt preatest classics . And how prcatly

impoverished l:.ould literature, and art bet It is a very strong

case, ii' fairly 'considered .

Let us now turn to other lines of evidence, admittedly

of a distinctly inferior sort but yet much more common. The

oases considered have revealed t1'e highest excellence in moral,

intellectual, and artistic values, But there is a large number

of other instances of veaker manifestation `where the Sun of



Recognition has not quite risen, ~ and h cnce there has been but

a TriiliCht of the Great Consciousness, or, if the Sun has

risen, it has appeared but briefly or has been obscured as by

a cloudy sky, Here vie would have to include the lesser mystics,

end ct least much of genius . T these cases again we have that

rhieh neither education nor breeding; czplains, Here is a lesser

Well of 2Syctery out of vhich choice values co.mc to enrich the

lives of rion .

But below all this are other donains of progressively

0

inferior character , vher`e 'sore of the valuer, are a xcell cnt end

even exalted while others-do reach to profound depths of ugli-
5

nc c in sole cgrt of irfrior world . But all of there are

important to us as revealing, one characteristic in common, i„ e . ,

a kind of consciousness'thich does not fit into the common

franework of the cub j ect-object nanifold . hus t cy tall have

cL kind of nystiq quclity or consciousness-mode utterly alien to

the dominant and cony ,n form of consciousness vhioh wo teach In

our schools and which Is the only form under the comrzand of

our pedagogical inetLods . All of these instances, frorl the low--

ect infernal ones up to those of the Christs or Buddhas, have

in common the fact that a certain shell must be broken before

a nev! domain of consciousness can be realized . No a -ount of

develop:icnt within the shell con attain this . Observation

within the shell ray be able to note certain phenomena that

attend the 'breaking through' and may be able to detect certain .

similarities that nark all such 'breaking out', as well as

4



;orhe divergencies . Observers may very correptly find that

0'

0

uch phenomena are contrary to the norm of usual behavior.

Dut the observer, confined vit'.-=in the shell, is wholly incapable

of evaluating the actuality beyond the shell, He may be able,

in ,,one degree, to evaluate the fruits from the Beyond no re-

fleoted back "ithin the shell, but he does not and can not know

their itmiiedinte content . lie has no logical justification in

concluding that that Tthich is contrary to the norm is inferior.

Son,e of it is inferior, to be sure, but alto much of it is

infinitely superior. But before one can be really competent

in thI s differentiation ho, himself , must have broken out of

the shell , %be one important fact that all this body of testi-

mony does concur in, be it on the one hand noble, able, and

beautiful, or, descending iron that level, progressively through

inferior forms until vc reach at the bottom something anything

but admirable, is this, that there is another kind of conscious .

nova or kinds of Consciousness %4hich do not fit within the forms

governtnC the familiar subject -object consciousness .

Briefly, I i:otild call attention to the very extensive

but inferior field of evidence . Several volumes exist for the

reference of those who are interested and qualified . There is

a nasc of testimony co iin frorl the effects of various toxic

substances, such as the common annesthetico, alcohol, and the

natcotio and hypnotic drugs . A few of these temporary unfoldings

are of as high order, but most are distinctly inferior, and some



very inferior . Thin sort of 'br a'. irtr throlirh' -Ives no

voluntary comtrind of the new level entered, and the capacity

for croraa-tranoletion into the objcctfve hind In very defect-

tee. But tie reporto short the prr sence of a, conscioucnees of

a nature quite different fron^ that which in typical within the

shed. . Here we have, clearly, e kind of rsxternally impoced

violriioc that effe to a sort of 'breokinp out' . t'oct eriiphatic-

ally, this technique is not to be recon'eniled, as it is very

apt to prove a fatal barrier to t e real Arakenint, for the

letter lavolves self-conscious Pov'cr . But rince the erup-

technique Foes exist, in point of fact, and doec produce a kind

of result, it ip of value no evidence .

Certain phenomena in connection, *. ith ricknecc supply

further evidence . The nc;t;in€~ c„any Cauccd by ecitain s ckpcss--

cc grin the proceso of dyinr, when it has been arrested before

quite coripletc and the life-current to re-»ef•tablisbed, afford

a =nber of in• tnnecs of 'bre6kinp th rouph' of variable value .

Here there Exists o considerable body of t .cr tirr ny i'cvealinr

a, conceiousnrse or conociouenee s-mode quite alien to tiac Form

of eor, "in con ciousnes There is also the larre field of

ricdiuriship and the ncrative yora-Fwrncticea, but to there I

shrill only refer in pacstnI, As there is en abundn.qt literature0
covcrinp them . In n'3dition, t ithin. the tore eons on enn norriat

domnin there are minor adumbretions of othernc .ss thnt still are

rirnificL nt, if less strikinp . I refer to the effects often



produced by strong, emotions. In this cla=n there i s frequent
. t

partial 'brcalcinn throus-*h' to other values that do, in fact,

0

point to a beyond. ,

If, now, .;e take the vthole field of evidence , briefly

our-mod above, there is built a presumption of tremendous

strength to the effect that beyond the ehell of the familiar

subject-object consciousness there is another kind or are other

kinds of consciousness . Further, the tec:tinony is clear that

in this other domain, or in sore of these other doiiains, there

are levels of Intellirence anti Joy far tranrcendinr any that men

have been able to find,v ithin the chell . The question of fact

concerning this other domain or c1o icons, rcrardlers of that the

values ray be, is, in any cave, one of ccicntiffe or cplctemolog-

ieal intc.'est of the very highest it portence . For, ao long as

this other kind or kinds of knok-ricdge arc not unM,art:tood, tee

con never J u3tly t valuate the norc fonili .nr i'orrm of k .~ot 3.ed~*c .

If thcrc is a Uorai,i where enduring Joy can be found end a kind

of Knowlcd€re which rolvez all problems that here distress the

soul of r -an, then rlist is of greater importance then that men

should find the -'oy to reach this Ponain? Those who heave witty

ncsscd to the actuality of such a Peg-ion have built an exceed-

ingly strong presur,Ttton . Under there circui9ctanoes is it not

the duty as tell es the privilcre of every r'an, whose courage

is not too weak , to reduce that presurmption to aetunt pcrsonnl

der not tretion?



Mush that I have written in this book to-in the form

0

0

of an intimate 'personal tcr;timony. Cthcr portionc tyre in the

form of reflective discuer- ions , or core or less mycti.caal

compositions that are, in tame rrensure at least, the fruit

from a shift in cinsoiousness level rhich I, individually,

have experienced, My purpose in this vas not Merely the satic -

fying of a depend for self-expression - in fact I do not fcel

such a demand -- but to report t+nd reveal , as far as ray be,

a fact that I know to be of the very highest importance to my-

self , end a fact that in potentially cappble of having that

sane value for others . From previous' training; I know ro ething

of the importanoe and technique of introspective observation .

I have 'trot ne{*lected vatchinr the personal trencrox'ration,

while in process, rrith a view to keeping ; a record of as large

objective value as I could achieve . It'has been my purpose not

to neglect the recording of unpleasant or negative features if

they should c ri se . In point of fact, I have found the Un-

pleasant features to be of remarkably minor importance and only

of temporary duration . Thus any ordinary athletic achievement

in the fields of sport Involves more bodily and ertoti?nal dia-

corrfort than I have experienced at any time since the 7th of

last month, vhile on the other hand I have known the Joy of

finding a World far rrrater and far more significant then all

that which acme out of the discoveries of Columbus . I simply

wish that others may find the World, or have the Way made

clearer to them because of chat I have already ncoomplished .



There is one point that I wish to have understood very

clearly. The Initial Transformation did not Just happen to me

as something coming unexpeotly out of the ; blue # . We have

several records of such spontaneous Awakening.-, and while theref
exists a rationale explaining such cases and which shows that

they are not quite so spontaneous as they seem, I shall not

,enter into that question at the present time , In point of fact,

I have sought this Awakening for several years , I was finally

convinced that, at least in all probability , there was such a

thing or event , while I was in the midst - of the discussions of

a metaphysical seminary held at Harvard during the academic

year of 1012 .1913 . I saw , at once, that if such Knowledge were

an actuality it was of far greater importance than even the

greatest intellectual echtevenent within the limits of the

subject-object field. At that time I had a very imperfect idea

of the Goal , b ut I knew that among the East Indians was uo be

found the greatest development of knowledge relative to It . I

resolved to make the search and pay that price might be demanded .

In the years since , I have been more than once discoura ped and

have permitted lateral desires to lead m e into side excursions .

But I always returned to the search . I tested various different

routes, finding values and defects in all, and then at last by

combining the best that India has to offer in the field of

metaphysics with the beat of western science and philosophy,

and then adding thereto some "odifications of ray o ;kln*, I found



a road that has proven successful. While during the interim

there have been partial Transformations and Recoenitiona, it

has taken t wenty-four years of search to attain a culminating .

point which I can recogn ize as deirinitely culminating . AU

of-the steps within the subJeot-ob3eot field were conscious,

and, therefore, I can formulate and evaluate them, Also, I am

aware of the Transcendent Factor and know the Significance of

the part It plays . It I had known in the beginning all that

is here for the first time collected together between the coverss
of one book, many years of time would have been saved , Pcrhaps,

also,, for none others this book may have a similar value . But

from the standpoint of evidence for a Beyoudness, the point I

wish to make is that in the present case an individual was

,finally convinced of the validity of a search from the discus sions

that formed a part of the classwork in one of the leading western

universities . He tried to "find the Stay, at times following

*At the present time, some two and one-half years mince writing
the above, I have S* a further contribution to offer on the
creative effort supplied by the individual himself, I have
made many experiments v•ith the meditative ahd yogio techniques
given by the various authorities . In no'case have I had any

. results that were vorth the effort eo long as I did not supply
at least a self-devised modification of mfr oirn . Apparently
the modification is cugpested intuitively . Often I got results
by the diametrically-opposite method suggested by a given
authority . At{ leant, so far an my private experience is con-
cerned, the ruccessful method always had to be in come measure
an original creation, I suspect the precenee of a general
principle here, but I am not at present able to deduce a con-
clusion of universal applicability,



others, but in the end carving, his own course, and did that

without renouncing the western form of intellectuality. Mat

one can do others also may do .

My final word on this particular subject ist X nought

a Goal, the existence of which I had become convinced was highly

probable, T succeeded in finding this Goal, and now I KNOW,
r

and can also say to all others : "IT IS ABSOLU IJY 1 0RTH ANY

THING TIM IT MAY COST, AND 4EACURABLY IMO:RE,"

4
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LIV

September 11

A FORTIO IUTERLUDD

I

A^n I a man? Yet also am I a rod,

For I am that which comprehends both rods and men,

I Move among; men in the form of a Man,

Fallible, more or less good, like the rest .

Yet, also* l shine with the Cods in Glory.
J

0

f

I compress k yself in the mineral,

Inert and long-enduring,

Ceasee,esaly I grove as a plant,

And am driven by desire as animal .

I an in all, yet ever beyond all .

A Flame em I that nowhere reriains Z

I consume all,

1

t

As I write I am. sitting on a pavement of cement .

A tree grows near , its roots , soft and brittle,

beneath that pavement,

Ceaselessly , slowly, but inevitably , those roots

The oe rent gives way , its resistance impotent .

So, too , I expand , inevitably, rcriorselessly, in

this world,

Before Me no crystallization can stcxnd,

In the end, all other porters fail ;

M y own, once more, return to Me,

expand,

0»215«



Vihat matters health, sickness or death ;

Passing modes in the endless Stream of Life?

In health I go forth, perchance to forget ;

In sickness I look within and rtmeriber .

Which is the greater blessing?

I know riot .

Men seek health. I seek not at all .

I rive health and accept the blessing; of sickness .

Yet, beyond all these, A24 » Unbound .

I

Do I look for faults-in men?

Then surely I will find them ;

dishonesty, lust, greed, hatred, and all the rest,

All these come with immense fecundity.

Do I look beyond to the rood?

Then what a riorious pararon is man ;

Generous , kind, and fair-dealing .

Which of these is the real?

Neither and both„ Man reflects just rhat I seek,



LV

THE REAL AND THE W MEAL

Ue are in a position at this point to arrive at aI

clearer understanding; of vhat is meant by the "Sangsara" of

the 13ui dhists, the "l',Iaya" of the Vedantists, and the "illusive

nature of the phenomenal torld" of the HHegelians . The State

of the High Indifference is absolutely Real, and most emphatic-

ally not an airy abstraction. However, It may seem to be such

an abstraction from the standpoint of relative consoi-,usnees .

It is incorrect to imagine that when a man has Awakened Lo

Real consciousness then the objective universe vanishes in the

photographic cease . In the Higher Consciousness `the Inward

and the outward blend, as do all other dualities, and are at

once an eternal fact, So it i s incorrect to regard the out-

ward as unreal while, at the sazae tine, predicating reality

of the inv ard . No branch of any duality i s real by itnelf .

It is the separation of one or the other phase of inter-knit

dualities that results in the vicious kind of abstraction, i .e.,

the kind that produces en illusion or Maya . It is because

subject-object consciousness has characteristically produced

such a disjunction of inseparables that it has been the {great

creative cause of unreality . !,hen Shankara speaks of the

universe , or the fudr3hist of rangsare , each means the subject-

object manifold* And it is just because of the false abstraction

in this manifold that life here below in es jntially one of



misery. Awakening is re -interrdtion,for the individual con-

sciousness of the inseparable parts that have been , apparently,

0

divided . Thus, this Awakening does Genuinely destroy the

universe , in the sense of Its being, a power over the Awakened

Ron. The latter , after the Awakenings may focus attention

upon and act within the relative universe at will, but the

significance of his doing so i s precisely that of entering a

dream end consciously playln ; a part in it .

For the fully Realized Mans Sangsara or the illusive

universe " is without value. This is very difficult for the

egoistic man to understand , and so the latter may be led to

question the value of the Arakeninr., The Rea13 red en lar ely

ignores those values which still seem important to the unawakened,

The latter sees the apparent lack of ambition and desire in the

former, and tJ us finds Him an utter mystery . Thus, for ex-

wrple, the man of the world =sakes a god of thr t he calls progress

and laborious acco !plishment, yet he sees those things, if not

despised by the Illumined Men, at least looked upon ,Ith a

certain detached aloofness . Quite naturally he resents this,

though he may be forced to rive respect i :hen he finds that the

Lwakcaed Man, vhen acting i-4thin the relative manifold ; wields

• an extraordinary and unconquerable skill . But, on the other

hand, the Realized•Man may choose not to act, in an apparent

sense , and His life then is often j udged as a wasted one both

for Himself and for vooiety . But the egoistic wan Is quite

'wrong here . In fact he is Ju-t as uronp in this attitude as



would be the judgment of au, animal, if it were capable of

judgxent, in viewing the scorn of the cultured man toward the

a

essentially animal field of interest, The cultured ran knows

the superiority of his field of interests, v!hen compared to

anything possible to the strictly animal vonsciousrlcsr!' Far

more clearly, the Awakened Iran Xndvrs the superiority of the

Infinite when contrasted to anything within the finite universe .

This superiority is not measurable in finite terms, but is in

fact infinitely superior . Life in the infinite is one r ith

everything, and so, the finite cannot posribly add anything to

it, The last possible value of the finite, or sub jest--ob jeot

dorx!nin, is realized, once the Awakening has culr ineted within

it, The Awakened One, who returns,, does so nqt to learn 'gore

but to be of ,aid to those who are still sleeping . The best

possible growth in this lamer u"orld is growth tom the Awaken-

inn in the Infinite ., For Him who has Awakened in the Infirite,

all Real 'Life Is Life in, the Infinite .

Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon the fact of

the Reality, and substantiality off' the state of the, 111th Indiffer-

ence. Nothing here belovr in felt so immediately, so fully, and

with ruch utter completeness. Nothing here is co ca,,npletely

solid or dependable in the essential renne . The Hirher Reality

merely sew abstract to the relative enncaiouaness . Actually,

what we call concrete here is abstract in the reed, and invidious



sense . The higher we, rise in chat we commonly call abstrae-

0

tion, the nearer we approach substantial actuality . It thus

follows, that he v:ho can mouse in himself the sense that the

apparent abstractions of our language in fact mean real and

substantial actualities , will be prcpar .ng himself for the

Auakening .*

,

}

*It should not be coni luded thet this is the only vn of pre-
paring for the Ar cning . There is no nne nethod thnt Is
exclusively valid . The process that proves effective for cane
psycholoi*ical type nay fail co7pletely for a very different
ype. It is poe :•ible to outline an effective Route, but it
is impossible to say that only by this neans may anyone Attain .
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INTEGRATION

September 13

Most of yesterday vas spent , to the city. I found

that I had better control of the problem of driving in traffic

than had been the case for some weeks, and, in addition, I

maintained my own center in the midst of the crowds more suc.

cessfully than at any other time since the Transition . However,

I found that this required quite a strong effort of will, end

fatigue developed rather ' rapidly, Toward the end of the day
I

my control ways not so strong, and at the seine time I was thrown

dovmwsrd into the more barren levels of the personal consoious-

ness in a larger de&ree then hoe been the care since the 7th of

last ninth . Clearly, the `'bole prbblent is one of vsinninp a new

kind of control . Quite evidently thi's can be accomplished, but

a price in exacted . In thin, experience confirms theory with

respect to the Principle that there can be no avoidance of the

Law of Compensation on this outer plane of life . This leads to

the follo;ing practical questions In chat, field, at a riven

time and under riven oircu istances , is one's functioning most

useful , due consideration being given to the Law of Compensation?

It is not merely a question of uhat one can do , In addition,

consideration must be given to the probable value of an effort

in comparison to its cost .

Shat is required in achieving the control necessary for



meeting modern city-conditions is becoming clearer. Through

the will one must surround himself with a strong sle3.d of

integration , To accomplish this, the aid of a certain kind

of rhythm is required . I find it necessary to move, both

mentally end physically , in a rather slow and stately rhythm,

and refuse to accept impressions that I do not choose, Acting

as a contrary force, the rush of traffic always threatens to

break this rhythm , although yesterday it seemed as though

circumstances were combining to favor me . Toward the end of

the day the integration weakened to a degree , and then the in-

terruptinp, crosscurrents began to break through into my own

consciousness , I find that when this happens it begins to be

dangerous and I have to struggle in order to secure simple

physical safety, It appearp that the action of pubjeot-object

consciousness is more certain, keener ,, and more powerful then

supplemented by the Higher Consciousness, but when this correla-

tion is interrupted the personal control is less effective than

it vos in former days,

The meaning I am trying to convey by the oord 'Integra-

tion', at this time , may be illustrated by a amiliar phenomenon

in magnetism . when a bar of steel Is made into a magnet, it

is said that a certain force in theimoleoules or atoms is polar-

ized in some measure, with the resul t that one end of the

magnet is positive and the other negative . In'a non-riagnetized

bar this force exists but acts in all directions among the



molecules eo that there is little or no residual magnetic

energy that acts beyond the bar itself. The result is that

such a non-magnetized bar is,a sort of neutral or closets field,

although there is just as much force in it as in the magnetized

bar, Now, subject-object consciousness may be thought of as ,a

non-magnetized bar which forms a closed field w~ithin• itself .

In this way the Beyond is shut off, But the man who is mag-

netized netized is in a position to pteroe beyond the shell or closed

field of relative consciousness, and so long as he riaintains

that ma'netization he stands correlated with the Beyond .

Similarly, to the extent that that magnetism is lost, he tends

to drop back into the field of mere subject-object ooncoiousnesn .

A magnetized steel bar can lose its magnetism very easily a s

it is brought into contact with non-magnetized pieces of iron ;

as in ordinary usage , The same phenomenon occurs when an in-

dividual vith a r.mgnetized consciousness moves in the field of

ordinary consciousness, There is a dissipation`of the integrated

force, and the chaotic condition of the environing consciousness

begins to invade the Former , This leads to something; analagous

to demagnetization, But this demagnetized condition can be

corrected subsequently by the action of the Current, just as a

current of electricity may be employed in the re-agnctizing ,

of a weak magnet . But all this takes effort, time, and the

right conditions. It is true that so lone as the Current is'

active the magnetized man can dominate the demagnetizing in--
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fluence of the environment, and in addition he viii tend to

magnetize the latter . However , it is not easy to maintain

the Current under the conditions imposed by a modern city,

The magnetized condition is that which is mean by

"Isolation" . Physical c litude in the midst-of wild nature,
F

and particularly at high altitudes, affords an especially

favorable condition, though this is not essential . This should

make clear something of tie rationale of the hermit--life of so

many Sages, and also v+hy the Illumined States are so sporadic

and temporary in the oases of most of those who move in the

midst of general society, particularly in the West . It also

nukes clear the rationale of the monaetio or ashrams-life,
F

0

For In this t then it i s genuine, we have a community formed of

those who have attained some degree of Recognition, together

rith others who aspire to this State, Life to such a community

is a great help to the latter and is not too severe a load for

the former, Below the ashrama the next most favorable life is

}

in co•,.nunities where the population is not greatly o ;,ncentrated

and primitive nature dominates the environment, . In contrast,

the riost unfavorable condition of all is afforded by the modern

megalopolis, for in this we have the rushing and *`Jazzed'

consciousness, heavily concentrated on the surface of things .

As a counterpoint to the foregoing fact is the otter

fact, that it i s precisely In the megalopolis that the human

need of the God-Realized !'an is greatest . The averare city

'.224.,



dweller faces the greatest soul-starvation and maiming of all,

The city-l ife supplies the greater bulk of suicides , insanity

oases , and pathological radical ?movements , as yell as a strong

tendency toward sterility . All of these are symptoms of a

very abnormal end unv'holesome life . So the need in the city

is the greatest of all , but likewise it is just in the city

that the danger of suffocation of the Realized Concoiousness

is greatest . How can this problCM be solved? It certainly

calls for the highest kind of generalship .

4
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LVII

THE GOLD I INE

September 14

These days I an facing the problem of embarrassment

of riches. It seems I have c very,peouliar Gold mine . As

the mine-car comes forth each morning it brims a load of

Gold Nuggets - Ideas, rich in the pov:or of clarification and

coordination . Always , I am unabl e to rather thezq all and

store them in this vault of expression before the clay closes .

The remainder goes pit the #iine-dump of the hidden recesses of

the mind -:here, s pile it is not exactly lost, it is hidden by

other material • and tine . is required to recover it, ?1.c .n '.5 le

I have a vegetable Carden M the merely practical and t crporal

concerns - and in thin perden the weeds are growving, I am

enou'h of i farmer to feel troubled about these vecds, but if

I attend the weedin{; Job, the Nuggets continue to roll over

the dump . And it so happens that-I am enouth of a miner to

apprc5ciate the Value of the Nu''ets . For the Gold commands

all the lesser values, symbolized by the veSetables, v.hii a the

latter do not command the Gold,

I choose the Cold before ,the rest .
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LVIII
THE POI OF ILLUMtNA'ION
1 ,,

0 I _ have been dipping Into Whitman during the last

few days , With the perspective of the Consciousness I have

called 'Satisfaction' eM the 'High Indifference', he has

become essentially clear. Most of the remaining obscurity

in his VTitings has also been olartfied by interpreting his

language in the more obvious and simp1 rr sense , in assuming

in his work an Involved meaning, no I have done heretofore,

I found him baffling, but when I took his words as carrying

the more simple and direct meaning , I found a very great in-

crease of clarity . thit:..an combines Illumination rith a

rerarkablc objective simplicity . It is the Illumination that

makes I'Ihitman great . There are some men ~.ho are co great on

the level of relative consciousness alone that they are ef-

fective forecs in the world for centuries and even millenia .

Aristotle is an outstanding example of such greatness . I find

nothin,o of this kind of greatness to y'hitman . If he had had

a high order of capacity In the purely relative sense , it would

hardly be conceivable that the great or Illumined pitman,

could not have made his earlier writings those written be-

fore Illumination = live . In fact, oply his Illumined work

has power, but it has unmistakably great power . This fact,

however , simply increases the value of Vhitman as an example

of what Illumination means . On the other hand , men like
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Dante and Sir Francis Bacon are not nearly so good examples

for the study of Illumination, for both of these men, partia—

ularly the latter, were men` of ability and training in the

relative field . It is very probable that Bacon would have had

a place it history even though he had not attained the Cosmic

Coneoiousness . Hence, the contrast between the Illumined and

the merely egoistic Bacon does not have the sharpness that is

so marked in Vhitman. It is hard to imagine that, rithout

Illumination, Vhitaran vould ever have been knovn beyond his

ov.n ' iririediate circle,

11o,: great, then, in the force, of Illumination? An

effective measure of It cannot be attained, but some non do

chow its force in relative 'isolation'. T'hitr;an and Balzao

are notable exanplcs, in recent tines, who afford us the trarked

contrast betteen the powers 'of the zien before Illumination and

what they became afterward . Western history gives us two other

conspicuous examples. These are Tesus and Tecob lbehrte, one

a carpenter and the other a shoemaker . Each of there vras a

man of fine personal character, but neither of Them tas great

enough, in the purely egoistic sense, to have left any mark on

history. It is unnecessary to re-iark upon the importance these

Men achieved after winning the Higher Consciousness, especially

in the case of the former, There are, undoubtedly, other men

of this kind to be found, particularly in India, but some of

these lived and died in retreats, or have lived, seen by men,



but under the vow of silence . Therefore, They have not con.

stituted a recognizable force in history and do not live for

the open record . Other men, of rreatcr ability in terms of

ordinary egoistic consciousness, who subsequently attained the

Higher Consciousness, do not afford good examples, for the

contrast between the U':o levels is not so marked, The differ-

cnoe between these two types may be illustrated in the follow'

ink; v.ay3 Nearly everyone can note the fact 'then a rather

ordinary hill is raised to the ragnitude of a high nriutain as

by the sudden action of peolo-io forces . On the other hand,

if an already high ni untin, r ith its top bet in the clouds,

were suddenly raised to a otill rrander height, only G few

voul.c be & 1c to appreciate thin fact . Finally, only T''!ore who

dwell above the clouds can measure the relative altitude of the

mijhty peaks rith just appreci ation . :o it i e v3th the r-reat

Men of Illumination,

The Illun1natton is one fact, The form, %Yhich Its par-

tial expression tallies within the s ubjeot .-object field, is

soTiethina quite different, All Iliunined Men fern One Community ;

They are one Brothe-,hood .ro+unded in nutual understanding and

fundamental agreement . On the other hand, 'T'heir nodes of

expression in relative tents are as variable as are the differ-

ences in the development of personality . In principle, any

node of expre ssion that exists in this world is a possible

vehicle of Illumined Consciou sness . In formal terms , riot all



these expressions are consistent with each other. They nay

even be far from correct in the scientific sense , But they

all carry the Reality, in greater or less degree ; Realty being

understood as that which can be known only by Awakening to

another dimension of Consciousness. Hence , any and all of

these expressions from the Beyond are of the highest value to

men, For a diamond is always a diamond, whether embedded in

clay or Lashed clean, vhethcr it is a rough stone or is cut

and polished . At one end of Vie scale Illumined lien ;itie us

diamonds embedded in considerable clay, v;hile at the other

They supply us with diamonds well cleaned , cut to mathematically

true angles that reflect most perfectly the contained Light,

and polished to the last degree of refinement , The latter is,

unquestionably , the more finished offering , but all are equal

in this , that a diamond i s a diamond . So, also, are all

manifestations of Realized Consoiousness equal, in that they

are from a Source rooted in the Beyond or the Infinite .

For my oven port, I much prefer the polishing of a

Plato to the rough-hewing of a Whitman, But, unquestionably,

Whitman is an 'open by' for some for whom Plato is a olored

door, And all Flays that men need are acceptable to L :e in the

larger sense , But the y,ay of the rugied and simple man is no

more the Divine Way than that which fits the needs of the

highly cultured and aristocratic spirit. In fact, when it

cones to the final showing, the real 'snobs' in this world are

not the highly cultured and aristocratic people, but a certain



only partially finished Croup who feed their own pride by

glorifying; crudity, and insist that thearudo gray is the best
S

way, The Illumined Ean will do chat is nccesnary to meet His

people , end, if they require crudity : Iic Will manifest through

crudity , but this does not mean that He despises finished and

polished workmanship nor those who prefer that Truth should

be offered in a beautiful, Betting,

a
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LXX
'EXPRESSION AND TUAWWSO ND T CONSCIOUSNESS

Figures of speedh or analogies seem to be absolutely

essential to express the realities of Profundity . The direct

meaning of language does not express the, actuality of the

Higher Consciousness, Je might say that the Actuality envelope

the expression but is not directly contained in it, Thus the

redder should' strive not so mwich to understand the formal mean -
I

contained in these writings, but to make 'a certain turn in

his own consciousness toward a Matrix that surrounds the ex-

pression, He should concentrate upon faint stirrings in his

consciousness which he ea of really express, even t o himself .

They constitute a certain tplust quan .tlty added onto the formal

meaning . The formal meaning serves as a sort of focal point

that entrains the subtle tplus' value . It is very hard to

reach the latter without the use of the focal point until a

rather high level of spiritual development isstt^ined . Hence,

It remains important to enploy various means of expression .

But if the expression is taken too much in the rigorous or

defined sense , the real and deeper Meaning is lost . Therefore,

the v;ords of an Illumined Man should never be taken in the

literal sense when He is giving a cross-translation from the

Beyond, Now, the 'plust -quality, at first, is almost indis-

tinguishable Prom nothing or emptiness, It is like a breath



that has just escaped , a momentary gleam caught from the

corner of the eye that disappears when the full focus of

iCht is turned upon it, • It mutt be reached for very gently,

as one must act In : eekinc the confi dence WC a defenseless rind

ferrful creature of the w lds . One Phould reach out altioet

as though not reachinr, at all .

w tine Y411 come v hcn This that is 4a very ~;ubtlc will

be transformed into a Presence more palpable and stronger

than the toughest granite . It till manifest a Power co treat

that It will dispsolve not only the im ediate field but cvcn

the whole universe , But the Great Power is rarely, in the

beginning, a clearly dot inant force, and It must be a sairiiic ted

very carefully or It will disappear in the first states . In

the beginning it may seem thr.t one; is walkinC a tirht-rope

l

over uwieasured spaces , and the ne,cesaary balanccextrcricly hard

to hold. In the end the rope bcoomes all Space , fide Su rcrae

Support of all universes but Itself in need of no support .

and, therefore, Invulnerable .

Visible many in that case, has been tx'ansforned and bias become

the all-containing Matrix . No longer, then, does he strut;cle

to keep his balanoc on a rope, but lie finds Himself cvcryi :hcre
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THE SYMBOL OF TTIE FOURTH DIMENSION

There is a very beautiful and frequently employed

analogy to be drawn from mathematics , It is that of the

fourth dimension . Certain cross-cQrrelationc betteen sub jest-

object consciousness and the Transcendent Consciousness are

made considerably clearer by considering come of the properties

of three-dimensioned end four-dineneionec3 space, Chile it in

true that this symbol nay be interpreted in a sense that rives

a false impression, still this error r:oy be avoided by d ivoro-

in-o the notion of •dirzennion' from metrical Properties vhtch,

strictly considered , are only rirnifioant in applied rnthsratics,

I have followed thin course An the present dircussion .

Subjeo't-object consciousness may be ltl:•ened unto

threc-dirensioned space. This-, rclationrhip becorier clearer

when it is realized that this kind of consciousness has three

and not merely tv+o aspects . For the rake of brevity I have

called it subjeot-object conr_oioucnesr, but actually it con-

cists of the three folloviin' aspects ;

1 . The self, or cub j cctive moment of consciousness
4

that is orare of the content of consciousness .

2, The object of at nreness thnt foriin the external

v'orld, v.1icther in the 'roses or Fubtle rcnse .

The arTarenecs itself which occupies rn inter--

mediate position and has only a psychical existence .



Further, subJeotaobJect` eonsoiousness manifests under

three types or modes, which I have designated and li sted ast

0

follows I

1. Sensation. I have employed this text to include

all that is directly connected with sense-peroeption .

Thus , for the present purposes , I include not only raw

sensation proper but, as well, tperaeptionf and freceptat

or 'generic images t . . All this' is a mode of consciousness ;

below the level of, concepts proper, and therefore precedes

the stage where language is possible . The dominant

characteristic of this node of cohsciryusness, as comt .only

eacperienoe4, is that it is merely receptive rind passive .

Any state of consciousness involving a conscious reaction

or thinking implies the presence of something core than

sensation. ;> I

full meaning riven to it in pspcholopy and ethics, includ .
1 ( t

?. . Affection, This tern I sn employing *1ith the

ine the voluntary impulses to action that• are sometimes
1 a

called ' conationt . Thus, it includes all 'cmotions , vhether_

benevolent or malevolent , all passions , and all other

impulses to action, It is not r estriete `d to the popular

meaning of "love' ;'alone, but iholudes , a s well, hate, anger,
4

desirc , fear , the feeling for Justice and beauty, ctc .

.The affections are fundamental essentials of the moral

sense and thus are of the very highest importance for

religion . But the affections include Pore than the moral
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sense , as they alone make possible conscious action and

reaction in the whole field common to men and animals .

Recognition has profound effects upon the affections,

but Its effect upon sensation in of minor significance,

3. Cognition, This covers the domain of the eon-

ceptual life or understanding proper . Only where cog-

nitive consciousness is awakened is thought and speech

possible. It attains its highest degree of isolation

from the other two nodes in pure mathematical thinking.

It is the prime mode in all philosophical and scientific

thinking . It is the most important distinguishing markx}
separating ran from the dumb animals, Affection and sen-

sation sation extend downward over much wider ranges, The power

of abstraction is one of the most important properties of . .
Y

cognition .

These three modes cover the field of eubjeot-objeot

consciousness and form the limits of ordinary human awareness .

Rarely, if ever, would ay concrete state of !u an consciousness

consist of but once of these modes in its purity . at one or

the other generally does predominate. Cognitive conscious-

ness is usually maintained only with effort, particularly when

there is a reaching; toward high levels of thought.' The other

forms are so deeply habitual that they continue almost, if

not quite, automatically, tbouSh their s° higher refinements re-

quire effort, Degenerative tendencies, manifested in insanity,

I
x
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show that the cognitive power and the higher affections are

lost first, while capacity for sensation continues almost to

the ends

It is easy to see how we may speak of human conscious-

tress as three-dimen stoned, because of the three aspects and the

three roles. In contrast, we might call animal consoiousnese

two-dimensional . The eurmestion comes at once that in some

way, tie may correlate the iItr her Consciousness with the fourth

and even higher dimensions . By so doing;, a considerable clarifi-

cation for the understanding is effected .
S

In the pore cow on us~gc, the word ' dimension' Involves

the notions of 'extent' ctrl tmaLnitude', but in the core rigor .

ous thought of pure m athematics thest notions are dropped . Here

' dincnsion' has come to mean ' degree of freodoi', It t o in

this sense that the notion of 'dimensi on' is of value for the

present discussion . But as this usage is not eenerclly fa iliar

it will be necessary to clarify just what is meant . 'For example'

if a point is confined to all possible positions in a line, it

in said to have one degree of freedom. It can occupy an infinite

number of positions, b,ut only in the restricted field or region
f

defined 'by a line . Tpext,' if a point Is allowed to occupy

positions on a plane or curved surface, it is said to have a

two-fold decree of freedom . Thus, if we start with a straight

line on a plane, at t ny .point on that line we can draw another
P

line at right ang les to it . The nuriber of possible positions



on this second line is also infinite , and hence for every

ingle position on the original line we have added an infinite

number of new positions . The two-dimensioned world I s, there-

fore, infinitely richer than the one-dimensioned world. It

has within it a two-fold infinity of possible positions, By

repeating this process we secure ordinary space or the'world

of threefold freedom, that is, one c7t infinitely greater

possibility than existed in the two-dimensional world .' this

process can be carried on indefinitely, and such is done in

pure mathematics , so that we have not'only four dimensions but

actually an unlimited number of dimensions , for there is no logi-

cal stopping point , But, for our present purposes , a'e will go

no further than the addition of the fourth dimension, i .e, , the

space or world having a tour-fold decree of freedom,

A very important point to be noted is that trhile all

the relationships expressed by 'degree of freedom ray be cor ..

related with points - in an extended space , the extension i n not

essential to the idea , The same relationships may b e expressed

by abstract numbers alone, ':tthout attaching to the numbers

0

the meaning of measurement at all, Thus we are dealing with

notions that are far more fundamental than the notions of either

extended space or time,

As is true with every symbol, the formal relationships

involved in the above notions become significant by attaching

to them the appropriate interpretation, Let us consider, then,

what we will mean by *decree of freedom' and by t he phrase



ton infinitely 'renter freedom',.

-Degree of freedom' will can here the elaboration of

0

all possible states of a liven consciousness- rA e, such as

sensation. Every possible sensation, or combinations of sen-

satiotx , including percepts and rcoepts , :`:ill form one dimension

or degree of freedom in consciousness,, As tyre can place no

limits upon these elaborations in the . .. . rit own; direction, ve reGard

their total possibility as a one-fold infinity . Sensation,

together 'with affection, could rive a two-fold infinity, while

sensation , affection , end cognition would give a three-fold

infinity,,

'A,n Infinitely .reater freedorst carries the meaning

that the elaboratir>ns in the sense of a . higher dimension cannot

be expressed in terns of lower dimensions . Thus, every step

from one group of dirtcntions to the next largcr one involves

a transcendence that is equivalent to cntering en infinitely

,greater earld . ,

However, cross-representation fro.,,, the world of a higher

0
Thus a threes-dimensional, configuration, such as a bridge, a

degree of freedom to 4 lower one is possible in a sense, and

this Is analagous to that is called tproJeot3onr in moths.atics .

building, etc .,,can be protected upon a two-4inensiobal field,

such as a sheet of drawing paper, in such a way that en engineer

can construct the bridge or building; frori, the drawing and may

determine the forms of all his materials before a stroke of

physical irk Is done . But there are certain important things



that can be done t,'ith the actual constructed object, a bridge,

for instance, that cannot be done With the ample plan of it .

Thtie an automobile cann travel a cross a real bridge but cannot

oross on a two-dimensional drawing, This means that the three-

dimensional actuality has something that can never be captured

titbin the limits of any two-dimensional representation, how-

ever completely the latter may be elaborated,

This leads to the point where we are enabled to apply

our symbol . Here the fourth-dimension represents the Higher

Consciousness , by vihatever name we may know It, suoh as Cosdo

Consciousness, Specialiem, Christ Consciousness, Transcendental

Consciousness, Nirvana, etc, 1'e r.oy call thin dimension

"profundity" . INow, the actuality of Profundity cnn'be realized

only by Avakenina in the direction of this Fourth Dincnsiou .

It may be t pro j ected' down and into the threc-dimensional field

of sensation-affection-oognition, but thip projection is not

any . lore the actuality of Profundity than the descriptive plan

of a bridge is the bridge itself, But a ; an enfrineer by the

aid of his peculiar knowledge can employ such a plan to con-

struct en actual bridge,, so also through the more or less

aroused Consciousness of Profundity a iian can use a pro, eeted

expression from out of the Fourth Dimension to derive values

in terns of the Either Consciousness, In this way even a latent

Consciousness of Profundity may be atir"rcd to life,

The sun-total of all ross'tblc litr-her Consciousness may

!jell involve many dimensions, perhaps an unlimited number, but

0.24©.0
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for mankind , in general , the next step is well reprercnted

by the Fourth Dimension .

A very important point to note is that the birth from

0
a narrower dimensionality to a higher is not conditional upon

the complete exhaustion of every possibility on the lower

level . Man has unfolded on both the sensation and affectional

dimensions More then any animal , but much of this has become

possible to him just because of the superior advantages he

poseesred by reason of being cocnitively awake . Thus, sensuous

art requires , in addition to sensuous capacity , a considerable

development of affection and cognition , In fact ; great art

requires a special development of the affections, Likewise,

a high development of character , of the love-nature, or of the

moral side of man, requires the cooperation of the cognitive

dimension . Any one of these three dimensions may be the most

highly developed in an individual man, but the distinguishing

mark which separates a man from an animal is the pretence of

the pognitive capacity , or that power which , among other things,

makes rational thought and language possible . A man does not

differ frori en animal because he has , affections , for animals

as well as men can and do know love , loyalty , passion , anger,

etc. But through the combination with cognition , man has

increased the possibilities of the affections enormously beyond

the highest possibility of any animal , As a matter of fact,

it is only a minority of men whose highest excellence is in



the pure cognitive dimension, while the -majority excel in the

affectional or sensational dimensions . The important point is

S

0

that the lesser wakenirg which separates a man from an animal

and the greater Awakening; which separates or distinguishes a

God-Man from the ordinary man involves the arousing of an entirely

new capacity . Degree of,develop:ment in terms of the new capacity

is a natter of evolution on a higher level, but that which dia-

tinpuished an animal, a man , and a God-Man is not a question of

de ree , but of ayvakening to a new dimension of consoiousnesa .

Now, just as awakening to cognitive capacity enormously

enriches development in terms of sensation and affection, so

also the Awakening to Higher Consciousness tremendously augments

the capacity in the already partially unfolded Inferior dimen-

sions . The result is that the greater portion of the beat in

religion, morals, art, philosophy, science, etc ., has come from

the hands or lips of those Men who have had this Higher Awaken-

ing, in at least some degree . Here in an effect that the man

limited to three dimensions of consciousness can in some measure

evaluate and appreciate, even though the Key Power is as yet

beyond his understanding. In fact, two of the earmarks of the

Illumined Man is afforded by an increase, amounting sometimes

almost to a revolution, in the intellectual and affectional

functions or dimensions . Now , gn animal may well recognize

that, somehow , man can excel it in its own field , as is reve&led

by the fact that man is a far more dangerous killer than the
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most predatory animal, but the animal has no idea of the key

that gives man that peculiar power, Likewise, ordinary subject-

object conscious man, however much he may appreciate the

superior excellence of the God-Conscious Man in the former's

field, is utterly unconscious of, or blind to, the Key that

unlocks the latter's Power . As has been repeated over and over

main, man must Awake to understand this, and it is quite use-

less for him to try to circumscribe that Awakening by attempt-

ing to divine what it actually is . In suggesting something of

It, as in the present case , by the use of an analogy or symbol,

It is not being circumscribed in the sense involved In all

effective definition.

I wish again to call attention to'the fact that the

notion of 'dimonsion' as employed in this discussion in taken

in the sense characteristic in pure mathematics . Dimension,

conceived as 'degree of freedom', involves the notion of

'manifoldness', but not necessarily that of measurement or metri-

cal property . Strictly considered, measurement belongs only

to applied mathematics where extension is pertinent, since it

is a property of physical matter . Thur, the first three di-

mensions, as well as the fourth, do not logically introduce

• the notion of measurement or extension, The manifolds may be

given a purely qualitative interpretation , and thus the diffi-

culty involved in thinking of four dimensions of extension is

avoided. But the notion of nanifoldness is essential and



primary, Without this there . could be no evolution nor dif-
J

0

ferentiation in any sense on any level . In fact, we could

regard all space, in the extended sense, do merely en illusion,

and yet retain the whole of pure mathematics , with all its

richness of diversified development remaining unaffected .

Verily, if the reader can break down the power which the notion

of extension has over his own mind, he will have gone a long

way in preparing himself for the Awakening.

I
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LXI

THE NATURE OF ?ONT)ERA.BLE MATTER
S

September 15

0

A couple of weeks prior to the 7th 'of last August,

the final correlation in the development of an idea broke

through into my mind . This idea had nuch a clarifying effect,

relative to the nature of the phenomenal world, that it was

decisive in clearing up the renaming intellectual barriers

to Recognition . As this correlation was of high importance'

in my own once, it may prove to be of similar value to others,

and in addition ray have systematic objective significance .

Accordingly, I shall strive to give it a clear formulation .

Alat is the nature of the phenomenal world? The non-

critical Naturalist says that it it the actual 'thing' itself,

existing quite independently of the perceiving subject . Iie

goes further end says, not only is it self-dependent apart from

the observer, but it is, as well, substantially as it appears

to be to the observer . But all philosophy that has attained

any degree of the critical sense, ns welltas modern science,

agrees that the facts force a modification of this naive View,

Genuine philosophers concur in holding that$whatever the real

ti:orld nay be, it is at least modified by the senses so that 4
that which man directly experiences is comething different .

Also, for the twentieth eentury'physieist, ponderable matter,

that is, matter end form as given through the senses, is



definitely known not to be the actual physical reality . The

ultimates of matter are apparently wave.»nystems of essentially

0

the same nature as electromagnetic or light waves and, further,

these systems cannot be correctly imaged in any sensible

model . Only mathematical equations are capable of represent-

ing the reality, whatever that'riay be, in a nanner that is

consonant witr the observed effects .

Closely connected with modern science and mathematics,

a school of philosophy has developed,in ivfiich the world is

conceived as composed of externally real existences, but these

existences are viewed as other than their sensible appearance,

This school is known as Neo-Realism. This philosophy is highly

technical end acutely logical, and thus fundamentally quite

beyond the understanding of any reader viho is not welll versed

in modern studies on the foundations of mathematics . But for

our Dresent purposes oily one point is of decisive importance

in determining our relationship to this school . This school

is in agreement with Naturalism in regarding Consciousness as

irrelevant to Actuality, Things are regarded as being what

they are, quite independently of any observer or thinker .

If either the Naturalistic or the Neo-Realistic views

were the true one, there could be no meaning; attaching to such

words as 'Recognition', 'Higher Consciousness', the 'Awakening',

the notion of the 'Self sustaining the universe', ' Cosmic Con-

soiousness', etc ., except in a merely psychological sense .



Neo-Realism , as cell as Naturalism , denies that there is such

a thing as a Metaphysical Reality, at any rate in the onto-,

logical sense, Our orn standpoint is necessarily quite at

4) variance with either of the forepoin p schools . file we

recopnize that Neo-Realism offers much of unquestionable value

as a partial view of the our.-total of all po ssibilities of

consciousness , yet we must challenge it as a system claiming

exclusive validity .

It is not, our present purpose to attempt a systematic

criticism of Neo-Realism, but' only to make clear that a

challenge of that philosophy is irtplicd,by practically every-

thing that this book contains . tc may , at a later time , under-

take a general criticism of ?reo -Realism as well as other

philosophies that occupy a position that is not compatible pith

our own , but such critical t:ork is necessarily rather technical,

and so noes not properly belong here . At this time we merely

wish to clarify our own philosophic position in the rcaderts

mind and acknotrledr* e the existence of the critical problem.

Both in India and the West, systematic philosophies

exist ;:herein the ultimate Reality is posited as beings pure

Consciousness . The appDrently inert and lifeless matter cones

to be viewed as myrely a partially obscured Cinseiousnesc .

Thus, if we rcgnrd a portion of an orirrinally homogeneous

Conteiounness as partly blanked-out or neutralized by its oven

other, the result is some degree of rdative unconsciousness,



This relative unconsciousness is the objective world, or, in

other words, the basis of the whole universe as experienced

through the senses . An extensive restaterient of philosophy

and science enn be given fron this standpoint , but this also

is not our present nurpore . I desire nirply to emphasize the

most iiAnortant ontological features of this view. Now one

decisively important concequcnoe of this standpoint is that

the experienced universe , inoludino all ponderable matter and

form, is esscntiilly ari abstraction from, rather than an addition

to, the original unmcnifested Reality . Starting fror'i,an original

and eternal Lion-relative Consciousness ,, which comprehends time

and space as well as all elect all notion3 such as external

manifeatation and development must be in the nature of a predi-

cationcation concerning something abstracted or sobtreoted from the

whole . Among other t" in ;s , At is cl r that nothing can be

predicated of the. !',hole which neces.7mrily presupposes the don-

finance of tiime, as foi' eTarsnle, process or development . The

;'hole, s ince It comprehends space and time, is not conditioned

by these . In the end, re find that no relative concept - and'

all concepts are relative - o ,-~ n be predicated of the Vhole, not

even f3eine . In fact, It In THAT which i s neither Being ; nor

non-Being, and thus rcrai:a essentially unthinkable, though It

may be Realized through the, A, awning: to Identii ication .

It rmmy nor be Cold that the universe io produced by a

process vbich we may call n partial blinding, and that the
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reverse process, i .e .,, that of Awakening, destroys the universe
6

to just the extent that' the Awakening has proceeded, This

should make perfectly. clear the rationale of the statement of

the Mystic who sayst "I sustain this universe and can produce

or destroy it at will ." When Shonkara ~ spears of destroying,

the universe he does not have in mind a physical cataclysm but

a Transition in Consciousness such thatt the apperceptive Subject

realizes Itself as Lord over the universe, instead of being

a victim of it . The individual soul that has attained this

position may choose continued cognizance of the universe, but

the essential pow,'r of the latter over the former is destroyed

If, row, we cubstitute for the term 'relative uncon-

sci,ousness' another term which is fundamentally equivalent, i,e .,

unequivocally,

'ponderable ratter and form' , we may give the foregoing phi] .

orophy a transformation that fits more closely the terminology

pf modern science : This l eads to the judgment that ponderable

matter and form constitute a state of relative vacuity or

nothingness in the essential sense . It is Interesting to note

that v, e are now not fn's from a position formulated by the young

Th glish physicist Dirac , though he reached this view by means

of a quite different approach . There is nothing in this stand-

point Vat militates against the relative correctness of any

physical determination . The only thin,- that is changed is the

metaphysical interpretation of what those determinations Mean .



There is in this no challenge of the scientist, so long as
i

h e confines his conclusions to the limits logically defined

by his methodology. Ife- remains our best} authority in the

determination of obJeotive fact as seen from the perspective

he assumes . If he generalizes beyond these limits, vie need

no more then his ov•n logio to brim; a counter challenge,

This ionic, followed strictly, can go no further than agnosti"-

diem relative to metaphysical actuality, end ;:'c ere,Content

that as physical scientist he should stop there . But Vie, are

not content that, as a Ilant he should linger in that position,

for it is barren of enduring Values,

Let us give nn Illustration or how our standpoint

vould affect the interpretation of a fundanrntally important

principle of physics, tonr ..ago our c cience reached the point

where it realized that the vast bulk of the sensible effects

associated v:ith matter do not afford the essential determinants

of natter, As nor; understood, 'matter' is defined by 'mass$,

and this in turn is nanifested through the property called

e inertia'' . Thus, where there is matter there is inertia, and

where there is inertia there is matter, Newton gave the law
f

of inertia in the follov'in' forms "Every body perseveres

in Its state of rest or of uniform motion in actraieht line,

except inrofer as it is corpellcd to change that state by

Impressed forces," The nechanica of Einstein rives this law

a different form but does not chance its essential character-
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istic . No t, inertia implies absence of inwidrd or self-

produced motion, and hence it also implies essential deadness .

In eont'ast , the fundamental distinguishing nark of Conscious-

ness is the capacity for Self-produced motion . Thus it is

that Universal Consciousness is often represented by the

tech ' Ccaael esafotion', 13ut, from this standpoint, the state4

of relative motion as well as. that of rest in a material body,

mechanically conidcred, is simply the absence of real motion,

Mher a Consciousness is, 'full, there is nc inertia . Only

absolute absence of Consciousness - a state of real nothing-

physicist is right in making inertia the prime mark of that

which he is studying , but he is wrong if he proceeds to predi-

ness - z:ould be cbcolnt ly inert . Thus, v.•e would say, the

cate substantial reality of his object of study, Actually

he ie studying a relative nothingness . This fact does not
x

I

detract tn .the least from the practical values of his studies,

but s3.ri ly means that he is dealing with the obverse of

metaphysical actuality. Further , once it is rcglized that

he is unfolding the laws governing the obverse of the Real,

his knowledge can be employed as a V'ay to the Recop :nition of

that Reality , I can see hog': our present physical science is

unfolding a peculiarly beautiful Path to Yoga„ So I certainly

have no firht with physical science an such . In fact, I feel

quite otherwise .

`fo doy physicists have found that at least much of

force is not external to matter . In radio-activity there is



an element of unpredictable spontaneity that certainly looks

0

like what We mean by self-produced notion, or enemy arising

from within . The result is that matter is now seen as not

wholly inert, all of which simply opens wider a Door for Us .

Let us , then , take the standpoint that ponderable

matter, or the sensuously perceived world, into be regarded

as relative emptiness , so that absolute matter in this sense

would be an absolute vacuum, We then see that the relative

world , or thin seen universe , is produced by kind of process

of negation , end hence from the standpoint of metaphysical

philosophy it would have to be regarded as a Maya or Illusion .

Prom this it is not to be concluded that the universe is with-

out value . But it does imply that if a man misplaces his

predication of 'Reality', hewould then be caught in an illusion

in the sense that produces bpndage . None the less, it would

still remain true that if 2e avoids this error he can, through

the universe , find the Real , Most of humanity has fallen into

the error , and that is the cause of all suffering . But the

very apenoy that caused the fall may be used as a stepping-

stone to Recognition . To achieve this , a certain Copernican

shift in individual consciousness is necessary. Thus, instead

of repnrding the sensuously apparent as being substantial,

the standpoint should be reversed . Then we would view the

seeming emptiness of space, where there is a relative absence

of physical matter , as being actually far more substantial



than any ponderable matter . ,=e would thus says Increase of

ponderebility imniies decrease of substantiality and vine

versa, Consequently, in some senee,the laws governing the

ponderable become the obverse of the laws governing the

substantial,

The foregoing discussion gives us a new angle for in.

terpretinp the neeuinp of the technique designed to arouse

Recognition by the systematic denial of all that is ponderable

or thinkable,, The end`of the process in the arrival at a

seemina nothinr'ness , i.e., pure Consciousness-Yrithout-.an-obJeot .

This stage, plus the identification of one's Self with that

see__ .mine nothingness, produces at once the Recor'nition . But

at, that moment the Nothinenesa becomes complete Fullness and

absolute Substantiality. ',hen the Realized Man may turn toward

the world and asrert universally$ "I am all things ." But

now it is the obverse of the ponderable universe of %,hich he'

is speaking .. %e may retard .this obverse as something like a

matrix. This Matrix is a continuum, while the ponderable

manifold is discrete . 4 So far as we can see, this resolves the

difficulties in the reconciliation between the many and the

fine in the logical tense . Actually, for myself * this view

was the finally effective cognitive aid that made possible

the Transition in consciousness .

I believe that in' the foregoing ; I have discovered a

new elaboration in the, technique for arousing; Recognition,,



It does not der.and the radical silencing of the thought

processes, However, in my o ;.m case, I did employ silencing

in a different sense , iL e . , in the silencing; of the affections,

so that at the crucial rioment there was high order of calmness .

There was cognitive activity, but it was so nearly purely cog-

nitive that it was highly dispassionate . The cognitive action
{

was exceptionally keenly discriminative, but it had to be

maintained on the outer side only very briefly until something

and thereafter thevery deep and strong took hold inwardly,

activity centered in the personal consciousness ceased to have

any really effective obsourirnc; power . It is as though the

whole eonplex nature of the organized man were, from that

moment, entrained behind a commanding Power that dominated

from then onward. The result is that I do not seen to feel

troubled by the residual habits in the personal man that have

grown out of the past , There is something more or less auto -

matic in the progressive transformation of them,

0



LXII

REAL EgUALITY

We are now in a position to attach a valid meaning to

the idea of 'equality ' . It is perfectly clear that in the

relative or phenomenal sense no two things , persons, or

creatures are equal , one to the other . In fact, of all the

millierds of concrete states of Consciousness no two are actual

duplicates , and, therefore , no two are equal . The notions of

equality and inequality involve measurement, in some sense,

and thus equality implies that all measurable aspects of one

thing are precisely the some as those of another or of others,

V-'e do find such equality in mathematics , but notin the sensible

world . Fur,,ther , the notion of tequality' Is inoompbtible with

the notions of 'development ' and 'freedom' . For, if there is

such a thin; as provrth and self-determinism has any effect upon

it, then not all entities would develop in precisely the sane

way or to the same degree , even though at the hypothetical

initial stage there were absolute equality . But if we turn

from the phenomenal world to the Matrix of all relative things,

creatures , men, etc ,, it at once becomes apparent that the

Matrix of a blade , of, r'rass is equal to the Matrix of a man or

of, a planet * For the Matrix, taken in the inmost sense, is the

universal homogeneous Plenum. But even here , in strict logic,

we should not predicate ' equality' but, rather, negate 'inequality',
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since In the Great Continuum measurement isirrelevant .t
one consequence follows at once , i .e ., that true

Democracy exists only for Cod-Realized Men . All others, being

as yet bound to the relative or subject-object world, do ac-

tually stand on a scaled ladder, marking the different stages

of achieved development. We can thus see how Carpenter was

right in calling his poem "Towards Democracy " . It is simply

one try of saying "Towards Recognition". Consequently, this

Democracy properly has nothing to do with v.-hat is possible here

and now in the matter of government, men being what they are .

So he r ho would brine about a true democracy in the world, in--

steed of the spurious kind which alone is knos•-n to history,

should work towards the spread of Recognition among ; men.

There are only trio senses in which it may be said that

men are born equal . In the first place , alll men, and as well

all things from an atom to 'a star, are equal in .the sense that

at the heart of everything is the one unchanging and inditsible

Spirit . In the second place , all men are equal in the bare fact

that to be a man a creature must have awakened into conscious-

ness on the cognitive level . But in the degree of relative

development of powers , in any sense`, no two men are equal .

Further, no tv. o men unfold during life them initial possibil-

ities in exactly equal degree . Thus, in the relative sense

there can be no equality among men .

The fundamental fact of the empiric inequality of men

does have a vital bearing upon the problem of what kind of



organization of society can endure effectively. Institutions

built upon a false nrcnise cannot really endure nor can they

0

40

function effectively, Ho formulation of a law made by roan can

chance this fact. Nature is what it is, and propaganda to the

contrary con merely produce an illusion . Visible man is chat

he is, and not what an "idealist may imagine him to be or vvish
11

him to be, Ultimately,` sound r'overnment must orient itself to

nctunlitiec, however much administrators may labor toward an

ideal
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LXIII
THE PREDICA FEINT OF BUDDHA

7

September 16

I turn to the "Gospel of Buddha" and find these vwordst

"Ie the t:orld1.ng - will cull resignation vat to the Enlightened

One is purest Joy, He will see annihilataan where the Perfected

One finds Immortality . He will regard as death what the Con-

queror of Self knows to be Life erlastin ;,"

According to the record, this rms said soon after Gautana

had attained Lhlightenment under the Bodhi tree, At first the

Tcthagata vas tempted to keep silence, for it seeped useless to

preach a Message of Liberation which certainly could not be

understood by most men . In the end, Buddha decided to give the

Meseare for the benefit of those who could understand, Bit the

problem He faced is a very fundarlental one, since it is very

difficult for the roan who is bound to subject-object conscious-

ness to conceive of, another kind of Life c :here egoisrl ceases .

The avera(e man can inneine a heaven or a hell built upon the

subject-object pattern v~here life is more intense, whether in

a pleasurable or painful sense, but the truly r*ta n c ipated

Life is beyond his cortprchencion, The Christian world har, in-

terpreted the Kinpdorj of Heaven an simply a sublimated subject-

object domain, and thus quite missed the real mecninp of Jesus,

Christ brouEht a MeccLipe of 1hancipation , Just as Buddha did,

and Its mcsninr; taws exactly the same , though stated in a form

R
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I
to fit the consciousness of a different people, Few, indeed,

of the Christian world have ever truly understood His meaning,

A subject-object world, .experienced after physical death a s a

highly blissful state, is not Liberation . Essentially it is
E

not different from this present world right here . Consequently,

such a world could be represented in terms of conceptual

language just as this is. But such is not the case with respect

to Nirvana nor the Kingdom of Heaven,

Th.e impossibility of genuinely formulating and conveying

to others what the liberated State is, is not simply the diffi-

culty afforded in trying to Five expression to an unfamiliar

experience . Tie problem, in the latter case, may be great but

it is not, in principle, beyond solution . It is simply a ques-

tion of inventing the appropriate concepts and word-signs, and

thin can be done by men who are eufficiently 'skillful , But the

kind of consciousness that falls outside the sub3eot-object

field is more than dif£icgit,to express in relative terms . It

is absolutely imnossible to do so . It is not sir!ply a question

of our not'yet having developed sufficient skill . The impon

y sibility inheres in the fact,that the subject-object form,

essential to language as such, can only distort the Transcendent .

The 'Kingdom of Heaven' and #Nirvanat are simply names pointing

to c deathless Reality, But that, Reality is ever something

other then anything that can be conceived in relative terms .

Hence, it is the negation of everything vie know in the subject--



i

object sense. Thus, it is not-evil and not-good, not-large

and not-small, not-colored and ,not-'colorless, and so on through

all pairs of opponiter, More than this, It is not-good and not

not-good, not-large end not not-large, not-colored and not not-

colored, and so pn, also, through nil peira of contradictories .

This racAns that It is not to be found anywhere in the 'universe
I

of dircourae', as understood in logic , Naturally , this mint 1
X

appear an annihilation to the subject-object ooncoiousness,

' Yet, in point of fact, It is Infinite Life . It is pure

Joy, the utterly satisfying Richness . It is the absolutely

certain Kno'Lwledge . But It can be Knowm only through Identity,

I

I It

Once It to Known, even though it be for but a moment, then It

is rcalizcd as the one and only adequate nolution`of human

misery# More than that, It supplies trig basis which, alone,

affords an adequate solution of the final problems of philosophy

and science . The combined testimony of Thope who have attained

Realization builds well the case for the Reality of this Tran-

seendent i:orld, and something deep in the heart of every man

whisperst rYea, it in so ." If only non would listen to this

still, small Vo icet

But man must be born again before he can Know, And

IIe who is born a 'atn 'ts ,' ierct vhcther or not He remains cor-, I

related t•ith ercboditient in the relative world, In being born

ogain,,he has died to subject-ob3eot consoiousnosa,in the

essential sense, even though he continues to function in this

-260-
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field . He has died in a far more fundamental sense than is

true of the v rldly man who Merely depart's from the physical

body, The latter type of transition does not .cad out o1 the

subject .objeot domain, But the Grcat Transition lcida beyond

the ordinary heaven and hell, juct as i uah on it does, beyond

this world, r

That which ran overeor cs finally in the ('rest Transition
i

is the vehicle of egoism . Tlhis* is an entirely different ratter

fro't that of merely locing the instruments of action and of

relative kno%ledee in a particular zone of concci ouancs ;. .

0



LXI!

THE ADEPT WORLD

A rarely disco; ^ed question that ariees is ; "Tzhen

all the units of rinnklnd are finally Avakefed, will the

valucr; of the subject-object consaiouoneso be abandoned in

ctrcry censc?" Theoretically , such could be the case, but it

iU not necessarily so . Between the oubjeot-object v:orld and

NirJr,na or the Kingdom of Heaven there exists a domain,

.creatively produced , in t:h i oh there abides a rare Cormunity

of Mbcrrted Souls, Hero the Real Man is enbedded in the

Tranadendcnt , end yet He acts in the subject-object sense .

The ~1 .nbers of this Cor-nunity, in part, e,ot for the red'eMption

of-the still-sleeping Mankind, but even suoposinp ; this labor

of love core? feted and som e dny it will be - yet Shey, will

continue to ao t in the pursuance of a larger mnd lon4 er-entturing

purpose . This is the Crcat Dorlein of,genuine creativeness .

Acre abides the i lcTarchy of real manifestedd life, z,hieh risee

is rrandeur fron r+3nor levels up to nodes of inf orned Conscious-

ness : o vast as to transcend the comprehens ion of eitcn the

•rcatest Adept .

This is a sort or Life ehich is more within the range

of irr_cirination and appreciation of the subject -object man than

the pure Liberated State, there eci ;ts cn Initiation N :herein

can ray rn';e a choice between this Life and pure Liberation .



This kind of Life retains the essential values of the subject-

object consciousness , though it is rooted in the Transcendent,

and consciously so, ' here are many ' orlds beyond - many

possibilities - most of x;hich are quite outside the capacity

of the imagination of the present humanity . But Liberation

is the Key to these 11brlds , and thus it is said t Liberation

is not the end but the beginning of Real Life . Liberation Is

the Goal to be envisaged by the once-born, subject-object man,

but Then he attains that State lie is twice-born and then faces

alternative possibilities, one of v hich is continued expression

through a Life that is real , in the objective cense , though

so*iething quite different from the life in the familiar subject-

object domain .

:e have here taken a step beyond the usual occidental

interpretation of the Nirmanakeyas. The latter are those Men

vrho have v on to Nirvana , or the Kin *,dom of Heaven, and refused

to 'enter in ' fully. Hence , They rcn_ain cnbodied , though in

•a sense too lofty for the rasp of the ordinary understanding.

Their choice of that course of action has been portrayed as

due to a Cor±passion for the humanity that rersnins behind, But

it is further stated that this involves a real Renunciation .

This is only part of the story . Tile tefusal of Nirvana opens

the Way to the ascending Hierarchyof the World Build era - an

1erarchy v:hich reaches upf.Tard to the stars and syoters off` stars .

But, in a sense , that is a Life both in and outside of TJirvaua,

It is grounded in the Divine Indifference , v,hich is as truly

a manifested as a not-manifested State .



LXV

MANIFESTATION WITHOUT EVIL

0

Any action, in the'subjeot-object sense , does imply

duality or polarity, but it is not essential that any par-

tioular manifested world shall arouse all possible dualities,

In fact, even in this world, as we progress in our knowledge,

we diooover new dualities and, perhaps, create dualities

that do not appear in the old cultures, The implication is

that there is unlimited possibility in such dualistic ex-

pression, Other worlds may have dualisitic forms utterly

unknown to us, and we in our turn have forms quite unknown

to them, Thus, at present worlds may be existent or may

become existent wherein'the duality'of good and evil simply

does not exist, It is said that such is the case . Mayhap

nan may leave evil behind him forever and yet remain an actor

in the objective sense, This opens up some interesting

possibilities and shows how there nay be an objective life

which, at the same time , remains one of continuous happiness .

0



Lxn

WE O EE iENT

0

s

I

Once one has had a glimpse of 'the Consciousness

which I have called the Hi,mh Indifference, it readily becomes

clear that there can be but one ultimate Element . Spirit, is

not divided from matter in any final sense . This is simply

the truth concerning the subject and the object, given In,

other terms. In that Stete where I realize Myself as identical

with all space and with all'objects, there is no division be .

tween an 'It and a 'not-I'' . This in equivalent to saying

concerning the seeming, relationships within the shell'of the

there is but one M event . , But the same thing cannot be said

subject-objeot consciousness . For here the subject has the
t

appearing; of being different from the object, but these two

stand in some relationship'to each other, Likewise, here

spirit and matter appear'as though divided in some relation-

ship, rather then united . Thus there is a sense in which the

Sankhya dualism is valid .' There in no transcending the dualism

within the shell, ! It now becomes clear why the notion of only

one Element missep the understanding of him who has not yet

broken out of the shell, and also rhy 'Spirit' seems to require

a definition that delimits It by sayings "Whatever Spirit Is*

It is other than matter," 'It is not correct to say that Spirit

becomes matter, and vice versa, viithin the limits of the
c

subject-ob ject manifold. 3



LXVII

THE CURREIJT OF YJU:SBERLESS DIL"E23SIO S

t
Before He there streams a Great Current of un-

numbered dimensions .

This is the high Indifference of 'All in all,

Proc uoinC, - sustaining, and consuming all ;

Utter and eternal Completeness, the End and the

'Beginning and the Mid-point .

Within this Current , eddies , swirls, end grand

sweeps, blended together,

There, the wworlds, the stars, and syotems manifold,

yet continuous.

Vlithin their midst, a few vortices , hard-eased,

seemingly separate .

Therein, consciousness bound in separateness and

misery .

There also , this world, forlorn orphan , sick and

weary ;

Snare of Mara, who, triumphant for a season,

Makes the unreal seem the real, meshing in bondage,

But Timet and the shell will crack,

FloS;in~; on in the eternal r'yrations ;

Sorrow beco*iin Soy, and Ignorance transformed into

11 i sdori.



trXI

C0,111MNIUG DUTY

Septcbor 17

To the merely ej;oi;tie Mean, duty appo3rs as# in some

sonso# are extcrn .s3A oonatraint . It is a mode of oontiuot,, as do-

fined by the aivil law,- by the raliglQua authority* by the

sooic.1 body of rhioh he to a membor, or by his own rational

ud ont . . Impula ca ariDin', from the different Asp-note of the

hum n nature are often at varianoo with the pranounoemonts of

such duty. The rocult in a battle in the man between so nothing

Chit he galls *Ioi'sext and eomethix , else which he feelo to high .

or . Duty comes as an impooed dtcoiplina and implies more or

less h.rdship althouo;hj, in general,,, the fruit of faithfully per-

fo=od duty Is a serves of 'laving done well$ . As a rule„ in the

*Ado this fcoltng Moro 4th offoete the hardship. But it is un-

rr-.sttonably true that the urge to freedom, naturally great

sums sen,# leads to reotiyoneos under the sway of duty . It is

also true that, azong the variously $ po3cd duties# there is very

often an incompatibility, so that If the Individual acts in faithl ful acoorc noo ,pith a given duty has at

the aims time, yiolatos

the reg4rements of anothor . This may happen, oven within the

field of duties which the indivi4ual1 bimoolf, freely reoogniaee

I as proper . so it is tmposalbla to racy,, of a life confined etria-R

tly within the path of duty, that it to free from oonfliot,

In the ogee of an Awakened Man, $duty $ undergoes a radt ..

oah tranefo,xation. Duty cameos td be or, more properly, progres

Give y ooaoca to hate the obaraoter of s teething euternally iX
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:ed, riven in 1ho s n o in k;htoh iy 04y that a manta own

tbepretio ..i. , ud tent of riot and Wrong .a extern 1. On this

;her level, duty beoo iea the apont2ueoua impulse that I'Ioe'd

out of the Blur inc Donzo iouunoss,, -.o that here the conflict t

bet ;On duty r d ImVulee v4ni h s . `rOw the atan4point of Z)

lurin tton, tho L er;irod tbing to sic is I the rir~ t thini, tO do .

As a conscquenoe„ in one sense, the Il1.t tned k4ar while R* to

0

aotit or , 1zdutna in,the Current of 11i ination, is beyOXtd

duty. But this is true only oo long; we give toe 'duty' the

oonno"tion of #g)onothin3 extorna .ly impooed.t, However, in
S

Dome Wages, the meaning of 'dutyt 4,4e been extended' to Dover a

Wider oonnotItion than this .,

'Duty' has been emp3oyed %e 4 trazss ltl6tic,n of, the Sans.

krit term tDhar tat . Now, ' rma' c.i~rics'a meaning for which

there is no adequate Xngltsh equivalent, though #duty* carti.e$ a

portion of that meaning . iio never, the i dagrwy of this trana•-

lation io mado clear in the tolloging illtt tration . It to per

feotly proper to say: 'It is the dharma of fire to burnt,''' But

if we substitute 'duty.' for 'dhara' and eay, 'It to the duty

of fire to burn', the effeot is qutto f alas with respect t9 tho

primary meaning ite attioh to the word . 'duty' . In e, similar sense,

it to porfcotly true that it to the Chorea of the God-Conscious

inn to lust in acoor .lrnoe iitth the Divine Impulse that eprin-o up

in Him . , olo:Lrly this Dh aml 13 not = cxternai, oonatriint e1 it

to Qt-one With an interior and Divine impulse, h a Man is

Dopey .hen voting in accord n+oo with tba #, and not otbereias .

If, now, we agree to give to 'duty' Juat precisely the Ukeaning
t

attiohed to 'Dttarma' then', it retaaine true, the Illuained )6n does

••r<i



not tr.,.nmb end duty. But in this o t e, $ duty # would cease to

0

have the oonnot;ation of 44n externall oonstr. int .

The problem in oonneotion uith the ::ord !duty # i:# lacy.

oho lo~to tl and emotion ,l, rather than rational . Intel 1e6 tually,

w+o can uaya "let 'duty# Zaire the connotation of #Vh2rua#R, and

then proceed to uns it in the changed sons . I have done this

myself for soma time and find no hardship in the notion of 'duty#,,

the only difficulty being, the definition of aunt -Vbat the duty

to in a ~tven complex situation where different canons' of aotio@

come into oonfltot . - When a ole r definition emerged , I ai.:. aye
I

felt happy but, 'much of the time, I found it difficult to attlin

th•It o3axtty, However, I fimtl that many indivia.uxl.s are unable

to ovferccme a certain no ,.. ttve exotional complex Centering

around, tho viord $duty* . 80 I nu,;,eat th: .t us t eke over into

our 1,;nja if~e the term I ha # ; as we hate already assimilated

tawny Vtin and Greek words, and use it to . oover the me.Ini ng for

ahioh 'duty# is, admittedly, inideduats, From, an electron to a

Good there to no creature beyond Ihar , but there ig a levol v here

duty is trancoentie4, then understood ion the usual oense.

It to a mistake to think that the Karma of even the God.

Uonsoious Man is without probleILe . As God-Qon oious , His impalas

ins His Dharo , %nd thus there is no emotional oonf lint . Sit the

queatton,, "shat does that' mean in practical action?', is

quits another matter . Absolute solutions Of relative proble ao,

outside of *ath tios , do not exit . The Hi gher oonaotouane js

is cert nin on Its own Level ; It does affect an enormous olarift.

cation of tnai.ght on the oub3eot ob3eot level ; and It always aani--

.4i .



tecta as an intent to effect tho hic;he+at good of &U; but in

all dellin~;a with homers beings unknovn v.rlablos are involved,

evon from the perspeottvo of hilts Adepts . , Ar: a ©onsegienoe, ll-

iur tn .t ton 'by to me`~ns irnpliea infallible aotion in the ,ubjaot-«

ob jeot field . So , there a1says r om a,ins the praotioal problem,

whioh we may state - in the form of the question : F 7 iat ooarae in

aatiof } bast tl intfeata the in::ardly reco ,'n&ze+ Aha=1Yn IL-tu-

rally , for the solution of ttht problem , the lllimine4 gin 1.1 ho

)4-w, in a.diklition to It Illumizsation , a brgad ratios l vr_tlerut ~n-

,nq ippe for rE+zkiys,rdin, of the soieoo' of ethios, ic,'alao best

lofty Intent to m,4nifeat as vise otion .

Another iml ortant pointy whioh nbould be ro, iesubered„ 10

the f tot thj,t raroly, if over, is the porsonaltty of the God .-

Congo iouw Man env'olopod in the full hipht of the Higher Gonnoloua-

nc;a at all timeo . Ganer X117 , the peri Of the cnveloPnent is

brief, eoooteimes of only momentary duration and, izs uy oaeec,

ones in 8, life-time . Lush of the time, even in thehappenn but

Oa,3es of D(CU Who h%ve KnoW'h a high Order Of 111UKttaation , the con.

aoiouenaus sinks , more or leas, Into the bub jeo t*ob j wt f iol t,

rtth a oorreoponding obsourJtion of tho insight . The loo s er Is.

pul.cee * ;=high h .ve their ground in the aub3eots-objeot n# are

not oampletely tr dnsformod in one me ent, although the ptsriftc •'

titan of the proaee(ts pro,greagively . `tore re zaine, t1serefore, a

pr otUa l need for dtsor tnixtatiou among the complex of lU impulses v

that may ariee . He* wiio has had even no more ties one m snt of '

Illumination does b-zve a, modulus for such (diaorimih tion, ani that

gives a dooteive advanta ,e over other men. But, neverthele*s,

He b not tr4nsaen tcd the need for dteortmtnation in prae tioal

(Lotion .



PIILQ OPHUQ RE O OILIA T I OITS

One of the otrikin; oh, ngea, ahioh I find In my own coon-

• at toUano r3 , 3 .a rv,.rked Inoresse in the oapaoity to gee reaon-

c tliation between iadean that, ordinarily, ace* quite tnoompatible,

from my present perepnotive , I saes a great deal of truth in all of

the philoeophloa3 views that iavo dome bofore me, with the poi ble

exooption of m ,lire .turaltem. At the same time,, it dens not seem

that any pbiloeoyuy lame e needed in saying the final , ord. 'hen

trano Mod, into wor43 1 find that the i ognition takes on a form

tbat le ~`un& nentally tdealietio, i .e ., a view of the •G tope whtob

gives primaoy to Oonao touenees . I kno-v of no report from the

level of Mpstio .i. Coven iouanoso that doeo not oonour In this and

thug , in general, iCyetiotom does oh%llenge all Mator3. alistio

sohools in the ontolo,gioal sense , let,, it ca ctot be denied tl td
even the materialiotio outlook does h .wwe oome r,elattye value .}

But within the tdealia do gro p, my Own apont neoua exp
I

preesion aooordo fir more oloaely with rational montom than with

tho ttix4ietio or volunta,riatio a ratema of ideiltsm At thin

point there to no longer an agreement among those who have attained

the xayotio ineiit , thou the prepom orant expression tonds

to- Ward montam in oaao souse, We have here to r00oai .ee tha f aot that

the torn vhioh Realization take3, vihen expressed in the eub jeot-

object world., is determined, by the predilootione of the inctividusl

Man, as those alr, dy exist at the time of the Realization . Reoog.

nition adds a ethtng that is hold is oamou in all ins tances but,
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in entvh au no 3n:? i.v~.z;u .1 porcun-,.l wy to itself anivare'l1, aver

expreaston te, ut beat, but -L f3,oet rcfijoti .ua the Truths a~ near

as m3,y be . It .oulrt aoou but the part-of rrism om for o.-oh tndtvt--{
dtiil to rcroo ;;itze thie f. of ahd then bo trdd to himself in thg

poroar i1 as xcelll as .the IIizhsr eetea .

Au and tiho, by tampar ont and n:tur- l tnoltnitton, estanda

olooe to rattoni1 lde-Jlism, it was inrsvrttable th'it in the p.4at I

Should have dome into nonf.liot with the main thaofs of the Pr -•

m xtVjte, iniotnuoh ae tho lattar h,.Ave genir. 11y souj4t to ca t :*blLah

thamaalios, fir.it of 44 by a ohzl i n~; of tho vt1t: tty of r: tton .

a1 Id.e:~li.cm . 111W O J n oa J;ivsa as bno of t1 la ry postulates

of Proq;Aitim.. the principle; More Is no dii1aronoe of truth that

doze not uAnka a difforonoo of fiat eoae.:horo." Thth oritk.riou to

Lhon repeite-lly etiployed to ohallon ,e tho'victim of rational Ideal,.

taut . I submit ,y Q i Reoo ,~nttion at) an inet : .noe which aonL coverts

tbt3 chillen e . I mounted to the U n nt of the Trinaition in the

fr ..;md,,wurk of rattow ll ld 3 lic, and tho oritio l step la jnteea tamm

tho iaa1,.i.tton of the pure appero aptt +ve'maaent of conac i.ousne ee Lt."

Golf . Thus Truth,, as oonooivoc1 by ratioua. l. ltieal. .i* of the monii'

tic type, did affeot a itf fort,me of ft•ct for tee . The difrerorlae

of f., t is a new rc#l tton:2Ltea to the nu~J :Qt-ob3oot aartoai u ;.nase

4.:ncta r state of far grantor pesoe and ht,ppineee than hod beau

known preViouely . But the cause of this 'difference In f , 4otl -was

not cm exportonae, but the attatitcnt of 'ZnoY,led,a throu,;h I on-

`tity' c hioh, as t have already pointed out ; is neither ex :artowo

nor for all kuovled~o, but a . third kind of knovIedz;o .

1`rom the foreLrotng a, p4rti3,l reoo olli motion Deans to fol-

low. The Pra sttuts are rtLht In a soerting that fo=al knowledge

7



tj xtot omwo;ih to rioter tino ofi k~tivo o : final Truth, but they

arc; ~,rcn ; in , rizertinc; th t outza Truth, or the kno4i loaf,a of it,

L ,U6 ~. dcsi: Ck upon o . pcx3iorwa . OA tho otbor hand, tho, x. is a .

u Eli 3tra }are ri„ht In "I-Aintalnin ; that tho sItootivo Truth muot

bo _.b.aolutt'a azli t1~~xoforo, QQannat ~o dariTGd from oxporicwe

ifTii h, or nco o salty, tut bo Anita . Butt thoy are :Iron;;; in co

far Vyy tboy Q1air,a to be : blo to cat,),bite h tthia''ruth by foA n..4
S

c1c +onatr #t ion alone . Silo offoaZtva o ;Asb13abz ont of thto Truth

xo~ ai~y~a ~Ytxt,~,r3.w:~ga th~'ourh I .i nt t~ty', ., troott f o «~

ni4 tt,on on trio loves Qt- Infinity, loh to novcx att,ithb o by

any c:cn-11010n o f vxp,3riozu Oilona .

i
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tJ1 I

R1OONXTION AN AC' OF TRENOE

cannot too strongly +saphastzo the : aot that Reoogni-

tiou is not 4 Aatur4l, result of simple ova +th $Rp n on in

the caub, eot ..ob jeot f.0`14, It is an acct of 'I'r.tnaO0Ud6n00,, 7hare .-,
by ,a Man AAak¢ to find that# inate of boin,g finite, a is an

Infinite Being, has always been so a ways will be so . For
a time his aor rlousness d been obooured and It aaeaeA ao
thotx ah he ware a finite being but# in one MCMent,, a finite syorld
to deatroyad in an essential senae . Zn prin tple) he mjy Aaaken

reg *ru1eM 3 o f whether ho Zlac had maul or 'tittl e euperionao in the

finite world, or of tiihothor he may be highly or iapevf tlyr

evolvod in the sub3eot.-ob3eat sense + Praotioall y, it to a rule

that % oartain superiority of individual development to the anto-

oodent ooncti,ttcn of fauaoeas . But this in so simply boc ; .use it

t rkea otrcn4,,th to resist the hypnotio effect of the subjeot .-object
field However,, it In not an invariable ra'e . t Aquestionably,

the Awakened U n of superior Individual develoaent, after the
Trrnnit ions can offer more to H c ocm x ,ons w 4o rer to bound

within the relatl world than to pasotble to the case of n

of inferior , apr~oi,ty4 But a . this his to do with expression, and
not >4th the fund ontal nature of Recognition as such .

The Awakening , when !iew04 from the ra tite perspective,
Is a'bein ,.borne and a 'bein r bores;' is a 'dying' to the anteae-•
dent condition. It to useless to try to rxe this fact . It to

simply the anaiently uttoro and repeato ly for fated Lawn *The

eeyf of matter and the Self of I3,trit as rcct m,eet . ' I hate al..
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reMty explain e:l how the `v ,o#*-3orn h, a 1ted to the orc t ry Itfe,

and yet Continues to sot through the foxae of ambodied oouaoious-

neoa in an entirely dtfforcnt venue from that which was obtained

prior to tho Transition .' Now the antePedent oonditi,on of AW .4ken••

ing to THAT, in a dying to this, In a ieyatio, l sense . Thtu is

the rational basis of true asoetioiom . The aeoetiotem may be a

oonaoicua and deliberate di3Qipline, -or its value may ooms through

acoepting i h t 11fe briugo with rept tioA. But for either to be .

effcotivo thane mint be a taming to the Uigher Lit . or,, in gtbgr

wordo, .Aspiration. Now, after the asoetio diaotpltne has finished

ttu work :?.nd the near Birth has,been aooo pliahed , the old rules

coolue to be relevant, The .znog We to Free, alncid the Course of

action in the sub$ect ..objoot .world to 8slf-ohosen .

Notes It has bean drawn to my attention that the idea of the axi .
tooedant death, preceding the $ soond Birth , is a notion easily acis•

dunderstood and repellent to many natures . perhaps the idea could
be made cleaver by noting the fact that it is to dying to what is,
already, a state of relative death , when oone idered frog the msta
phyatozl or stern standpoint . It is thus a case o

f a double , negbtive giving a positive. This myatto death to not death of the
body, nor the de6truottoa of any principle or fv tion in the oon-
utitution of h=ann consciousness ,, though it does initiate a progros ..
siva spiritualisation of those prinotple s. In one sense, it is
death of A' tae to matter, or to the world as object, In v.
deeper sense it is death of person : l egoism . It is entirely use-
lea-3 to oavtU at this for we are dealing with a law Of the Bigher
Nature that has boon made clear, at least sinus the time of tta
Buddha . To disguise this Law as a oonoeauton to payahologio3l
pre uciioe does not oh'ange the fact of its aotual .tty'. If a man
would boaome eeneoiously immortal, he must die to mortality . The
fruit is abiding Joy and Lif8 Everlasting .
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, { 11uxI'

THE REQORb CONTINUED

Z f tzxd that r ua the 4aye ao by, there is a ro..organusa,

ties anu oonsoZtdation of life about a new center . The thrill

of n+d A akentng,, that at first so doMinatea and sweeps the I

personal vonao 1ousneaa, gxadually beoc ass e c iiet atsadinees oa

a Laval of new confidence . I oznnot oay that I feel any regret

for the old life . t do not find any inhibition that would rs4W

strain nro Imam dapping' Into any ,puas a of Old expertenoe if I c .-

siredl , and found it convenient , to do no. I do not fool tile

restteas ur4q for outer adventure tba#, i foriasrly, I felt- ego

strongly .' itot that I oeaae to ' feel joy in the wild pl aooa, but

the service that thoy rendered does not snot to be nearly so im -

portaut . On the whole, outvv,interests gener lly have become

quieooent in the preaeno a of an all-00u t atug tnterast in a . newi
ottvity . Still, I do not az4tioipate that I ,hive turned my btaok

on n ture entirely . I ahaxi gladly receive, the oaroee of the

wtlda when convenience maker, that possible .

)chat of thv ordinary aotivities, in rhioh men oc only

find p1o1sur4, either never did have an attr i'otiun for me or,

some Lime 1004 ooaaed to have that 1ttxaotIon . Lny of these a*-

tivittea I hive long found distinctly distasteful . But I do riot

,find nyeolf under anything, like an external oompu.lion to retr to

from the~e . It z,1y,oven prove 0xPedtont `to devise acme entertain-*
I

rmont In which the phyuio4l pee eonality may part toip te , but this

personality does not so= to insist . The f ,4t Is, that the per.

y eonzltty does oharo in the Higher Oonsotousnese and is not a

sacrifice. The ' sense of a oriftoo belongs only to the antooo4ent
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stages ; afterwards there is a Soy in which the whole nature

participates, To be sure , note, as ever ,. the larger purpose

must take precedence over minor interests, but there seems to

be a quality of such inner harmony that the sense of conflict

in such a choice in almost wholly gone .

In addition , to the companionship of those imr.ediately

T

surrounding rye, I have, as always, the rich companionship of

those who have incarnated themselves in books . Only this has

beeone much richer as I feel more keenly the presence of the

men who `;rote . Further, there is a tangible inner Coxunion, '

and this is something of very rare value. If at present I share

in an objective responsibility , it to none the less true that

I freely chose it and so I do as I have chosen , to do, Finally,

I know that even though I move for a time in the restricted

field of the external world yet the High Indifference is not

far away - in fact It is present everywhere and at all times,

There is always the intriguery of new discovery, per-

haps just around the corner . en that which I already Know,I

in the sense of the profound Ab straation, comes main to me as

time goes on in the fordt of, conorete'discovery . I find It as

It takes form in ny mind while I write It down, Again, I reeog.-

nize It in the words of lien who have attained the Recognition, as

They bring to me , in terms of formation , That which I already

Knot: in a profound sense . Also, they unfold new aspects of

Myself that are not native to this personal consciousness of

nine , It is a very satisfactory life , my brothers, and

immeasurably more than life-restricted-to-the-shell has any- .

there to offer. If the ' form of outer living which I choose
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is not the form some other one would choose, let such a one
1

refrain from thinking he would have to cast his life over

my form. Remember that Wait Whitman lived a very different

lire from that of Tohn Yepes , : yet both These were Men of

high Recognition and both knew profound happiness* In Its

deeps the Life is utterly Free, and in a surprising degree

that Freedom is reflected in the outer life,

***

I

i

I
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T= FROBL]t OF 0UYXPJMW

Bepteiber 38

In these daye, when there is iauoh a, widespread 1 xi4wida-.

tion' of old goveraent4l tQxme and the aubatitution of new fovea

off` extreme illiberality and brutality , *As . wr~o is interested in

'the eeifare of man can , coarsely be indiff erent to the problem of
1

govvrr ent . It is oleav , th3.t ; thus, far, all our attempts in EQv-6

uarnaant on a lame aoal0 have fallen far short , of a really satis-

factory suooeao . . Qthorttse, there would not be no much of ohange

and dem3n;i for changes,

For a goverrj eaant to be truly, aucoesafult it must aainta,tn,

In ht h degree in the aoot a3 bo iyt, three principles , (3) froa-

dom, (2) Juetioe , and (3) Tffioianoyr*- low, none of tho forms of
1 .1

goverzient that 'we hive tried so, fir have afforded enduring; Suooeuu

In all three respwts . The rule of kiangs and arietooraoies hoe,
, ,

4t times, worked reasonably **Us but in recent , as well as ancient,

history we gave go= very clearly bow badly this form 0,-m fail

when there to a deoay* of ohhraoter and oompetcuoyr in the ruling

chases . Unfiar oart:xin conditions, demoor . .oyr does fuzwttozi f4riy

satiGf,Avtori3y . These oonditions seam to be the follor-Ingz

1. Th:~t the unit of goverament to not go Urge as to be

beyond the effective comprehension of the average voter,

2. That the intel'ltgouoo and aenoe for responsibility in

governmentali affairs of the average voter is oon:3idaxAly

above that of the ayrexago hum an being .

a i do not name 1Or .aar 1 among; these for, it seems , Order to a means
to an end, rAher than an end in itself . Pract ically, we find OrJar
to be vital for the highest poasibla r"Ji,Zetion of Fxeedm, Juatioo,
and hff ie ienoy anti, conaegasnt]y1 It to im*rtint in the pra atic
sense . an.



3 . That the govornmental problems are fairly simple .

In the modern large natioaa, with our extreme ly oomplex

oivtlization and# pa,rtiou1rly, where there is a oonai4erable

heterogeneity of popu].tion, •there oonditions are far From being

fultillad. ''ha signs of the breakdown of that form of demoo-•

racy involving mtversal suffrage aro painfully evident today .

i oor.~cy has beaclo too dangerously ine 't4viout # and thuu this

oyatam is b3ing roplaoed# in an tuoreaaing degree , by the uiota»

toria1 form of poser, therein effio ienoy, in oartain directions,

is Secured at the price of r dioal 1930 of freedom arul juaitias .

It hae oert: in].y beoome clear that R: ex0ellont oonotttu*»

Lion is to guarantee of Good government . For the government

largely booomea w bat the ruling class makes it, within oertain

limits doterminod by the temper .+aeut and oharaotor of the people

governed . in a govarn ent , ouoh as that of the Unitod States,

thin rulin ;; claso aotuslly le not the people, as it is suApgi ed to

be in theory . In pra,otioa it is tho' o leo of tho prQfeaoion,"

polittoi4no whO,# in their turn, bare been chookoli balanood, and,

oaraeti ee, controlled by another olase wboas basic of power is

economic . 'ow the profession, l Politioiaa ts'typioally the kind

of man who can cow and the vote, of the average elector . Generally,

this is a sort of Man Who otands upon a dietinotly inferior tntel-

leotual r. .nd moral level , thou;;h there are some brilliant oxoep-

tions . The result to that, thourh the linerioaa goverment la

based upon an admirably dosigned form, it to today sho4n" the

signs of serious woakneoa that may booomo fatal . If the right

)find Of eon ,, in euffioiont nuabora , oou14 be e oleoted for , oaittons
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of authority and responeibt lity, this need not be the oaae .

But with the intel.htgenoe and moral character of the average

eleotor being what it ts, aqd the c on ion dencm tnator of the
wbolo being stilll a great de-11 lower , it is too much to hope

that these positiono will ever be filled, lift sufficient numbers,

With tho men of'roqui:eite o%paoity and oharaoter., We do not

hava a I-Wk of men with these qualifications , but for the

or part they are not popular with, or comprehensible toy the

avoxa ,se votdr . Henve, their oervtoee , when made available for

governtnontal purpocoa, are muoh more oogm-only loo : .tedl in appoin.

ttvo thin in ol.ootive positions . But final judgments in matters

It may wall be , thzt a diapaesionato study of the his"

tory of the 1 erloann govern ent will chow that the oheoktnc ' and

control of tho politi4S,ane by strong men, who wield eoonc to

of paliay , rent with those who ocioupy elective offioes .

power, h .).o been more a taotor serving the onda of stability and

saandneaa in goverm ent than the reverse . Two fa.otora tend to

proc'uoe such a condition, - In the ftrot p e, the only impor-

t nt field on the Am erican serene whore men of administrative

talent couldd find opportunity for the oxerotse of th eir oapao-

ltico hie boon in the business and finnmtal worlds . On the

whole, in America, there are more men in the business field who

mznifeat the caliber of statesmanship, in the true dense of the

r,ord, than there area in tho politt o-.l arena . In tho sooonct plaoe,
I

eoonoxnig ne ca tty, in the loft ;̀ run, requires of the men who

aohiove a.nd hold, coonomto power that thoy ahall develop the kind

of thinkin" whioh is o baracterietio of the engineer and soionttst,

lm



In some me eure at joist,, It to a kind of thought,, more biaed

upon fact in the ob3eotive wave , than upon payoholoaioal pre3u•-

dice . In aontraet , the typtoal power of the politiolan is pey.• .

oholo3ioal awt thus 'oapttalizea pro3udtoe, auparotition, etc . M

as in3trwa,onts of popular appeal. . They often win votoe by prom..

taing somothin; oontra,ry to the le.ws of niture,and, in the very

fagot that they are willin, to szt ke ouoh impossible promises,

they revel a dan,goroue deft of ohar, titer . The result is#

that it may Well prove to have been the r'eetr4nt, exeraiaed by .

busineas and proteeetonal man of high oha,t~oter, that bas, on

t; a whole , proven to be the 'moat benefiueht influence affecting

praotioal Meario n ov~aCnmentr. ,

It s eems to be pretty def initely demonst rat ed that exa el,.

],enoe of system is ,a far lsas important dete=tUaAt in good Sov.

srnment than the pre s onoo of xiao men in the positions of power .

The real problem of govex ,ment la not one of meoh"nioo, but of

wiadon . Thus,,' the efteatiye key to the solution of the generally

obi otio condition oI the, World today ie the finding of the man

of suf `lo iont wtedom and, gtvinc them power. This simply means

that the o ruz of the prob] of sound govearnznent lies in the

finding; and plaoin, of sagas at tho cantor of m or, The ta;t

Same is Man of R3oognttion and le, therefore, One who has tram .

eoend.ttt the temptations that the world has to offer .`

* It is not su;ggeated that all Sages are neoeasa•rily Wise in thO
special field of -government . There are different kinds of wisdom
and rarely, if ever, doea army one individual attain the fullness
of wisdom , In all dirbottona, in a single mbodizent . The Sages
fitted for government are thove who have unfolded the sense for
the art of adminiatr,itton in sn sepeatal degree .



At the sa*e tt a, He firings to the probleme of the wor14 a more

than worldly' w#sdm, There are OaUge who,, like dd , have

auotent understanding of goveziaent . unkindd can aeoura the

leadership of such Man. But mankind moat 0111 for 'Wham and xeaog•

miss Their authort$y when They reapor4,

In the meantime , I see no real hope in tho G;'avert aonta

field . Brief pa1 .iattone there star b$, here and there, but no

heallrlZ of the fundamental diaease . It may be that c onaitione

will have to' continue to 4;row worse „ that mUa*aCan 'Will t ry, an

never before , to wield decision with respect to problems hope leas w

ly beyowl his oomprehene ton,,Ana that , when be has failca utterly#

as he squat fail, and is ectangied in the 1aposaiblo maze of his

own oonztruotton, then, tn, true hu*titty, be W L11 Oa11 for help

from Thoae who, aione, can give that help : IT, that day, anti

not before , the problem of aovsramant can be colved . For the in"

eooaPble faot xe, that the problem of pra4tLo4 lover=eat is

too oo plet fox mere aub$eat.ob3eot oonsoiousne3O , however high-

ly developed . The perepeotive of the Eghsr Oonaotousneaa iu an

absoiuta r+equiettr .

it
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CO'z~. 'LS11>ION
I

September 21

0 Compassion ! more then the other loves ofImen,
lcCe than the High In'liffercnee ;

C.1_!ly : tnndinr by end Tniting ; years, cent'iries,
rillenia ;

Takitir° to Thyself the ,nifferinf of all ; transf orm-
i.nC tor•nrd 36y ;

With Light rcntre.ininr barknes 3 ; ~Ath rood* evil ;

Pefurinr rcleri ce s Izi.le othcrn t re bound ; r:citin
differences ;

Acceptift ir'nurity, giving purity ;

Bound by no lcw , yet acquieseine; In bondage ; .

Lvcileble for ell as the lirht of the sun, yet
rorecd on no r'_nn stain at his 4'.111 ;

Isced r,g nou ;rht for Thyself, thoutzh r wing to oil need ;

The %sc of all hopc for this hun nity so bo :t;;

Pure Radir nee Divine.

Beet art T io t, unutterably c -let- malting within
me nil hrrdnecs ;

Stirring; inclusion of the low ac the high ; the evil
a s the rood ; the peak as the strong ; the un-
cleon as the pure ; the violent as the
con^idcrate ; none test out ;

Awak1ng'ne; : uhdc.rstanei.nL end patience beyond Ti.!:c ;

rousin' Iorgetfulnesc of the petty in the (rend
st7ec o of the noble ;

I
Equelizinp rcr'ard, yet eialtinf; true worth ;

renchin' beyond all contradiction .

'i'o Thee I sine', glorious pirit ; grendest Cod
mankind can know .



LXXIV

THE 8Yii'BQLISM O ' THE 43UTTznr .X

Ueptaacber 25
The life .'oyola from the eg41, th :ou h the oatarpill .,~r and

,airmbola, afforded, by nature , of the pro ,reaa of the' huulan soul

from birth into the world , tbenoo through the deTelo , meat of

sub4;act. objeot oonsoiouanegra, pdF then fin xly ouimiritino, in

the tranalatton .to the Tr a oex$enta .l Qonsciouaneao, by manna of

the Second Birth. Htnoe our Interest la cantered upon thb ueoond

Birt # we era oonoerned prim , rily with the tratatt&on from the

oaterpillar to tha buttorfly, rather than with the birth of the

oaterpi .l.4r, The oat erpil r reprea eute life on the loval of

:)ubjeot-objoat oonuoiousneeo , ahtob is life oont c re in oeyotam.

Tile butterfly oymbolisos Cool to or Tr=eoendent Conipiousneaa,,

ahilo the: ohrya lio is a good rapraoantation of the crdoal of

tho Qbryaalta, to tho butterfly, cor•at' .tutes 94e of the best

the Trj.n it iron , knc sn in the Chr&stiaf world as, the Pacooion, aul

minatin , in the Qruoifixion .

The life of the oatarpi,llar is one confinedl to orawlinn

on ,~urfaoss , ani thus it may be a .aid to represent & kind Qf tiwo-

dixaenaiona7i conaoiouaresas, The prbaaty oonoern of this lifo is

nutrition, and, this oon)oiWsne 3 o•Ln Qomprehend nothir a, ve in

ter 4 of oraea utility . Heno4 , the typtoal oaterpt liar philosophy,

i.f, for the moment, we may assume on the part of tho oaterpill ,r

cnUu h sell-consoioueneaa to develop a philosophy, trust be ouch as

would pradioate reality and value of that alone which affaots son .

eation, rtioularly in relation to nutrition . thuss ideas could

be a i ,nif ioant only inaof•r as they serve ae a deans whioh effeot
t

I
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tallog aeusUVUS life 4nd oupply ore. tune utilities .

Zn radical Qontr.,at, the lifo of the butterfly involves

free movement in the ai, r anal, the'efQrs , very v.ll aJbohisee 4

thres•. .ieton:~io l coneaiouan0o3 ; as oontr, c%ad to the two-d eu-

eion4 life Qf the oaterpillar . , The primary concern of the

butt erfly-lif`e' is mAtin; and depopitiug aS s, with nutritiun'rr-t

duoel to a diotinotly subordinate ,Q3itioA. t1rther, the typioax

nutrition of the butterfly in oonfinet to fluide and, thus, ooa-

trasth r toallii rith the ;XQoa dutritton' of the oatsrptllar .

The butterfly-altfe ate. Otlodopby. * y be said to center arou»cl

orouttveneue And joy , and so beauty bacomse am enc.-An-Itself In.,

mead of or.Xa,a utility . Thus reality act: va4ue for the butterfly

haws a calj;ritfio-'roe, net only utterly dtfieront f + that Qofl

ceivo i by the oaterpillar but, as well, quite beyond the oc ; pree+-

hens too, of the li,t ter,

The chrysalis represents a stage wbsrs the oat erpii 1. r
,t

dies .4a o-~twxpU2a r . To the caterpillar .Qon8OtQusuess thin must

eeaau like &n anni.hi,lwtion or 'blowin outs, Nirvana does

ae 1. to tho untll inert sub3eot-ob3oot conactcuenoae . But wilon

v'ioweu from tha other side , as it ward, -the 4hryaalts is the open

door to the free life of the butterfly, '

The butterfly oonaclouan`eess h.,'s oortatn Very olc:x adv3a-

taxes , The butterfly, as compared to the ozterpillar,, moves iu

a worl =t o f %n infinitely vaster oompreheneton . It litter 10 opace _
A

with the power to return to ourtaose . It to thus in a position

fully to und,orstand eurt'aQa relationships, tho whole din of

the aaterptllar, but, in addition, kanows an infinitely riobox
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,World that is utterly unknown to tha oaterplljA-r . Farther; it

kn(4wa ourfaoee in relation, to depth, and thus oln meter problems

oonreated with uurf.;oes that quite transoend tho oAp3cttigo of

tha o•,~t3rpi lllrs

Thi~ oymbo3l is a peouliarly beautiful quo# The raetrio-

tiona of c ,tOrpillarwlt fe very wall represent the ltn tto,t iona of

the oub3eot .-ob3eot Oonsoiou~nens . From the psrepeotive of the

reetrioted oubjoot«"ob3eot oonsoiousnez . , the final problems of

ilo r,ophy rSmaif without eatief:.otory oolution , and; ofton in-

volve unrooonotledd oontrAdiot Ions . These solutione are attained,

ant the contradtotiona roooncile3 , by Those who hate Awakened

to Tr inoaondentsl Levels . This is due to the tact that the

latter hive the higher perepeotive ,, symbolized by the butterfly,

and thus o to oomprehen:i the sub3 eoo t. ob3eot, or eurfao 1 world,

Within the higher integration of space , reproeenting hero the

1 t ,her Conao iouenes s . But just ac the world 'of the butterfly to

inoorosivabla to the caterpillar, eo, likewise, the integration

ref tho God-Conscious L n is meaningless to those who bile no

glimpse of Reality beyond mere subjoot *ob3eot consotousneos *

Thus, :ritbout some dagroo of Aeoognttton,, the phtlgeophiss of mart

like Plxto and. Hegel seem like something; purely abstract and un"

eubetanti .,l . The as hi bor philosophiee , adnittt Otly, are largely

not conaarnell with the produotion of more sensual or expartenw

tial valu vs # and o ertiinly give a very subordinate plane to Au-

trit ion and the orozture ooi forte generally . But when these

Philosophies axe seen from the loyal of Qonso igueness on which

they aro b, sed, they are found to deal most emphat io ally with



aubat rit44i aott lt ttoa . That' are wrtttezl from the pereipeottvC

of a Tail Ukin;~ 4oxtoo2ouanooa .

Puit .oeophtoa of the -type of • neo0-xealism , praspAti ,aud

ita,tur..liom are oonooive1 from the porapoottve of the surface

pongotOuenuoo, eytubolizecl by tho oatexpiZibr . At lust, this

Uttar form of oon8o tousne3o dom inat es o If, now, we reetriat

Oura ilve; to the iub jaot•objcOt or octorptllar etandpoint, the

propolAcuts of theca pht3ocophtes do have tho boat of the argU-
S

went . Zaaont&ally, they underetand only tho i lductivea or gfootl

lo;;to of the oatexptllar. Their final euthoritatt*e bate to

either the dzita of sensation or clog derived, indtreotly through,

sensation. Their final theats to that th6t toh to ob3eotivs
i

alone is re rl. On their own (round, they are apparcntly un neaar*»

able, but for every M.n who hu3 .igakened to 'KnoWledSo through

ldontity' , they area at once known to be in a false poeition . A

Plato knove, beyond any possibility of doubt, tt he la aubotau-

tt3lly right, but he may well be quite tma, ble of coin ; or

for the o: torptlx.r typo of ooneotcuerie3e than abut- oat a Reality
i

beyond the oaterptllar level. • The arcoult te, that ar ent ttva

oonfltot between these two great groups of i*tloaophtee is large ft

ly a 'note 'of timo, beoa a there oin be no agreemont on b aoio

reoo~nitions . F, oh main prove his oJ'ee eatiefJotortly from his

reapeotive standpoint , but the effect to oimply one of a port'

Of ehidgw .boZing that aoae tpli3hea Very little, oo far as ooni

vino ink; the opponont is cone erned. The A r ,kened M n ij q the

tnadsq t oy of the eat terp#llar reoognitiont but ganiao% prove this

to ' the o a-torpi liar type of m n. on the other hand, the latter
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cannot grasp the' ReooSni} tt n of the Awakened 1 sax unless lie, hive .. .

self , Awakens , The result to a stslasata , unless the oaterpil.

IAV n has ad *t rations of a Boyond .

Of all men, who aro confined in conBoioueneas to the silt

lout-object manifolds thoas who 600 the primary problem of man-

kind as the one connected itth eoonamio e , are the ones most

bound to the o toa~pi,l. r lairs' . For then, life Qeftare iIM brass

nutrition and the Or eature OQ foxta , and. this is,jukit preoioely

the d r,inant *bar. -oteriotio of the actual caterptllart It is a

pitifully Xe3tricted view . Mere inorcase of ztutVitian can only

produce lAraer c aterpillars . It can never solve the pri,m .~ry

oauee of huaatap a ia+ery . For man to relli,ze the enduring ,Toy, be

mu t, become so transformed that ho entire upon the trio life,

symbolised by the butterfly. It is doubt).eeo true that some

hua n oatexpill -ar'a need to beoomo fatter before they are ready

to enter and, prim through the chrysalis stage, but also many

are ready now for that Transition and are w atin3 their time In

maki, ; th meelves into overgrown oatei pillars . If the latter

think they are serving humanity by continuing in their present

ocuxee, they are but foolin; theeaeolves . When they have Awakened,

and only 'then, can they competently nerve that humanity, ev n
f

with reepaat to the p*oblema of social aba economic Organtz tiQn.

The primary eiantfioaneo of the obrysalie le this, that

eanterin into the free state of apW er.-life to poss iblo Only

through dying to the caterpillar level. Mere evolution, in the

aaterpi liar esn~ae , merely produces bl..' r and utoter oaterpi,i«

lass . Thsra ogees a time when man must turn his book upon the

whole of the form of life, symbolized by the oub3eot -objeot sons..
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oioueneas4 it he t not to be oaught in trio oulsde«sao of a

wasted and b4rten • zi a t eno e . Of ooure o, from the p# 3po int of

the lower level, this doea inro3ve, for a brief period ., an as-

0
S

s ential, aso cat ioism in some fox or other . Aat tho egad is roc za»

thing infinitely riolier than anything conta th in the old life,

=at in addition, i,t is anything but aaoet io , Attaobac nt to

],ewer vJluee soaves + a barrier to the re lizstion of gre-4ter

Ya,1uas . This is a t, uiltar pxinoiple, even within the lioitj of

or,Anary life . It applies, oven more forosfully, With respoot

to the att ,lament of the 8uprame Yaluos . Yet m;, ny buman beings

slim to va lues, ref .tively n9 more time ohtld.•toye1 and thus

refuse to tike the stops that open up a hi 'e of Glory, Freedom,

and Poser, Is not this the eupreaio tally?

r
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OQNO RNXNQ ASQZCUIOISit

Ootobar I

ThrcuC out tho btotory of religion, r ooetioiu has,
played a h~,~;'hly important part, bode ao an enjoined dico i .

plino ant ao a spont4noously aooepted praotioe . Several

one underlio ouoh praottoga, m=y of 'uhtoh hays beau

lie t cd and aiaouae ed by Uilli•4 Jaoo in big "' arriettoo of

RcUgiouo Exparienoe',. owovor, I shall add certain oon'

aiaerationa relative to this 4ub3aot that havo grown out of

my poroon 4 experionoo and ref lootion .

I an oonvinQed that for moot natures and, perhaps,

for all, a oartAin ao,;roo of aso*tia praotio3 113 noo essary

if the individual to to a.tta*n his bt haot posatbilitloa .

Bat thtlo this is ;iartiou1wly•$xuo with roapoot to pre,par.

ing tho lay for the Awakouing, tho Oao prinolpic applioa,

none tho logo, in 'oho unfolding or developing of pokier or

skill in any field whatsoever. Kin urine po aor in any dtreo-

tion by oonooutrn tion of offort in tho appropriate a nye, but

this involvoo, lnovttably, a suppression of diffueol 4o tivity .

da.abtnact rsith tho n.atn interest, at any 4ivsn time, most Mon

foal within thc-waolvea oountor interests and desires and, If

the lattor arc indulged, the fo or are a :orifioed. Hsra to

a oufftotcnt basin for vasontially aaootio praotioa Uhioh may,

in extras oaooo, have all the value of the nortifidationo

oh. .r3otoristto of sono of tho roligiouu dizol.plinos. A man



may do this for the mwetory of an art, of a eoiono o,, for the
4

building of a bu# incaa , eto ,,, suet ao l ao fox an 0b3sa•

tive of the typo mora goutlonly olaast fiod as roligiour . If

the T.Wn intgroct 10 oQ all-aonsuMt that thorn h4raly ro .

40

i
mains any oonfliotin, intoreat 'or doaire, it mly well be that

bus littho dicacs fort io felt in tho pravttoe . On tho othor

hand, isport .~nt *o p3tin6; intoroeto may oauso the dicoiglino

to h',vo tho affect of real hardship. But* in any 03208 Lie-

tory in :any field 3o 0* e roquiro cuoh diaotpline .

In the fQregQid3 type of asioetioi&6 there lo no qu '

tion of the o3Cential einfulneoo of the oaLrnal -naturo . In

fagot, a rationale of aeoetloiam rosy be developed ont%r47l~

apart fra:~ the question of sin. Sin hat boon Given 'a far too

irlpor t. ,nt pl oo inn roltgtoua though and feeling . Such Gin

acs there may be io l;argoly inoldental an3 the result of tsnor«•

ari,`io and# thus, f=damautally,a lioluoion rather than an ..otu.

ality. Tho moult of 6ivin;; to sin the reopsot and attention,

shioh undoarlies, the idea that it its ofr, euffiotont t iportanoo to

be a worthy ob j oe t o f warfare, to 'th%t spin i o actually ,tvon

lifo and Power. , . jxgx si G blag, , A

fQroe that sro fight may be tomporarily oruehod, beoauuo at tho

time we nay be wielding a stronger force. But it reeaine truo

that we hive won the price of a cortain exhaustion •and,

mo-Lnl bi13, the oppo .uin, force rebuilds itoelf,, p49tly cut of

the very force we have ©zpenled . Then it oondo back upon ua

tbcn ,o aro 17ea) and say conc,uor u3 . No man cecapes the action

.2050.



of thin 3 simply by dying; physically before the rebound .

Bcmewbere he will live aSain, and in the noxt life ho may

fins himself ao muoh identified With evil , as in the prey .
5

Cedin., life he thou,'7jht himself to be identifi.od with pOQti .

J untionbtedly, a atron~j oarnal nature door hawrp to

be restrained =A, in the oaso o f thono who do not have a'

cufftatGnt baUrA09-wheel of wisdom , poaS*bly extreme effort

in restraint may be neoaasary for a t t,me. But, ungaostion-

ably , it to far better if this discipline to looked upon in

tbo rational opirit of ropardin, it as oiap3.y a to= of

tratntn; . The problem to vastly simplified if the ind .ivitiuai.,

instead of takin; an attitude of fi ,hting or aupprosstn;,

would undortake to tranomuta ' the ~sarnal energy . Every forma

of energy, rcrariloso of how oeemin,3ly evil it may be, has

tta hi4;her code or aopeot into whiteh it o:~n be traneformod .

if tho oif'ortoto foouoed upon thto traneformin ,, the ouor6y

is relcaaci and booomos a poatttva poner , anti all thin to

done rela tively cagily .

i3ut after all to 31td and none , asoo tlctaet related, to

tho carn4i1 nature bolon ;s only to the kindorgmrden otaSe of

tho training for tho Birhsr L.tfa of mi. - The hi f lier and

enuiAoly adult ado of io ions are ,of an entirely different nar-

ture . Thus , when 06 n,%n loarna to become detaohQ4 V7tth reapoot

.to his pot opinions or-ideas , and is wtlltn to accept Qon-

olusions tto counter to his proferonoos, whon either Qvi+

dens or logic points that way, then he to prxotioinOk asooti-
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oi.am in 3 hi ater and nobler sense. Thta find of nsoettaio%

does gut fair 4s®9& c into tiio real vi,tc aa of a roan thif any

re;itratnt conmeotocl with , tho Xere carnal n turn , and If he

oan ruooced in the ht hor dinotpline, thon anythin -;, ram ai.n*»

trig in the lo3aer wAlouro rec atr ni to to purified becomes a

more detail ,, In the ouperior diooipline, the All has be

soC a oo highly devolopot MA tho o Arn .i nAturo Is controlled

reiittvely o4oily, ,provided the ofrort to put forth.

I %i-la reduce tho whole probl m of asoetiotma to the

folio.iin, o>mple formubs & 11411 1 &4L .

„ toatible y am. What a man dgQlroo moot slay ohnnge

as th'~ro 12 ~ro,th tour4rd maturity . Clue pi .oatton of the

formula, then, to to drop Zotton to the dlireoti.on of the old

dei.ro :ikon to nay and more tent dsatrc takes its pl4oU .

Of oour3e, dioarUAjnation must be m tdo betaoou a porctatent
r J
no's deatre amd tho acero temP0 :Vary uprtoin;, of an Inferior de-

`
atra . The to to to bo J appliod as tndioatet only In the for-

mar, case. Thto oouras, 'allQ~gcd eonatatentiy : wil3. a,ohi,ove for

the tntILtvidu-i ulti3a~tely rhtf3 htehV.3t J,ocrd an,1, zvenor or 14,tarp

that 171 11 moan tho A taicQnect Conao iduizuaaa . The 4v.nta,;e in

th&o form of ctteotpiLno lice l : rgely in the foot that the

center of emphaete to piaoccl upon the positive value to be

: ohtoveet, r rthor thin upon the ]"Sot; .1tive or tnterferinz clit/ .

It mAicoO for a life of cxo,~ter happiness and this`, in turn,
J

arouoda A nraatar atran$thi, all of vhioh Means that suooaaa



I

1

will coma correspondingly more ciuiokly , at i"ot to a rule .

Of oouree , cuoh a poltoy of ltfo, pr. ottoa may very well in"

valve one or mor radloal chtn,eia of direction In the life

aptivity . Thus a vm may s tart his adult, lifo with a do-

99
sire to $ttto a great buainoal euoo sole, but after havizi13

only partly oompleted this .work, Ire say find that a greater

desire takes ito pia.Qe . , In th%t o3-asp he might have to

fore;o ,'re.,t ovooo s in the bualneca aeneo ands remaining

10

oontent with but modora,to aoh1 ovemont in that field , throx

the oa .tral foouo of hie oner, y in anothort dirootion . But

while thin would ontill a amallar degrae of auooeas in the

narro i or fields tho whole life o f the intividual, oona idorod

in the wider aenao , would be more auocoeaful . 8uob a one

would eaoapo the tracdy of eo many retired busineee `mon

who, aftor loa.vtng their buetneieoa , find themeolvee quite

holplaaa in a maanin;lloaa and 'barren lifts , from the stand-

point of the Awakened donaatoueneea , all life horo 'below to

of valuo only in the ccneo of traihtn3 for the Highor Life

and hAe nothing in it that is valuable as an end-in-itoolf .

So, fron the higher point of view, the 3udoant of what aqua .

tttutco cuooaee in the eub3oot•.objoot field to forced onr
quite a different blais from that of the uau31 zzorld--3ta.n-

dard. iverythi here below i3 instrumental and only tnatru.

mental. So a life enoompaoain , many : but partial,, auoooQaca

in the aubjeot.yob3oot field mar aotuaaly be mxkinzc more pros..

reso to .jard the Awakening than a fife :rhiah to htehiy euoaaeaa-

ful in one oonoantrated field . From the higher standpoints



this loser 1ifa v4y be vtewo4 in Yauoh the wily a muaio-44-.a-

ter vio4a lijj The mu rto-u:4eter h.aa in rain, fini:A4

J

porfootWn n tile ultim# ta# but in the work-aliop of tho

etadio thw, tir,1Q Lo 6i.vou ak4oat wholly to tva- onta, 3US13 44@

t1 tcahnio,yl h 1]in o'f s~ Phriaa, tha butlciir.8 of tonO"
44

i

quality, eta . t}xio li fo horn to ouoh a etuci3,Q ant only that,

'fbo 00700 cart atago to Coatis Conooiouanooe .

t' nq a a, m.a,n hao Awake tasi to thcp H1010r Oonea toujnojoa,

he ;any ;a~:ko a dootnton th,.t reroe tl1o very ut911eat a3oetio

'Vezolutton . He i non;e the infinite auhoriarti y of the Htghar

Ztfc# in every aonees n1, if ho had only hirvaolf in.ivi4uu

411y tv oolIatdor', natur, lly he alould ohooae that Utghoa• htfa

ex©luaively . Hut cons idoratto, for tho noode of othorQ nay

1.:-Ld ?ate: to foroa0 th i.a and aooapt 'A Life in tho world z1hile,

at the j Ana ti o, It in not a life of tho world. As a part

of his .,,4rk ho may zao;ro r-ythor fraoly in the fkeld of ;oenw

nation, emottOA, etc ., , n4 mly ovon rse.xa Uelf*iudul;ent to

tho suuparftota4 ob.3orvor; yet o,ll the nails ho would bo px-~a-

tisiu ; a~ .t~~~:ttOti , in t11 o0varoat ooneo, in the Very li,vix

in ti at ;nay . For hii thor3 to not xny lon or a quaetion of

re 3tattn ; o_.rnaal tt pt,.4ton# for Kno"7le .;o Of the ht ;; er Joy

hn,a rcauoal all thin to huoka and aaher s roly ttvely spanking .

H uiiaply oriduree uhat tha o : anal m An taga3inoa to be cr 4oy

Molt . .

The whole ptabl of aeoetto torn appeara to mo, from

my gro3ent perapeotfva , as merely one of ration l 3udg sent

and wisdom and Is quit* divoroo4 from tho motional, unpleaeznt-0



nova thit is usmi .ly assoQlAted with it . It to simply ;ood

aonso to ohaosp tho 3reator viluQ in any confitot of v4luos .

'Why should this bo rsg .).r4st an ooo 4sionn for serious

0
onotional stresot

.1 1
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POVERTY AND OBEDIENCE

October 2

As I read through the records of monastic practices,

I find myself increasingly impressed' 'with the feeling that

on the whole there is more adequacy in this kind of life

than there is of superiority . Undoubtedly , for certain

speoialized,natures a larger human usefulness is achieved

under the conditions of monastic life than is ` the case Yvith--

in the turmoil of worldly existence . Thus , In general, the

scholar can be more effective in his work , if he has the ad-

vantapes of monastic insulation . Lronasteries were sanctuaries

for learninn during the dark ages . Today the university per-

forms that service very largely, .-put in its turn, it continues

some of the more important values of the =nastio life , Hovr-
i

ever , the value of the monastery in this higher sense requires

that the associated raeribers shall be of superior intellectual

or spiritual endowment . Further, it requires-that the members

shall be individuals of cufficient character co that they do

not require the prod of worldly life to stir them out of

slothfulness . In a word, they rust be men who have a value

of a superior sort to contribute to unkind whioh could not
,

b e contributed , or could not be so veil contributed# in the

midst of worldly confusions. But, taken as a ti.hole , monas-

teries have served more as places of retreat for weaklings

than as universities for the exercise of specialized capaci-



tree. It i s this broader tts e of the monastery th
1

at I find

tn~cequ~te .

The YQws of poverty ant oboe are very Oom on

throughout ronnetioism , and, the x1tiona•le underlying these

dtQotplinoa la easy to underoUnd. The fuUd=$nta.l idea,,

in muoh of t onastioiem,, is a training, whioh will effect a

ooanplete surrondor of, the personal wills so that the indtvid, .

I

ual min will find room for nought save the .])iyine Conscious--

nsaa . Thic teohntgie, ungleetionably, has been auooos3ful

with soma natures but, none the beaa , I an oonvina ed, that

the literal interpretation of the rules of poverty and obedi-

eWo is grounded in euper"fioiality rath$;r than In profundity .

Of course, 1 sm not bringing into quoation tfie neoessity for

obedionce in connection with speoifio pro game of training;,

Or in tho C a89 of the parfor°manoo of an Organized work where

the dirootore aro alono in aa position to dooide with roopeot

to ocuraee of action.' Her*$ obedtenoe ii 4 pr .otioai, neoes.
S

city . I have in miM, amply, the more general monastio oon-

oept of obedt osxte as it hays boon zievalgped, npeoifioally,

within the christiau ahurob . 1n this aen#*$ obedience to in'j
tonded as a dovtoe to destroy the oapao ity for aelf.detorm in-

tam .

It is ungteetionably true, that private possessions

and personal self-will have thatr origin in egot Which, in

turn, is the basis Qf tho a ense of aepiratenese . In its

valid sense , the diuoipLine of poverty 48 a means for over'

9



' ag t , tho feeling of exolusivenosa thA 09 oou only vb r3,o-

tertzee,'tho private pQ.3ooasion of property. Similarly# the

prao t tae o f obedience is do3 iSnoci to awakep par=eat oopfor-j
mity •.ri.th the Divine Will . But sub3eottve chancre of attitude y

toti7ard poises z ions and the oxeroise of porson1l 'Vill roan 1 ve

all tine valua of the literal pr.otioe of povarty c;nd obedi-I

ewe . In faot, in thto subtler fobs, the diootpltne gau be-

come muoh more thorou p and afforsi C. better protGotton

atust the pitfalll of apirittufl pride or self-ri hteotxaxieas,

than to truo in the oaoo of the sore: ltteral pr otioas .

In the ms,ttar of property,, strict .ajaalyaie will sha$

th it thoro aotuaily to no auoh thin; as private property in

the 4wbsoluto oenoe , Thus, no van owns any ezt ern4l privito

pa.ae,j3tuA iiy further tb= Death permits . Therefore, regarcl--

leas of oooial polioy, all ob3oottvc possssalona .care s ersly

toupor ,ry trrtata , How,, chi .o it to true that property afiorde

opportunity in tezmo 'of tntul .;csno o and furu ttoning,, yet, in

evexc % larror doc;fea, It . Involves responsibility . The more

spiri Lu'l a mau to the l4r ;or looms the factor of reaponai«.

bility, ,,ntl thuo the woopt_.noe of thto 'rea,ponotbtlity h,6a

tho v.Alua of genuine austerity . In szdditian, this auetority

reaches deeper into the soul of c man than any hardshtpa of

povorty., In the o .jeo of a man vbo to not a house holilor,

the ultimate of poverty to hunrrer, thirst, and ozpo9uro to

tho rtroora of w3ather until ds.atb supervsnos . Thte, by its,.

elf, ent ,ils only d brief i4yatoa]l oufforing . None of tht3A
auto vary deeply into a man unless ho to of small oaltbor .



But, in contra4t, When a tan fee14 that his poaittou of

po:ror r,-Ace 41m reaponoible for the we1) Sbeta, of hundr.,c'to,

of thouo:uads and, iaorhaaps o of st l .iona of huz an betn ;o, he

to i,tvin ;, uncor a diaoi, pline of suoh auoterity ai to tr:fks

rioral r gorionrgl atfferin" quite trivial . This in a much

I noro horoto life than that &6fforded by zero literall poverty .

The a,ame prinotplo appl1ee to the, oxoretaa of dootsion .

The willin ,ne3s to dodGo roeionsibtlity , in tbte roapooot, is

a mark of real weakneaa and not of ctrongth. 113o far as man

is oonoornod , the Divine dill .seta thro i the human will .

Tho Univoraaal Wt11 is tranofoznned very largely throu« tho

huzan mind in acting upon tbo oowrate field . 8eoonine; of.

faotivo in the + b jeotive aenoo is, aobteiro i pre ~cttozll7 .

Thus, the hit;her goura,ro , Which .marko the rosily strong mart,

to roiled in a svillin ;naoo to aasumo responsibi lity for tho

maidtng of unNtot deotoiona . If the corroot course in any

situation WOr3 al:x,3,ys . o lest there woU d be no need in this

world for real oouraga. Aooeptinn, rosponoibialit7 for deoieton,

than, to a much ht;her and a much morn aevore austerity than

unruoationine, ob~adie~noe .

In the pgao tics ; that I find unfolding in my Own

minds, I would make use of the householder form of life, ae

the main obJooti,ve instrvmont of dtootpline , up to the tine

th:6t the individuAl in ' ready for opootal training . Further,

this epootal tr4inin , would bo of purely toohnioai, signifi-

o .no o leading toward a definite ob3eotive . The essential

moral training would be secured through a combifatiou of the



problems arioing; out of actual life, together with the cul-

tiv.tion of a oertiin attitud.o toiiirci thoso problems . Y o i

{

convi.nood that, on tho ,hci.o, thils ie a better way to build

the higher roei4,nation, at leant In thu o:aci3 of ton roopeaseci

of the iaatern temper rant . would ask otudonts not to

dod, o t3w:ptation but to face' it until it woo m nt are . I

could oxp3at tho cultivation of conooiontiouoneoc cc' ,bined

with dat :Qhment. Liferise I would inalot upon' the praot1.oo

of s+o1 '.dotor i ni "gla would raE,ird 111M who tiara., even
f

th4u) It bo un-,* oly, wo tho bQttor mo ,n %ahon o©zopire t to

on,, AQ obcyc' blindly .
I

Quncotontiouaness ban the moral wiluo of poYo ty .

LUo•,ioo, detiohment h :,g ti o v: lu3 of obaliona4a« Literal

' e bVILat o la, of importanou in oann tiou nitb teohnioal train-

in; fo1' rcasono that aro c ito obvious,, but for ^,orwl diaot--

plino, Lolf-detax ini to by f, r thu moat effecttvo our t3rity .

t Za d9Jiro Is meni ,4nd the) r.trconuor'they aro the bett3r .

s do not acok mama noUume . Stren~th, oven tlxuu=; combined
l

w1th tho vioaa of tho otrone;, la preferable to weak goocnoza .

Tn .),l"1 man it' to thu o3a0ntia1 v ,1uo that to important, not

the dat•xtlo . 'or thu lattor as n•ba 2 milled oaniXy it tho

ocntrL 1 oot3 is pound .

i
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LZZ'

THE RIORZR OO: 9OZOUSHESD AND THE MIND

It id ofton otatel in myattoal liter ture that the

activity of the mina tu, to 4 peaultar aenea , a barrier to

the Re lizAtiGn* of th4 Hig2%ar doneotouanoss , while# a~ the

o=o times tue a0tton of the h4rher ,affeotions is viewed

aa, oithvr not ouch ar bs,rrier or, if it to, it is regardod

C62 an obs truotion ~n only a mi4or 00400 . Tho primary

xo,&aouo wkly mental otivity to so xe ,arded, are twvio3AS

"irjt, the sheer aQttvity, as ought produces an o 'foot whioh

e cq It on unto a'&reat notao that hides the oubtle aauudh

of oho V$oo of trio Stlanae . In the second plao`e, mind-

actlofi ie f.ruttful o .uoo of oFoi ;andt the latter is the

baaia or tho Bonus of uep6rateness . . Sot ; to ;io and my ojrn

oxP;axiaroo 4%)t ur stth r a4paot to, tho ooatonflon that aottrrn

in Oho objQotivo Genoa and eroiom 49@ barriere,, But barriers

m4 y bo ovigotrme by both, au ,ountol as well as by being re-

mcvo;i . Thus, a porieut silencing of a6ll a0ttvity arnd a oom-
1

I)Xoto eradication of a Otsi art: not abooluto neooasitiea

uwjn vhLOII the Reob nit ion is oonttnseht . • if this :sero not

ago it Jculct Boom to follow naoosaavily that Recognition

could hover be . ohtoved, save In full trance, and thus values

from the Eaoognition oould never really doooond into the par-.

eon,%l oonootousnnae . Ao wag noted in tt first sootion of

thte books at the time of the Tranoition in Auguot, the

Mind a na the eenaes warn aottve and I was self-oonsoioue and,



thus, egoism was not completely i l :,Vnkoc). out, Ho ;rever, both

the imtollootU 1 and tho oensuou oonQoi.ou,4ne$$ were subatan•»

tially uubdued and another, a moro Univoreal aon$olousne$s,

4s a ]n1 1 a position of prcdot inano e . Further, prior to the

oubstanti3lly 1arSer unfo3d.it g on the 3Yentn,. of the 13th

of Soptember# the mind s ianton4aly rtive . But in this

o .i.as, tha bi ;h$r loges of on r, y ;gas ao ;re ~t th it arhxtave1

QbatxWtion ;a$ inter, ozod by ti,a ;Aottyity eras 0 tly owapt

aside . In foot,, if the mind had not buun ac u.ottvo as It

114a, there is ri anon to doubt vizathor tho $WbJ eot-oh3 ct 00n.

sotousuess could have rematned a$ witneao, or, Whsthor there

would hive boon force onouub to dr~,Nv mb b, 1 into objootive

Amottoning.

It stoma th-t the ffi7otioa Laust hWvL %&Plo yal Qver-

at-etement in tboir definition of oun+ttttunu . Tiilu .iy have

been deliberate for piyoholo ,;toa1l rearaQna anl„ #n come o,woa

at least, it a;q have boon 4uo to an tn4uffiot ontly acute

goner of introopootion on tho pltrt of tho Myotio iritm ,

We kno;1 that over-statement in ono of the psino ipa1 vioot3 of

tha Ortont, ad it is precisely in tbia ration that 7a firci

tho greater number of genuine mya ttq a , ' `urth or, It c ar tztaly

to true that` with myatioe as . o1jLsa poyobo1Q,;1a31 faotore
i

hava boon given grei-tor attention than loio .41 or fwotual 00-r-%4
reotno,aa .

But the fore;oin; to not the whole explIna,t~ion of tae

oonfu4ton. In general, the rsyotio4 :-Ml occult uaa of t4u

word 'aind' doss not carry tho ewe oonnotatian t t wosteru



i

Ailosophy or t i 1oe t w tlioritativa uuago ZI' that to=,
i'or 'mind we subatitute ethey i d at once the

myOtto 1e statanent beoomao more oorxeot. '1Auaa' io oommon
y ly tvana1 teci oa 'mjfd* k winos thvr4 .tu no other DIn6l0

English Word that approximA0e, iota meaning. But whatever
the ovi ,sinat or etyffio1ogtaa1 m0 ;nint; of 'wind ' m. y h-1ve bean,
Ma maanin". , as'dafinod today by the m0at oopotent acid
authoritative uo.i ;e, ooaapxehonda much more than tho ~ In3,ian

philoaophera and myMtiou moan when they s ,y 'mamma' . UnIcaa
this uiattnotio n tofi born in mtud , QQrafusl n 1, ' .boot thuvi-1, 1
table. )or my o-aa part, thir- aanfu ; i,.1n o6Luoe l me L OAA$ yc:.1xj
of noociloao mtaundorstanctin4 . pat. t I ra, 4 vto3.<ito t V'h, t I

felt intuittvaly ant oubsOgaently c o onst~gAod to be 'the - .

0493 . It a:4a not thv Oompstont myatia .hi i1h11Osophers vtho
were in error, but tho tr.nal.toVa to;sthsx with wean
stu;ionts of myatiotsm and oooultim .

I

Another point to be nuto ;.i is th~t, in tho profoun ter

gnu mor3 ooreplete Oriontal philooophy, 'n gnaw to dtvio .c4 in-

to two upeots , a lower and a higher . No,i, it to ,n the low-
or aspoot thit *r Is 0,14161 the 'aostroyar of tho Real',
and thug it ig this r opoot that wuot bo conquored by h1rr, who
would att-Lin ra .1 Knowledge . This lower r n o la united to
deatre anti thuo- te merely the Ohiof of the organd of SOU :J : .

It is even oAlled the 'rajas of the aensea .. Thus oonqaerinu

of the loyier mind means, 'ooncuerin the senaes throu, ;h the
rap, of tha sanaae' . , Th,io to obviously important, ao the
aenaea 4f font tho bae&a of ob3eotivs axperionae and, our.

I



dinsly, rake po i; tblo a acatre that is .treoted - toward the
objective, zna thuj . ay frorn the puroly. thtb3eottve upon

chioh the ;whole pb jeo tive ` univeroa re+3t .

tTo,7# 4hilo tho taoaniri ;; of lp'.~9r man3$ i!a partly Ooas-

prohvndecIwithin the western uaaso of the word 'wind', tho

latter to Mployed to lzo .,n : uohoxo . Lot us ref or to the

definitions givon in a. Goon diotton4ty . Thue in the 0Oeutury

Diotioa: ry" .7e fine the followtn,; definitionoz ?That wbtob.

feelo , ;, .tllo and think ; the oon3oLoua eubJevt; the ogo; the

soul- $ Thi.L ir3 very rvobi, naarer tho real tao,nning of 'Atmant

or tho ' 1 ML' the t to 'xan,a,a', whether in the low or or hlgh«

er sonao, cxoopt that te,pleAar is olo s e]y Peltated to n„uao .

Ag,.in , we h:xa the fplloain s; definitiont "The intellect, or

oo';nitiva f oulty qr t rt4 of tho or-al, 3s di.ati.n ut hxt from

feolin _; -And volition ; ir~tolli $r~ao '~ . In part, We to 01040

to the woAntn ., of 'chit ' wsr4, 9 sop it C;ive puck of the zaan-

in- of hi"her man: s , but doeaa nctA ao Luoh, Involve the raasooi-

at .ton ,with aaaire -~htoh to im eaOanti3l aepcot of la ,Jor mantis .

Third: "Tij fiold of conaotouone3s ; ooutem Utiozi; thou;;,ht,

o itntoa ." Thlu ooveri :ay wine fief of meaning which, moot oer-

tainly, houid be difforonti3to4. In Oriental philojophy' to

Ooffor thtrr, t rcwricj, ..,o h .),va to= z, uuoh as ; N'irvana ',, l cn ;aaxa',

'S-4 ahoy c' and 'IL ta .' . Only tUi,th the lot moaning, i .e.,

that of 'opinion', do :{e bo ;;in to ontor the lower manasio

field prcopar, for aeatro a .na aena3tion. -cre very apt to :Foam

a p.a,rt in doterr.~ini.n, opinion . Philoeophto uz4g4 also oon-



notes by !taiz d' qi, litte4 auoh zz, 'Roa ,aon', 'Undorat.an -

tn%', 'Dt+,oermaeut ' 4nd ' Disorialinbtion' an a rough of 1nta-»

it ion' . It woulu ado u Us A 11-0 iiiuo t o Qno hide that, hoizOver

oloac: 'iainal may bo to 'manae1 in it .-, philoXogtoa , baok-

o;xounrt , yet,, gtvon the ias,.4nin;, that it nor;; It, to a

pcouliariy b .4 treno11 tton of 'manat+', p x7tiou1arly when
,

thla l :,ttor io taken in ,the loner uen ;%a. Our words . 'ocrn-

t

oation ' wnc.L 'doeira',, eoaio ,uuoh nor tQ the l oa.nin., of

lo.: ar rkl,it1. 0, thouGh they 4100 f.4], to sty* a really oatie-

f otory tranolatton .

In tile brow oones , "T o Oritj, qus of pure leaoon "

to ctavoteci to an an.Alyoia o the T.4eultieo and funotion:i of

the hu1 n mind., oovoring, in the firat Vane the furattone

enu the formo of the , faculty of .roeeptivtty, whiob la fair.

ly equivalent to the lotirer r;.aJM1o encd the eonapo,, while in

oeeond p,.rf, the apouta,noity of the undoratanc tng to dis.

ouajo.4 . Thin aooond paxt oovore tho ground da .3 i~,n: ted by

'At'aln,', 'Bu .tdht' and 193avia','the lattor bin Ikon in the

hi4 her oorise . k'ant'a ' xnt+ 'hoot' vary, isr ;oly gverlapa -&u"

'Bud .hi' . Thoao pointy xva da,lte t i rtant as Lnt'a

ua1,,a ij prob.xbly more influontiai than, th t of any other

aoitfern think+ r„

for the $!,%aoon thhat, in my earlier atulltea, the nt o-»tranelation

,

I have ontored into thio point at coma longth, partly

rof '1ojor !.~n4$' rac omcd to require of we a oruahin ;; of faoul-

ttea Of the ooul that are vit .x3,ly im portant for oven the Realt .

..3OTM.



nation Itself, for I Was quito familiar with what the word

'mind' moant in western usage, Others may bo facing the oamo

difficulty . Litorclly, to crush or suppress triind', giving

to that word the meaning it has in western thought, is to

crush or suppress the soul. No truo tiyatic means that, w7hat-

over ho may soom to say as a result of not being familiar

with tho English term*

in those discussions I am trying to convoy tho fund-

otiental moaning of, and to elucidate the factors favorable

to, the Recognition . As should now be clear to tho reader who

has undorstood all that has boon -ritton so far, by 'Recognition',

when taken in its full s©nso, I moan exactly what Buddha meant

by 'Enlightenment'.. Shankara by 'Liberation' and Jesus by The

Kingdom of leaven', Pursuing this aim and at tho same time

rotaining as high a dogroo of accuracy as I can, I divided the

modes of human awareness into three types, i* o ., sensation,

affection and cognition. 'Sonsation' is mrtdo to cower tho

whole field of rocoption, such as soncation proper, perception,

and rocoption . 'Affection' covers qualities such no Love,

Confidence, Desire, Faith, Jay, and In general all emotional

quolities, both positive end nogKtivo . 'Cognition' is made to

includo pure intollocti'n or thought, discernment, reason, etc .

It should be clear that pure cognition as horn under-

stood is not sufficient to bring to birth egoism, but for it

to do so it must be united with the quality of desire and,
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porhaps, other phases of affection and sensation .

Actually, with the mass of non, cognition is bound to egoism,

but a divorce of those two is possible . In the cognitive

activity of puro mathematics we do find such a divorce in

high dogroo, for hero the desire ie almost wholly directed

toward Truth and Beauty, with little or no attachment to any

preconception of what Truth may ultimately prove to be . Cog-

nitive activity of this typo is, moat emphatically, not a

barrier to Recognition, and if my experience is any criterion,

r1ay wolf prove to be one of the most powerful subsidiary aids

for those who can make use of it . in any case, I must ccnclud©

that If by cmIndc cognitive activity is meant, then it is not

true that the mind must bo stilled in order to attain

Recognition. But it is true that the cognitive action must

be within a matrix of a high order of dispassion .

The higher affoctions, such as love, compassion and

faith, are also most omihatioally an aid . But upon thin point

I do not rood to dwoll, for here agr :onx3nt among the mystics

moons to be practically univorsal ; Further, this phase of

the subjoot has been much more clearly presented and better

understood . This Is the Road through Tam iss , the Way most

widely apnreciatod end most co ranonly follo-sod by Those who

have attained God-Realization .

By m?ans of pure cognition it is poseiblo to enter

through Intolligenco (Chit) . Or, again, ono nay Enter
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through various combinatiore of the higher atfecticns and

Is

1 ;1

pure cognition. Such a .cot'rse is, naturally, the most syn .

thotic . but it is riot nnoccstary that the balFnce between

.the two should be perfect . The Individual my be morn

developed on the one side or the other, at the time of the

1ntoring . But once he is gr,unded in the Higher

ConeciousnQss, there is a tendency for the nature to unfold

toward balance, so that, finally; such a Man is symbolized- .

by the 'Great Bird t which has two wings equally developed .

And those two are Compassion and Intelligence,

Note : Since, writing the above I have rade a Considerable

study of modern work on the psychology of types and this hcs

brought to light furthor important corisidorations, which I

propose to discuss at some length in a later work . At this

time I wish to make the following notations The thinking

of any none-thinkinG psyohologio type tends to be negative or

destructive where it le not guided by the fur;ction which is

dominant with .th© given individual. With such individuals

the force of thought may orally seem to be destructive of

the real, or Satanic, This makes clear much of the criticism

of the mind on the part of mystics, What they have said,

in such chaos is no doubt valid with respect to the kind of

thinking with which they are familiar, but they have erred in

universalizing what is no more than a peculiarity of certain

pavcholot=ical types . The thinking of tho wall-doveloood



thinking typo has quite a diff3rezat ohnraoter , as it is

positive and constructive . Ilex in his turn, is negative

or destructive in terms of tho 1ndeoond-nt cotton of his

reorn-ssad functions,

9



LXXV111
THE ATLAIv API SAGE

0

0

Octobor 4

human;
Thou art Divine, yet alsa human, most aom'ortnbly

Knowing the breadth and the depth and the weakness
of man,

L'ver remembering the God within the mask ;

Trusting with certRintd that God,

regarding not too serious )y the vna sk ;

Speaking fast often the 'word of encouragement: arA
comfort,

Yet not Tnagloctitzg neeiied robukd ;;

Fearing no enjoyment, here below,

Intrigued to forgetfulness by none;

Living in unbroken Joy, balonccd by sage judgrnQnt ;

Ase Teaahcr ever, yet One who novcr ceases to 1cu rn ;

Anciont ruler of men, wise in the ways of ren,

Kno'.lirg thori better then they thomselve : ;

Not ioa rning convonienco, yot rowdy, preforenco to
forego,

Once need makes demand ;

.:ith touch, tender as a worxan's mir.iatering to pains

$tern, also, meat i np' enthroned perRtora4 tet$ ;

Beyond discouragement, certain of triumph,

Freed. from the tyranny of Time ;
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Ever oxpoctirg the bast, accopt tvg what is ;

Unbounded In na -telcss oajesty,

Beyond the entanglements of earthly man ;

Cane ,,ho makos more easy the Path, seemingly so hard,

Discovering unsuspected alleviations of difficulty ;

Master of the Inner Po,ors, nolting Darkness with Light,

Trans#'ormir4~ onozrxy-victories into defeat,,

Thou Artist of strategy supreme, High Cortniander on
the Staff Divine .

How greatly doet Thcu awaken the love of those ho
come near Thee,

And confidence in. a wise strength)

How greatly doat Thou reftove the sting of dread
austerity,

t~r5nging• thq Beyond within the eorr r!ss of rer+ aouable
a+ahievament .

Honoree , I feol,' that I should have known Thee,

And count most precious our days of oozrmni6n#

fiver will I remenbor that daay, on a northern mount,

Crested with pines, mantloct with white sto .-nn7ss of
wintor ;

Below us tho deop carving streams ;

In a little house, remncnt of the days of the argonauts,

'Now humble and deoaying, but rich in mmr'tory of -gx•oat
adventure ;

Ahl over will I rorie fiber that day when first Thou
canost. i

I know Thee, not lone itg quite how I knows

And recognized Authority to countermand the old pro-
nounc':mnts .



Satdst fihou : ` "In this new day in a newer hand,r
AIM customs *nd perso'eot- ivos also new,

7

Old Realities reedst =at die, in nevi garments, clothed,

Balancing the strongth end : eaknoss of old, thoro is now
anothor strongth and anothor frailty .

It is but iisdori's part to adapt effort to these .

Underlying is the unchanging Truth,

The r.ay to Recognition manifold,

Be not attached to the mothed, but to the aid."'

;71th much hesitation, finally learned,

If not largely, still cgneiderablo store

Of this now, yet- old,, V/isdom .

Upon Thy prom .ab I dared and fouffi Thee ever true .

A blessing art Thoz to this sankind ;

.Unknown, sago to the few .

Lay a monument be built to Theo,

tot of inert stone, .so easily the victim of Time's
ceaseless rearing,

But of the living, growing hearts of men .

In Thee abides a Presence Divine, yet also a man .

X14 ..
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THE BARRIE ;3 TO 1t~,CWNITIQT

0
In his Gifford Lectures , "The Varieties of Religious

Hxnarienaet ' ~ Vtillism Jam' s sought to establish an outline of

tho basis for a philosophic seienco of religion . This en-

tailed A search, through all the grcator religious , for the

conraon ob3oetivo oloi ants of all varieties , li© found the

t ao following oomrion olorwnte s

1. An unoaeinesa duo to c sense of sorothing beir r

wrong about human beings as they naturally stand .

2 . A solution that in some sense saves man i rora the

wrongness by making the right kind of connoct'ion with higher

powers .

Neither from the standpoint of m own individual

oxnorienno, nor from that Of n objeotive studies of religious

thought, do I find any basis for questioning the correctness

of the above coneltisirn . :,ithout a sense of sov-ething not

being right, in the life as wo find it manifested in this

world, there would be no meaning in the program of the re-

ligious mover onta as we actually find them. So we may say

that the typical religious and roligio-philosophical problome

grow out of a condition which may be designated, in the brood

sense, as pathological, Consequently, when this condition is

cured in the case of any individual, the letter trrusc+snde the

neen of afy religion, in the sense that 'religions is more
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oo,ionly understood . Now, in point of fact, the God . .

Realized Lion are superior to all religions in this sense .

While it is true that such Men may bocorio founders of

religious riovomonts, They are no longer the moro followers

of alroady given religious disciplines . This very largely

explains why so often They appear as atheistic to the

f ollowors of the various established roflgions . But the

fact is, the fiod.•Reali7od Pen, alono, have found the

solution and are cured of the usual pathological condition

that onvrolops all other non .

that is wrong with roan that, instead of G od-

I

Realisation being the usual state of consciousness, it has

boon the Attainment of but c bare handful out of tho suss?

I see four factors uhioh, whilo they do not cover the whole

of the problem, certainly do conprchand it suffioiontly, so

that it all thcso factors cro ii astcrcd,, then tho important

tarriQra to Recognition would bo rorovcd . It nay woll be

that these four factors arc so inter-rolatod that, In the

last aial ysis , they would reduce to one. But, in any case,

they would, represent four approaches to the furl iontal

prcblon. I sliall list the four without giving prior im-

portence to any ono of them at the present time . These four

lire

1. Egoism.

1 2 . . Somnambulistic consciousness .

3, Sensual desire .



0

4 . Falso predicati on. By this is meant predicating

properti es of the subject that aro true only off' the objsot,

and the oor:plotaentary error of predicating qualities of the

object that ago true only of the subject .

1. .n } egois&n& we h6vo the I thamkara l +af the

Vedt&ntins , It is the neaativo aspect of individuality, It

is the name for that date of consciouenees express od by the

feolirgs °1+ am I and none cxihern . Consequently, it is the

causo of the sense of aaparatenosa, the strife of individunls,

groups and naticns, of all destructive coripotiticn eydi in

genorc 1, of all un'brotherlinoss . . Without egoism there could

be no pride , conceit, jealousy nor pith©r the inferiority or

superiority coumlexes . Egoism tends to orystalize and hold

closod the microcosm of the 1ndividnal . That it is a barrier

to Cosmic, Core ciousnoss In quito obvious , for the latter, is a

State of Consciousness ©xtendlrLf tht ottgbout the eptiial entries

which contains al) microcosms . -The shell, of tho microcosm

must be cracked or molted so that the irdi.viduel ocsllcioueneiss

may become one with Uni.vor;al Consciousness . Now, inasmuch as

the microaosnio ne'xls can never be completely supplied by the

resources of the microcosm done, the individual so encasod

must , eoonor or later# realize that somothing is wrong . Just

so long as the individual seeks for the solution of this

wrongness within tho limits of ogoiar ' he is doomed to failure .

Thus he must ovorco zo egoism, and, by so doing , melt the shell



1

of the miar'cosm and then - but not before thon - ho is

united conseicusly ^-.th the Infinite supply wish is adequate

for satisfying eatery Hood,

'The mistake has often boon made of rogarding the

aster n of egoism as oquivalont to the drstruotioh of

individuality . In other words, Liboration Is sought as pure

Univorsal Cone d iouanos9 wltbout any olencnt of sol fr .consoious-

ness , It is possi blo uo do this, but puch a ooursc results in

something less than the highest destirq of man . Individuality,

the essential basis of self-oonsoiousr!oss or the power to know

that one -cnowa, can bo 'etained' in P, < 'ormn so freed from the

drosc of egoism that it is blended ith tnivorssl

Consoiouszzose . In this oase, the micrcocam Is muted, as it

were, s o that it is no longer orystalixed tut re airs as a

flaidic Vortex of foroe, eoi t5nuoUs wlth thb Univer sal Force,

yet, in a sen o,r diet ingalshabie ac a vortex . This is the

Path that loads to the `z?igh-st Dcatiny of man .

Both a strong intellectuality an a powerful personal

will or desire tend to build dominant egoism, Now, it is

precisely men of those types who have <tho gr :ateet powers of

all thoso who arc still confined within the 1mits of the

subject-object i ,anifold. 'hog supply the greater mu ber of

the Ieadors of men and hevo moat world-Influence . Because

of the influence and thefrsor'ov of bone m n, it is of special

importance that as manly of these as possible should attain to
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the Higher Consoiousnnes . But owing to they p_rrrater develop-

rnont of egoism, they havo unusual difficulty iri rondex'ing

their mic"oaosms luidic . On the credit side of the ledger,

they bring to the L sk of ao1vi.'0g this pro`b?cm n groator

Power than most others posseNq and if they are successful

they will, in general, go further than others .

In accti(-x1 I`;o. .LTY , I h:ve r lrr ady diM ' seed

somnarnbulistio corxsoiouefZSs at rtct~io lorg~h £ .nd will rot repeat

here what I scid there . ;omnardbulip ri is a barrior through

weakness rather than one due to too iitach str(,ng~h in the

subject - object field. Often it is not di fficult to awaken

adumbrationa of tho Ilfrh3r Con6rintstnesr, in repr'Qent- st Ives

of this class, rut, chrrL_ct^risties IiJ, they lack the power

to imprint these edurabrat-ions within the personal consciousness

in such a way ^s to orgcnii'e thorn into c po.ritaneft value for

the relative consciousnnRa . In g*3P ral, egoism is loss

developed in thori, tub likewi se so is the quality of indi.vid-

url.it:y, cryd corsecuontly, if they do effect the Trcnsition

without first h^vi% strc ngthoned their individuality, they

are Peculiarly apt to flow into Vni.versr 1 Gone c iousnoss without

retaining self'-aonec iouencss . Thus they rccuiro first of all

a strengthening of th6 eap^oity for e ~lf`-deer=rt~u~!tsm andd solf-

directed thought . If they can toed},:zish this, at tho same

time retaining their gr ^ter natvral capacity to voceive adum.

brationa of the Higher Consciousness through the action of
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irduction, then thoy have the dofinito advantage of being

more responsive than most other types to the assistance of

Those who have already Arrived . in any case, their course

of trot inirg differs in important respects from that which

is requisite for these falling in class No, 1 .

3 . Sensuality in tho opposite 'of spirituality.

Honee, desire directed primarily to .:lard the ob3cets of sen-

sation tones to carry oonsci ousnoss outward and away from

in„ardnoss , where, alone , the universal Key is to be found .

To follow sensation Is to go to .;ard ponderable objects, and

this means zaovonont toward ossontial nothingnoes or illusion .

The primary egont In this movcnont is the sensual mind, or,

more corroctiy, the to%,er menus . As has already boon shown

in g previous discussion , * it Is when it is taken in this

sense that the Sages have traditionally viowod_the mastery of

mind as the central problem. As I explained in that section,

tho real meaning of 'rind ' , when --o employed, is better ex-

pressed in our usage of terms by tho phrases "desire

directed to1iard sonsation.'T

It is porfoot)y true that sensation con be used as a

stopping,stono to Recognition. But this is done by viewing

the object s of sensation as symbols rather than as actualities

2:oo Soot ion No., r V11 .
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existirg in themsolvos . It is possible, then , to useTthe

direct object of sensation as an instrument to awaken con..

ed ousnese of that Matrix which is the Fullness that compre.

hends or onolosoa the relative omptinoss of pond ©rable objects,

I qu°•stion greatly whether this technique in practical

for am extensive application to occidental humanity in its

prosent stage of consciousnoss . There ie a tradition that a

certain ancient race did employ this method as a systematic

technique, but that race had a much higher development of

sensual _purity than is now the ease . So it would sent that,

on the whole$ withh men being what they are now, the technique

with overly groat sensual desire must be in the form of re.

plaoizao the sensual with super-sensual objects. Gradually,

then, the doaire can be moulded or directed toward genuinely

spiritual objectives .

4. This may be eal3.ed a barrier that grows out of the

nature of subject-obsoot consciousness as snob . A man who is .

relatively free from egoism, sa is true of wary scientists and

philosoph<'rs, may have a strong intellectual development and

be little ,, if in any degree! involved in somnambulism, and in
ad.(iition he tray have a strong control of sensual desires and

yet with all this fall into, the error of 'false predication' . `

With respect to this Olass more than arq other, the problem

of Recognition falls in the field of philosophy . In my Judg-

ment, this constitutes the really crucial probl em relative. to
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the Ljbc?atton of hurl n consaiouanesr from the stato of

0

bondage . ncco1°Ctingll, I shal l discuss this bt rr ior to

Recognition at some length . '

The problem of false predication arises in the fol-

lowing ,.ay t " 'he Self or the purely sub jeotivo momont In

consciousness is the primary reality of the subjectwobjoet

manifold., It is the fight, or the Intelligenoot or the

Consciousness on which the whole universe depends for its

existence. It Its unitary and above space, ti.riq and CausalityA
and, therefore, not subject to conditions . The objective

world, inoludin$ the human body as well as other Pbjeots, is

dcpcndent and bound rd* thin space,, time, and Causa lity nnd,

there `ore, subject: to conditions . St 3s also =1U -.:)) .8l•e in

appearance,* Thus it io, in all roupcots , of a nature both

opporsitc and couplemeritary to the, thAbjoot .

Now,, it is a ;1 C;J ,->raod habit arione. hur, .x beings to

reverso the above predications . k 2o wo hr ve the custc :u,

ex :Aici tly ~,r inil~1icitly ranifc rtod, rof i3vcdicatirg self-

existenOe of the objects of consciousness . As a rosult,

things or object a cone to bo _taken as primary, and then It

may* actually become €t` problem as to how F,, seif-con cic'us

I
I will not at this tine d^voiop•tho' 10-4t. t1int supports

thb position, but that :logic Is ,,,ell unfolded In o cistont
philosophy and, In addition,, ha .,; the overr.holming support
o{' tho testimony o3 the rmystics . Po•.^ the rleort I shall,
ask the reader to assume the easentis.l` correctness of the'
above staterlpnt of primary fact :
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Self ever became introduced into this world . Many 6 good

scientist has addled his brains over this quit e falsely.

stated problem. The fact is, that a prcblars concerning nature

pas as its essential tools a conscious self that Makes the ap.w

perceiving of the problem possible . In a rcrely blind end

dead nature there never could arise r scientific or any other

kind of problem, Of primary importance, then, for the under-

starding of any problem concerning nature ' is a knowledge of

the Self and of the 'k iowledge-forms through which 2t acts in

cognisin* or sensing the world . The moat primary fact of all

is the Self that thinks and senses . Its presence is the one

completely irrediato reality which can neither be proven by

logic nor fcund through experience, for it is the absolutely

nesesesry basis for both th -, se form of konsgi eis'. mss,

it Is oily 4C .020 Sill' th t - *O may- ` pro ; .erly predicate self-
i

J

existe e. 'Tt, alone, is that which Is the original

indubitable fr;ivenc on which all the rest depends . So the

real problem Ins How does the external univers e come to have

existence? It is a complete miaeonaeption to itate the problem

in the forms How did the-Self come to be injected into the

universe?

The Self, then# is the one Reality of which wo can be

absolutely certain , for It is presupposed as XU-oh in false as

in real knowledge and underlies dreams as wall as waking

states . Now, what can we prodicate at ones concerning this

Self in addition to self-existence? A simple ans-"er comes
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immod .ataly f : Tho Self is an unchanging _ power of ajnaronoss .

This barn awaioness is not affected, as such, by the modes

or qualities of the contonts of that awaroness . Thus, the

states of ob j . ots, including the body of roan, do not affect

the Self . For instance, a rran may rave a sick body, but he

ruLkos an absolutoly false predication when he sayss it, am

sick." The experiencing of the state of sickness in the

body is a fact, but to predicate this sickness as attaching

to the Self is to build the typical binding illusion which

holds human oonaoiouonoss in thraldom . Siriiliarly-, man's

manifold instrument of body, mind, otc ., is linitod, but the

Self is not limited . Thus to say, "I am limited in such and

such rospocts" is to produco but another of the illusions

of noscionco, It would have boon perfectly oorreot to predi~

onto those li !itationo os `attaching t o the, individual and

personal instru!ents . The application of this Principle

should now bo clear .

The final consequence of both classes of false predi-

cation is*tho production of a etato of Nesoienco or Avidya .

The effect is a sort of superimposition, upon the originally

given univerao, of a secondary or false universe which enthralls

tho bulk of hu::n consciousness, It .is this secondary univorso

that is an Illusion or S;Saya i n the invidious s e is o . Problems

relative to nature snd Being, taken from the standpoint of this

secondary univ©rcQ, involve a fundamontally false perspective,
j`

nnd,-thoroforo, it `is impossible to find effective solutions .



for t ho,*i. On tho contrary, thoy 'tip n.)ly lc !,- d into over

0

gr~c.t 5r and C;•oatcr• orltr i Ll enontc in the effort to

cl^borzito soltutions . _ The fact is, that this svporirmcsed

unive _i~s o 11P8 nc ,7~ere ras i oti atone than e. dream. now,

the Whole conscious field of a drevmj tnzot~er Ath its

probie-i, nro'dostrc ;,ed bvr the s{i;ioie process of wnkirg-up .

This l ends us to a very Irrortant poin+: In metnphysicel

louio . :'hon .v,'~r .7n rceoFn1xe any state of eonsaiouenoss

ah bo1nq a dv'aai, at; that n font a,•e have discovered that

it is unreal, or in other words, is devoid of se's f-oxistence .

A riuri auffcre {'hilt in the midst of the ordin^ry dream sizr!ply

for the reason that F+t the timo of dretaralhg hp be ievps they

state to bo reel . But this he) i of In the rep l ity of the

dream is caused by a au porirmor:ition that the droemer himself

has produced . The av;zdconing to egi5va'aent to a ro!'ova1 of

this su porirrpos i.t. icn. At that moment, the s t' ate which :gas

imagined as real, and Therefore as having nelfr-eici stcnce,

is roeognl7ed to be no more than a dream, This de :ctre s that

particular world or loka of consciousness . Now we came to an

especially Important" point . That rorld or loka is not simply

destroyed zfor the future, but it ie equally destroyed In the

sense that it never has been . This door not moan that it Is

not a fret, in the historic sense, that at a Certain tune the

individual in question was deluded while in the state of the

dreamer . It airiply mnarns that the sel f-Existence or

actuality which was imag ined as true of the dream, never wss
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in roaiity a feat . Tho sauna principle -1s, tr-U4 of the

0

secondary, urliverso in wbiah tho bulk of ,conk;nd lives

sormaribulist icl l ly . ` ;',hcn a rian Av:a'kcs to the Iriphor-

Con?oiotisncsc ho dcstroye this ublvcryse, loth in the copse

oy futurity end in tho cmmise of rczlisinw ; that it never bra

becn. flight bore ;to aro deal ini % .1th ono of the most In-

poi'taht prirt;iplcs of the higher opistor:ology rrd logic,

but oleo cY?o that hLs Lern very- czi .dely r,Asundorctocd . It

is rot the field of cubj ot .-ohjcct consoicucncac, a$ sue}),

that io an Illuoicn or ieya, in the inv idirnms, sense, but the

seeconc1try universo . !t is this that the Oriental $ ago hre6 .

In r;ir.c3 ':hen lie spo^!<s of dcntroying tho universo, 1u .t fie

hAo cinply fclloc! to u:ryke hlrioclf a1 car to the wc+storn rihid,

`here is c tonsidercblo group Of vyoctern studrtnts

who, through cri itr o ;'foot undorctcind5.rg of the oricrtel

dratrino or rj-a , hive dcvo 1onod a p# i llosophy in which

'Illusion' Is predicatod of the xholo fiold of reic tive corr-

selousncso in n ucr so that is valid only of the secondary

univorcc . oho result is, that irsteM,d of destrcying an

inusion by their technique, they have sImrnIy succeeded in

irroosin4 a nos kind of illusion end producod for thoreclve$

a si nto of auto..hyl:nosls , which resu lts in a doe-,or state of

dream-oonisaioucness than is trueV of the averege indlyiclunl,

In this deopor drorzi-st ate, rniy' the evid,,nC8 which serns to

conf irn prcconco . tionc Is ro cr ,ri trod readily ano the accept .
a

nnoo of oj1ttrau°y cv ci hco bpccrics n1,"c t ir-posciblo. It is



c stato in which real diserimirntion is nara1yzed . ' It is

praa~icatlly useloss to try to help any individual Yho is

40
in this state, until the force of auto-hypnosis exhaustie'

itsolf.
L

Properly understot-d, the whole doctrine of b..:a is
entirely co patiblo with* the idea that, within the relative

or subject-obJoct ooniciousncss there can bo a correct viow

of the univorso . But this view is correct only in so far as

it in taken as truo with rcepeet to the subject-obtoct bane

of roferoraco . Critically sol f-coxaecious modern science is

well aware that its krowlodgo is not validd beyond the limits

imposed by the base of roference their ban been assumed, From

the standpoint of Recognition, there Is no criticism to be

made of-,a solonce built upon a background of such critical

understanding. ConOision crises only /hen gano -al 17r-, . ion

Coca beyond th,: thoorotioal limits of the bane of raforcnae .

1L'rom the pcrspactivo of Transoondertt or Cosmic Consciousness,

the • iloblen of nature sand Being tahos Quito a different form.

But this fact does not imply a challenge of the rolative

reality of a body of kno,a1edgo developed by sound mothod

within the relative fiold .

Once one recognizes the fact that the relative world,

or primary universe, 1n a yalld part within the Vbolo end is

relatively real, then the p -1obl em of crosa ..tra a1 a i on from

the level of Cosmic Consolousners to that'of subjoet-object

consciousness is reali7od as being of high importance . The
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possibilities of cross - transla t ion arc, admittedly , limited .

Tho isodlate, contonof the Iiighc r Consoiruanost, cannot be

oross»translatod, tut'cortain formal properties can be
1

throvoh the use of systomatia syribols . In sono respects it

is like the old problem of the evaluation of irrationals in

torr's of rational numbors . The ultinato content of tho ir-

rationals cannot bo given in tho form of the rationale, yet,

in the radical signs, we have symbols representing the

ossortial unity binding the two sets of numbers . Just so

soon as the mathern ticians abandoned the effort coriplotoly

to reduce the irrationals to rati"~nal form, and accepted the

radical sign as an irreduoiblo symbol or profound meaning,

then they did succeed in integrating in Choir consciovsnesa

two quite diffor ^ ntly formed donalne of reality . This Inte-

gration rroont that the t :':o dcmmaine were fourd to be logically

harmonious, although tbat which vie might cull the 'affective'

ccntont rac discrete . Cross - translation, in scu'othing of

this sonso, is possible with respect to Cosmic and cubjoct-

object consciousne s s . In fact, if the consciorsno^r .-equivalents

of the entities an_ct operations of pure viathem tics worn realized,

we would fineM that in that great science and art, cross-

translation in a lofty sonso already exists . The Root Source

of pure ms.theruatics is the fighor or T ax:scondont Consciousness,

and this is the reason universal concluvJcns can ho drawn with

unequivocal validity in pure mathematics . The grrntor bulk of

mathematiti ens . fall bhort of being Sages or Men of Rocognition
f



because their knowledge is not balanced by genuine meta-

physical insight . But they do have onealf of,th'e Royal

Science. Up to the present, at any rate, the Fountain-heed

of the other half is to be found, mainly,, In the Orient .

The union of these two represents the synthesis of the East

and the West, in the highest s ense, and is the prerequisite

of the development of a culture which will transcend any-

thing the world has known so far .

It is a mistake to regard the primary universe as

being , in some souse , a great error . With respect to this

point some of the exoterlo Vedantins have not seen clearly,

for such have said that the universe was a . Divine Iistako,

At the same time , from the transcendent level of the High

Indifference , it is a mistake to give the universe a teleo-

logical interpretation, But from the subject - object

standpoint we can see purposive value in it, and so long as

confine our predication to the latter base of reference,

this value is real . But a radical error is introduced when

purposiveness is extrapolated as predicative'of the High

Indifferonoo . In the highest sense, the uYtiY ?s~i neither

a mistake nor a purposive necessity . But it is an empirie

fact, and it is the Hart of wisdom to accept it as such .

The actual primary and enpiric universe is not an'ontological.

necessity . It is rather to be regarded as an existent and

creative actuality, within the limits of ontological possi-

bility . Ontologically, the universe might have been other
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than what it aetual ] y as, but , empitioally, it is what we

actually find it to be. To underst and the fundamental

meaning of the universe one must rise in Consciousness to

the level beyond Creative Ideation .

The state of subject-object consciousness, in the

sense of the primary universe, is not to be rogardcd as

pathological . However, the genuinely illusive secondary

universe does involve a pathologioal , or hypnotic type of

consciousness . This is the universe that in produced by

Ignorance and is destroyed when Ignoranco is destroyed .

When We speak of this woridas being a sort of asylum or

hospital , Wo have in mind earth-humanity en masse . Vie are

not including all bethes who are functioning within the

subject-object manifold . The state of this humanity is

abnormal , and thus in in a condition not typical of other

humanities . This mankind, through a failure of disorimin ..

ation, confused the subject and the ob j ect, producing thereby

the false predication . To this was added the innate creative-

ness derived from the Divine Spark, resting at the contor of

every man . Tho combination of these two produced the

secondary universe , which is not other than an illusion in

the invidious sense . Actually, it is a hell that was so

created, and so far as most human beings are concerned, this

life right here is the worst hell they will ever know . It

would take considerable perverse skill to produce anything

much worse . The only hope for individual and collective man



11es in his utterly destroying his, perversely produced,

secondary universe . Then, and only then, does be teke up

once moro his courso of d,-vclopmont along the Nines of

genuine ovolution. _ ,

in the philosophical sense, the crux of the problem

of the effective destruction of the secondary or super ..

imposed universe lies in tho s.'a3cening of the power of real

Discrimination. This is essentially the, tot of rigorously

distinguishing betwoon the Self and rot-Self, or, in other

words, the careful difforeritiation between the properties

true of the object of conseloueress and the qualities true

only of the Subject . The practioo of this discrimination-

has the value of a de-hypnotir ing for**, and once it _ is

carried far enough, the n Awakes} This Awakening is

equivalent to a discharge from a hospital . The methods

that do actually effect de-hypnotising for different i,ndi .,

viduals vary considerably, as has already boon noted . But

in the end, all raethor3s, 'than they have been carried to tbo

point of effective results, lead to true Discrimination,

and thus it is Discrimination that ro:+ie,ihe the ultimately

effective agent for Liberation. That is why Recognition is

more than a means to Liberation ; it actually is Liberation .

Religion, in the forms con only known in this world,

is but a troatront designed to meet the heel-' s of sick souls .

Tho really healthy soul, has no need of religion, in this

sense,, for such a one is not only Divina but in addition

r©cornipes that fact . He is thus identical-with the Object
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of religious worship . The f rongness t, almost universally

felt by men in this world, is . not something produced by an

original Divine plan,, but is the production of a perverse

creativeness on the part of man himself through the method

already notod . Once the wrongneos in corrected* there

remains a continuation of evolution in the relative as well

an in the Cosmic sense,, in which the development is normal .

This normal evolution does not have evil and misery as Con-

s#ituents of its sake-up. on the a+ trary, it proceeds

within the matrix of essential happineea end understanding .

Thus , Real Life begins only after man has Awakened.

.ti
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-LXXX.

THE -NAMELESS

October 7

Above, below, to right, to left, all-encompassing,

Before and after and all between,

Within and without, at once everywhere,

Transforming and stables' ceaselessly,

'Uncaused, while fathering all causes,

Thb Reason behind all reasoning,

Needing nought, yet over supplying,

The Ono and Only, sustaining all variety,

The Source of all qualities, possossin S no .ttributea,

Ever continuous, apgoaring disoreto,

Inexpressible, the base of all expression,

;g'ithout number, reeking possible all number,

Containing the lover and the beloved as ono,

Doing nought, romaining the FieNd of all action

The rotor and the action not different -

Indifforent in uttor completion,

Diffused through all epees, yet in the Point
concentrated,

Beyond time, containing all time,

Without bounds, making bounds possible,

Ycnolving no change ;

inconceivable, yet through It all conceiving becoming,

Nameless ever and unmastered ;

THAT am I, and so art Thou .

3F?.c#
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LXJOCI•

THE TtnCO? CONTINTJF'D

October 15

At the close o f the noon-day meal of la st Sunday

there occurred the third significant ovent of this series .

I had made a eerfain ;onward call, but heyd not entieipated

the nature of the rceponse. Presently there was evidont an

unusual field of enorgr r of a quality I recognized from pre-

vious experience, but of an unprecedented degree of

intensity. All who were prosont wore aware of this field .

I felt a tension which 'toyd to o. spontanaoue straightening

of the spine, in a vertical position, and an exerting of

the will in a Very positive sense . $voryonei reported

feeling a quality of extraordinary Peace , but in addition

I felt the ?reeense of most unusual Power . I felt quite

sure that I recognised what this Presence was, but It must

remain nameless . S%o quality of the State was simillar to

that where I reported the thinking of thou(;hts of extreme*

abstractness and also to that which enveloped us on the

evening of September 8th .

One quality of these fields of energy is analogous

to that of a certain physical sxcerienee with w!,±ieh a number

of individuals are familiar . When a moderately sensitive

individual is placed in the •leatro.magnctic field of a

powerful generator he will fool a curious kind of tension,

quite difficult to describe . He may even fin it neoessary
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'to set hts will vary positively . He may not know why ho

=has to dorthis, and the willed response seems largely spor-

.taneous . Now tho energetic Fiold of subjective Presence is

s irniliar, but is mero subtle and may be much more potent ;

All of this sir~ply supports the idea that Consciousness or

Lifo is, in some sense, electrical . However, this Energy

may manifest in a number of diffo .•cnt forms,, of which

torrestrial-electricity is maroly the most gross . This idea

also helps to show how the phenomena of terrestrial electricity

furnish analogues of Certain of the actions or functions of the

Higher Consciousness , such as that of induction .

The Presence of last Surday continued with decreasirg

intensity throughout the rest of the .ay,and since then . has

not seemed far away, Ono directly tracoable consequence took

the form of a rewriting of the experience of Soptornbor 0th .

Tho cross.-tranblation of this inward State afforded peculiar

difficulties, and my first effort was far from satisfactory.

The rewriting last Tuesday was far more successful and is, I

believe, the most difficult piece of formulation that I have

so far attempted . Howovor, I composed this quite readily,

but all the while my thought was oh an exceptionally high

level . I was under strong drive while rvitlrg and wwas

u2nlaually impatient of interruption before its completion .

During the last two days, I have become aware of a
K

peculiar ehzngo of attitude on the part of my personality, in

a fundemontal respect . This now attitudo zooms to be more in
5



the nature of a gradual growth rather than a sudden
I dovvlopment . Heretoforo, and up to some point in the past

two months, I have felt that thcro as such a thing re

self-.sacrifice . I have always foi.t that, wisely employed,

it was a necessity, not only for the development or the

hither moral life* 'but likowiee even for the exorcise of a

merely decent moral code . My rofuaa t to lave the world-

field, when the opportunity' to do so came, had the value of

self-Sacrifice, but the chosen course seemed to be, the only

honorable one to follow . In this there was a very real

renouncing involved . But, in contrast to this, at the

present moment I do not feel that a ny course that I may

choose to follow involves self-sacrifice . Studying this as

objectivoly as I can, I must say that it is a very curious

state . Admittedly, sorfino courses of action rem4in as relative-

ly vnconfortable or difficult, when compared to others . But,

rogardlcss of whether I ar# personally uncomfortable or coln-

fortable, thero does not seem to be any self-sacrifice

involved. I find myself disposed not to predicate meritor

iousnese or its reverse of any course of action I now choose,

I rather tend to judge s:hatevor nation may be chosen as more

or is $ sound, or more or less wise, aid.-so on. Folly seems

to be the only possible mistake . Boar in mind that I am not

presenting this outlook as a thesis relative to what should

,be, but' simply as a xoport of a solf-analysis of a state I now

oXporienee . Whether or not it is an enduring state, only the
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futuro will rovoal .

Tho faot of this state of fooling with respect to

self-saerifioo leads to a reflection consorning ita signif-

icanoo . I can trace it directly as an effect of thoso hours

of ooneoiousnass correlated with the High Indifference.

There certainly is a persisting effect that is radically

changing v attitude toward i'! fo . Now here is the logic as

I see It . In the High Indiffererco the ' I All ' or the 'Atman'

is transformed from a bare point of puro subjectivity to they

whole of Space$ as ncarly ' as I can oxpross it . The result is

that I am not peauliatly involved in what happens to any one

point in that Space, oven though that point is this personal

self-identity which I call n solf , spelt vith a small 'me .

A plus at one point in that Space is it iodiatoly baicrnoed by

a minus at enothcz•. ho ;over, since I axi not confined to any

one point but coriprohend all points at ones , I do not expor..

ience the offeet of a 'lcssncsn ' or of a 'rxoranesr', no

ntttor what the course of action at any tirzo may be . If -

self-cacrifico may bo regarded as, in some ocn o, a 'lessness'

at a given point, It is, at the saro timo, a 'moronass' at

some other point o,• points . T, in reality, being the Whole

Space:' corvrehc1'.d at once both effcctt . Clearly, from the

.possibility .perspective of such a level, self-sacrifice is an ill

(literally, no circumstaitco can reduce Me, nor ocually can any

circuTm trnce exalt Mo, and this remains true even though tho

personality were crushed : ut of existence, on one hand, or
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wcr,: Oven the hi ;h.o : h no -a,, on the c;th cr . I do net ?r0
ho :,,,* loric :ally, any other 3iete of tcel„inf W +.ild bo Oormat-

0

ibl.e with goruine Tndi.fforenao .

All of the foregoing eia ply' fartttcr dovoI.ops a gtial.ity

I he}ve found to be cht r-ncterirti.c of- he flecc.gniti(rns r

hRTo hid . Thcy tend, towardd arX integi nti .cn of the whole

na*nr^, cnd thus tho cot fi seat bct e~n the affeativ ns and the

30fe; de n s of thought~ a condit•iccn ao orr~jon with rtast

men in the usval et to, Is r~rc Pro sli meted, This

is r* it :unification oaaKi lacy well be iaoro i,rrrrrlortant for the

,gracilc:tti,c ref xiiacry than t:ny other factor .

In this Stato of Au dcr4ontal lndiff(Irc'nca iiz rhioh I

find rW aolf a, doslrable ono? I Cind it, so. I wotc not

choose snyth Urig else that I hrvo ki-cwz or h-ard of in

?3~*~ i*L'' noo to It . Xct, br:{`cvo n' in ivid"JrA do cio oncee

hod ba m, corrolct rica •.1th It ., no ref.-vore- 0 to iW' 1f fcre•nce that

I hcd cyrr hpe, vd or rcrd hnd huoecr -'<d in rr,{nC 3t e o em

attr"nrtivo . It so, rao that pilots whole ta.cis of ve1.wtion

undlp rcoe Nfd .nontal thcngo ,, , Prcvi a d :istrance, th (r state

letks likrn mSsti.on, but Vataut ie ic: r to be tore

etr )3r•ta than any an.t,0ooctant sttitc9, lwt it y well be that

only by Reali,zi,uft it c ;o~ s It IbWk'ee POs" lblo to ',refer It to

all othors . I hc:vo no 'sense of L sing forced irntc' 7 Thd s against

M wl 13. . "von x,cw, I oev7 x'et7Vot~t fMrnz t,he offoctive

:ucriory of It, brut thOt would be absolutely thrho lest thing I

w~vld wish to do . I moos no ror.son at c11. .why t ono should



fear it . There are States of real spiritual Blisa that do

not involve this 111gh. Indifference, and it is possible for

men to Realize that These are Worth infinitely moro than any

of the offerings of the subject-object c onsciouenons . I

know of nothing that would cause man to abandon such States

against their wills . If,, when the Hour comes, some wish to

continua on to the more oorrorehensive Conwtusnoss, they aro

at liberty to go as fair as they can. It is not a matter of

outer constraint, Meanwhile, lot me add my testimony : The

State of the High Indtfferene a is supremely worth while .

Concern is the earmark of a state that is ineam..

pleto. When completeness is reali7cd, concern vanishes . The

High Indifference 3s the hall-mark of utter eompioteness .

Action or inaction within the High Indifference is not the

effect of concern. Ccncorn may still be the basis of z otiva .

tion within the personal consciousness but, at the samo time,

in his deeper Consciousness , the individual is quite aware

of the irrelevancy of the concern . As the High Indifference

is no more astate of inaction than It is of action,

relative consciousness naturally puts tho question : "Vhat

is the cause of action on that Level? But the very form of

this question makes an answer impossible, 'for a modulus of

relative-world conduct is extrapolated into a State where it

has no relevancy . Perhaps sonething of the truth may beg

suggested by saying that all Motion; in tao highest sense,

is spontaneous and is, thoroforo, not to be oxplAinod in
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terms of causal connection. Somehow, the Supreme and

causal worlds are simultaneous facts . WThe Supreme YS,

the causal world a aronntlz is, and `yet it is not . Lot

him who can resolve this apparent absurdity .

4

1

I
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•tx cxx-
THE POINT-1 AND THE SPACE-1

October 17

-0

A now way of approaching the sub3eot of Nirvana

has comp to my rafnd which nay be helpful in d aril ving

oorta:in difficulties relative to the nature of this State*

The usual idoa of Nirvana seems to 'e that It is a sort of

blissful State produced by an extinguishing of personal

life through the elination of the will-to-live and the

desire for enjoyment . Since, ordinarily, men find them-

selves unabl e to conceive of ooneeiovenesa unrelated to

personality and the various cravings associated with

sentient life, Nirvana appears to be something like an

absolute anon-rohistonee or an annihilation in the full sense

of the word . It, on the other haa3d, it is grantod that

Nirvanaa is some rot of State cc Consciousness, it is often

thought of as something undosireble . There is ich miscon-

ception in all this . No one who has ever touched even the

hem of Nirvanie Cons c iousness would regard It as an undo-

sirablo State end most certainly would Know that It did not

in-ply the cessation of Consc ioueness , although It to a kind

of consciousness quite different from a1ythirig to be found

within the rel&tive field . Nor, the difficulty seems to me

to grow out of a r eu,derstanding of what is meant when we

say iIe, and I believe that I can say something that will

make this matter clearer.
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Approached from the usual standpoint of relative

0

oonsolouanoss , the 'I' see" to bo something like a point .

This 'point' in one-man is different from the 'I' in

another man, One 'If can have interests that are Incom-

patible with the intorosts of another 'I' and the result

is conflict . Further, the purpose of life seems to curt or

arour7d the attainment of enjoyment by thv particular

I-point whi.oh a given Individucl soci,l5 to be. It is

true thet In one sonso the 'I' is a point, .and the first

objective of the discriminative practice is the isolation

of this point from all the material filling of relative

consciousness and then restricting self-identity to this

point . For my own part, I finally applied this technique

with success . But, almost immodiately, at the moment of

success, a Very s irpnificart change in the meaning of the

'I' began to develop . A sort of process of ' spreading out' .

began that culminated in a kind of spatial self-identity .

found that the 'I' had come to mean Space instead of a

point . It was a Space that extended everywhere that my

oonsci ousness might happen to move . I found nowhere any-

thing beyond Me, save that at the highest stage both 'if

and Divinity blended in Being . But all of this process J

involved both intensifying and broadening of Consciousness,

and most emphatically not P narrowing or 'pinching out' of

it. For our prosent purposes, we inay leave aside the state

of Being, where both the subject and the object disappear .
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Where rema1's, tbon, an '11 in t•i!o nr,ns,~c, wHc ., krio nay call

the point-.X and the s tec -•I . There is a couch in this to

clarify the Pn"d nzonfi al prnbl o r! of Fi rvana, . t r n in the
k

simpler Be e, IoUving out of account 8tstol Gelled

Paranirxana ':nd 3 nhaparani7rvarm .
I _ )

AS a mi tter of fore1 prop' r`tioe " r to e , it should

be eleAr at onee that li .tr, ..valuea take on vor7 dirt 'reuut

form when viewed, 7reepectivo]y, from the porapect Ives of the

point -x and tab Snaee .I. This point l 'InvO l tes d.isorat eneaa,

eeparateneee , difi'erenci, etet , Dep es a cons oquc-iofi, there

are possible atta inmonts and failures to attain . This given

a certain meaning to dosire- led action, resulting in all the

features so eomgort in ordinary life . in cnntrazt, tho

8oaee-I I s continuous, not-separate, not-dtf'f'or ;;nt, :etc . At

loset 5.:i a potential sense ; the 8paee-1 sproaels over all

poesiY, l t~ c~ane~t ousnees-.vahiee . It thun sterde stove the need

cr` exp eri-iiciiig (enjo anent ) 6 ror the Space-I, consetrusncse-

valu+pa are not attained by action, dseire, etc ., at least not

in the common *owning of those toms . Consciousr»ss lr-,.y ho

focused anywhere within the given Space and, at once, the

aorreer onding consciousness .-value is roali ed .* The important

fact in, l,iiat the Space-I noes not have to stove, in anything

like o coroLitive sense, to achieve any value . In a poten.

Just what is meant try this "focusing" brings up ar jntor .-
esting ph5.locophical problem, tut I shalll not enter into this
at the rresent time .



r

tial soxs o, the Space-1 is all values at once, and by

focusing, makes any value whatsocvgr actual, , Now, the

Space-I includes all point-Its . 'Hence, In principle, any

individual who has Roalized his identity in the Space-I,

finds himself present in all point-I's, This also gives

to him, in principle, the resources of all point-I ex-

perioncos, aril not merely those of one isolated point-I .

It is easily soon that in such a Space-•I there is no

room for, nor meaning in, the separativo affections of

more point-I consciousness . further, the Space-I is a

State of infinite ooxnpletonoas, as conparedwith the con-

sci ousnesa of any point-I or the compound effect 'of any

number or point-11s . Of course, such a State in one of

Bliss inunoasurably transcending anything possible for any

point-I. It is the Spaoo-I Consciousneos which is Nirvana .

Now, to have transc;ondcd the point-I state and

achieved self-identity in Spaco does not imply that no

furthor evolution is possible. F7o are already familiar

with the idea of one space being comprehended in other

spaoeu of higher ordor . The Highor Evolution may be said

to be a progressive Spatial Integration, etch advancing

stop being literally an infinite transcondenco of the pro-

c©ding, stage . Thus, if point-I evolution may be said to be

represented by finite number's, the Space'I evolution would

correspond to tranafinito nuribers, In this higher aeries

of Transcendence, t7o vary soot reich the limits of the most
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advanced pioneer of this humanity rnd, in fact, : do not

have to proceed very far before v have reached thq

utmost limit of mari as man . Beyond the latter are fields

that form the not al Level of Beings quite different

from ruin as he is conanionly concoivod to be,'

Formal mathematics has reached a long war ahead

of the consciousness that is actually possible to man .

Man will have long since ceased to be human, in the ro .

strioting meaning of that term, by the time ho has

Awakened. in terms of Consciousness at the most advanced

Levels represented by mathematical concopte and symbolic

for:izlae . Mathematics thus constitutes a the rad to the

reyond that has never been lost, even when .mank1nd sank

to the greatest deeps of materialistic cansaioveness .

But there are very fe 7 who have rca) ized just that that

Royal Thread is .
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SANG S*)M(A
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human ideation ;

October 28

Thou nonstor, spawned of Ignorance impregnated by

Appearing glamorous , promising all,

Yet deceiving ever, rewarding fidelity with empty
cups. s

Tike a beautiful lgko thou appoarest,

Offrr:,ng rent and rotroohnent to the traveler woary ;

But a mirage thou art, nvor receding,

Leadirg on and on to desert barrenness .

Appearing again Ps muZti-colored rainbow,

Promising; the gold never to bo found .

Tntriguing with a merming joy and victory,

Jeering at thy yi.ctimo as they,

Comooundinn sorrow nAd dofent, die disillusioned .

F.m9ty art thou, void of all value,

Ghost of that which might have boon ;

Beguiling all onward till, caught in thy web

They struggle, helpless and forlorn ;

Demanding full loyalty, rewarding with illusion's
drug,

Dream-stuff, turning to ashes on the morrow of
waking .

Binding in ceaseless trsviil thy vio tirs,

Draining the substance of the) soul,

Leaving roan ever poorer and poorer and poorer .
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Theo, I challenge to mortal combat,

To a war that knows no quart or,

Thou vemnire, draining the lifo of thi s Great
Orphan .

In that battle mar there re no truce,

No ond, until the Day of Victory Absolute .

Thou, reduced shall be,'to a dream utterly
forgotten .

Then mnn, once more Free,

Shall journey to hie Do tiny .
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-L cXXiv
NIRVANA

49

December 16

Felt dimly in the soul , by world-man unooneeivodj

Unknown Goal of all yearning ;

The Fullness that fills the innor void,

Completing the half-forms of outer life ;

The Eternal Beloved ; veiled in the objects of
human desire ;

Undying, Timeless , Everlasting ;

Old as Infinity , yet ever new as upspringing youth ;

Pearl beyond price , Peace all-enveloping;

Divinity spreading through all .

t3lown-outs in the grand conflagration of Eternity,

Death destrpyed as a dream no longer remembered .

Life below but a livir , death,

Nirvana the ever-livipg Reality .

Divine Elixir, the Breath of all creatures ;

The Bliae of full Satisfaction ;

Unoreated, though ceaseless Creativeness ;

Ecstasy of ecstasies , thrilling through. and through,

Freed from the price of ignoble pleasure ;

The Rest of immeasurablo refreshment,

Sustainirig the labors embodied ;

The one Meaning giving worth to all effort ;

Destroying forever all sorrow ;
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Baltxioinn tho ornDtintss or livinr donth,

s':ith values toyond coLcoivirb .

The Goal of all :saonrohir°Ag, litt to ufdorstco ,

By fore yet attainod, the free to all. .

Sov,cht afar, but never fo,,ma,
For closer IT lieu than all hossess1cn ;

Closer thin nono, country or ruoe,

Closer than frioi d, compani on or Guide,

Mom, than 'k)cdy-, feeling or thcvght,

For closest of all 1T lies,

Thine o4n true GLN.,11' .



CoNCEIVZT;G AND P]3RCEIVITIG

October 31

thioh is the closer to Reality , the percept or the

concept? ' In this pro havo a rather si nplo form of & ,very old

question that has divided sclDols "of philosophy fron the time

of Plato do:m to the present day . In an earlier time , before

psychological analysis had developed as a rocognizablo field

of rosoarch , the question took the form "t:hich is more

reap, the univorsal or the particular?" But the underlying

issue is fundamentally tho sate . Clearly, percepts give

individuals or particulars , whilo every concept is oithor a

gcneralization, in some degree, ' or an universal . . At least

in «estorn philosophy no standpoint has emerged that has dis-

solved the issue this question has vaisod, although the form

which the issue assumes is certainly not fixed . in Piatots

time,, we find the contention rofl eeted in the contrast be-

tween Plato rnd Demoeritus , on the one hand, and botwoen

Plato and Aristotle , on the other . In tho Middle Ages it is

reflected in the division between the Conceptualists and the

'JYomi».aliets . The Conaoptualists hold that the universals

Lroro real and existed before thints . In contrast, the

2Jominalists hold that universals , or nero properly, general..

izatione , 'zero merely abstractions from individual or particu-

lar oxistenoos which alone have reality . Later , at the begin-

ning of tho modern poricd , tho division is represented b.* the
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Rationalists and the Empiricists . The former found primary

reality in universal rational entities , such as those which

1

P

form mathematics , While the Emairioists hold that 'the data

given through the senses was primary . Iaauel Kant found a

road which, in a measure, united these two currents of

thought, but, again, the division flows out of him in the

form; "Which is the most pz imsr y 'or real , the s. priori

element 'in knowledge orcthe a bastiori? " The subsequent

current of thought, most influenced by Kant, certainly did

give primacy to the a priori glemant . This current fruited

in the Absolute Idealism of Hogol . In contrast to this

school, today we have the,PragmAtists who emphasize enrpiric

`utility, in some sense , as'tho mark of truth and reality .
t

I

l

This latter form of division is sometimes contrasted As,

"Intclloctu,alism vs . Vitalis t" . At this point the question
f

take s,tho form: "Which is the most primary, Consciousness

or'Lifo?" Finally, Spengler gives ' the problem a now form

by introducing the wards "Physiognomic" and "Systematic" .

The Physiognomic Is a mode of awareness or living process

grounded in Life and Time, both of these being taken as

original . The Systematic is a conceptual construction which

conceives the Real in terms of Space . Spengler , himself.,,

admittedly is grounded in the physiognomic , but he concedes

that other tomperamonts day be grounded in the Systematic .
S F

This latest presentation of the question takes two possible

forms ; (1) "Which is original and primary, tho Physiognomic
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or the 3ystor ticnZ (2) "Clhibh is most primary ,' Time or

Space?"
I

The anfllysis of the bode prOblon which ur4orllos

S

all these various questions X3 bo approachcd, Hither from

the genetic or the logical standpointo . -Dopentuing upon the

line of approach, the conelucion saena to fo ll6w airiost

prodietivoly. There does not aooi to bey any` doubt but that,

in point of time, cognitions of universals arise aftor' ox~

porier±co . If the process in tirro Is assurzed as real aid

original, than it follows that porccpts and particulars are

really prior to concepts and universals . But it is ontirely

possible to regard apace and nurabor as Toro primary than
f

time, and this is certainly the' position of the znodorn

physicist, who hao reduced naturo to a four-dimensional

manifold whoroin the time .dimcnsicn has, essentially, the

proportion of space ,' and the final pieturo` of physical,

r^ality boeonos a group of diftorential equations, or, in

other words , a system of rolatioxiahips in terms of dumber*,

Furthor, in a more specifical ]y philosophical 8O2 8O, the

genetic d' olon:aont may bo viewed no st Ally an occasion for

making a pro-oxistonco nnzaitest . Thus experience merely be-

comes the stir.mlus or catalytic agent which a•.aakona sleeping

no:;3adgo, but is not itself the ooi zroo of that Knowledge .

The conflict of those two currents of thought has

played a part of unquestionable value in philosophic dovolop-

meet . Either strcoru by itself, almost certainly, would have
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become erystalizid long siree . But the interaction between

the two series of aohoole has led to greater refinements of . s

undorsta±Ai ng and profounder recogniti.cns than could, other-

• wise# hays boon the ease , Rarely, if ever, is a man coak-

verted from one School to the other, once he has bee ome'
I

philosophically self-is0xuWAust T ho Arguments of Ono

school fail,, essentially, to oonvino the proponents of th*

currently opposite eehool . It would seem that the reason

for this would lie in the fact that hone of the arguments '

roach as deepiy'as the insight'in yhlch any philosopher is

grounded . This insight Is original ; and the fundamentals

of the system that spring from it follow neoascarily. But

the conflict between the implientions of the different

systems Loads to zzaatual growth of self.-cruetio mess inn the

two types of recognition .

This pri .ry division in philosophy itself is

reflected in a, still 'broader field, whero philosophy Is

contrasted to n eticiem« While there is such a thing at

philosophical mysticism., or a mystical philosophy, the

goneral rule is that mysties are typically not philosophical

in thoir outlook. The latter class certainly does find ther
Real-in something that, is nearer the percept, or the physiog ..

xzomie, than it Is to the concept or the systomatic . Poetry,

syznboliem and that which is called 'living the Rife l afford ,

their charaeteristic instruments of expression . Iun contrast,

all philosophers, of wha tcyor school, aaetual)y do work with
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concepts and more or less universal ideas . Now, In their

higher )nanifo:;tations, both Philosophers and Mystics are

Awakoned to the Higher Consciousness . Buddha and ShanJara,

on the ono hand, and the great Persian ?ystioa, on the

other, afford outstanding exdnploe of thoto two groip s .

As a consequence, we ace that this division runs deeper

than ordinary subject-object consciousness , and,. in some

senile , extends into tho Beyond. There must be something

very urdamental in this .,

The division is traceable further in the compiamontul

and opposed Grook notions of Bros and Logos , with their more

modern pquivalcnts of Love and Wisdom . in Occultism it is

refolootod in 'the complemQntal contrast of Buddhi end 1 antis

or that of Ananda and Chit . As already noted in a previous

discussion, each of those pairs represents modus cf more

ultimate realities , dosignatod as Atman and Sat respectively

The ultimate Reality, when brought into oxpress ion, requires

the mediation of ono or the other of the roapoctivo rodos,

or fl corzbination of the two . Whether or not any living man

has aohievcd a per foot , equilibrium between the two modes in

a quostion , whioh I find impossible to answer definitely, at

the present time . It would seem, however, that if tkn

t

,

incarnation known as Gsutama Buddha was not a case of

perfect equilibrium, in this sense , tbon, at any rato, it ,

soma nearer to it than any other case of 4rhids we have ti ear

,
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historic record , Shankaravs prodominant oXprossion. ist
clearly philosophical , while that of Jesus is notably

vetical. But there is a subdominant mystical olomont

in 8hankara ; and likewi s e a sub,,,ardinate philosophical

olotncnt in Jesus . ` All throe,. Buddha , 8hankara, and Z'esua,

do seem to roprosont , when taken as a group, more balanoo
•

than other historic inca rnnaions . By uniting those Throo
Y

and regarding them as ono Reality in Three Persons, it

would seed that wo have the most synthetic spiritual

manifestation lying within the limits of historie rcoords

that have any degree of exotoric definiteness,

?!yt own contribution to this problem grove out of

a Recognition of a third kind of Knowledge which I have

oullods "Knowledge through Identity's . This Knowledge,

on Its own lovel, is noithor conceptual nor perceptual

and,, consequently, can neither bo defined, in the strict

Conso of the word , nor be experienced . Through Awakening,

man can Rooognig o himsoif as identical with It, It is only

when the Awakened Iran nooks to achieve a eorrolati.on bo.

t:voof that Knowledge and subj cct*obj cct consciousness that

any question arises es to whothor It is nearer conception

or percept i on. To melt seems nearer conception , but In 's

subordinate degree I also express it in the physiognomic or

mystical form. rut considering this problem obl ootivolyr or

logically, I am quite unable to say triat actually Knowledge

through Identity is noaror ` c onception than It is to



porceptlon. I do not soo'ctnn practical oscapo from what

might bo called a coloring of tha oolorIoas, Just so soon

0

as tho Inoxpressiblo is raflootod In oxproasions The mast

porfoot, vehiolo of oxprossion is,, inovitabl r, a 'distortion

in sumo moasure . Tho altornAt.ivaa are,, thoroforer o .thorn .

to refrain from all exprossion, or consistently to omploy

the instruments of oxpression which tho #dividual h xs < .

aotually evolved,, being careful, ho'Yevor, to earn all that

,tho oxpreasion is only a refle+ation of BAT which, on, Its

ow lovol, remains ever inexpressible, txproeeicn he3 .p*
. . r

an a Rood to THAT, but whore a given exprossjon helps

oertain tor1!x Vamonts, suite A diftoront form 1$ needed for

.others .

i



LXXRVI

A IM3 WORD

Novoznber 7

In: tho effort to givo expression to Valuca which

have their souroo in the iransoondont World a serious

difficulty is onOourtorod, owing to tho inadequate' supply

of words having tho appropriate moaning, Ono result 3 .s#

that vory of'ton the writor or spoakor nescrts ineffability

in a wider sonso than is necessarily the cane .' The

Transcendent, an such, is inoxprosciblo within the relative

manifold, but thorq is an intermodiato dorain, between the

Transcendent proper and t mono rastriotod aubjoot-objoat
l

consciousness, whoro partial expression is possible. If

this wore not so, it would bo entirely usoloss to Write or

nay anything on those subjoots . But 'when we acme to the

question of how far oxpresaion is possible, thord is no

dofinito ans or. 'The problem seems to bo much like that of

the evaluation of an irrational number in torri of rational

numbers, 'do know that a porfcot evaluation is a theoretical

or absolute impossibility, but at the namo time tho evaluation

can approach perfection without limit . In actual practice, the

iathematician proceeds in this evaluation just so far as to

significant for his purposei, and stops there . With respect

to the expression of the Higher Values, thoro is lik ewise no

theoretical limit to the process of approximation . The absence



of tho coricoptual tools or the limitations of the intolloett al

0

ocpcoity of a given i><?dividuall dotoriino the unite for hin,

but do not define the 3,Umi.ts of possibility for other indivi-

duals . This is all a quastion of rolativo skill and ogiip-

inert . Tho higher approximations are, admittedly, very

d&ffteult to produce and tholr are, progressivoly# less andd

loss O^07 to ufdoretand ae they are extond .cd into the unknown .

Yot th+ process in apprgxtr ition releases over morn and morn

powor of an inoroeeing inolusivoness6 So work of this kind

is important for mankind as a whole, oycn, though those who

directav benefit by it arc, nooessari ly,,, quito limited in

numbor .

For the oxorossion of the ^ranaoondont, tho Sanskrit

is, unquestionably, the best of the fairly wall Isnown vohi.oles,

for in this lenguago there are mz}%ny vorde ' roprosonti S nota..

physioa). al"niftoanoo, for Which there arcs no oquiva] ants to

be foun4 in western, lnnguages, But mitoide a united grQtp of

spocialited coholars, an oxtonsi'o use of Ssne'krit is impraati-

Cal* A fow words may be introduoed with appropriate explana-

tion, and that is all, One who confines himself to the more

c ommon portion of the Lrgllsh language is restricted to the

Anglo-Saxon end d,rlvati.vos of Latin and, GrQok, ' V'ithout the

aid of the latter dorivntivoi, the writer would Wall but

t incohoront, onco ho reaches "beyond vory sirnole lcvelo of
t

thought, and, oven with all throo rosourooe ,, a cortai,n strain-



lug of tho Lieaning of wprds Is-often uncwoidablo, A greatr
deal of the actual extrocsion which one oncountors-in his

various readirge involves a very oarolosa use of words, and

the result to often one of iocdlcos confusion . I believe

that this 6onfusion should be avoided whorcvor possible,
S i k

Part of this confusion grows out of a ucago of words that

in neither in accordance with their otymologioal moaning nor

with current dictionary definition. bft,onn this can bo

guarded aealnst by a xtoro careful flolccticn of words and

,word -c o1nbinati ons arid,, whore this Is it ossib1e, by taking

pains to dcfino the now usago of a given term, Somotimea

now words _yt be coined In attoordance t . th the osteblishedd
Y I r

rules of vord.builing. It to not good practiog to employ

this device it adegvc.te word*tools already exist, but where

it actually clarifies nearing it would Soon to bb beyond

oritioicri,

I have coi.nc i a no ,,7 vrord that soon to supply 'an,

unfilled hood . It to the noun, tintroeoption', with the

verb form, 'iritrccolvo', This void to from the comthining

forms 'intros, nearing t 4thin', 'into', and tint, and .

' eapore', nes ni.ng tnl o . Honno It' has the ptim +ry novnIng

'to tF ko into or ins . The principall meaning for which I

find this word useful is : lflbe process or Mode of conscioua-

noes which ponetratcs to prot*tndit7„through the affective

function ' . Thus, it .s the kind of Insight aroused thiiough

r sic , pootry~ ord the fine arts in general . I3oth the wtordp
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?understandings and 'perception' have been, at times,

i
4

stretched in their meaning to carry this si~;nttioance.

But such usage is not consonant with the current moaning
Y

of these terms, PUnderstanding', properly ; Is rolatod to

cognition, while tporeeptiont is grovndad in oonsation .

Pn idea or a cone opt imy be urdoestood ; a sensory datum,

either in a subtle or gross sonso,, may produce a perception ;

but the quality of consciousness, associated %ith the

affections, 1i sorteth ing of quite a different sort from

either of tk;ese. ,

In prine ipl e , inward penetration is possible through

any of the three modes of consciousness , or various coribin .

s ations of them, but, practically,, pereeptivr, ,ao a complex

of sensation - not Intuition • is rarely a Road in this .

cycle. Thus, in general, man Ezt ors either through under-

standing,, introception, or intuitive perception or, rather,

with ono or the other of theca as the predominant mode of

his oonscionaness . With ,most individuals who reach tho'

outer Cc-art of the Path, introcoption or intuitive perception

is more developed than uierctanding, and thus he who would

directly influence the greater nuibor of people should speak
L

mostly tO the introcoptivo or intuitively perceptive con-

sei.ousnoss . On the other hand, those ,vho have attained a

conaidorable do velopmert of pvwor are likely to have

exceptional understanding, at least in some fields, Thus,,,

he who would effect an Influence with the latter group ssust
e
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auk cri p In 3arie rwasure, to the undor*Innc1trj,,

Votes a c m"cnt 3y't I have bror~ do o the nor-nit- of

• ant oecption so no to dcsl o_nsta a third. AVnet5on of

concctot't noes t otint;I * UThn 1owcr w cz oby tho L ?zt

of Comelcusncrsti , turns uion Tts l f tc and Its 5s reo."



tXXXYII

THE CONPLICl '..'ET6'N SPAC& AND TIME

November 13

t
We a" iM.bted to Spengler' for having given us

one of the clearest and most aignifioazt statements of a

vory ancient and profound conflict j one which oven undera llos some of the old storios of tho gars of the angels

. It

is a conflict traceable throw many phaiseo of hurrah con.

selouenoss and beyond, It has its . source" in The very

beginnings. of r..anifeetation Itself$ and is transcended by

TAf only whon he has again found hi solf in the pro»Cosmis

Consciousness* It appears under many diaguiees and assumes

veriable forms,, but its most basic representation is a eon .

filet between Space and Times

As space and tins are commonly conceived# the notion

of a war bat'"eon these two hardly seems intolli ;;ible. For
r

we havo formed a habit of regarding those as puro3.y formal

pro existenoee ,, quite i ndopendont of natter and eonadousnees .

This is not the standpoint of Ideali stic philosophy nor of

theoroticcil physics, since the epochal eontribuuticns of

Albert ! lnsteixl . 3o,rcvor, it is a viorr practically and

corm only hold, cnd $ist bo discredited tint before moaning,

can bd attknchad to conflict between space and t „

A e chculd be clear by this tine,, I do not regard

space An A time as external to coneciousnesa, but rather as
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nodes and forms determining the play of relative cona~aioue-

nose or , in other words , as setting the stage for the drama

S

j

of evolution . Neither space nor time are limitations im-

posed upon the ulti rato Roa3ity . On the contrary they havo

their origin within that Reality and are simply the host

primary circumscribing forxrs that a orvo , tho purpose of do-

limiting consciousness or nature as this apbears to human

consciousness. The most basic forms, whothor in terms of

perception, conception or of law, involve the notions of

space and time. These underlie logic, ro)ationship,

poriodicity~ causality; etc . I'iot al) nodes of rolativ© con-

aciousnees o in Aqua] dogree , involve tIo so primary form .

Sono are nearly altogether , if not whoil , tonporal in their

nature, while others arc predominantly, perhaps exclusively,

spatial . Thus , perceptual consciousness is, on the wholo,

in closer connection with time than with sprtoo p although the

spatial quality is-porculittxly strong in tho cato of the

,sense of sight, In contrast , concepts are,vory strongly .

I

spatial and, in their more devolopcd forks, essentially reduce

tilno to a kind of spatial extension . In gonoral, the closest

union of concepts with porcepts occurs in connection with the

oonso of sight or the world of light .

,7e osn zoo at once ono ,of the manifestations of the

apace -time conflict in tho war between perception and con-
1

aoption. It' has airo-?ady boon sho:Mn* how this conflict has led

* Soo Scotion No . LXXXv



to tho most fundammcntal division botwoon the various 1ohools

Of philosophy, r°hich of those two is closer to Reality?

This is a vorst old question .ahich has not only d$ .vided phil

ocophors, but likowd.se Caused conflicts botroen clacrea a

groups carrying powers of the one kind or the other . 'l~ha old

viar botvzoon religion and civil power is one rhzsa of the

issue, rind this porsiat s strongly, ovoh, in our otn day, If

we tire to understand those age-.old struggles, with all their

practical boaring upon the happiness and woll .b©ing of man,

it is nocossary to determine and undorstand the sir°n{ficance

of their primary source. To attain this we cannot atop short

of acquiring some w dorstardir of sptoo and tine In their

prjra; Ary relationship to corsciousnoslv .
t + ' J

Timo is involved whenever we speak of fbooong,t

J

I

1periodicity t, f life f, tbirth f , tdocay f , f evolution t ,, f nrogross f ,

f loss t , 'gain', end so on through a traltitudo of torrIs iriplyinij

process in son o sense . On the other hand, spaco urdorlios

notions, such as, tlawf, fall at once', 'ossontl ftl identity of

oauRo anti offoct f, 1froodom from sin ; wilt, or karmat,

iir,nortt]itff, 'logic', tca .dulationf, trevarsiblo timer,

a

ate, Tragic ttrle, or the time that is one with embodied life,

birth, death, oto ., is irreversible . It is tragic hcoauso of

the irrovorsibility. That which has hapcppncd cannot bo ro-

called ; the unused opportunity of the moment is ,gone forever ;

death closes relationships, etc . 'If time wore ultilnotely

real, it would never bo possible to transcend the tragic
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drama of life . In such a cases to be sure, creative

becoming would have genuine reality, but as the becoming

alvayrs involves a oompi,.omontal destroying, tho joy of the

former would always be dogged by the pain of the latter

without hope of any ultimate resolution of this pain,

Spongler, on his part, rocogn .z ea this tragic quality of

chronological time . He roalizos that it entails essential

pessimism, but glories in acceptance of that pessimism,

holding that it is the nobler part and the more heroic to

accept this frankly . Ho definitely asserts the primacy of

time and thus predicates its ultimate triumph in the cones

flint with space .

Contrasted to Spengler stand the religious, scion.

tific, and the larger part of the philosophical thinkers .

outstanding among these are Buddha, Shankara, and Jesus .

Lot us isolate the fundamental viewpoint of those Men .

When Gautaza was aroused from his youthful sloop as en

indulged Prince, the Inciting cause vas the witnessing of

sickness, povo :ty, arkd death, These He readily saw as

inevitable consequences of Becoming . He also saw that they

were far more effective in producing misery or pain than any

of the coriplomontal life-processes wore in producing happi-

ness. Hence the final balance of the time-process was suf-

fering. He anticipated Sponglor in roalizing that the world-

life or Sangsara was primarily tragic, and accordingly He

hold a pessimistic view concerning this particular field of



coxioiouanoas . But unlike Spongler, He rofusod to

acquiesce in the tragody . Ho searohod for and ultimately

found a power superior to the tragic field of Sangsara.

This Power was a State of Consciousness that transcended

the whole domain urder the sway of time. This State of

Consciousness is known to us today by the symbolic

designating namo, Nirvana . Now, while it is true that in

the highest sense Nirvania Consciousness transcends space

as well an time, it is, nevertheless, approachable by

human consciousness as being of a space-like quality .

Nirvanic Consciousness implies a comprehension of begin-

ning and end at once, thus destroying the tragic quality

of time. But Voomprehonsiont is essentially spatial .

Purthor, the differentiation of levels of Nirvana also

ifl elves a fundamentally spatial notion . It is possible

for embodied man to attain some degree of Nirvanio

Consc iousness while still possessing embodied conscious-

ness, That such can be the case and at the same time be

knowm to be the case hero in this world, implies that there

is sore degree of over:,lapping consciousness . This over.

lapping is necessarily spatial in the fundamental sense

as revealed in the fact that the little more than inchoate

reports of Nirvana are apace-formed but in the radical

sense not time-formed . Buddha brought a message of

Liberation and Immortality, and hence in the proper sonno
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He is optimistic . But the significance of the irmcdiato

stop He offered mankind lies in the fact that He opposed the

tragic time . world with a more potent Space-World .

Liberation and Immortality are space-notions , freed from

timo-bondage.

The significance of the work of Shankara is pro-

oisely the same, though his approach and methods are

different . In effect Ho set up the notion of the monism

of continuity - a spatial notion - in opposition to the

discreteness of the universe . He assorted the unbroken

and unbreakable continuity between the Soul (Atman) of

man and Divinity (Brahinan)„ He denied, unequivocally, the

reality of the discrete world or seen universe . Bow, the

primary instance of discrete manifoldness, carrying within

it the tragic quality , lies In the threw-fold division of

time, i.e., past, present, and future . Heroin lies the

root multiplicity and the cause of all misery .

However largo may have boon the development of an

optimistic attitude toward the world-field in tha later

centuries of western Christianity, it still romaine true

that the original Message of Jesus was just as completely

othor-worldly as wore those of Buddha and Shankara .

Ropoatodly Jesus said s "My Kingdom is not of this world ."

He never assorted that Immortality , or the Kingdom of

Pocc a, or the Saved Life , wore realizable as mere world-.
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field existenco . Temporal power, which is always peculiarly

time-centered, remorselessly fought Jesus and His followers

for several centuries . True, He said= "Render unto Caesar

the things that are Caesar's ." But he complotod this clause

by adding' "But render unto God the things that are God's ."

And, Indeed, Ho challoxig©d Caesar-povror far more funda-

mentally than any more invading hosts Such a host might

have conquered even Rome,, but this would have meant merely

a change in the group that functioned the Caesar- power .

Political wars never overthrow Caesar as a principle. But

Jesus challenged the power of Caesar at its very roots, and

so the Roman political sense was quite correct from its

viewpoint in attempting to exterminate all that Jesus rep ..

roaont©d.* Jesus was willing to lot Caesar play with the

bodies of men for a brief poriod of time, but He claimed tho

Souls of men, realizing woll that the Soul is the only part

* That dialotic materialism is but a permutation of Caesar-
power is afforded orspiric demonstration in the development
in Russia . The religion of othor-worldlinos s was crushed
along with independent money power . In their place was sub-,
stitutod an unchecked political povior . We are thus afforded
an excellent example of the rawness of Caesar-power when it
has a free field of action . Rarely have there boon mans .
feetations of the sheer brutality of zzakod force of sharper
delineation than Is afforded by this eample . The other
totalitarian governments manifest the same quality. The
differences between Facisre and dialetic materialism are only
superficial. Essentially they are only counterpointal mani-
festations of the same spirit . In a peculiar sense they
incarnate anti-Christ. Theirs is the time.-bound spirit
manifested with an exceptional degree of purity . Perforce
they are at war with the Liberating Spirit of the Spatial
Consciousness . But in the end they will fail as they are
identified with the lesser power .



of man that really counts . Without control of human eouls

the power of Caesar is a vain and empty thing . Realization

of this fact is th) explanation of why great or ambitious

tariporal ruloro so commonly cook to abrogate Divine prorogE

ativos . Caesar succeeds in controlling man only so long as

ho can aocorplish the binding of the soul of man to the body,

aM then dominate the latter . Therefore, Ho who can free

the soul takes the enduring kernel and l envos to Caesar but

the husk.

focus did most emphatically challenge the time-world,

but in His case it was very largely that world as represented

by Caesar-power . Ho offered an othor-worldlinosa ,, a prima

characteristic of which is i2m ortality . Now, nothing that is

subject to timo- zoaring is it aortal, Tho essonso of time-

woarin g is the negation of persistence . Only that which is

not subject to time endures . That which we find through .

Self-analysis has the quality of durability in man is not

under the away of time . This realizable fact of a persistent

element in human consciousness, when proporly understood, is

definite proof of a trans4emporal Reality underlying man .

Jesus dimply sought , as His prodoeessors before Him had done,

to Awaken in mon a Monition of this transtemporal Reality .

That Recognition means 'being born again, which when achieved,

at once dostroys bondage to the time -world, including the

dominion of Caesar .

All Caesar-power, whether in the specifically political



sense or in the military form,, is essentially a manifest-

ation of the time-power. Noitsache, as one of the prime

oxpononts of time-power, saw this point clearly, and both

frankly and a grossively taught anti.-Christ . He exalted

the time-violenoo of the will and hated the potency of

the Christly non-rosistanoe, All rulers whose souls are

identical with political power are consciously or uncon-

sciously dicciplos of Noitzscho, and with respect to thorn,

all men and women who incarnate something of the Christly

principle stan9d in courter relationship .

--A.

The time-principle dominates in the ease of oon-

sciousness manifesting in primitive forms . It is thus

in the massive or numerical sense preponderant, for not

only is the bulk of human life under its sway, but as well,

all of sub-human life. In the historic nonso, Spengler is

right whon he says that spatial comprehension cornea Into

dominance only as a culture flowers . It is born art sus-.

tained in this world only with difficulty . But, on the

other hand,, it wields the ultimately victorious force .

The cosmic integration of Sir Isaac Newton is a good

Illustration of the power of the spatial principle, He

gave an especially strong impetus to the conceptual grasp

of the universe under law . By supplying a command over a

planted time-r7story that had hold humanity in its thrall-

dom before hie day,, he offooted a substantial degree of

liberation for human consciousness . A considerable, sector
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of tino-mobilized na tuts now stands definitely conquered

by man as a result of the spatial understanding introduced

by Noviton and othor non like him . Eat as a biologic

fighting aninal Newton would have proven peculiarly

ineffaetivo . The inpact of the massive bruto ,force, which

constitutes the ultimate iratrumont of Caesar-.poor, ;lould

be easily fatal to Newton and those of his typo . Yet the

scicn o of which those non are masters has evon caused the

Caesars of this day to be nervous in the exercise of their

own peculiar power . Adaptation of spaco•.powor to brute

forge threatens to booomo a boomerang , offering not victory,

but inutual annihilation . It is uttorly foreign to the native

genius of Caesar as a type to be able to pastor the trey to

space»powor so that he nay employ it with safety . This key

,may bo offootivoly mastered only by a peculiarly dovoloped

and raro typo of man that from the standpoint of the standards

of Caesar would be regarded as offominate and weak, On a

lower level, it is the same contrast that is afforded in the

case of Jesus when Ho is contrasted with the political power

of His day . A simple and saintly ?ian for a few years

wandered up and do yn the roads of Palest ins and spoke a few

words , also sirrplo in fern, though often obscure in moaning .

Yet tormporal and priestly palter hated Him, as fow non have

boon hated, and did all that it could, even over a period of

centuries, seeking they destruction of the living stream that

incarnated His words . Yet this Caosar-power, with all its
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impressive showing of material power,, was forced to give

way until ultimately it formally surrendorod . Is not all

this highly significant as revealing the hidden potency of

Space-power?

It is true that the time-pour, under the form of

the Caesar-principle, does attain soma degree of aubsoquont

viotory. In the instance of the history of Christianity

this -as manifostcd through an apparent surrender of the

formor, follo ;acd by a subsequent adaptation of the now

Force to its own purposes . In its purity, the Power,

represented by don like Jesus on the one hand, and 1-7 the

philosophers and scientists on the other, is spiritual and

is manifested through intellectual and moral vehicles .

Subsequently, whon,through 'baring from within', the

Caesar-power gaixB control of the movorir nt s that originated

in a spiritual impetus, the latter becomes largely crystals

iced and bcundthrough boirg formalized in oIaaborato ritual-

ism,% genuflection, and convention. The emphasis of formal

religion is then placed upon the story of the life of the

Teachers rather than upon the moaning ; of the Teaching .

Finally, in greater or lessor degrees Caesar sucoecds in

capturing the force of space-power to servo his ends . The

extreme manifestation of this wo find in the wars of

Christendom that Caesar succeeded in having fought in the

name of the Prince of Peace:

But while all this reveals a certain tactical
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victory for 'timo-powor ae incarnated in the Cadsar-

prinoiplo, the lattor has actually incurred an important

otratpgie voakonirz. The raw powor that Cri esnr has invoked

actually contrcdicts h1m# This wcakens Cacanr` 's hand in

the end. The rosult is that no political force in the ;pest

1 over 'tocn as fully euoceeatul as was Chenvhis Man..

7bo vC- an al most pre incarnation of the time-force in the

political field . Todrj, Caesar is vory mucb cskor than he

eec tz> . Ohoor nceessity forces hips to restrain hie w111 in
H r

the fcco of the knowledge of the tcchniofan . This cirply

micas that ho technician, Loj thor with the intoll.iacnees

b ci of him,, wiold the ultimately ht3her po,4er 1 Caesar riay

bluator' and store,, but the quiet knowledge of low on the

part of a fare ?seen and aomo profound minds is a fatal curb

upon his potency. To be aura, Caesar has 'c certain Sampson.

like power which he could will to use, 'tut, like Car:nson, he

,could be crushed himsolf in the resulttrg debacle . moo, all

in all, if we core the extent of Caesar.•powor beforo the

Christian era with that which now exists after the leavening

work of the thou ;ht of Jesus, supplor9entcd latter by that of

the rhileeophove and ucicntista, we find Caesar in a r».~ah

,~c ker ponitiCfl, relatively. while he wields Crater poten-

Cics then over bof'ore, yet he is natohed by' pore Of ~i still'

hiehex° order . totrperamentally Caesar is disqualified to

toot th^So hi,Cher poriora . go can win, in a to orrry sense,

by destroying oivilitation and ray-enslaving ten,, but ho does

not understand, and ther efore cannot control, the powers
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which along can lecd'to the gonuinaly higher culture whoroin

1

0

man attains ~iore axes more ireedomo,

In our d . -, the coi flIct botwoon space and time is

excl. plificd "pe in U 1y in the ::ar t:cat :reen science and

tocbrology on the one hand, an' politics on tho other,'

flx.rthor, since mozioywpoacr by psycholo gical affinity lies

01050 to toehnoloUy, It ass t be aligned with ooionco and

technology in this conflict . * Thoro is a deep roaoori for

this oon elict which should be u;idorstood as the issue is

vital and of groat current importance,

The Opaoo-po .jor,, vhothor repreaontel in philosophic

reli lon, tochtnical philosophy, science, toohno}ogy, or

rnon thought in the nodern souse - 1equiros a careful use

of a very vital instrmtsent, i . o ., concepts together with

their onvobomont in lai&Junga . In order to at tain under-

standing'in any of these fields, particularly itn those in .,

volving the use 8f the r ore subtle and intricc;to ideas, many

* E5,nancial thinktixlg combines both the pelit .cal tnd the
soiontific spirit, in the older process of trading, a super-
for skill in do+option was can important factor in success,
in i hich case the diffex•enod botwoen business and politics
vas lose r±nrkcd than it is coming to 'po at present . But
as financial thinking has aoquivcd greater maturity and has
has to onorato in sott1ngn of over tyroater and r-, ;-atcr
technical oonploxity, soul dness and reliability have grown
in importance as the oondlticns of success . Thus we are
witnessing in tusincsy the evolution of finnneial engineor .
irg,' and thus money-powcr is becoziintrr leas and loss
political ire its spirit .
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years of careful disciplino are required in the use of

concepts and language . ".'hula a high order of imagination

is required both for understanding and for oroative activity

in the highor phases of this domain, yet without the train-

ing in concepts and language this imagination is impotent .

The requisite oorroetnoss and precision in the use of con-

ceptss is sometimes oxtroma . Even with an original endow-

ment of natural talent or genius for these fields, the

necessary skill to attained only by the most exacting kind

of effort . Sometimes the pro-condition of the sufficiently

precise concept is protracted labor on the part of very high

talent . Naturally* such a vitally Important and difficultly

aehiovcdd instrument comes to have a valuo that is all but

sacred. For it =at be remembered, without these concepts

no fu,ctioning in this domain can be effective . To give

this poixt a moro concrete form, I call attention to the

fact that the machines of this ago could not have boon orig-

inated,, then started into operation, and be kept in motion

without t)o appropriate concepts and the men who had

mastered thorn. There is but a handful of such men existing,,

but they make the iaohinc-ago possible. In contrast, a

brute force which Is far from intelligent can easily stop

tlxs mach ino . In this latter fact lies a danger to our

civilization that in second only to that of war .

In contrasts, the oxorciso of timo-power does not

require the mastery of carefully developed concept e . In
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the fern of political power , the final inatrumolnt is brute

force,, and this in turn is controlled by psychological

moans. Docw# the psychological use of leiiguago obeys fit ..

ically difforcnt canons from that required in scientific

language. Oorrootnoss rnd precision have no rieaning be re .

the rmn who, uses language as a psychological power rny be

utterly solf-contrc diatory, his ideas ray have the loosest

sort of rclatiorushin with their supposed obSects, and yet

ho ray be highly cuocceoful. ?'hat he is tctupll doing

is effecting a control of a Certain kind of, .fords through

the exercise of an onotioral key , Such a man may have a

moral code and his private votive may be excellent, but

his attitude toward concepts is amoral at best . On the

other brand the cpace-power typo of man has a highly de-

voloped moral sonoo with respect to the use of concepts .

Naturally, ho is outraged through and through by this

political and psychological use of concepts and lan uage,
f

A profound consequence of this conflicting use of

concepts and languago to that there can be no srmathy

botnroon political power and toab!nololical power, In fact,

the clash between the two domai,na nay well be underlaid

by a subtle hatred . . inevitably, the technician nest view

control by political pozor en an Invasion by soriothing

inferior, and certainly as somot h ing inimical ,, As a re

suit, political po:vor, if onao dominant ,, can crush and

destroy the fruits of tochnoloCy,,, but cannot lcad tovnird$,
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much loss command , further and better achiovc mont . * On the

other hand , money-power can achieve and has achieved manag..

erial control of technology ,, but the reason for this is that,

In spite of surface frictirns , there is a fundamental sym-

pathy between those two duo to a similiarity of attitude

toward, and use of, concepts and language . Noithor does the

other a'doep and unforgivable violence . Finance, on the

higher lovols, requires the onginooring typo of mind,, and

all onginocrs ,whatover tho differences in their specialties,

can undo ,stend each other in a fundamental sonso. So it is

possible for technology and monoy-power to co-operate, but

both are outraged in their loops by the loose, and in some

respects , irresponsible modes of procedure of the political

mind,

An illustration may make possible a clearer urdor ..

standing of the irreconcilable nature of this conflict

between technology and monoy.po.vor on the ono hand, and a

dominant political power on the other . Of very fundamental

importance for both of the former is the rule that stand .

ards of mcasuro should remain invariable . Invariables may

be rogardec as a phase of 'undamontal concepts by which alone

is it possible to achievo calculated control of variables

and unknowns . It is thoroforo a nocossity for offactivo

* In this connection, it is a significant fact that in the
totalitarian states whoro political power is dominant, the
most important technological devolopmont has boon in the
adaptation of technical instruments fcr war.
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funotiontn in those fioldo that atcndarda should not

chango, or if thor do, that thoy should do co in accord.

onto with a po *foatly dotoi'rai-nt fornulct ecaocsiblo to

all* AO a conooquomo, arbitrary political x nipulation

of cttrdnrdo hr r$ tho off'oet of outrcmc,- for it cuts urdor

tho wholo otructuro which is dcpcndcnt upon coroful cal-

culation* Tho rovoalod Cttitudo of political poor in this

i 1ttor silly illuctratco h4:7 itpooriblo it is to cohiovo

roal co-operation botwoon dor ant political power nn .

tcohanolcgyr . Purthor, this ruses doopor than mare poraonal

roµctiono oho political raid is quite inoapnblo of undor, otrndin, the noooaaiticb of toohnology,

That spaco is tho grcator poor ac comparod with

tine to indicated by x own Rocognitionn . thilo tho most

inward State of all stands in a position of superiority

~•1th i upcot to spae+n .aa roll as time, thorn arc intor ct*

iato stogos, in ao of vhtoh the space-quality. is rcaogw

nisablo tvhilo the thins'quality is not, tut in othore thorn

is eddod to the spot coqualit°y a, sort of nodifiod time-

quality. It Is aignific=t that tho last oaproecible

modo or quality of +Consciouonbsc, as the ponotrstion proceeds

in rd, is co:nothing that can to indicated only, tby .cods

such as tdopth' ,, iholeht t, c Lovardnoc o'', etc, Thoce words

with their corrosponding concopto are x nifeotly of the

spatial typo, Thoy have nothing to do with tine. It is

I



true that I have used tbovo the terms, 'penetration', and

this word clearly carries the connotation of 'process',

a time-quality. But process is not a part of the content

or quality of the Consciousness Itself. There is no

sense that the seeming penetration required an actual lapse

of time, In the metaphysical sense, it is not correct to

speak of the Recognition as an event, however much It may

seem to be so from the standpoint of relative consciousness .,

I simply Awakened to an oternal Thereneas - which in a mys .

terious sense is Heronoas as well - that had absolutely

nothing to do with Becoming . It is true that the self-

consciousness in playing the part of witness did pass

through a series of notations of states and analyses of

them.. and thu/iiomincd in some sort of time-field. But

the witnessing aolfwconsciousnossness must be carefully dis-r

tinguiahod from the Primeval Consciousness witnessed . Now,

the Primeval Consciousness is onrobed in a Space-Field, in

some sense , at a level ;,,here no time-oloment is recognizable .

This seems quite clearly to imply that as compared :Pith time

space wields the more ultimate power .

It should be clear by this time that I am constrained

to assert a position at variance with that maintel .nod by

Spongier ,, who saw time as the father of space . Spongier

recognized all culturod consciousness as essentially space-

like and also realized that culture ever turned upon time

and embodied life with a view to conquering them . Thus the
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Crom of all culture, is r:e l repd osonted by Buddha .* Tho

Lcssago of Buddha is one of Liboration from all life .

proogss with all Its tragedy. But Sponglor granted to such

a r!oseago only a to porary success . Ho thought he saw the

timo.li,fo current ultimately urdermining the Liberated

State and molting It all in the stream of Eeooinirg . Un..

doubtocliy, stash tmmst seam to be tho case to a oensciousnoss

confined to the perspective of the historic stream, since

all that poroists for history to necessarily in tune .

Ho;:over, Spenglor has only been able to trace that which

hac not yet boon conquorod by spaco . That consc; i,ousrnso,,
Y

in which the desire for sentient oaistonao bas not yet boon

conquered, le rnifostly still in thralldom to time . 'But

the Higher Consoioua,noas, iu which this desire has boen do-

strayed, hart disappeared from historic observation. No one

speaking from the perspective of a Sponglor can possibly

know anything of this . On the other hand, it to possible

to Awaken to a Level of Consoiouenosa wherein the Roalls

Lean may Know that it is Buddha and not Spongier tho repreo sonts the ultitely Triumphant Principle

.

Viewed frog the relative perspective, it oe

quito clear that the gains of the Force for Liberation arc

The word 1Buddhat hap a throe-fold noantng. The popular
understanding is that it refers uniquely to the historic
parsonage lmo~nn as Gautama. But furdamentally it moans
Eniightonmont" in a transc endental or world.oozxquoring

sense. All who have established colf-conscious identity
with the synthetic non-dual conga iousneas are Buddhas #



mmericaliy quite lirdtcd so far . But it should not bo

forgotten that thoso gains aro abooluto, for tiv Liberated

Soul to outside tho jurisdiction of timo, vherea

oonsoiouanoss-bound-to*tir o*bodies is alt:ayo subject to

attack 1,7 the Force of Spatial Diboratibn . The Cacoar..

principle, bo ri th3 child of time, is subs ct to Vcmoais,

ahi.lo the sp acc. porxer to not . Heroin lies the bacla for th.

profound optirlam which x ekes it possible to say with oor.

tainty that ultimatoly all souls will bo Enanoipatcd from

tt no -.bordsgo .

I havo developed the present thooic in ter= of a

conflict or war botwoon t-o principles . Obviously, this

is valid only from the rolative porapoetive or as it

appeare in the timo -stream, totaphysically conaideraci,

thorn is no victory to be achiovcd, for Pr1maval

Consciousness never has in reality been bound, Tim-

bondage to only an offoot oxicttn for relative conscious-

poss . A 1vix at a State of Liberation has noaning for

solf.eonsO ious consciousness , but not for Prinoval

Conedd ousnoos which,11ko space , is unaf °oec od by the presence

or rbs cnco of events .

SPACE rara ns the highest Divinity that 3o in any
1

sense knowable ,* however dim that knowlcdgo nay be . Beyond

lies the Eternally Unknowable, surrounded by I paxn trcibl o

Darlnocs , Silence, and Voidnoso,
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LXXXVIII

THE FINAL RECORD

November 16

It is now one hundred one days since the groat day

of the ineffable Transition and three months since I began

the record that is now drawing to a close . It has been,

for the writer, a most extraordinary period . He has known

what it is to enter a State where he found himself complete ;

where the problems that weary the soul find their resolution ;

where there is a Joy unutterable ; where there is found the

satisfying and certain Knowledge ; where there may be known

the Companionship that gives the value of deep Comnunion ;

and where there is real Emancipation. He knows today, with

the certainty of Immediate Knowledge, that there is a hidden

Kernel of utterly satisfying values within this husk of

outer life . He has found the solution of the groat meta-

physical question and so, for him, the Quest of life is

finished .

There remains a work to do . There are almost un-

imaginably encrmous fields of knowledge lying below and

within the inconceivable Cognition, and for the unfolding

of those possibilities veritable ages are required . There

is tho work of leaving a record so that some aid may be given

to those others who also seek to travel this stay . This

writing is a part of that task .



J

Thjs would seem to be the time for m a.king at3 general

0

. aurVog of the cult inating effect of tho past' hu3~drod' days, eo,

as to .fford 'P. basis .for the evnluaticn of'tho event that I

,havo called the Ineffable Transltioni Its value to me in r

inner life is clear and beyond doubt,'a fact which, it seams,

should be obvious r to anyone who has read this book .- fiver met

I , say : It Is the Value beyond all other, valucs . Thorn is- no,

counter ixttorost which relative life oan offer that, in the

smallest degree, would lad me to wish to turn mfr back upon

the Transoendental,World. There-is nothing remaining, hore

below, that inti'iguos me, though some phases of tutor life

still remain more enjoyable than othors. I desire that other

Individuals should Realize that 1h$ch I have como to Know and,

if I can be of assistance to and that ond, I shall be glad to

do what ,,may ba done. Dut the messago I would carry would be

that of Anothor 1'(orld, 'of, another LI, e, . and not Qzio o f more

aineliorat±on of the wdrld-tiold hii,'e . `In this, my own convieti.on•
full,y,,9ccords, w tk the e ontral theme of the, Mossago of j'eaus,
i~ . ; hd~ p:i r Crust be Born aLaih land #ontor into oat Life in-
another " Kiri dom" or on anoth,-r Lcval of Censciousnoss . For

myself, I have now demonstrated, what others have already told,'

that it Is not nccesspti-y to dio here, In the physical sense, in

order to bo boru again ,in that other ~~~orld,, Belt It dogs ,seem
clear that , so long as man., occupies bodies formed of the gross

material of this plane, he can Realize the Transcondental

World in only a penumbral sense ., Gross matter opposes too
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Mach 'ros .ictanco to that Ccnsoiousnosa not to orrye to soma..
thing of a barrier. . Yet, by, n part ial rofinonont of the

. t-

n rtoritz1s cntoring Into trio compO#iticn of the compound

hw,gn form, it is fossiib' a to 4 ehievo variable dogroos of.
`cross-6orrolatic:t botwecn the T ransoQ ndcnt and tho tutor

rolativo life*, Hcro tie cc:zo,to a quobtion that requires for

ito ool.utirn n tonsidorabl.o oxorclao of dlaorir .nation, 'Lot

uiz aonsidcr th#.5 ,-roblom briefly .

Tho grosser tho entasoraent of man,, tho doopcr hq can

descend Into the sphcro or ovil, dark, and confcsad oonsciove-

noon a i,thout ondangorinto hips . o ontinuod cxi ston e Upon this

piano of l.ifo.' rut also, the erossor the .oneasoont, the

groator the insiiiatien from the Curvont of Higher Consciousness,

As a ocuntar fact, It is to bo notai, that the rioro subtilixod

a human body Tay be the, groatcr is its potent ;i tlity in sorvizzg

as oa oarrior of tha virc.nscerdont or Cc uiic C_onsciousneso„,

Other thingC being occuai ,, `tho highest posoibio arose-corrolation

would be achieved by a'Tux,who had a body so subtlo that it ran

just barely able to, e tdure- L1$o on this ,.olano. Thoro' is hero,

then, the action of too cot ntor priroipioa botwoon which a work .

Ing. ba).ch6p• zst,' bo eehleved in brdcr,thr.t the Othth .grid'-

Coi4oiintsress'They ''harts ` sono ribgi4o cif objootivo nnifobtatic}n,

The rooords of tho' cases of Coaxnib Consciovenea6 show the

balance to hnvo` been E:chiovod at suite various lrrvels . In tho,

western world,, ?lotinus C ooms to ),flvo hhnct the fvrr,atoat ccm .-

soi crus cow hand of 3.n': Tazd penetration . But-ho lived in rot iro

I



mcnt <,ndd hod co profoul)d a distoste ~'or tho gc~ostly phyeioal

that, it #s said,, he wile ashtmod that he , os 0 osaod a physical

body. Ho favo His values t o the world throkiSh a t'h 5 los ophio al

vehicle and through A few porsotlal diselplos, At the other

pole .~ s a man like V;alt Whitman who f~'ankly 3.ovod the
physical, ;grid lived, mach of tho tito, in distinctly .dvarsa

oiwi.ro ents, 1..httriin cM'tainiy was ablo to do that which

would have boon tuito ' pospiblò t or ?l*t&nus, But, on thet
othor the ,Light is 3 nitcsted jn ;far grcntor t lurity .
y y r- - y t a f t

In t;he4 appso'T of th 1etto_r 4~ . , ti2O 110 had ,' t po:7 or to noh.otratq the '
}

inward States aM the rosult of kris own,ccnscicus offort, somo-

this which l','nit ri n did not have, ••
J . I

;'hich of t1r.~co t-1-.-O t ahiovomonti' constitutes ther

I

groatcat of to the World? I do not bo : 1ovo that there

is rny absolute nns, :cr to this qu,,stim . F It all do ..,ends upon

' tho nood of tho hour, the strata of hwVnIty :hick is in'luencod,

and tho native cap, eitios of 'the individual who has attainoxll

the Cosmic Consoicusw a s . One t po 4f -Pmn nay achiovo a
1

widor b'etdth of 4i .rcct 'hia n contact, anaW.r cvn rrni.fost the

Light in gr•oator purity and eo ,,piotonocs, but can rcceh,

rclativoly,' only th; tow who am bottor prcnnr d to recoive .

Loth corvio s arty noe6ed, `

For Ayr 'own part,, at this rnomont I he vc not yet con-

so1idnted a vorkl !p bainnee . Thc rott or cttuned I am to

In,rflrdnoas , tbo harttor I fit 1 it to endure the hersh v orld-



foeon vhiob I Mid ati~i?:i In varl., ,ucs cubtlo

difficult `to dc;covibc, Tn ocnt,,^>t I if I ~iflydcti nr:?ol z oo
C

that I cc's crndui t .1le i c:, oes 2`-:oa'o ovciiy fr I £ 1 ;rl thr4• tbo

7n,tard Clarity Ac d&rt!notly cloud cd. Yy lroli.nati on .i to,

rc trcwat to tho 111Vh rr.d voolC rori ,thcro. "' hat wor2aw,~ 7:.r.aio

"r aM;(l rOil twrov~ to to 1f'cth psaihh'_o : a3t~1)1 :act rot y('t •hocn

acts: i s .ucd . 'lit ,)r %rcnt# thwch 1trii1C it, a ac pii- Lrcc.t, but
ti Y t

~ 'rct: t oclitcr of po>mlati n'o I¶lithi~~ tt~ a` o c y ~f r of`

finc1 tho l pant of t o' .:c,14d•forcc iiffiouit to + :-ctt MAI it

tins ttocn c t tmin c the; orCrn!Mu. t h.cthcr or not I cm Wild

tlutar rte cdal ora without doctr,41M,

L,c itivc c c, ilc!Aillo Coz' tho futu:e~c to C1ot MAllG# POr

I

p-m p, rt, It alld n»ly ho with tho € rctiteat lroluot : po that
)
ta ci r cc.cn

t
to c1Qucijfi,,* of 1n

,
c IN, ct?~~ oity in ()L I( I* to o t;cr_d

tic wino of Cllr ct X`C'I' " t i111 co ltcot . 5'0 CO CC'A t:hct. oVAf I- C, I

';oui.ci h:.Vo to ha conwi rocu UIrt the bcoiol valuca •cohicvr :Pro

worth tho c0Cto
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It is not yet sufficiartly tangib1o to give it a clear

delincaticn, and it is quo : ticnablo ho-,J `ar prestnt-word-

form end cv.n logic may servo for onrobing it . If our more

familiar cc+ncot,,ts may be thought of as grcnular and Capable

of fixed do 'inition* this other kind of concept might be

called fluidic or functional end not pos2Ossed of fixed

dofinitioP. As nearly as I corn describe it, I would say

that this no cone pt is scr,othirg like this ; An idea cntors

or is born into the mind, but at once the counter idea,

achieves reocgnition. Then the original idea takes on a

sort of flo :iing quality which se .,a to proceed to ward the

level, that aynthoslxos Moth it end the counter idea . Thorc

is eor:.icthing in this that suggests theo dialectic form of

Fegel, but the movement is f1iaidic rather than in a series of

discreet triadic atc :;s . In sc 1e respects tlheso concepts seen

like yortieea in ecrsciousnoss, as there is a certain quality

that suggests a turnirg inside out that proceeds canti.iuoucly.

So long as I do not try to oxr.,rors this thouprht, It caroics r

high order o f clarity . It does not involve a defiance of

logic, taut it Seei'tfs to 'requtr^ further logical le z, not yet

recognized, '',hen I attempt to give this thought exoression,

I have difficulties . It tends to disappear and I often f . of

something like a nascent dizziness, It leaves no with the

feelir_g that -,hat I write or say is cnly partly true, try as

I will to be ae corhoct as possible . Thus those scntencea

both reveal rnd veil at the swt o time . It is '-on en easy
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Sea in which to think, when one tries to retain correlation

with the outer consciousness , Whatever success I do attain

in navigating in this ,compound of the Sea and relative con-

selousness , I owe very largely to the years of training in

higher mathematics . Often I feel tempte' ; to tall back

upon the relatively inchoate expression of poetry where the

conceptual demends are less exacting .

This effort has entailed quite a considerable demand

upon the forces of the physical organism. Since the begin-

ning of this writing I have scarcely lived in the field of

the action and reception senses . As a consequence , they have

been despoiled , in a degree , of the values that otherwise

would have accrued to them out of the Transition. This sim-

ply illustrates the importance of the effect of focusing .

The Higher Consciousness , in a greater or lesser degreo, is

formless and thus is in the nature of a general Power which

may be made effective in whetovor direct ion It is focused .

So far, I have concentrated principally in the field of

thought and conscirusnoss •correlation and thus, quite

naturally, it is in this region that the main effects are to

be noted . I choso this course spontaneously and deliberately,

for this is a region toward which my interest gravitates

naturally , Others , differently constituted , would not have

had the same experience .

As the final and crowning word of this record, I
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wish to state nn appreciation , and give may tribute , to her

who has journed by my side in this quest of t ho t noient

yet cvor now World ; that World uh ch is at once tho Source

and final Homo of all oreaturos . The oonplcted ;3uman being

is both n n and woman, but on this objective lcvol of eon-

nelounnens the true balance of those two 1.3 not found In

one embodiment. So here ire this world , the beat that may

be attained Is not achieved by one alone . Van and, woman,

each in his separate nature, have peculiar potorst and that

which is via lbly true here also has its higher analogue in

the Greater i1orirt, Whereas tbo strongest impulse of man

is a passion for Freedom , ewonrn, in contrast, conceives and

cherishes Porn. Corresponditp to those two typos of genius

er, c the grand principles of Liberation and Coraposnion. It

is riot in nccor& nec with the nature of the oxeh?sively

masculine priiiti le to over turn back from the Liberation

of the great and free Space . But the feminine nature rnver for-

cots the needs of embodied form . It is tho Woman in Men like

Buddha and Christ that has made them aastore of Compassion,

as the 2:.n in Whom ride them o onquorors of Mara . neipation

for an indivf drat soul is but a partial aohievoment , for the weal

of units in not the Liberation of mankind . It is the others,,

vrhon man alone might easily forget , that woman never forgets .

In many ways , down through the yoara, Shorifa has

never allowed me to forgot the call whispered through the
r

eufferirg of others . For mV own part, I was content to unite



with Spade alone , .but the justice of her claim for these others

I could not deny. So, if at the final moment, when

Consciousness rest©d•Proo in the High Indiffererc a and it was

too late to form a genuinely new decision , for no desire is

born There, if at the final moment , previously formed decision

ruled my return to action in this bound.-world below, it wan

the words and love of Sherifa, who never forgets those others,

that were ultimately decisive . There is, within this bock, a

short poem to "Compassion" for which, while I supplied the

words , Sherifa gave the Soul . Left to myselfalone, it is

highly probable that I would never have troubled to embody

in words this that is written here but, rather, would have

sailed on in an utterly satisfying Consciousness . So, if

this book has values for other human souls, if, because of

it, some other wanderers are led to seek for the Great Pearl,

then thanks aro due most to her who never forgot them. It is

true that I brought to the task a certain skill and the

advantage of some training but, withal , I inclined to be far

too aloof and indifferent to care to put forth the effort .

rut the Compassion instilled from her heart would not lot it

be so . Thus this took is sent forth as our eoii .on offering

to those othors who,' soul-sick and weary in the meshes and
i

males of Sangsara , yearn for the LiCht .

May Poaoo and final Victory eozio to all those, who,

having found the omptincsn bf life oxternal, hunger for the

Life that is J'vorlasting .

OM TAT SAT
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LXXXIX

.0

9

THE SUPTUJIM ADVENTURE

At long last tho forest lay behind,

i3oforo stretched a desort, bleak and empty,

};eyond, a xwUnt ain, , dim in the dancing -has,*.*

Reaching upward, dofoating all Meaeure .

I sat rooting in iho o bade of tho forest--rim,

The last cool strofaK at r~r,; feet .

Deeply I drank rofrostumcrlt rind pondorod t

Long had the j oEu rney bebn and woarY

In the maze and the dark of the forest .

Oft had I drifted down false lanes,

Oft had courage bocn shaken,

Yet I n Vor quite failed to try stain

Arid at last the dim trail$ wero finished .

Behind lay desire so vain and lncowplete,

Ambitions inadequate, yoarnings now stilted ;

Before, roaohing all but endlessly,

A drea)'y waste, trailess and void of sign .

It socmed I behold the Goal, din in the distance,

But, again, It seemed not there .

;his virtoortaln possibility worth t ho effort?

Could anythiflg bo worth the cost

bald, and yet romaining to be paid?

-,rzg1=



Ohl for the -rest without ending,

0

. If 'not the rest of Victory,

Then the surcoaso of defeat .

But in any case rest .

Thus I pondered while a now strength grew

And resolution again was born

Of the ashes of burned dosiros and ycarnings .

Lothought : "Better onviard continue,

"Else all this of Fort uncompleted,

"Useless would lie in the void of vain endeavor .

"zf thought of achievement thrills no longer,

"Yet 'twore bettor to complete the half-finished .

"Behind tie values exhausted and lost,

"Onward alone lioth hope

"To fill the void ."

At last I arose, resolution firm,

Gathered my staff and compass -

Sole possessions of the, final hour

"No longer potent to 'rous e the soul

"That, in vision, a Beyond lath glimpsed .

And strode xne forth beyond visible trail .

Ere long the forest bohind no vanished,

ConsumOL' In refracting desert haze ;

Then all about the emptiness of burning paste .

On I Journeyed in timo-expanding void,

I
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Unafraid , but weary with the seeming endlossnesa ;

on I journeyed over rock cnd sand and thorn,

Alone in the stillness that is not Peace ;

On I journeyed, thirsting over more and more

For refreshing waters of the forest past rocall ;

Yet on I journeyed as thirst grow numb,

The mountain, have consumed , as the forest .

And time, my troad loss resolute became ;

The void without become like -iso a void Within,
i

All endeavor un availing .

I sank mo down upon a rock,

Caring nought,, accepting what might be .

Then spoke the VOICE,

in accents strong , chooring, comforting,

Calling frond out .the Boyond,

Telling of the Glory There,

Recalling tho need of forest wanderers .

Within me a now mirage grow, a now d'torminat i on .

Oneo more I 'rose , one;ard moving,

Fooling moro clear , though not yet cooing,

The ancient Mount f untellable Majesty .

The desert journey , all but finished,

Now lay behind .
J -

Already the slopes , mounting,ir steeper gradient,

Promise of final •fulfillmontf off reds -
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3toapox' grow the tray, but easier,

Strango paradox of tt World, Inverting Cornor valuoii,

Quickly I ascended, filled with strength

Born downward from Boyond .

The haze grow thin and vanichcd .

Then, boforo me, Imion urable Largeness,

}3uttrosses of the aneiont !ovntain ;

Height rising on hoight~ beyond nil vision,

Filled ana i With cheer and rich assurance,

Fast I climbed, until at teat

Above ma stretehod the awful cliff,

Transcending the final roach of thought,

Hero I lingered but briofo;t hour,

Extrecting frori thought Its izunost core,

Soo Ing the Po:r cr above all po, . ors ,

Success cro nod effort beyond all hope

And, as it -wore, In Tine's briofest Instant,

Outrooachthg time and sprco and causo ; I rose

To unthinkable heights beyond unthinkable heights,

Pindirg at lost the cnoiont Home,

Long for-ctton, yet Known so

Gone was the forest-world, a now World nine ;

` 3o7- untollablo, Kno,rlodgo all-consuming,

Etornity stretching cvorywhore ;

Not a :ihoro aught but I



Sueta .ning all u fvorsoa,,

Their origin and oon aummation .

barkncss of Inef,'able LIGHT

Enveloping all .

Darknosa, Silenco, Voidnoss,, uttor$

At ono o, Fullness in ovrery sense ;

Doeps beyond sexing , beyond fooling, beyond thought ;

At tba i,tmost Core of all I A V#

Sustaintr. 911, not differnr_t from all .

U?,tcllablo ages, a raomant of timo,,

Al t irt3, tut ono moment there,

From the inriiost Coro , descending - do:Rmr;ard , out,'ard .+

Distano?ri iii^;oas,zrable I came,

'Till flnc tr too Thought unutterable .

Mere, ltn. cring, I dwelt for a acason,

Thinking chat I could xiot says

U'ndoretcndi.ng transcending huz an concoivirg,

T'uro honntrg oloaa-packod and oferfloiimi ,

Cont Lini .rq of libraries tho, substanao all

And more, no'or yet told .

Filed to t'.nrr iarirn , I descended, don through the haze,

1 hi. ch, ov'or inclosing the world below,

Holds d1spart the Mountain 'fop

From the nother world of outer lifo .
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I, Free, yet not 'wholly Free,

While these, bound, remain, travailing .

Questioning, I pondered their sad estate,

Wondering how night release

For all be won .

Then gezing about me, on that lofty Field,

Behold I a Glorious Company

Of Men, rare, Divinely Nobles

All striving Ceaselessly in deep Compassion

With multitudes far below .

From These, methought I saw

Mays of Light, out-reach # ng and down,

Search-lights seeking quickened hearts and minds .

Then peering close, beheld I those who,

Pausing, raised their eyes in questing, hungering search,

Each enveloped in Search-Light Ray .

Along these Beams a, Call forth-sent

Arousing to fuller wakefulness

Ancient Memory.

Some, responding, gropingly to seek began,

Hunting the dim-folt but unsoen Light,0
Greatly trip+~ing, meandering hither and yon,

Yet falteringly drawiig nearer and neax'er .

Then spoke the VOige, well loved,

From out an ancient Day, another Life,



Uttering words of counsel stage .

" hou wouldtst of this harvest share,

"Of souls drawn Home to Peaco and Joy?

"Then, scok again the way

"In yon fields boloi .

"None knows the feral secret of human soul,

"So ever We try and try again,

"In every way, old memory to =rouse .

"Go forth and try thy way,"

So again I pondered the trials I knew,

The effort wasted, endeavor fruitloss,

The final Success, the Key thereto .

Methoti ,ht

rt t'lli s needles :, the jcvrney so hard should bo .

"A little turn; hire, another there,

nAnd many a barrier and morass deep,

"Easily surmountod will be .

"I shall toll of the Way

"Which at last I found,

"That others in a clearer Light may See ."

So I drew a chart, the best I know,

And hero it is for all

Who, v.andorirg in forest and desert drear,
i

Wish that a clearer Jay might revealed be . -
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00
770 YEAS LATr

January 30, 1939

A little more than two years have elapsed since the

completion of the foregoing writings . Although immediate

publication had been my intonti on yet, through one factor

or another, this has boon delayed . This has proven to be,

on the wholo, a fortunate circumstance , as the delay has

Afforded me the opportunity to view the whole cycle from

the persp ective of terporal distance . As a result of this

longer view, it is possible to report a more objective

evaluation of the whole event than I could effect at the

time when I was more occupied with the freshness of the new

Presence . In addition, during the interval I have devoted

considerable time to the search of both oriental and

occidental literature which had a bearing upon the more

metaphysical states of consciousness . As has been noted in

the body of the text, there were certain features in the

second Transformation for which previous studies had not pre-

pared me. Fortunately, through recent translations and pub-

lications of selections from tho Northern Buddhist Canon,

that havo comb into my possession during the interim, I have

boon,enabled to give the content of that transformed

Consciousness something on the order of an, objective irorifi-



cation. Presumptively, a brief report of both the evaluation

and the verification will be of value to the interested

reader, and so I am including such as an addenda to this

book.

It is entirely natural that a western student,

nurtured in the tradition of physical science, should ask for

a scientific treatment of any material which he is expected

to consider seriously . Unfortunately, the immediate or

intimate elements or states of oonsoiousnoss do not lend them-

.selves to any such treatment, for our science is oriented

exclusively to objective material . Value and meaning are

elements of consciousness which cannot be observed . They can

be realized through introoeption, but this, for any individual,

is an intensely private matter . It is impossible, by western

scientific method, to observe the inner consciousness of arty

Individual other than that of one's own self . The objective

behavbur of the organization of an individual, who reports the

realization of an unusual inner state of consciousness, may be

observed in the soientifio sense . But only the crassest kind

of extravert would affirm that the inwardly realized value and

meaning can be appropriately measured and appreciated through

the study of observable beha*ur . So the question of the status

of any reported inner state of consciousness falls quite outside

the range of the methodological technique of western science .

However, I cannot help but feel sympathy with the



reluctance of the critical westernn student to accept stato-
A

monts, relative to the mystical atatos of consciousness, an

the basis of faith alone . For v part,' 1 do not ask anyone

to bo7love blindly, but merely to be opon-rxindod . There is

no final verification save through inmodiate radlization .

All that I, or anyone else, can do is to build a presumption,

which may be sufficient to load the student to seek private

verification himself. This last statoo'ent is strictly true

with respect to the student who approaches the subject in

the critical Intellectual spirit exclusively . If, on the

other hand, the individual seeker is willing to dare on the

basis of faith, in the spirit of the true pioneer, something;

more can be done for him . In the body of the text I have

spoken of the power of tirductiont or fcontagiont . Sinco the

writing of that I have had rather extensive oxporienco with

this power, and have found it eve more potent than I then

realized . On innumerable occasions , when, either spontaneously

or doliboratoly, I ontercd the Field of the Current , responsive

individuals, who wore presont, were carried into the sable

Field in greater or lesser degree . I have secured several

written reports of these induced statos, and, in many instances,

have been astonished by the mystical depths revealed in them .

I have a nurlber of reports which would compare more than

favorably with the bulk of those given in Buckets "Cosmic''

consciousness" or In William Jamos t "Varieties of Religious



Experic-nce" . Horc is a r'othod of individual verification

0

thtxt, npnrortahos sanothing of the requircucats of a scientific

check.

But strict scientific r,Qthodol.ogy rec?uiros that the

observer shall., himsoif, stand apart from that which ho ob.

serves . Ad,iittedly, for * ny purposes this aloofness is of

superior value . But it nay be epol ied only to strictly

objective material, arid novor to the content of inner con-

sciousness f tsclf. In the latter case, the observer must

become his own objoct . FurtYcr, he rzst permit himself, in

the aspect of observer, to occupy an inferior status as coin.

pared to Himself as the obsotvod . This is apt to prove

quite a strain upon the pride of the- scient ific mind, for the

typical scion'-list has a distinctly over-" :caning superiority

complex with respcot to his observing function . It is

difficult for the scientific mind to require real humility

in this respect, yet, if it Is required, it becomes possible

to investigate oven the trans+ andent Level of Consciousness,

Yet, cvcn for tho :individual tho main} . ins the atti..

tudo of the aloof observer, I have found at ]Fast one

phenomenon that card bo Isolated fran the subject's report of

the inner content of consciousness . This is the ph ©neienon

of the psycho-physical heat . In the early da,?e, following

the first Transformation on August 7th, I soon had my attontion

attracted to this phenomenon . Personally, I had tho aenso of
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Fire, taut through idontifyixtg rnysc7 f with this Fire, r r thor

then with the organise:, I 'oarely had the experience of hrat .

'-lire is not hot to itself, Put thvsc near me very soon

began roporting an oxperi nco of heat which was often so

extreme as to be far from comfortable . This was an of fect

for which I had not been prepared by my provicus studies .

Since than, I have found several roferenco s to it in Tibetan

Buddhism, but in these co.sca it wvs a deliberately developed

phenomenon for the purpose of the very practical protection

i'rom intense cold . Ascetics , living in eaves well above the

timberline would either hrvc to find acme unusual protection

from the cold or poriah. But, in ry case , there was no thought

of cooking heat and so the phenomenon was quite spontaneous .

However , the xiost significant fact is, that it is an effect

that has been experienced principal ly-by those who rave been

in r r vicinity , rather than by rr .e] f.L FUDthor, It Is not on

hallucination or the effect of sug,-ostion . Often the obsorvor

can detoot a noticeable flush or the breaking forth of perspire

ation. In addition, the body bf the subject is frequently

.arm to the touch . It is, however , a very curious kind of

warmth , To the touchix hand, the surface of the rody my not

seem notably 'warm but , , rather, it is felt in the forearm, a

little atovo the hand . I have felt a ;t immilar 'i,armth vwhcn

touching the terrArtal of a high- frequency elect ro-inv netle

curl =ont. Thd toltninal itself seamed cool , hit tre arm become

arm, r



Now, in this affect of the psycho-physical heat

there is something that deserves scientific study, What Is

it? " VJ ,att is its cause? For iiy own part, I em convinced

that in this ao are in the presonee of a inifestation of

the Libido, in the sense Dr . C. 0 . Jung has employed the

term in his later writings . But I have rovon, to my

satisfaction, that it is a force which is subject to con-

aiderable conscious control . In the Tibetan Yogic Manuals

there is a dec idedly elaborate technique outlined for the

dovolopiont of the psycho-physical heat, Part of this

technique consists of posturing and certain breathing

practices . There aro also fairly elaborate rituals and

.visualizations listed . In my own case , I have found none of

this necessary . Often the' inc iting cause has been, apparently, .

nothing more than a rathor abstract philosophio discussion or

analysis of the various eompononts of consciousness when,

suddenly, the heat-offoot was produced and experioroed by the

vast majority of thoso present. For my own part, in such

cases, I have generally not been thinking of the heat-effect

at all, but merely of the content of the thought I was develop-

ing. In the case of the philosophic discussions in the

seminars or philosophic clubs-of tho univers ity,I never ex-

perienced anything like this, nor have I 1ieaitd of anyone else

testifying to it . Nof the heat is a witness of the proseneo



of something more than merely the Intellectual content of

oonseiousnoss . I repeat ; This is Somothing that can be

observed and should be studied .

0
At the pros ent time, about t so and one half years

after that 7th of August, the Door of Consciousness that

then was opened still reraine open . There Is, hooovor, a

difforeneo, In tho begInnin;, the HigtnrConscicusnoss

occu piod the position of the central focus of my individual

awareness . At present, It is more like a peripheral Latriz

back of and surrounding the central fcous of awaronoas, which

in Its turn is oecupicd the preponderant portion of the

tix with relative contents . NY private centor of conscious-

ness seams to occupy a sort of intermediate zone, between the

relative arid non-relative . I find myself able to turn either

way, but I am never as coi iplotely occupied with either mode of

conset ousnoss as forrxorly . When spanking or writing concorn-

I gthe Higher Consciousness, oven when enveloped in the k'iold

of the Current, ny private consciousness is moro occupied with

the problem of the situation than with the immIdieto value of

the Higher Consciousness Itself, The affective psychical

state, for this kind of funetioning, calls for a very fine

balance and a distinctly positive will . Thus thorn cannot be

a eolf-abando riiont to the affective or noetic value of the

Consciousness, at such times . I have Indubitable ovidonce
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that a ccroi.derablo nunb^r of iriividvn1s hob rccoivod

cliat iret ly cup~,rior valuce fro•i tIIia 1'ir.,1i op fuzlc ioninu.

'1hors 1v vo bccn ^orio instaroca towiccirti± on ccstatIc t -vcnec,

thou :' h tho rulo h^o boon tho cXporlcsicinln •or ocatatic or

no-tic v^1tma without cny trrroo affect ! t;h,*n urctionfng

on tho plntfori or in tho ola: sroom, I enter cnnsidorchly

lcso into tho ocatatic of 'cQt than to olcav=ly vidont in

tine acre c•f y :'ST~^1'~ 1 tttrdorts . aho v;orl'•effort or tha

furetloil 1; occu,>ico by far the moot of Mr p"ivcto ccx.

I

ccic~u ecc

I find that the iIirrho .' Ccnccioucnets is partly spots..

trncouc and partly urdor the control of a w .11 th-t I can

dircet . Yho tmm&tion fro 't the rnlativo to the r_on ..relat ivo

funeticrti.r, it quito cubtlo, l°ho pro-coy iticn its rm. of€'cotivo

o`r`-1rncws . Any notable dicturl-ronce of rV snot ional state

nulllitics y control . ITo, r ovor , the toohnit uo for pare ly4 irg

tho affective dioturh^_neo doou 11ot Coan to ba clifficltlt to

rytstor. All that is rec,tuircc! ib a contain oforelso of the will

which quia?tly orr,s, a the c~tot&cnah con-Aox. "ikon In a setti.rg

of cubntax tial enlrmr:oc t M lot h :ont, all that is Inec,!T:tl Is a

turn of cone 0iovsxnC3, -focus 1h ch Coons eox cthire lilac the

ri!nipulaticn of a buttovf`y- .valvo oontrollirjg alto ;*n^tfvo

paa~r ;Q. . All that socm nceovocry is the intent to do this

~rlth a-)rojlriato a 1 .>lic tion of the vrAll . I find it suite

in7Q: %ibiv to c1cc ori.bo the dcta.il of the pmaco : , tut then
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those is nothing surprising in this, 88 I find myself

equally unable to describe'the jircOoss of energizing the

is

musc les of my orm when seeking to porfrm some physical

flznction. It is muoh easier to move one' s arm than to

descliibo ail the psychical processes involved in the act .

I fird that the position of the body, or airy parts of the

body, is entirely a matter of indlfforonce, except that the

body should be suffici ently, confortable so as not to divert

the attention. I,pay no attention to the breathing process,

In fact, such oxperim,nts as I have made with the tantric

techniques . have been, barren of any result •orth while. I

also first the use of riantramic intonaticns quite u ecossary,

though, on occasion, I have used a few mantrams with s uccess .

Taut in the latter case, only those mantrams that carried a

meaning with which I already ocncurred intellectually have had

oxgr value . On the whole1 when I make use of this technique, I

secure tho quickest results from aphorisms that I have' oom-

posed myself.

Sometimesthq shift of the 'butterfly- valve' occurs

without my personal consciousness intonding it . Thinking,

reading, or talking a'Lout the Higher Consciousness, more often

than not, will acv ~iplish this . Sometimes I am so occupied

with the content of the idoa that others, who are present, aro

aware of the shift before I am. ` .I chn continue the process of

mentation aftor tho shift,'but the thought assumes a greater



depth-quality end there is a definite slowing of tho rate. of

idea-fcr:,.aticn . There is a nocossity of 'stepping gently'

9

in order to avoid the broal~in ; of a voiy fine balance .

Tho shifting back from the non-relative to the

roletivo level of functioning to t130 undor irry control, but

this shift involves a much nova gradual process in the'sub .

sidenee than is the Case in cor_nootion vf .tlh the initiation of

the State. There is something in this analogous to residual

nrgnetism. An iron bar may bo almost instantaneously hag ..

notiscd IV turning on an olcotric current through a sur-

rounding coiled wire, but . a degree of rragnetiaxt may remain

for sorio tino after tho ourrnnt has been, turned off .

The Field of the Higher Cons o iousnecr does meke sore

demand upon the reso~rrecs of thci psycho-physical organism .

Scmothing like wrork-effort is involved with a resultant

subtle fatigue . Wisdom requires that the function shall be

rostricted to the resources or the psycho -physical organism .

However, the total effect upon the 3attor , after the paseage

of time, is an ii provomcnt of the gonoral health-tote .

I find it necessary to use my okras met` ods nhich I have

myself discovered or, at least , modified, if they store first

sug?oated to mo from wino other souroo . I am unable to say

;shothor this is a general rule or merely a peculiarity of my

own psychical t©i,rporanont . At any rate, I find the matter of

technique to be highly individualistic .
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As to the location of r1, private consoiousness, it

SooMa to be in A Very solitary placo, In a sense, I seem to

stand between two wo'r7ds, one a Realm of Ecstasy, the other,

a World of pain. The latter` is, this trorld of ordinary con-

eoi.ousnoss . I see into this lower world far more clearly than

ever before. I see unoloannesa of which I scarcely dreamed

formorly. Trio human nature is a sadly defective thing . At

the central Coro of every human being is a vary precious Jewel,

but all too often it is covered with a case of unclean mud .

The Jewel is to be trustod and valued, but rot the case of

outer human nature . To see realistically is a painful thing,

and I do not roeo:itnend such a vie v to one who places a high

value upon his p©rso ial Go.ofort . It :could be devastating to

one who had no vision of the Jo-.;ol, unlois he happened to be a

lover of the r ud . The only thing to recoiw end the lire between

tho worlds is the fact that it affords the possibility to do

something about the :grid . The Inner Fire can so transform the

psychical road that it too ray become part and parcel with the

Jewel . It Is a Vary significant fact that the diamond is

clin:nically the same as soot and that the ruby is t eonpound of

the commonest metal and, tho corinonost oleront, both of which

are important c ormonent s of co rnoxi clay .

This solitary place in ono of pain and Joy . It unites

qualities that tend' t{o pull apart . From this place it is

possible to shed Joy while accepting the offering of pain . It

is usolcs s to pretend- that the , furetion is a comfortable one,
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though thorn arc deop satiofaci ions . It in riot comfortable

watching =on soving the seeds of pr.in, e;hon another and joy-

ful life is noar at tfanxl, just; waitirg to be acoeptod, It

is not, coiifortable to gave to sLancl by waiting for pain to

porform Its purifying office . It is not corifortablo re-

sisting the dosiro to loave forever this dreary and empty

world . And yot, what else can ono do when he knows that he,

has the mcans of release which can chi ango tho state of the

fo~.: or the tiny _,ho will aecopt?

--V

In tho body of tho toxt I havo alrcady noted the foot

that ire the heeognition, -~;hioh I have cnllod the "Iiigh

Indiffrrenoo", a quality of Conacicusncss wiu realized for

which previous studios had not propa.-ed me . The only con-

coptual pattorn which would nor-ospond to this State v as ono

which placed Nirvana iii a rolativo :status ,7ith respect to the

objoctivo univerco or Sangcara. In contract, my former studies

had led no to . the belief that Nirvana was the absolutely non-

rolrtivo State . fly intuitive perception on the level of the

culminating ftcoognition was very clear, but intellectually Y

desired verification . In the search of tar old sources I draw

a blank. It was only when, (,t a later data, I came into

pobsoss ~on of "The Tiboten Poole of tho Dead", "Tho Tibetan

Yoga and -Secret Doctrine", edited by Evans-tiontz, and "The

Buddhist Bible", edited by Dwight Goddard,'that I found the



vorificntien >,hich I sought . It is quit? widcnt that the

Enljghtoniont of L"uddhicm is not identical with the Nirvsnio

State of Consci ousness w which is cirrmly tho court er polo of

objeot ive consaiausness .- but a still more profound

Conscicusress that is noither objective nor subjective . At

present, it app cats to tie that sinplo logic should have r ado

it clear that the ultimate synthetic Oonseicucncs$ could not

stand in polar relationship to the objective world . It must be

THH'PT ; hich equally includes or nullifies both poleso thus

ervolopir~^ subjottiv&ty as roll as objectivity . Howovor, I

41

had fai!e) to th5nk zr ' thoughts through in this respect, thus

having to wait upon the Itoali :ation befcro makix the discovery .

Ho,, retch time is lost because of intoi l ootual lazinessl

The ultimate synthetic Consoiousncs s is beyond the reach

of thfrking, fooling, 3Gnsation , and intuit icn, but depends upon

ancther r:af of Consolovsncss which simply has no recottnition in

; : :.stern psychology and philosophy. Tho Evddhist name for this

'.ay of Ccnsc iouaness is Dhyana, which is a good deal moro than

'meditation' as generally undcrs toed . It is a latort function

Of eonsciotvnoss that, so far, has boon only rarely active

among mon . Its study is quite beyond tho reach of western

psychologie mothodolor y, since is lattor is oriented to ob-

servation rather than to introooptlon. But it is possible, by

the anpropriato i oans , to arouse Dhy2 na to action and in It,

alone, lies the Door to Enlightonmonto The functioning of



D yang is a rystory. ln8t.raoti-re in fiche preetioe of Dhyana

oxiet, but LcnythiN; that can bo doscribod le only a coliatoval

objoctivo aici that tray- be of us(s to certain pEychologioal

toi era . .̂cnt o- while it falls with othors . It is simply im-

possible to describe the eesant 3a7 laws vhieh govern the

functioning of Dhyana, „hile the collaterel aide which work

with ono psychologic typo may have tc be r:ldically modified

when applied to a different typo . Tho psychical structure of

the Bast Indivn and, ospoc iallyj of the Chinese i s radically

di ffevent froii our ova. Iionoo, rioroly to transplant method -

ologies, which have boon successful in the Orient, into the

Occidont is o caso of ucixir, ;ho i'rirrhr riotlhod with the wrong

rkzn" . It is only the co n'oinatfion of the "fright method with

the right ran" that .yorks . This not ris that, for the West,

the whole problem of devising the of fect ive collateral aide

has to be resolved in nou t e ra . We will hr{vo to employ the

powers ,khich we h,r vo unfoldet , in sunorior degree, rather

then depend upon thoso Uhioh, =:hi le strongly developed in the

Orient, are -eak with us . Today this is a pioneering problem .

But while the probl em of method varies with the type

nrd oven with the individual, the coat io eterna lly the some .

Cno does not have to be a T.~ret:ic to ace-that this must be so.

The very fact that ':o iz,etinctively= intorrate all men by call-

ing them 'humanity' or 'riinkind', .and all creatures by uniting

them under the concept of :living form t,, reveals on instinctive

recognition of underlying unity . It is only because of an



underlying unity that it is possibly. for-men to comrtunic .to

with erch other and bo understocd at all . Thus there must bo

a oom.ion denominotor and all thoso 13rho find this corn on donom-

mater, no matter who or-whOro thoy arc, willn find exactly the

ssmo thinC . This Common Denominator is the Goal of Dhyana .

Necessarily, the Common Denominator is nrtrneless, since

genuine naming al rys implies dofinirg . It can be symrolised,

but such a symbol merely points to the indefinable Reality .

This necessity should also bo clear, for the definable is

merely that which can be comprehended by thinking . It in,

therefore, lc, ,,s than the thought-po~ror . On the other hand,

that which eoriprchcnds the thought-powor, as well as all other

functions of consciousnes^, is ever beyond delimitation by any

function or group of functions .

Several symbols for the Nameless do exist . In the

first place, I symbolized It by the "High Indifference" .

Subsequently,•I have called its "Consciousness-without-an-

ob3^ot which is also Consciousnoss-Niithout-a-subject" . 13ut

no one can really think such a Consciousness, for then, at

once, It would have become an object, a soraothing comprehended

by the subject-object consciousness . In Buddhism It is known

as "Shunyata" and this is variously translated as "Voidness"

or as "Suchnoss" . It is also frequently referred to as the

uDharmakaya" . The Chinoso have symbolized It by "Tau" .

Perhaps as good a symbol as any Is SPACE, provided the Space

Is understood as being unaffected by oithor the presence or
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absonoo,of a univorso within it . Thus, the spaco of the

Einstein-rolativity would not servo as an adoquato symbol,

sinoo 'this is affected bar, tho presence or absence of con-

centrations of matter .

Tho identification of the Common Denominator under

diverse symbols is largely intuitive, but it is aided by

observing the way in which they are used and by the stato-

ments made concerning the corresponding Consciousness . Very

readily, I found that both "Tao" and "$hunyata" have the

same symbolic reference as "Consciousness -without -an-objoet

and without-a-subjoot" . But while I find myself in ultimate

agreement with the central Coro of Tauistie and Buddhistio

FEnlightenment ,, I often find the discursive approachos of

the Oriental far from convincing . There is roason to boliove

that I have to credit the Chinese mind with much of this

difficulty. Por,, so far as I know, all of the profoundor

Buddhist philosophic statements have first been translated

from the Sanskrit Into the Chinese or Tibetan , with the English

translation taken from one or the other of the latter . Now the

Chinese conceptual processes are radically different from our

own. On the ono hand, thoy involve a much greater sensuous

riehnosa than is true of our conceptualism but, on the other

hand, thoyy' are, peculiarly lacking in the concepts noooscary

_for abstract thinking . According to Lin Yutang, thoro never

has boon a development of the higher mathematics among the



Chincso, and there could not be without a radical alteration

of the Chinese conce ptua l base. In addition, the Chinese

genius, unlike the Indian, has always boon weak In the

diroction of metaphysical speculation .' `','fiat, then, must

happen who u the formulation of the crowning insight 'of the

most metaphysical or all races is translated into the Chineso

1ctragutge? It socros that there must ,bs an inevitable trans-

forruiti.on of thinkable meaning . Then, ,Then on top of this

there is it further translation from the concrete Chinoso

imagery into the abstract form of western langungo , further

distortion sects unavoidable .

"In the case of direct translation from the Sanskrit

the problem is not so great , though there still exists the

difficulty growing out of cross -transforoico from a mete-

physical to a non-metaphysical goniue. However, the rational-

ism of Shankara is onough like our own thinking to be funda-

mentally intelligible : But from the staaidno3nt of our current

conceptual style , Shankara is far from satisfactory . His

mothod of reasoning is too scholas tic , and scholasticism has

boon outs-modod with us for the last two or three centuries .

Further, Sho.nkora 's problem Was enormously syraplf i'ied , as core

parod with its analogue in the West , since ho could establish

his case for the Brahmin community by roforonao to Vedie

sources . 1tio of the :'lost do not accopt tho Vedic tradition

and thus Shankarataa trgument i s undorminod at Its base, so

far es Occidental offoctivaness is concerned . Consequently,
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the whole approach to Dhyana , in a form that will be acceptable

to the western psyche, must be carved out of new material .

The latter problem has come to occupy the principal

place in my present consciousness . Much of the time- during

the past two years I have boon engaged with this problem, I ,

have ,` in course of preparation , another work in which I be-

lieve I have achieved a partial contribution in this

direction . I believe that at least some sectors of western

consciousness aro now ready . At the present time, contribu-

tions in the form of "Analytic Psychology", by Dr . C . G.

Jung, form a real advance in this direction , but no,one man's

statement can bo comprehensive . However, "Analytic

Psychology" is reaching close to the Door, at least in the

hands of its chief representative .

I am convinced that the greatest achievement of

western genius has been in the development of the abstract

thought which has its crown in higher mathematics . The free-

ing of thought from dependence upon the sensible imago is an

accomplishment of the very greatest difficulty . Until thought

has won this power it cannot penetrate into the Realm of

Imageless Consciousness . Now, once it is realized how much

has been accomplished in this direction in the field of higher

mathematics , it is easy to see what a powerful instrument in

the practice of Dhyana we have forged . In my own experience,

thought on the level of Imageless Coarisoiousnoss was possible,,
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by employing the intellectual capacities unfolded during the
r
yea's of mathematical discipline . The demand made upon the

Imagination was a close replica of that required in the

study of the higher analysis and the no),- Euclidian systems

of geometry. I believe that the purified western intellect,

at its highest state of development , can carry thought fur-

ther into the Realm of ?rotundity than has been possible up

to this time . Fooling no longer has the " edge" upon thought .

,What I have said, so far , applies to but one wing of

,r

Enlightenment . Full Enlightenment requires the development

of Eros as well as Logos . It is just in the dimension of

Eros that the West is peculiarly week. Tho strong emphasis

of Love in the Christian discipline is psychological proof

of this . It is only a people who is weak in love who have

to give the Eros-principle strong emphasis . In this we have

the compensating notion of the psychologic unconscious . Our

love is weak and, when developed , often only sentimental .

Otherwise , the devolopment of our intellect would not have

boon so destructive , a characteristic well illustrated by the

world- situation since 1914 . As a result of our weakness in

the dimension of eros, practical Dhyana will have to stress

the .appropriate compensating discipline . For the one-sided
r Y

_Enlightenmont through the understanding is weak in

Compassion, and thus falls short of the highest possibility .

However, it is pose ble from the perspective of the one-sided



Enlightenment to arouse the complementary phase -through the

action of the will upon the latent seed of Love . .
S

_0

The culture of the Higher Love is difficult . Vor it

is much harder for•foeling to ;vin detach went from the object

than it is for thought . It is a lofty achievement to be able

to radiate Compassion without thought of return and with full

willingness to grant complete freedom to the object . Yet,

unt.l Love has reached this height it remains sentimental .

And to the merely sentimental lover, Compassion may seem

cold,though, in reality . It is the warmth of the real SUN .

Just because thought is"the highest cultured occi-

dental function, I believe that-the intellect must lead in

western Dhyana . But it must be trained not to abandon the

weaker Eros . Here is where the West will face its greatest

trial . For a race-horse and a donkey do not make a .good team.

In such a set-up there is bound to be much conflict, with the

race-horse trying to got away and the donkey becoming stubborn .

Yes, right here is where the West will have its troubles . I

perceive that in this conflict` is Just the place whore the

Analytic Psychologists will rondor us the greatost hoip, pro-

v .ded they are sufficiently spiritualized themselves .

To the devoted followers of traditional disciplines

it may appear presumptious that I should question old tech-

niques and substitute a now symbolic interpretation . But in



arcs =nor, to any,who fool this way I would need only to q%toto

the words of acknowledged Sages . All clinging to traditional

method and interprotation is but a subtle form of attachment

and, therefore, a barrier to Enlightonmont . Any method that

works is pragmatically justified, and no method, as such, Is

a sacred object . Then with respect to interpretation, I need

but recall tho fact that thoro is no such thing as an exclus-

ively true symbolic representation of an unthinkablo Reality .

All too easily a valid symbol may, through the power of,

attachment, acquire the force . of an heretical dogma. Fur-

ther; the validity of a symbol Is a relative matter . Though

the unthinkablo Reality is eternal, yet every symbol is a

tirio-axisten.ae and subjcot to the process of aging, The

power of ovary symbol is relative to the peculiar psychical .

corrplox of an ago and a pooplo . Just that symbol is most

affective which serves as the boat corrective of the psychical

complex of tho given situation . Symbols are not designed for

the benefit of Those who have Awakened, but for those others

who are in need of a correetivo of thoir present states of

consciousness .

But whilo there are any valid symbols having quito
T .r

different appoararoo in form, yet all those have cortain

features in common. The most important cor ton foaturo cann be

given vory' cosily, in abstract forms . For this purpose I call
J

attention to a simple logical principle . Everything that can



bo oxpovienced or thought exists throuCh contrast with its

contradictory, otherwise no particular olcmont of conscious-

noes can bo isolated from the totality of all consoiousnosse

T h e vrho1o universe of all possible oxpo loneb or thought

can be divided into any particular object, stato , or function,

and its cont ;-adietory . Lot the letter "A" stand for any such

object , state, or function, then the ' hole universe of possible

oxporionco or thought is oithor "A" or "not-A" . But the ulti-

mato reality of Enlightened Consciousness lies in neithor of

thoso • compartzrlonts and thus we say Shat IT is neither 'TA"

nor "not -A" . A whole life-time could be devoted to the listing

of all possible va lues of "A" aryl applying the principle in

each individual close , yet all the meaning that would bo con-

voyed by sink a laborious effort would be contained in the pre-

coding two sentences . Such is the power of abstract thought,

As one roads the more philosophic Buddhist iSutras he finds

largo nunbers of pages devoted to tho detailed application of-

the above principle '7ith almost endless repetition . Undoubt-

edly, the repetition builds a psychological effect that is

potent , but the essence of all this can be givon logically

in a sentence or two.

Now, just chat is THAT which is neither "A" nor "not-A`r,

when "A" Is given cony thinkable or oxporioncable value? To the

pure thinker IT seams like nothing at all . Thus IT is celled

"Voidnoss", for thus IT appears to the consciousness bound to



relativity . But through the Door of Dhyana IT is found to

be,sul stantial Fullness , quite beyond the, eormrehension of

all possible experience or thought . Modern sub-atomic

physics affords us an illustration which is as beautiful as

any that I know . Then two material entities of which the

one is just the negation of the other, such as a positron

and an electron, are brought into conjunction, the result

is mutual destruction . In their place is a flash of radiation

that spreads indefinitely through/all space, If, now, our

capacity for physical observation were limited to the fio)d

of the electron and the positron ,o might conclude that the

result of the conjunction ~ .ss absolute annihilation . But we

are now able to see that this is not so, but rather that the

destruction of rattox in one state has resulted in ii s con-

tinuation in a totally different state . So, also, is the

effect of the mutual cancellation of all dichotomies of

experience and thought . The flash of radiation that spreads

indefinitely th-our-hout all space is the symbol of the

Enlightened Consciousness .

By keeping in mipd-bat has been said in the last two

paragraphs, the rationale of the various r :ethods of practicing

bhyanap' as Droll as the basis of the various symbols for Noble

Jddori, become clear . But while the rationale is simple, the

practice is, generally, very difficult . To achieve the mutual

cancollntion practically is to effect the mystic Death, and

this always requires faith and courage . It is also possible

,that success will result in individual uneongciousnoss .
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Uoneo, the actual praotieo of Dhhana is to be reoommondod

only for those who aro propared . The easonco of the pro-

p.aration is the buildixj of the oap city to maintain con-

coioucaoas apart from all obj cotn This kind of

Consciousness is prosont all tho tine surrounding tho

funotioni of the relative cox oiousnoss o It can bo

isolated through 8olf••analyaie vahtlo obsorvi the phan.

taor.4e aia of the appearing orA disappoaring of the objects

in the streari of times It to THAT which ro; rains unaltered

throw s ell change . V'hen awaroioac has loarnod to turn its

focus upon this ovor-pirosscut liatrix of Consciousness so

that Conaoiousnoss becomes Its o.n objeoto the power to

re min individually consc leus through the mutual aanc,olla

nt•ion haaboon acbicvad, Then the tiuo has oomo for the

r,'vv,nsitionx from the embodied to i rsc hziuia r Stato,

'ihoro is not.hir.5 smnplor than all thin, and yet thorn is

nothing morn difficulty

1 00 *A 00,
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GLOSSARY

III
Adwaita (5k) . A term applied to a Vedantist soot founded '

by Shankara . The litora). meaning is 'non-dual' . Gonorally,

the system of thought developed by Shankara is regarded as

the most thoroughly monistic of all philosophies . _Horever,

in the strict sense , the Inner core of this philosophy is

neither monistic nor non-monistic . Hence, toil it non-

dualistic is more correct .

Ambrosia . In the Greek 1rythology , a ,celestial substance

capable of imparting immortality . Often thought of vs a

food or a drink, Tho Sanskrit equivalent is 'Amrital . In

the most conrnon usage, this terra is employed in ma figurative

sense . Such, however, is not the case as the term is uscd

in this book . The Ambrosia is an actual Substance and, at

the same time, a Force and a Transcendent Consciousness,

wherein tho subject end the object are blended . Any real

depth of penetration into the Transcendent Coned ousnoss

will bring the individual into an irirodiate blending with

this Ambrosia . It has a quality which is recognizably sub-

stantial and, at the same time, fluidic . But It is flluidic

in $omowhat the sense that electricity is fluidic, more than

in the sense that an ordinary gas or liquid is fluidic . It

is quite easy to see how the experience of the Ambrosia

should have suggested ' wino', and than, the ' cup', tho



tcII,gUOot , the 'ce )dron', arnt the tTToly G ,aj ) t, ci s,r 1•oTs .

x~~t~res~ .~fil ~ It . Thus the c :,,c,•chh for tha Iioly Grail 3c the

cearch for Iiortcl Lifo . ;i'ho 'ilocd t 01. the '2,crya1 31c,C t
i3 cnothe.i sy~ibol Carr y, hig the 4'L ,iio '_~Mr E , IIero the 2"3C rn-

133.ood, is olcErly I rt.al Lee . The c~rinboliscrl of the Lordt$

ir,R irdic tcc1 is tLifot tthich, it the : onco or the Izcyt!i

Cunpe - roi'ers directly to tho Arlb: rcIt . oho +Tad t r•o~ro-

sonts the substantinlity crd the is=irzo t or tBlood', the

flaidic, li Pe--f 1inZ quality.- To enter Ccsiic Cc~risclruer : s

is to pt!rtr le of the Arnbrosin crd this bostot s xmortQ~1tty,

thaw , h t is is 1 .y no rcena all rf' Its significen c . l'ui"thor,

this is nnot ^i I,)iy the nriMar`,j 1r.7t.ortc:Ut Y Ir 'Thich nil tl'i2'f;a
T

11£!rC, IYUt ' Sf-COrSCioue r ud, t }1 r Core, ird1vitif?'i

1. . rtnltty . ri'h5s Ir trlity is Gchiovod by r:^n ar.1 not

L1Oro1Z, irthoritod aut tically, Ini this took the Aibresia

1s often :°ofelrrod to czc the 'C rr +3nt' .

In thie " 1"nalytio rwyeholot-y " of l3 i. C, 0 . June,, 1 he

torzr 'Li4iclot aceuircc, in itc ,c'ct eofinrd dcvc1 picnt, a

cnlr,r that eo. .r4 cleso to that of the {r*rosis . °.hus it

bee : tcs r Cs c i:_ 1 o to c roc c of the Libido t Livi o .

A vn (sk) . - `,'he litornl Me;,h5nC In '1llise t, 'Joy',i
'Folic tyt, 'S-Tap inc-'s3 ' . It in cn espcot of the t."broei.n .

ITonce, the exF~r s3~r f~s, 'Cm-vort of Joyt, Icurj,Lnt of Bile,',

etc. C-m- of the outctrm15r` chn c.cter1ctir.a of the li'i?or

G'rnocioncr~c*t 15eo ;n the feat: OvAt, tho clir 5 nt q ctlttics
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10

under which It manifests to subjcot-object conociousnoss are

not definitely separatod but are blondod . Bliss, mortal

hife* sr_d Knowledge, 3n the higher sense, are not three

separate facts but, rather, three aspects of one fact, or

fealty . Amanda, however, lies closer to the affections

than to cognition . hence , Transeendcnae attained primarily

throughh the affections, m nif osts more as Bliss than as

hnowlo `ge, but the division here is not absolute .

Atman (Sk} . The 'Self', tho 'I', the 'I /M' arid the

'subjective ricment of cal1aoiou no's' . In the highest sense

'this is the Univera`:1 Spirit or the Suprome Soul of the

Universe . 'then this highor rkal nir ; is onphasi7ed the term

' Paramatman T iz3 corw:ohly ewplojf d. The Atnen is somotimes

used in the sense of the "Divine Yonad' and the gev'ent)l or

highc,st principle in iLn. Vhei. c i.s, ho':evor, a lower Usage

in which this term is s.ppl 1ed to the porrc ral ogo . The

anatman doctrine of Gautai a Buddha, In the riore co rorehensible

sense, refers to the poi oonai ego, and amounts to a donial of

the self-existence of this ago.r1o =never, there Is a higher

and more metaphysical aj)pllcatjo 'of the doctrine of anatman

which constitutos one of the moot 'difficult and profound Ideas

in all metaphysical t6 tight . Su?erficlall , it would seem

that the amatm .n o!' ruddha and the Atmavidya, or ]Knowledge of

the Self, of Shankaraa involve--&- ktowever, such

is not the case as- it Is a matter of difference of emphasis
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and, also, of approach to the same Transcendent Reality,

The Atman of Shankara is spelled with a capital 'A' while

that of Buddha is spelled with a sm1al] t at . This afford*

a .

a key to the reconciliation of the two doctrines . However ..

the inner Core of Buddhats Tssohing is more profound than

oven that of Shankara, tut it is Acre difficult to understand .

AvIdya (Sk) , ignorance or the opposito of Real Knowledge .

This is not tignorance# in the familiar sense of 'lack of

information' . All consciousness or knowledge, however highly

developed, so long as it is restr•ictod to the aubjoct-object

manifold is Avidya . Only Those who have Awakened to the

Higher Consdouenoss have transcended Avidya or Ignorance .

Avidya is the real cause of human suffering, bondagej and evil .

Likew ise, these are destroyed when Ignorance is destroyed .

I3r~ havad ita (Sk) . One of the boat known of the Hindu

religious scriptures . It is almost wholly in the form of a

dialogue betwoen Krishna, who ropresonts the SELF, the A tman,

or Cosmic Consciousness , and Arjuna who syribol izes the egoistic

man of action . *It gives a brief resume of the Roads by which

Union or Yoga my be attained . This is one of the most

important manuals that point the Way to Cosmic Consciousness .

Buddha (Sk ) . Bit ., "The Enlightened" . This is Transcendental

Knowledge in the highest sense. It is the State of Knowledge

whoroin the Real Self is known for what it is . It is the



tonsciousnons that is dotachod from all that is ovt'noeocnt

i

J

` 'end finite or neroly phenomenal . The State of Ttddhrhood
t

is the Supremo State of Eolinocs .

It is a custom ithin the Buddhi st cm-unity to

call a mm who has attained 1t li;rhtcnmont a Buddha . Post

corr.irmly, Gautama, a Prince of kapilvastu, is knot n cs

the Buddha, after its attainricnt, but' thorn wore Buddhas

boforo 11im and others have tattaincd T lightenrimont oinea His

time. Butt Ho, who as born Gautarn t, is tho grcctost of the

F3uddhas Who have rnpcare(l Athin historic tiriou .

"Buddhism" is the nerio rivon to tho rolivious rnove-

mont that had its origin in the life End to^chin,t : of the

,great Bddlha . l3ut, mot'o strictly, c' ddhise morns the un-

changing Dootrino or Dhara =which urdorlios all that its

ovanascont .

Cuddhi (8k) . In the microoosnmlc so tco this is the Spiritual

Soul of nan and the vehicle of stmn or the Spiritual Self .
as

Buddhi may also bo thought of/dico:ibodiod Intelligence, the

.eis of Diecarmmnt, discrimination, and the approhonoion

of pure Meaning., It is also Co..)passion, in the highest sense,

the very Soul of the IA,.-. of Harn6ny or Equilibrium In the

maerocosrnic sense It is the Univornal Soul .

Chit (Sk) . Abstract Consciousness ; pure Consciouanoss "thich

is not consciousness of nn object .

I-
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Chola (Mr.). A d i se iplo .
._-. 'ht~ relat f r_nnh ip o f a Chop to,

0

his Quru is far elono=i then th^t of a pipit-to his t¢cchir .

In Icot, thin r-lsticasht : iv tho closest of all hurrn

vrylatiorl hips . tbilo -a Chcla cno ally roccivc8 viom or

less irstruoticn, the onsontial ftrnetlon of a Guru is to

effe t a ¶ ranstorn:tion in the ccnscic,zsnoss of tho Clhrla

^b that . h^t :vo liavo callcd tCcni i1c Con of cusneDs I My
w%-wren in tho latter .

Cf`nsGi.t' ane,,s . in its host lv-iodiato sense tho stctr of

'doing a.vare t # in t ho brotd, th;u'Ii cc : :-cn, serneo, crn .-

ncic;~snes: to tho oULto .,y r. . e in t hon riot in tho State-4 of

di^L : nlmo 4lo" c ~p tto c,ftfin thin t, rz is need in tho torso

that, sh_uld he rcatvvicted to s~l'..~ccnsc ctaencas, or tho ccn-

ncit-mancos of b• In Z: conscicus . Or nsci,c"sr.oss that is not

self'-cot cic' is 'cry often ro ardcx1 as untoz~scirzalnoas .

the wholo m.=• bticn cf . hef: ccnscict'sres ^ in 1--cccijc•s P vory

trAbtlo .ttcr, cnee nn il ivi(Val 'oc .s l,e :.^r th tlio 4um'freo

of :',~?anIn .

consciousp-CCEOf the 801f. r,

oul,jeot . to o].l ecnacl ven.trc, gut,, ;n tho iii 'h nt scroc,

this is not ec•rscious v. of the oul, jcct rcC^vdect cs rn

objrct . It rifty bo calieti "CCIAI cict'nn :sr ti; 'r_ecl t,c C+-i4 its

S e ,rcn 0the -,ooitiv( ;r 1.c of ccr + i~i~snon :,~ . It Is e;r, .:

trove y dif3'1oult to P.ttaln this cons jcv Ttc'ss, rbr vary f

c si.w it mtidtzcrs to c onsei. c„ancce! of a subt 1 c ojeet ;
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To attain ocnsciousnos := of the Self in its purity is to

Awaken to Cosmic or Transeendont Consciousness . Somotimos

the foregoing is the meaning implied when the terra

'calf-consciousnoss ! is used but,' more commonly, the latter

moans 'consciousness of boing conscious' .

Cosmic Con iouenoss . In the strict sonso, this is

Consciousness on the level of some Cosmic Plane of Being

and so is not a consciousness of form or phenomena . How-

over, the tent is employed in this work in a somo ;:hat looser

sense, more closely approximating that riven by Dr . Bucko in

"Cosmic Consciousness" . in the latter sense, any conscious-

nose attained by awakening out of crystali7od subjact-object

consciousness is called 'Cosmic Consciousness' . It thus

covers a 7ono intermediate botween subject-object consci ous-

nesz and Cosmic Consoiousnoss'in the strictest sense . Seo,

"Transcondert Consciousness" .

Current of Bliss or Loa. Soo, "Ambrosia",

Dharnia (Sk), The Sacred Law or Doctrine, but often used

in a sorse soma,that analagous to that of 'duty' . But this

latter interpretation is deceptive . It rather carries the

moaning of true a3 ignrmnnt with Dssential Doing or Reality

in thought, fooli ng, and satton .

Dana (Sk) . -The Door to or Vohiolo , of Prajna or

Transcendental Wisdom. It rag be thought of as a higher

function of Consciousness , not within the range of study
r
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of currant western psyohologic nethodo?ogy . Often translatod

fineditttionf , but this is deceptive as most meditation deals

with a , contont , while Dhyena is a tray of Consciousness that

_ transcends aontont .

Egoistic Consc iousness . This is the consciousness of ones

self as distinct from othor solves . The feeling of sI am I

and none others . It is opposed to the State of

Consciousness known as Buddhahood , wherein the sense of

self as distinct from other solves is destroyed . Egoistic

consciousness is a fundamental barrier to Liberation or

Pn11 htenncnt .

Elixir of ice. Soo -''Ambrosia`' .

Enotines s which is Pulliloss . Transeondcnt Consciousness

appears as though it were oimtinoss from the standpoint of

subject-object consciousness, but when transcendentally

Realized, is Known to bay utter Puilness .

Gau~- (Sk ) . The sc.cerdota l name of the faviily of the

great Buddha . See " 3uddha"F .

Guru (Sk) . A Spiritual Toacho'r. Essentially not a tecchor

of information but one who guides and, nurtures the Awakening

of the Chalet or Disciple .

Guru-current . Usod in the sonse , of a general spiritual



influence or force which tends toward the Awakening of

Spiritual Consciousness in the aspirant .

Ham. A philosopher who is the loading reprosentatiYe of

the German Idealists . His school is also known as Absolute

Idealism .

Z prance. Sea "Avidya" .

ant .. I noel. The leading German philosopher arA considered

by many as the greatest philosopher of the "est . He is the

chief ropresentai,ive of the critical spirit in philosophy .

By this is meant the recognition that before a valid con-

struction in term$ of knowledge is possible it is necessary

to study critically the naturo and limits of 14nowledgo .as such.

Karma . (Sk), in the general sense, the principle of Law in

action . More specifically, it is the idea of moral causality

carrying a meaning which, In part, over-laps the western idea

of causality and., in pant, the idea of destiny .

Krishna (3k) . An Indian Saviour of about 5,000 ;ce^rs ago.

This name appears in the Baghavadgita as a symbol for the

Higher Self. In the latter sense , ilcrlahna f is a principle

somewhat analagcus to the mystical 'Christ' of St . Paul .

Liberation. Consciousness in the State of Freedom from

bondage to form. It is the same as Nirva nio Consciousness .
0 c

Loka (Sk) . A field or sphere of consciousness,-force and



substance subject to sore principle of modification . Thus,

the form of eonsaiousnoss 'defined by Kant's =Critique of

Pure Reason" would be a particular Loka of consciousness,

Consciousness cast under another form vould"be another Loka,

etc . The Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise of Daiite are three

exanples of Lokas of consciousness . In the ultimate sense,

we must regard the consciousness of every individual as `a

Loka . The term has both broad and narrow meanings .

Liberated or P1ivvanio Consciousness is not a Loka, however,

as such is a pure Consciousness food from the imposition

of form.

manas (8k) . Very commonly translated as the 'mind', since

this is Its literal moaning . However, 'mind' in western

usage, particularly in philosophy, has come to have a much

broader meaning than +Manast, so this translation is con

fusing. See the discussion "in Sec . L (XVII . 'Manas t also

has the meaning of 'Higher Ego', or the sentient reincarnating

principle in man . It is Manas that makes man an intelligent

and moral being . It is tho prime distinguishing characteristic

of man when the latter is contrasted to the animals and certain

orders of unintolligont spiritual beings .

Mara (Sk)= The pe-rsanifiod force of evil or temptation .

It is the adversary of him who socks to onter the Path that

leads to r'reedor "rozn bondage to embod ied consciousness . In

other words, Ltira is the groat barrier to Cosmic or

Transdendent Consciousness :
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Maya (8k) . Illusion .- It is the power which renders

phenomena l existence'pos iblo and, hence , is lord ovor

0

the flux of boooih1ng .__ She counter princ iple is ' Reality',

predicated only of that which is eternal and changeless .

Nectar . See, "Ambrosia" .

N kaa (8k) . A mysterious form of embodiment which

may be assumed by Ono who has attained Enlightenment and

still retains correlation with relativo conseiouanoss .

This is tho most objective phase of the Trikaya, tho other

t,.-.,o phases boiig the Sambhogakaya and the Dharmakaya. Tho

'doctrine of the rrikaya is quite involved and si.inply cannot

be undorstocd by the unilluminod relativo consciousness .

In one sense three ray be viewed us the throo Bodies of a

Buddha, but, in anothor sense, they are imporaonal metaphysical

concepts . On this Levol . thore is not the sharp division between

principles and entities that is characteristic of relative

thinking . Ono view, quite current among .stern students,

regards the throo Kayas as altornativo states of consciousness

which rlay be chosen in an exclusive s one e . Thus the

Dharmakayas aro regarded as distinct from the Nirmenakayas .

But the profoundor reality is , that a full Buddha is conscious

on the level of all three Kayas and thus is, at once, a

Dharma.kaya, a Sr tnbhogakaya , arkd a Nirmannkaya . An tity who

has Won this tr4ple Grown unites in himsolf the possibilities

or the Won-Relative and relative w orlds . We may conceive of



an incomplete L'nlightonment which roaches only to the level

of the Nirmanakaya, or of another, form of Enlightenment which

0

attains the central Core of Shunyata combined with a refusal

to accept any corro laticn with relative consciousness . In

this case we would have an exclusively Dharmakayie State .

in such an instance we do have a contract bet -eon the

Dharmakayas and the Nirmanakayae . Such Dharmakayes are in-

capable of affeoting'the destiny of relative eonsc icuanesa,

save through Those who have won the Triple Crown . But the

latter are as much bharmakayas as they are Nirmanakayaa .

Thus, in principle, thero is not an exclusive division

between the throo Kayos .

The Dharmakayie State is spiritually the highest of

all but, in the humanistic scnee, the 2irnanakaya is

especially honored because it is through the Nirmanakaya,

and only through It, that the rcdoription of mank3rx is pos-

sible. Bowovor, the Light of the Nirmanakaya is derived

from the Dharmakaya and thus it is not the contrast between

Dharmakaya and Nirmanakaya that is important but, rather, the

contrast between the pure Dharmakaya and the ccmbined

Dharmakaya, Sambhogakaya, and Nirmanakaya . It is this combin-

ation which links the Transcendent with the relative .

Nirvikal a Samadhi (Sk) . The highest form of ecstatic

Consciousness possible to man. It may be regarded as /kind

of Nirvanic Conscioucnosc, nodifiod by reason of the
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individual rotaining correlation I with a physical body .

It is a State of Pormlea s Consciousness . It seems to be

the rule that this State is orly attained in deep trance,

but it is possible to attain It without 'trance, though in

this case there is a decided dimming of the outer con-

`sciousness . While Buddha did not conden the trance state

He'did not regard it as necas :•ary and advocated Realization

:without trance .

Nirvana (Sk) . Whilo, the met .ing of this term is not un-

ambiguous as used in literature, sometimes referring to pure

subjectivity while, at others, &noluding Shunyata, it soome

the better practice to restrict this term to the former mern-
r I

ing . Nirvana thus stands as the opposite of objective

consciousness but is comprohended by Shunyata which eompre-

hends objective as Wel1 as subjective possibilities . Nirvana

may be regarded as Consciousness»;without»an-objoct--but-.with-

the-Subject while $hunyata `is Consciousness-wit hout-an--

object-and-without-a-subject . Both are formloss as to con-

tent . . This latter fact affords &'basis for uniting the twor
States under the notion-of "blown--out", the literal meaning

of Nirvana . But this leads to confusion as the diff©rerce•
between pure subjectivity and Shunyata is as great as the

difference between pure subjectivity and objective conscious .

nose . To be sure , noithear,State caz be imagined by relative

consciousness , jut considerable clarification is achieved by

building a thinkable logical model,



F We may roga d Nirvana as Liberation, while Shunyata

is Enlightenment . Not Nirvana , but Shunyata is the bruin

bonum. There is roason to believe that the West may find

Enlightenment more acceptable than Liberation . While pure

subjective Liberation is peculiarly close to the religious-

00115 of the Hindu it fails of being vital to the more

active consciousness of the Occidental, But Enlightenment

occupies a neutral position between these two . Since the

central emphasis of Buddha was not Liberation so much as

Enlightenment He stands as the one genuine spiritual World

Teacher that bas boon known in historic times . Shankara

spoke to the Hindu and, more especially , to the Brahmin

community , while J©sus was oriented to the more objective

occidental spirit . Thus , neither of these t%o are synthetic

World Teachers . They stand, rather , as specialists . Hinduism

can never be effectively transplanted into the Vest nor will

Christianity ever be a really offootive force In India or

China . But in Buddha and the I?harma of Buddha there is a

common uniting ground for both the subjective and objective

geniuses . Thus it is that while the Adwaita Vedanta of

Shankara is only slightly different from Buddhism, on one

side , still on the other , the western scientist finds much in

Buddhism that,sounds like his own thought . Yet, all the
! I

while, there is a marked contrast between the Vedanta and the

western scientific spirit . I repeat , Buddha is the only

known World Teacher .
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Nirvani ( Sk) . One who has attained Nirvana , Nonce, an

Errianaipated Soul . In general , the perfected individual

becomes a Nirvani only after death of the physical body,

but there are some, of whom Gautama Buddha is the great

example , who attained this State while stilll living.

Phiioso,hor ' s Stone. That principle by which the base

nature is transmuted into the Spiritual and Divine . Other

usage of this term exists, but the above is the profounder

neaning and is the sense employed in the text .

.Realization . The A•. :akening to the Transcendent or Cosmic

Consciottsnoca . 'As used in the text when this word is given

this moaning it is spelled with a capital 'R' . Realization

is'not a dovolopment _ of consciousness in the subject - object

sense, It implies a radical event involving a shifting of

the level of consciousness .

Recognition . Used in the text with essentially the same

meaning as 'Realization' . This term emphasises the impli-

cation that Awakening is a return to that which had boon

'known' butt which had been forgotten, perhaps for ages .

The use of this word In this sense does imply a theory of

knowledge that diverges in important respects from the more

current theories . It Implies that Real Knowledge is not

derived from experience but, rather , that experience Is the

occasion or the catalytic agent which arouses the

Recognition of inherent Knowledge .
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flel ativ© consciousness . The ordinary kind of human con-

seiousnoss'r involving the relationship of a knower to a

known, the porcoivor to a perceived, etc . It also involves

knowledge of objective terms in relation to each other . It

stands in radical contrast to Cosmic or Transcendental

Consciousness .

Samadhi (Sk) . The ecstatic state wherein the individual

awakes to song more or loss transcendent level . It may or

may not involve the trance state . There are several degrees

of Samadhi of which Nirvikctlpa Sainadhi is the highest . It

is the moans of cross-correlation bot,^oen various levels of

consciousness , in no two of which does consciou sness manifest

urdor the same form. The moaning of Samadhi is not sharply

difforontiatod from that of Dhyana, save that Dhyana is tho

Door to Prajna or Transaondontal Wisdom, while there are

lessor forms of Sariadhi that open doors to levels of con-

sciousness substantially less than Transoond (ntal Wisdom.

$axgeara ( 8k) . A Buddhist term including the same meaning

as the tworld - fi©ld' , used in the text . It has , however, a

wider connotation as it includes all levels of consciousness

in which thorn is an awareness of an object , combined with

the delusion that the object has an owistonco independent of

the obsorvor . Thus , the dream- sta.te,, while not a part of the

World-field in the narrower sense, is part of Sangsara . The

relatively subjeativo rbalnis such as the various heavenly
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'iorlds, the purgatories and the belts are also part of

Sangsara, Evo1 rolativoly high orders of Seership, like

that of Swodonborg, penetrate no further than superior.

aspoete of Sangeara . However, Enlightened Consciousness

includes the possibility of awaronoss of objects but the

difforenco, in this ease, lies in tho fact that the

dependent oxistonco of the rbjoot is Realizcd . Such aware.

nose of objects is not Sangsnric, as it does not imply

bondage to the object .

E,o long as tho .independence of objects is believed

in - a state that implies bondago to objects $angsara

appears as the Adversary, i.e., Mara, Satan, etc . But just

so soon as this delusion Is destroyed, San ;sara , in this

sense, vanishes . This vanishirg of Sangsara app .Lies to the

past as well as to the present and future, for it ceases,

not only to bo, but, tie well, to ever have boon. This is a

mystery to relative consciousness which is rendered intellig-

iblo only by the transformation of consciousness-base known

as, tho Awakening .

In psychological terms, Sangsara is a detached

psychical complex and thus constitutes a threat to psychical

integration . Left to its oaf, the Snngsaric state loads to
Y

exhaustion of the life-stream and real unconseiotkaness . The

practical function of the various racial and world .Saviours

in the effecting of pragmatic interlocking of the detached
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eoriplex with tho Root-Source of Life and Consciousness . In

the case of the Disciple this function is a more or lose

conscious correlation, but with the mast of men it operates

throe ;h the psychologic unconscious . V ithout the function

of the Saviours the state of most men would be quite hope-

lose . The Saviour-Function may be viewed as religious,

philosophical or psychological. The form of interpretation

is a matter of indifference, provided it 1a such as to render

tho function acceptable to man .

Sankhia (Sk) . One of the six Indian schools of philo :}ophy

and originated by Kapila . It teaches a dualistic system in

which spirit and matter aro regarded as co-eternal and not

simply aspects of a common and absolute base .

SAT (Sk) . This term represents Absoluteness rather than

the Absolute . It is the ester-present , eternal, and unchanging

Reality, THAT which is neither Being nor not-Being , but the

Base of all that is . It has the same reference as Shunyata,

Tau, Dharmakayu or Conaoicusness-without-an-object-and-

without-a-su'b3ect .

Self-consciousness . In the highest sense this is

" consciousness of the Self" . More com--only, it is the con-

sciousrress of boirag conscious , implying the recognition that

there is a perceiving subject but not, necesvaril:7, the

iecognition of the pure Consciousness of the Self .' Self-
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consciousness distinguishes human from animal consciousnoss .

Shankara {3k); This is the name of a Brahmin philosopher

Who is goberally regaardod as the groat,,st of the Vedantic

Sagiks . He, is the founder of the Adwaita -non-dual -

philosophy.' ills philosophy, together with th t of Buddha,

is regarded as the most thoroughly monistic of any ever

prorulgated . At tho Core there is no difference between

Buddha and Shankara, but the latter supplied a more com»

prehenoible philosophic statement . Ho•aever, Shankara

attained superior comprehensibility, at the price of a partial

veiling of the pure Dharma . Buddha represents the superior

synthesis whi o Shankara attained a superior expression of

ono wing of the Buddhist Enlightenment.

Sh ate (Sk), Literally Voidness . It is the same as the

Dharmakaya . -The Voidness is such only to relative conscious-

ns8s . " Actual ly It is the one substantial Reality . The ques ..

tion is often raised as to the wisdom of speaking of ultimate

Fullness as Voidness, since psychologically the latter term

often produces difficulties . But there is a stili greater

psychological difficulty, which grows out of the fact that

any image of fullness which wan be presented to relative con-

Sciousnoss suggests objective content . The result is the

substitution of one 8angsario state for another and this is

not 1nlightenment . Real nlightonment implies the radical

dissolution of all-anchorage to the objcct and hence the

aapirsatien of the student must be dircetod to THAT which Is



never an object in any sense,- To .rolativo coneaiousnoss

this can only mcarn polarization to+seoiniri Voidness ;

Subject-object consciousness . The same as "relative

consciousne ss " . In this term the subject-.object character

of ordinary human oonaciousness is emphasized,

Tomas or Tomasic (8k} . The quality of indifference in

the inferior sense. It is thus the polar opposite of the
which is

High Indifferenco ,/ a State of perfect affective Fullness

or Balance . The quality or Tomas tends toward roal death

or unconsciousness .

Transcendent Consciousness . In the prcuent work this is a

vory imriortant term and requires special discussion . In

tho broadost sense, the Transcendent s tands in radical

contrast to the empirical . It is that which lies beyond

exnerienoo . Hence, Transcendent Consciousness is non-

exporiential consciousness and, since experience may be

regarded as consciousness in the stream of becoming or

under time, the form is,, of necessity , a timeless

Consciousness . The actuality of such Consciousness can

never be proven directly from experience when the latter

term is taken in this restricted sense . Thus It is either

a philosophic abstraction or a direct mystical. 'Recognition.

In this tiork Its actuality is asserted on the basis of a

direct mystical Roaognition . This toxem is not hero used

as a synonym of 'Cosmic Consciousness', but is rosorvod

for pure , formless, riystio Consciousness ; On the other

-442-



hand, z ysti.o Conceicusnest which gives a content in terms

of subtle form or in terms involving any kind of inulti• .

plicit y, I call 'Co.,,mio Consc iousnosa f,

Since the appoarrnco of* the "Critique of Pure

Reason" n philosophic students have rmintninod that

Kent hnu dofinitely shorn the it possibility of any

Transcend?nt Conseiousnoss or Knolodge. (The transcen.

dental elomont in the appercoivir'g power of the Self is

distinguishecd from the 'Transcendent t, by Kent .) If wo

wore to assumo that the Eantiain analysis coivprobended all

possiblo functicns of oonsciousnose, ap .̂.arentl.y the fore-

goire conclusion ;could be unavoideblo . But the whole

problem routs u,-,on the actuality of the functicz of Dhyara,

which was outside tho Kxntian analysis as well P s beyond

the r:aeh of western psychologic wthodology . S nco rsy

whole' c4 so re sts upon the affi rnation of the actuality of

the furcticn bf Dhyana it is not ancworod by a ciriplo

roferenco to the older criticism. On the contrary, a

valid criticisms , in this rr skeet, would first have to

establish the point that there is no such ftmct icn as Dhycna .

This ccuu1d rnly be done try one who 'was iii a position to prove

that ho t. :as familiar with every possibility of eensciolaeness

and found no Dhyana, "unction . -- .ogativo proof is possible

only when every possibility is dolitiited and, while this

method is often successful in zntttheiiatics, there is al .ways
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presupposed an explicit definition of the whole field of

discourse under discussion . But from the standpoint of

the present epistemology this is arbitrary . A possibility

is proven either by experience or Realization, but a

theoretical delimitation of all possibilities is quite

another matter,

I am quite well aware that the scientific imagination

has shown groat capacity in inventing objective interpreta-

tions of all observable phenomena . It is also an axtra-

logical canon of science that the prosu.n tion of truth is to

be given hypotheses that do not violate establishod forms of

interpretation . But„ logically considered, this Is no more

than a reference to the authority of style or custom . For

my part.' I do not share in this superstitious reverence for

style and custom ere offer respect only to the logical spirit

of science , But all this applies only to observable phenomena .

;then we consider the meaningful content of consciousness we

are dofinito .y outsi,do the roach of wrystern scientific

methodology, though not, therefore, beyond the range of all

possible science . Now, it Is only when dealing with meaning-

ful content that it is possible to roach the realm of Dhyana .

Transcendent Knowledge . 'T'his term implies the assertion of

a Knowledge, the actuality of which modern empiric philono-

phors would deny. `It is true that there is no Buds thing as

a transcendent subject-object knowledge . But it is not in



this sense that the term is used hero, but rather, as

"Knowledge through Identity" . The following question then

arises : What is the difference bat,aroen Transcendent

Consciousness and Transcendent Knowledge? The distinction

is, admittedly-, subtle . We night say that It is the

Transcendent Consciousness es'roflooted through the know-

ledge quale . Thus a Transcendent Consciousness manifested

through en affective quale would not too Transcendont

Knowledge . The assertion of the .Reality of this Knowledge

implies that Knowledge may descend from the Transcendent

to the relative domain . It does not imply that a13 know .

ledge has that source, necessarily, as certainly in some

sonse some knowledge comes from experience . Following the

Indian usage, the descending Knowledge would be Vidya,

while mere empiric knowledge would b© avidya .

Vedanta, (Sk) . This is the group of systems that form a

philosophic interpretation of the Upanishads . The earliest

Vodantic system originates with Vyasa, and is at least 3,300

years old . Its most systematic and philosophically adequate

formulation was given by Shankara, about 2,500 years ago .

The latter is-known as the Adwaita Vedanta, the most con-

sistently monistic philosophy in existence . It is in the

latter sense the Vedanta is referred to in this :pork.

The Vedanta, like the Thoosophia and the G nosis,

implies descent of Real Knowledge from a Transcendent

Level .



APPENDIX

LII . THE HIGH INDIFFERENCE . The Event, interpreted

in this section , constitutes the culminating point of the

whole cycle . It occurred almost exactly thirty-three days

after the initial Transition. It was quite unexpected and

there v:es no premonitory excitement as in the first instance .

I had had a warning; to be on the watch for something involving

a time-cycle of thirty-three , but I had no hint as to whether

it was a ratter of years , months, veeks , or days. I had,

already , discounted the idea that it was only a question of

days . In any cape , up to the 8th of September I had not noted

the fact that nearly thirty-three days had rolled around, In

fact , my attention was almo st exclusively occupied with the

stream of ideas to which I vas "ivinr formulation , Certainly

I was not seeking anything more and had not the faintest idea

of vhat something more could possibly be, Thus this second

Transformation was thoroughly spontaneous or autonomous so

far as any conscious effort or seeking on my part was concerned,

The interpretation of this culminating Transition

afforded extraordinary difficulties , The result of the first

effort was far fron satisfactory , At the close of the second

. period of thirty-three days , again I found myself in a state

of exceptional lucidity. At that time I undertook a fresh

interpretation and was much more successful . This is the

formulation that is given in the above discussion . It is an



universal characteristic of all mystical states that they

cannot be conveyed adequately in any conceptual formulation .

The reason for this is clear, once it is realized that the

essence of the mystical state is a Consciousness that floes

not fall within the subject -object framework , In contrast,

all lnnruene presupposes that framework . Thus , the idea, which

0

of necessity is an object of consciousness , cannot contain or

represent , in the usual sense, a consciousness-value where the

subject and the object become coextensive , But the more

usual mystical state has an effective content which can be

ruprested sufficiently well so that anybody can sense that it

is desirable . For states that are blissful, happy , or, joyous

are quite faturally humanly desirable , Because of this, and

so far as I can see, only because of this , it is poc$ible for

the typical egoistic man to desire , end therefore seek , mystical

Realization . But when we deal with the notion of a state of

Consciousness which, in addition to transcending the subject -

object framerork, is also marked by beinr' neutral with respect

to Bliss and its opposite , it apnearn that here we have

something that ilea quite outside the range of either human

conception or desire, That, in addition, such n state should

have the highest superiority and could even be preferred to

a state of Bliss, certainly seems phantastie to say the least,

Yet, I can testify, such Xs the case , However, I have found

from experience that every effort I have put forth to make



this fact convincing to other individuals has been unsuccess-

ful, Indeed, I find that those individuals who core closest

to the meaning which I an seeking to convey tend to be appalled .

Others simply are not aware of the implications, save perhaps

in a detached or academic sense .

Attimes I have debated the wisdort of releasing for

pu''lioation the report of this more profound state of Conscious-

ness . Two considerations have finally led to a positive de-

cision . In the first place , lock of understanding automatically

protects those who have not yet attained the affective riaturity

to face the Reality . Mile in the second place , it is just

this culminating Transition that suppllec the keystone in the

philosophic statement that is coming to birth in my Mind as a

result of the whole cycle . It is because of this cycle of

Recognitions, and only because of them , that the resultant
E

philosophy stands on a much more fundamental basis than mere

speculative system.-building . It is not a philosophy of sere

arbitrary concepts , but a reflection , in the form of a philo-

sophic symbol , of a realized ' Reality. Thus , to exclude the

report of the actual unfoldment in Consciousness would be to

leave the resultant philosophy suspended in the thin air of

pure abstraction,

None of my previous readings in Theosophic or Vedontia

sources had prepared me for anything like the state of

Consciousness Which I have called the "High Indifference" .



Upto that time, my familiarity with the Buddhist teachings

had been mostly confined to translations of selections from

the southern Canon . I knew that Buddhism taupht the doctrine

of Anatna and Nastika , that is, the unreality of the Self and

of God , But I had understood this in the sense of the un-

reality of a personal or individual self and of the unreality

of any anthropomorphic God, I had not realized that there

was a still more profound interpretation of these doctrines,

It was only considerably subsequent to the cycle of Recognition

that I came into possession 'of the, translations from Tibetan

Buddhism , edited by Mr . Evens-Wentz , and the "Buddhist Bible",

edited by Mr . Goddard . In the literature thus made available,

for the first time I was enabled to verify the content of the

Recognition called the "High Indifference" . The two-fold

egolessness of the more philosophic Buddhist Sutras conforms

with my own mystical discovery. The most profound depth of
l

consciousness tranreends the Supreme Self as well as the ero-

istic self , Likewise , the reality of God is co -extensive with

the reality of the Self . Thus , so long as there in a seeming

of a Self there is a seeming of God that has equal reality .

God is the Other of the Self that with most men abides onl •

in the psyeholopic unconscious . But from the highest level of

Recopnition it is seen that . there is no independent reality to

be attached to either the notion of a Supreme Self or a Supreme

Being. In a derived sense both are real , but in the ultimate
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,underived sense, there is neither a God nor a Self but simply

pure Primordial Consciousness .

Like many other students , I had formerly supposed that

the notion of Nirvana pointed toward the nost ultimate possi-

bility of consciousness . The Realization of the High Indifference

revealed the actuality of a more comprehensive Consciousness,

At the time I tee rather dumbfounded by this discovery, and

made an almo st frantic search for confirmation in the literature

that I had available at the time. I saw, quite clearly, that

Hirvanic Consciousness stood in polar relationship to objective

consciousness , and, therefore , was not really syntlictio . But

I felt that there should be some reference to this super-Nirvanie

state somewhere in mystical literature . Ultimately I did find

the reference , but only when the translations from Tibetan

Buddhism carve into my possession. The word "Nirvana" is not

always used in the same sense , and this is a source of consider-

able confusion, orietimes it refers to .unyata - the state

which I have elsewhere called "Consciousness -without-an-object"

and "Consciousness-without-a- subject" . For the purpose of

clarity , I have confined the use of the term "Nirvana" to pure

subjective Consciousness,

S Many philor:ot hic thinkers have not only taken the

subject--ob j ect framework an a fundamental form of all conscious-

ness , but they have , es well ,' regarded desire as an ultimate

determinant . Thus , for instanoe , the Pra ;rnatic school of



philosophy introduces desire or purpose as an essential part of

their theory of knov:ledge . To know the }Xiph indifference is to1
know that this theory possesses only partial validity . Prae:-

matism defines only a limited sector of consciousness . It is

the very essence of F nneipation that it transcends just this

sector. On the level of the liiph Indifference there is no

desire -ihatsoever , butttmply unlimited potentiality, To find

the Real it is absolutely necessary to transcend desire, But

it is impossible for the desire -bound consciousness to imarine

the supernal value of that Consciousness zrhioh is free from

desire , In the whole notion of desiring Desireleosness there

is an inherent contradiction until somehow one has Realized

that superior State and thus Knows , directly, Its superiority .

The pramatie epistemology has only pragmatic Value within a

relatively narrow field of consciousness and no more. As

compared to Enlightenment , Preematism seems cheap .

In the Sutras , contained in the "Buddhist Bible",

frequent references are to be found referring to the "turning

about in the deepest seat of consciousness ." I find that this

also has a two-fold meanin,T . In the first place, ordinary

consciousness is bound to the object by a force which vie nay

call 'gravitation' . The early struggle for Emancipation i s

against this force until, ultiriately, a point is reached .,,here

it has become neutralized . This is a point of peculiar dif-

ficulty on the Path, for the old motivation has ceased to
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operate , and the opposite force does not yet dominate, It

can easily become a place of despair . One can continue at this

point only through the exercise of the will rithout eny affective

aid . But, if the individual persists , presently he finds himself

within the field of another force , which we may call ' levitation' .

From this point on through t*he next phase the attraction of the

`,Subject acts as spontaneously as formerly did the attraction of

the object . The battle with obstacles is finished end the

.formerly Most difficult aooon- plichment bcconeo the ecusie ._pt .

This is clearly a kind of ' turning about ' in consciousness, But

it is not the "turning ebout at the deepest seat of conGeious-

nces" . `'he latter requires the turning away froFn the subject .

,the record of this second ' turning away ' is riven in the above

diccuusion . ity own conscious part in it wns merely the renunci-

ation of private enjoyricnt of Bliss , For the rest , it just

hnppcncd .

I consider it a fortunate fact that prior to the cycle

-in 1936 1 had not been a student of the profounder Buddhist

teach ingn . For thus it gives to this cycle the value of in-

dependent verification . It shows, further , that Buddha

discovered an universal Reality , and not Anerely ;omethirit that

is valid for Oriental consciousness alone , In this we are

dealing with the underlying Rotc of all Consciousness .

Tanuary 10, 1939
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